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Each of our lives, like a novel, accounts an incredible story of personal growth. It is a narration of the events, large and small, that make us who we are. Though we move from moment to moment, planning our futures and anticipating challenges, we are not waiting to experience life. We are living it. Right here, right now. As the tale unfolds, the here’s and now’s are strung together. Page by page we encounter moments of laughter and joy, sadness and disappointment, youth and wisdom, and, finally, understanding. These pages describe our high school years, a chapter of our lives complete, yet eternal.

Cherry Hill High School East
1750 Kresson Road
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08003
Where Were You On October 11, 1995?

The fate of a student's grade resting in his hand. Mr. Kovalevich goes over some papers. In his English 3A classes, Kovalevich prepares juniors for the SAT's with intensive vocabulary work and reading comprehension training.

Before dashing to lunch, Jamie Vill ('97) glances in her locker to see if she needs to bring anything else. Many people take advantage of their lunch period to finish some homework, which is usually due the next period.

Reading themselves for the corporate world, Kevin Suwald ('96) and Manuel Fonseca ('96) plan business strategy while taking inventory and calculating the profit of the school store.
At some point during the course of a hectic day, students need to take a "breather". Ilanit Cohen (96) catches a moment of rest before she heads to the locker room to change for gym.

During the fifth period lunch, Alla Bruleman (96), Jen Lee (96), Susan Kim (96), and Cathy Kim (96) try to eat and talk at the same time. "Senior year has been the best so far because I can talk to a lot of my friends during my lunch period, whereas in the years past, our schedules have conflicted," said Lee.

Up in third-floor C-wing, Jamie Rosenberg (96), Jo-Shin Tsang (96), Raymond Chang (96), and Edward Solovey (97) perform one of their weekly labs in AP Chemistry. "The objective of this lab was to determine the percent sulfate present in an unknown sample," said Chang.

Her pencil ready to take notes, Ilana Bleibrie (98) concentrates on the lecture in a US History I class. The US History I course covers American history from colonial times to the 1900's while US History II encompasses events from 1900 to present.
Microscope work is an integral part of every biology class. Using his hands for fine adjustment, Kenny Shih ('97) focuses on a paramecium during first period lab.

Following the old adage, “Practice makes perfect,” Michelle Tan ('96) hones her softball skills in her physical education class. Concentrating intently on the softball, Tan misses by only a narrow margin.
While waiting to take the senior portrait, Debbie Jacoby (’96) helps Drew Kresman (’96) to tie his tie. "Drew was embarrassed that he couldn't tie his own tie for pictures; so I had to help him," said Debbie.

In vertebrate anatomy, students strengthen their understanding through dissection. Cheryl Boby (’96) and Rizza Miao (’97) explore the internal systems of the shark using precise laboratory technique.

Hands On Training

Teach them— they will forget. Show them— they will remember. Let them do it themselves, and they will understand. To many East students, active learning is the most effective learning. Daily, students acquire new skills with hands on training.

Several classes at East focus on manual skills while many other incorporate hands on training into their curricula. From the arts of the sciences, students learn to work with their hands to accomplish their goals. They often find that this type of learning will stay with them in the years to come.

Many students learn best when they try tasks themselves. "In QPS labs, it's easy to operate the equipment after the teacher shows you, because then you can experience it firsthand," said Arnold Luk (’99).

When learning a new technique in art class, students find that it does not sink in until they actually try it. "Using my hands enables me to have better picture in my mind as to what I'm doing," said Tina Phillip (’96).

Through the whole spectrum of East's classes, hands on training plays a major role in learning. East students give hands on training two thumbs up.

Gauging the direction in which the compass is pointing, Mia Sorensen (’98) experiments with the tools of science and explores the ever-upgrading world of technology.
A Race Against Time

They plague East students from day to day, week to week, and even month to month. Students try in vain to wish them away or even ignore them, but they will not be vanquished. They continue to multiply haunting day and night, and become more menacing with the passage of time.

Deadlines, many people agree, are invading their lives. "Sometimes I become overwhelmed by the number of deadlines I have to meet. However, when I think of the many deadlines I impose on other people, especially the Eastside staff, I realize that despite our disdain for them, deadlines are indeed a necessity," said Jamie Lustbader ('96), Eastside's Editor-in-Chief.

East students combat deadlines of all types from regular homework assignments to SAT registration. "No matter how much we hate them, we must meet deadlines. I learned that lesson when I missed the application deadline for the SAT's about ten times, and ended up taking the SAT's in the June of my junior year," said Ed DiMarzio ('98).

In the grueling battle with deadlines students realize that the only way to conquer them is to meet them, on their own terms.

With only a few minutes to spare before English class, Marla Schneider ('96) crams the usual way - frantically skimming the Cliff Notes instead of reading the actual two page novel.

Using a few minutes before homeroom as study time, Gail Biege ('97) sits down to cram a few more bits of math into her head while she can. The procrastinators, a majority of East, often fall into the habit of cramming the period before the big exam.
Nikki Saltzburg (96) and Leslie Miller (96) intensely study music for honors choirs including East Singers. "Being in East Singers is an honor that requires much hard work but at the same time, it's a lot of fun," said Leslie Miller (96).

The pressure of gathering college information is anxiety-ridden enough without an approaching deadline. However, Nakisha Clark (96) and Shanella Ford (96) find themselves in the guidance office in a hasty search for the perfect college.

Robert Brownholtz (97) pours out all he has memorized onto the paper for his health test. Although some may believe otherwise, studying hard does pay off when the grades come around.

Standardized test dates represent stressful deadlines for most juniors and seniors. Jordan Blau (96) schedules an SAT date into his calendar while waiting for a guidance appointment.
With his sunglasses and chain bracelets, Chris Gendron ('97) practices for senior year. He takes a minute to observe the rest of his class working hard while he catches a few rays of sunlight by the window.

Posing as a true senior, Astana DeNaples-Hiller ('96) rests comfortably as she takes in a little Hemingway. Surviving the hectic days at East often means taking a break when you are supposed to be working.

No senior can doubt that high school is worth suffering through to get a driver's license at 17. Although Michele Rudner ('96) enjoys her driving privileges, she also recognizes one of the many responsibilities that comes with getting older -- driving safely.

A Time Of Change

Throughout their years at Cherry Hill East, students grow a little older and a great deal wiser. As Freshmen, they enter high school not knowing what to expect, and, as seniors, they leave uncertain of what the future holds, but after experiencing East life for four short years, students realize how much they have grown.

As upperclassmen look back on their high school years, they find that they have changed greatly, mostly for the better. "Over the past few years, I noticed that I've become a lot more confident and out-going," said Orit Raevsky ('97).

Students also find that their day to day experiences at East have taught them a lot. "I'm more mature and handle my problems more calmly than I did when I was a freshman," said Nikki Salzburg ('96).

Students agree that the positives of becoming older outweigh the negatives. "As I became a junior, I realized that I have a huge load of work and many more responsibilities but at the same time, I'm having a lot more fun," said Samuel Kang ('97).

Anticipating new freedoms and responsibilities as they leave high school, students realize that their time at East was truly a time of change.

Annie Rueschmier ('98) takes a step in the right direction. Growing up at East is about getting involved, and that often means having to take a bus ride for an away sports game.
High school: A time of standardized tests, harder courses, and growth spurts. Ben Brand ('96) demonstrates his victory over the obstacles of adolescence to Amy Katz ('99), who has yet to experience the range of problems with growing up.

During a grueling game with Triton High School, Ben Green received a wound while tackling the quarterback. “Part of his helmet or shoulder pads, I don’t know which, entered my face mask and produced a gash on the bridge of my nose. It bled heavily until it was bandaged,” said Green ('96). He fondly looks back on his football career, and plans to continue playing in college.
Kevin Suwalt ('96) masters the tools of the trade in woodshop. Open to all grades, woodshop allows students to create their own designs of everything from birdhouses to bookshelves.

Thi Young ('98) pauses to mill over the shape which her creation will take. Cutting and cartooning are two important components of commercial art production.
Julie Potterian ('96) styles the hair of her mannequin with rollers. Cosmetology allows students to cut and design hairstyles they would never experiment with on their own hair.

The sound of music permeates the halls as Katie and Betsy Nees ('97) practice their piano skills, working together to create their own type of art. They show that originality and friendships are linked together.

**Tapping Into The Imagination Of East**

With self-expression as their guideline, and creativity as their instruction manual, students find happiness in producing works of art.

For many students, the act of creating not only promotes a sense of achievement, but also encourages self-awareness. "I like drawing cartoons and realistic art because it allows me to escape to another world and use my imagination," said Teddy DePrince ('98).

Miss Sacca, who teaches all levels of painting, emphasizes the importance of putting emotions down on canvas. "Creativity is the ability to change inner thoughts and express oneself in a new and exciting way, whether it be in the fine arts, music, science, or dance," said Sacca.

Creating original pieces allows students to communicate their ideas and emotions to others, and at the same time learn more about themselves. "When I fool around on the piano, certain feelings I have at the time are reflected. From this I can compose music that emanates my various emotions," said Mark Kramer ('97).

For East students, the beauty of creating lies not only in the product of their creation but in the process that leads to it.

With her colorful palette and graceful strokes, Jen Tomar ('96) creates a work of art that any critic would admire. Painting is a skill which takes years of practice to acquire.
Through the tests and the term papers, the criticism and the praise, bonds between teachers and students extend beyond the classroom. During high school, students learn much more from their teachers than pure subject matter, and teachers, on occasion, learn from their students.

During after school activities, teachers and students truly get to know one another. "While working with Mr. Young, the advisor for Adopt-A-Grandparent, I learned what a caring person he is," said Sheryl Patel (98). Students find out what their teachers are really like after spending many hours with them both during school, and after classes. "Even though we dislike them when they give us an abundant amount of homework or an incredibly hard. I think the teachers here at East teach us more than just what's in the textbook. They teach us how to be better people," said Noeen Ahmad (96). At East, teachers have a tremendous impact on their students.

Not only instructing in class, but before and after school as well, teachers offer their students countless hours of guidance. "Most of the faculty here at East is amazing, they are solely dedicated to education, and they never become unapproachable teaching machines," said Rohanna Mohamed (96). Many students appreciate the extra time teachers put in for their students. "A very special teacher for me, Mrs. Malloy was always there when I needed her. I fondly remember the days of receiving my daily portion of extra help before and after school," said Jeff Barmach (96). After working side by side, students and teachers find, the bond that emerge much too precious to abandon.
Joelyn Sharff ('96) jokes with Mr. Malatesta. As student government and class advisor for seniors, he has spent the past four years putting up with various student antics.

Teachers are always available to guide students in their coursework. Focusing on shark anatomy, Mr. Vladimir Vranich explains how structure meets function to students Matt Lanza ('96) and Cheryl Boby ('96).

Mr. Bennathan explains a physics concept to Jeff Barrach ('96). Teachers at East often go out of their way and spend a little extra time with students to help them grasp fundamental concepts.
After a grueling game of tennis, Jeff Simons (’96) and Tony Zappasodi (’96) relax by the courts. Besides playing tennis together, Zappasodi and Simons have worked with each other as the president and the publicity manager of the Student Government Association. “Tony may be a good president, but he’s a lousy tennis player,” said Simons.

Throughout the generations, guys have been known to hang together and at East there are no exceptions. Leon Huff (’98), Alex Ortiz (’99), Mike Dandie (’98), and Marvin Alexander (’98) intently wait for the late bus to arrive.

Although reading a difficult text may not be the most enjoyable way to spend a lunch period, Kayce Cherry (’96) and Michele Van De Kijn (’96) manage to share a few laughs.

After slaving away in the kitchen all period, Mark Harris (’96) and Miles Fullard (’96) enjoy the fruits of their labor. Harris, a little apprehensive to taste his creation, lets Fullard try it first.
During the course of a hectic East day, friends find time to see each other on their way to class. Headed for "Respect for Drugs," Sandra Grossman (96) and Melanie Butler (96) make their way to the Little Theater.

Many long-lasting friendships bud from relationships formed in high school. Lisa Levin (96), Courtney Smith (96), Allison Singer (96) hope to remain friends for life.

Sending balloon-grams is one way of telling a friend how special she is. Elysia Polma (98) strengthens the friendship bond between her and Masine Stewart (98) by sending a "Happy Birthday" message with balloons.
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Erin Weaver (98), already arriving fashionably late to school, postpones the inevitable day by conversing with her friend and Student Host, Beth Finch (96). Beth herself can enjoy an easy day of missing classes while, unlike tardy Erin, she is present and accounted for at the attendance office.

Paula Park (96), unlike her attentive classmate Alex Orlowski (96), takes a break from her classroom chores to enjoy a mid-morning snack. Although lunch is looming in the near future for her and for most students, she feels compelled to answer swiftly to hunger's demands.

Rather than pass the day in the mundane classroom atmosphere, seniors Lesley Dritsowater and Kristen Stone spend theirs in the sublime nature of the outside snowfall. The playful tendencies of students always compel them to look outside the window during a snowstorm and wish to be out playing in the grass.

Second period study hall has become a haven from late night studying for seniors Jackie Lichtman and Audrey Allen. Here, instead of taking orders from teachers, students have their own way with their free time, whether it be in studying or having fun.
The Ants Are Marching
Students Become Restless During The School Day

Lost in a sea of about 1750, students at East struggle to display their individuality. Whether it is during the five minutes between classes where students run around frantically waving "hi" to all the friends they haven't seen, kicking back their feet outside in the courtyard during lunch, or allowing chaos to rule the classroom when the teachers step out for a minute— the school day is flexible enough for a student to be him or herself. Even in the confines of East, students find that they still have the opportunity to enjoy the day, taking time to savor the moments that make each day unique, each person special, and each group of friends themselves.

While sharing a tray of fries together, Aaron Edell ('96) and Amelia Valero ('96) manage to find an unknown corner of the school just to sit and talk quietly. With a little exploration, students can find various nooks and crannies of the school in which to hide from schoolwork and teachers. For people like Aaron and Amelia, lunch serves as a time to escape thinking and get to the real purpose of school—chatting with friends.

Since most teachers do not appreciate students blowing bubbles during their classes, Anna Heinke ('98) has to wait until after school to satisfy her urge. Sure, she is enjoying her gum now. But eventually, it will become a sticky lump under a desk and may even wind up tangled in someone's hair.

"School is like Play-doh. It's only fun when you make something out of it."
Brian Chow ('97)

Played purely for the fun and sport, gum basketball is a welcomed recreation from the drudgery of academia for seniors Josh Hundert and Ryan Katz. Even with the lack of footwear, Katz is still able to shoot over his sneakered foe Hundert in a friendly pick-up game.
Spirit Week At East...

Union And Solidarity

Spirit Week, East’s annual celebration of school pride and appreciation is a time for students to come together, working and playing together to raise the spirits of the entire school. The different grades compete in various activities such as booth and float construction, musical chairs, trivia, and the pep rally in the hopes of standing out amongst their fellow students. The hard work after school and the spirited play ably display East students’ devotion to their classmates, who are also their friends. Although competition arises among classes, the ultimate focus falls upon Cherry Hill East spirit. Senior Vikash Panda said, “In my first year participating in Spirit Week, I found that, although many people think that Spirit Week separated the classes, it, in fact, unifies the entire school by getting everybody involved in school activities.” The rivalry brings out the best of each class to enrich the school as a whole, proving that the whole is indeed greater than the sum of the parts.

The Spirit of competition is fierce as, in the last few days of Spirit Week 1995, the juniors and the seniors vie for first place. Nonetheless, the attitude was good-natured and the traditional rivalry raised the overall school spirit.

Seniors Hyunae Chang, Vikash Panda, and Abe Vernick put the final touches on what will become a palm tree for the senior class booth. This comradeship in working for a greater purpose embodies the selfless spirit of Spirit Week.

The pep rally, one of the many highlights of Spirit Week, allows students to step out of the classroom to celebrate the school. Louis V. ('96) does a balancing act while trying to steer the tricycle. Events like this allow students to try their best at any cost to help their classmates.
The Seniors, the perennial winners of Spirit Week, demonstrate their love for East with continued participation in Spirit Week activities. Michelle Van De Rijn, Robin Weitz, Corrie Rudin, Abby Radbill, Amanda Hartung, Joanna Stahl, and Kayce Cherry combine to unite the school.

"Our class showed more comradery than ever before; this is what leads us to victory," said Hartung.

Burke Glover ('96) shows his intense enthusiasm toward the senior class during Pep Rally activities. Glover encourages his fellow seniors to show their support by starting "the wave" in the crowd.

Juniors Alyssa Feinsmith, Adam Scott, Rebecca Rosner, and Ellen Hur spend a long day after school to help with their booth. Although their individual efforts may go unnoticed, these students take pride in their individual work and for their school.

Getting psyched for the upcoming game, the Juniors renew team spirit as they prepare to play volleyball. In the end, the Juniors managed a glorious defeat over the sophomores. Chien Chow ('97) remarks, "The sophomores were good opponents, but I think that our team unity gave us an edge that allowed us to win volleyball at Spirit Week."
IN THIS JUNGLE . . .

Homecoming '95
Peace and rest at length have come.
All the day's long toil is past;
And each heart is whispering "Home,
Home at last!"

-HOOD, Home at Last

In the crowd, seniors Lauren Shorr, Lauren Goldstein, and Tanya Buzzetta display their high-spirited enthusiasm not only for the football team, but also for the school. These small parts of the school, the ones that support and unite, are the real foundation of Cherry Hill East.
THE COUGAR IS KING

Stephanie Croce ('97) shows that, by providing players with water, the behind the scenes effort for East’s football games does not go unnoticed. Beyond the field, on the sidelines and in the crowd, the presence of East students proves that the football games mean so much more to the school than just a simple sports exhibition.

Although Joanna Stahl ('96) would rather be somewhere warmer, she still shows her school spirit by coming out to cheer the football team at the Homecoming game. She waits patiently on the sidelines watching East defeat West.

The seniors make their presence known as they come roaring into the Homecoming game. Along with the float as the finished product, the seniors will also remember the creativity and hard work put into the event.

Seniors Ari Steckman and Abbe Vernick brave the cold to support both the team and the school on Thanksgiving Day, proving that friends with a smile are enough to keep each other warm.

East students show the pride they have in their school at the Homecoming Game. The Homecoming Game, held at the end of Spirit Week each year, brings out the friendly competition between East and West, prompting both sets of students to show their school spirit in creative ways.

Kelley Parker ('99 Rep)  Bobby Brangan
Hope Weinstein ('98 Rep)  Rob Pyne
Martin Bashkin ('97 Rep)  Dan Snyder

Homecoming 23
The Rotary Youth Leadership Conference, a five-day program at Stockton State College, aims to increase leadership qualities among students. Speakers such as Gene Hart and Lee Solomon demonstrated the importance of leadership in public life to the participants. These seminars help students to apply what they learn in school to real life situations.

Production of East's award-winning yearbook begins in the spring of the prior year. Jeff Barnach (96), Editor in Chief, assists Activities Editor, Debbie Luk, in creating an attractive layout. "Leadership and dedication along with a hardworking staff produce a quality yearbook," said Barnach.

As she plans upcoming activities with advisor Mr. Scheidler, Jenn Lee (96), president of the Cum Laude Society, leads the group in "directing and maintaining the club's goal: to promote education."

Spending a week in the middle of July simulating municipal, county, and state level governments hardly seems like the ideal summer hobby. But for the boys of Boys' State from East, the experience was highly rewarding. "Although I was already familiar with some of the material taught, what I did learn truly amazed me," said Raymond Chang (96).

American Legion Jersey Boys' State: Phillip Ciprietti, Matthew Selverian, John Pyne, Robert Linden, Edward DiMarco, Raymond Chang, Howard Yeh, Bobby Chang.
After going into an intense week of active discussion and political campaigning, those from East chosen for Girls' State came out with more than just knowledge of state government procedures. Nancy Chawla ('96), who attended the program, said, "Sometimes as a female you tend to doubt yourself. Girls' State can take the best young women of New Jersey and turn them into excellent, strong leaders."

For Audrey Allen ('96), attending the Girls' Career Institute at Douglass College gave her a boost of self-confidence along with a general knowledge of careers ranging from an FBI agent to a clown. "Knowing that you can do as well as any man in a job really helps when it comes to being a successful leader at the work place."

American Legion Jersey Girls' State: Elizabeth Elas, Deepa Krishnan, Sara Bluhm, Rebecca Ruschmeier, Nancy Chawla, Nicole Saltzburg, Rachel Katz.

"Team success depends upon keeping the team's spirit alive and preserving our lead. The responsibility for maintaining team stability falls upon the team leaders, on and off the field."
Bridget Hawksley ('96)
Varsity Field Hockey Captain

"To be a good leader, an individual must talk to people, know right from wrong, and have a strong feeling for what that person wants to do. Within all of us there is a leader. We just work hard to bring it out."
Tony Zappasodi ('96)
SQA President

"Communicating ideas clearly, holding people's attention, and having the respect of the people one works with characterize a good leader. That person must not only lead, but also be a part of the group itself."
Shannon Walters ('97)
SAGE Chairperson

"Energy, enthusiasm, determination, a know-how in handling people, and most importantly, a love for what you are doing are the pieces that make up a good leader."
Jonathan Ross ('96)
Theatrical Society Vice President, Madrigals Co-Coordinator
Rising Above The Rest
Acknowledging East’s Finest

New Jersey Scholars, the Junior Miss Competition, and Governor’s School are three programs that allow East students to demonstrate their talents. After being nominated by the school, an applicant to the New Jersey Scholars program must undergo an interview and fill out a lengthy application that includes three essays before being selected to participate. The program takes place during the summer between junior and senior year. Over a period of four weeks, students from all over the state take an interdisciplinary approach to one topic. NJ Scholar Monica Kim (’96) said, “I’ve never experienced such an eclectic mix of learning. Interacting with a tightly-knit group of students both inside and outside the classroom creates a peculiar intellectual energy.” In 1996, while studying the scientific, historical, musical, literary, and religious aspect of the Renaissance, the participants went on field trips to the Metropolitan Museum of Art and to a Broadway production of Hamlet.

Junior Miss provides another opportunity for East students to shine. This competition at East, consisting of an interview, an individual talent portion, and a demonstration of athletic fitness, allows the contestants to display a wide array of talent. Liz Elias, winner East’s Junior Miss Competition, then went on to become first runner-up at the Camden County Junior Miss Competition. Besides the honor of being selected to represent East, the rewards include a college scholarship.

The Governor’s Schools are four statewide summer programs designed to enhance a student’s learning in his or her concentrated studies. The Governor’s School of the Arts allows students gifted in music, writing, dance, theater, and visual arts to strengthen their creative skills and to explore artistic philosophies and methods. The Governor’s School of Public Issues acquaints students with the workings of governments and public debate. Rachel Katz (’96), a participant in the Governor’s School in the Sciences, said, “It was a positive social and academic experience because the classes were challenging and interesting, and I like being with people my age who share my interests.” The Governor’s School on the Environment studies the relationships between societies and their environments and the roles of human beings in creating environmental change.

Liz Elias, the winner of this year’s Junior Miss Competition, is noted for her eloquence, charisma, and wide array of talents, such as acting and singing. These qualities combined with a little luck won her the title of Junior Miss. “I’m really glad I had the experience of the Junior Miss program. It was a great way to explore what I had inside myself and see it present in so many girls.”

Jennifer Ke (’96), East representative to the Governor’s School for the Arts, has demonstrated a superior musical talent throughout her life at East. Musical accolades such as first chair in the All-South Jersey Orchestra and second chair in the All-State Orchestra, along with her musical achievements at East, have earned her a place in the Governor’s School Program. She excelled at this higher learning, calling Governor’s School “an amazing experience because everyone around me showed so much interest and so much talent.

Although the panel of Junior Miss judges seem menacing at first, they try to make the candidate as comfortable as possible. “The judges’ smiles put me at ease, and the relaxed atmosphere brought confidence to my answers and strength to my poise,” said Nancy Chawla (’96), a Junior Miss competitor.

Attempting to break through his imperspectable "male chauvinist" barrier, Monica Kim (’96) shows Mr. Matthew Carr her essay, written during the New Jersey Scholars Program, on the patriarchal society in the Renaissance. Unfortunately, Mr. Carr knits his brow, signaling an even more perplexed state of confusion.

26 Special Recognition
Junior Miss candidates Liz Elias (96), Jaclyn Lichtman (96), Jenn Lee (96), and Helen Jen (96) practice a two minute dance routine that integrates rhythm, coordination, and endurance. “I enjoyed participating in the Junior Miss Competition because I found it to be so much more than a typical ‘beauty pageant’. Ability played the most important part in the judges’ decisions,” said Helen Jen (96).

Governor's School: Jaclyn Kaplan, Ed DiMarzio, Tammy Hepps, Cheryl Bobby, Jennifer Ke, Rachel Katz.

Revelling In The Spotlight

East's Annual Battle Of The Bands And Mr. East Shows

Dressed to kill as supermodel RuPaul, Gregg Goldenberg ('96), Mr. Personality, shows his audience how to turn the right, then shante, shante. Gregg's masterful performance served as a welcomed comic relief to an already fun night.

Jason Lefkowitz ('96), hoisted up for a ride to victory from his fellow contestants, rules this particular moment in his life. The announcement of the 1996 Mr. East brought a heartfelt tear to even Mr. Boombastic himself.

During the swimwear portion of the competition, Mr. Country Western Matt Selvarian ('96) shows his love for the cowboy life. Though the westerns have lost their appeal, Matt, for a moment, triumphs as the cowboy.

Josh Hundert ('96) and his brother Joey ('99) perform their versions of the Grateful Dead's "Cosmic Charlie." His laid back attitude and voice were perfectly suited for the mellow, relaxed night of fun at Mr. East.
Jason Selim ('97) reigns supreme on stage during the performance of Jerry and the Ladies in the Battle of the Bands. This frenzied excitement reflected the intense atmosphere of the entire crowd as the students found a chance to have fun together and to cheer their friends.

Winners of Battle of the Bands, Kamehameha received the chance to play for the Mr. East audience during intermissions. They used this opportunity to perform some of their Eighties favorites including Bon Jovi's "Dead or Alive" and "I'll Be There For You."

Jake Peltzman ('96), Mr. Pillows, showcases the talent that he displays during East basketball games. Although his skills are not shown on the floor, his presence is welcomed as the cheerleader in the crowds.

The crowd went wild as Mr. Italian Stallion Nick Bruno ('96) came strutting down the aisle to the tune of "Stayin' Alive". As he brought his Saturday Night Fever on-stage, he brought with him the rebirth of disco.

Mr. Midget Mark Tamburrino ('96) shows his talent for hula dancing during the talent portion of Mr. East. Mark was a crowd favorite as the audience embraced his rendition of "Don't Worry, Be Happy."
On October 22, the Juniors and Seniors clashed in the fifteenth annual Powder Puff Football Game. The Powder Puff is a yearly event open to junior and senior girls who want to play competitive football. In an incredibly close game, the seniors took control by scoring a field goal in overtime. But the game wasn’t over yet—the Juniors had four downs to score a field goal to tie or a touchdown to win. On their first down, the Juniors scored a touchdown to make a final score of 12 to 9, taking the winner’s place.

Members of the East football team, the coaches, helped the girls refine their skills to prepare for the game. Although practices were rough, both coaches and players had a great time working together. “It was fun,” said Junior coach Frank Zmuda, “seeing what it was like when I progressed as a football player.”

After hours of practice, the Seniors were understandably a bit disgruntled about the unbelievably close game. “We really worked hard and it was a disappointing loss,” said Liz Brawerman (96). However, all the players enjoyed the experience. “It was exciting because it’s the only sport where there’s not any real pressure,” said Ashleigh Goldberg (97). Because everyone worked hard while having fun, everybody was a winner.

The ferocity showing in her eyes, Christine Brusato (96) takes her position as right linebacker during the Power Puff game. “It was the competitive drive to win that brought intensity to the game, but it was the energy of that game that brought excitement to the day,” said Brusato.

The Junior Powder Puff players mob to congratulate Christine Farrell (97), who scored the winning touchdown in the last minutes of the game to clinch the victory for the Juniors, with the final score of 12-9.

Remembering the skills they learned in their practices, the Powder Puff coaches apply them on the field for a showdown between the Juniors and the Seniors. Here, Senior Powder Puff coach and East football player Marc Harris, gives strategic pointers and encouragement to the players.

With a determined look in her eye, Tanya Buzzetta ('96) shows perfect form as she prepares to dodge her Junior opponents. This year's Powder Puff game was incredibly close, proving that every action in the game makes a difference.

As seniors Jaclyn Kaplan and Lauren Goldstein prepare for the play, quarterback Audrey Allen ('96), in a hard count, calls for the snap from center Monica Rodriguez. With their potent offense, each snap of the ball represents a potential touchdown.
Singing a Spanish Ballad during the Winter Choral Concert, Jamie Cerota ('96) displays her vocal talent. Using her operatic success, Cerota will graduate East a year early to pursue her performing career.

Volunteer Student Firefighters

Behind the scenes, in the auditorium balcony, T.R. Weaver ('96) works the lights for the Battle of the Bands Show. Throughout his years in set design, T.R. has gained an expertise in designing and controlling lighting systems. Even before entering college, T.R. has had past experiences for the Gloucester Township Center for the Arts and the Philadelphia Academy of Music.
A Head Start Towards The Real World

For East Students, The Future Is Now

Even in their years at East, some students break free in new and exciting ways. While East provides an academic learning experience, through years of training on their own, certain individuals have learned enough in their respected fields to apply their knowledge to the outside. Whether it be in the performing arts, medicine or even politics, they have shown themselves willing and able to survive in the real world. In a grown-up world, they find that they have suddenly grown up. In the years to come, and maybe even now, as they find their places in the world, they will learn a little bit about themselves. Said Paula Park (96), “It’s about being yourself, and letting the world know it.”

Anthony Martinez (96), attending a town meeting called by United States Congressman Robert E. Andrews, has the opportunity to work in a government position before his career has even begun. As an office intern, Anthony deals one on one with actual clients while working in an office atmosphere.

Paula Park (96) dances the part of the candy cane in the Pennsylvania Ballet production of Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker. During her years of training in dance, Paula has performed for more than six years with the prestigious Pennsylvania Ballet, and has later danced in productions for the Academy of Vocal Arts and the Pennsylvania Academy of Ballet.
A Celebration Of Life

Throughout a student’s high school years, through all the studying, cramming in the homework, and worrying about school, a student learns also from his or her time away from school. The student learns about life. He or she learns that life is about rising above one’s struggles to face the world, with a joy of living. Students celebrate not from obligation, but rather from a genuine desire to appreciate and to be proud of their accomplishments, and of their lives. In these times, students forget about their troubles to enjoy the moment. These are the moments for which one lives.

As the first dance of the year, the Kickoff Dance provides students with the opportunity to spend time with friends they missed over the summer. Suzanne Pelaz (’97), Deepa Krishnan (’96), and Tina Kang (’97) enjoy good music and the company of friends.

Tony Zappasodi (’96) and his young friend Louie share a holiday moment at Dr. Vivone’s English class Christmas party. Said Zappasodi, “It made me feel really good inside to help the kids and give them presents from ‘Santa’. Seeing their happiness and enjoyment is gratification enough for the work that we all did.”

Celebrating the arrival of winter, Anita Emma (’97) and Jordan Blau (’96) hang up exquisite snowflake cutouts in the attendance office. This winter certainly caused some reasons to celebrate with the holidays, and to the delight of many students, school closings and delayed openings.

At the Pep Rally, the football players celebrate the end of a good season through a rough tumble on the gym floor. The pileup not only ends the season on a good note, but also fires them up for the Banquet Meeting.

Members of Joseph — Marie Howey (’96), Anthony Martinez (’96), Stefanie Cohen (’96), and Mandy Biberman (’96), cluster together amid the clutter of the Joseph cast party. The cast partly serves as a festive reward for a job well done.
At the Junior Prom, Mike Greenberg ('97) smiles with pleasure after checking himself in the mirror from top hat to polished shoes. After all, the perfect night begins with the perfect attire. With the right date and the perfect night, the prom will become a memory that will last forever.

Unfortunately, most East students are forced to attend school on their birthdays, but that doesn’t stop them from celebrating. Kristen Stone ('96) brings festive balloons to brighten Melissa Russo’s ('97) birthday.

A time for partying, friends, and fun, Project Graduation provides a chance for Tina Philip ('96) and Shury Nnan ('96) to bond. Creating a bittersweet mood for their last celebration together, seniors regret having to say goodbye while preserving the final moments of senior year fun.

Commencement, the ultimate celebration of high school life, is a celebration of not only the high school life, but also of the life beyond high school. A nostalgic look back will soon become an openness to the future, a future which we have waited for our whole lives.
Breaking Barriers With Language

Certain things are considered truly American. For example: Mom and apple pie. At East, students find these things along with croissants and ... Greek gods?

Language clubs have the difficult job of planning activities that enforce the language and teach the culture. So what kinds of things do these clubs do, exactly?

How about a festival honoring the Greek god Saturn? The Latin Club did just that by celebrating "Satmalia," a banquet with plenty of food and games.

The Spanish, French, and German clubs all feed themselves culturally by going to restaurants. The French club plans trips to the Restaurant School to sample French cuisine, while the German club plans restaurant trips to New York and Philadelphia.

From their croissant sales, the French Club was able to see a new version of Les Miserables. The Spanish club teaches students that in-school activities can be just as fun. Often at parties, they have pinatas and traditional Spanish foods.

So, it's official. Language clubs give East students opportunities to eat, sleep, and breathe different cultures.

In a Latin club banquet celebrating the Greek God, Saturn, Susan Kim (96) feeds Devon Segal (98) one of the foods available in ancient Greece.

Donating $400 to the Julio Iglesias Scholarship Fund, Spanish club officers Trey Ullrich (95) Laurie Manus (96) and Nicole Carquettela (96) present a check to the singer backstage.

From the home office in Latin II: Bulletin Board decorating is just one of the requirements in Latin II, where students learn basic grammar. Top Ten Lists provide a fun way for students to summarize what they learned in a year.

TOP TEN REASONS TO TAKE LATIN:
10. Gives the student a history of Roman times.
9. It is the basis of the English language.
8. It is the basis of many other languages.
7. It gives us the chance to make Latin bulletin boards.
5. Gives us the ability to communicate with the pope.
4. Be able to read the original versions of literature like the Iliad and the Odyssey.
3. Helps raise your SAT scores.
2. Gives us great clubs like Certamen and Latin Club.
1. But most of all... It gives us great Latin teachers like Dr. Ford!!

Members Ruth Worrel (97), Greg Gadren (96), Dipati Ghosh (96), and Carla Mawrodin (97) along side Advisor Mrs. Sokolov, raise money for cultural trips such as museum visits and French dinners by selling croissants.

LATIN CLUB: JoJo Adolfo-Mensah, Kwesi Aldolfo-Mensa, Adam Badzin, Stuart Brooks, Anne Chu, Leslie Fabelllo, Rashad Foley, Devon Glick, Guv Gurii, Jignasa Gusari, Karen Ho, Susan Kim, Jen Lee, Andy Lu, Lauren Massaro, Brooke Neumann, Joanna Olsen, Devon Segal, Dave Trager, Sophia Zarembki. Adviser: Mrs. Hamell.


GERMAN CLUB: Matthew Lanza (Pres), Markian Dzahawetz (Vice Pres), Anthony Martinez (Sec-Treas), Kyle Smith (Publicity). Daniel Baratz, Joe Churn, Diana Chung, Christine Grapes, Carol Kim, Jason Kim, Lynnette Kim, Mark Kramer, Nick Kuentzel, Jason Kuo, J. H. Lee, Brad Nation, Robby Richman, Ketawanda Serdji, Noel Szypier, Melissa Schorr, Noah Schwartz, Seth Speerlein, Lisa Wong, Jia Yoon. Adviser: Mr. Moehlmann.

FRENCH CLUB: Ellen Miller (Pres), Dipasri Ghosh (V-Pres), Sara Blaum (Sec-Treas), Alanna Amster, Pallavi Ojha, Keri Brady, Justin Brown, Hannah Byun, Elaine Carroll, Anne Chu, Cecile Desplanques, Helen Desplanques, Karen DiBiase, Greg Gaiden, Sally Gerges, Lauren Goldstein, Amy Littman, Teresa Liao, Vincent Liu, Michael Martin, Carla Savoini, Susan Meuse, MaryAnn O'Donnell, Pallavi Ojha, Christine Parker, Yang Rae Ro, Mike Silberman, Lauren Slawsky, Adviser: Mrs. Sokolov.


Expand Your World

Sam Desai ('97) and Deepa Krishnan ('96) learn more about their culture by reading the Bhagavad-Gita. Members of the Indian Cultural Society become more familiar with their culture through reading as well as through special events.

With satisfaction, Erika Bullock ('96) informs members of the award they received for their Camden food drive. The African American Club demonstrates its good citizenship by participating in community services.

Sheryl Patel ('98) jots down some ideas for possible future activities at an Indian Cultural Society meeting. ICS promotes their culture through various fun and informative activities.

No one goes through East without hearing Mr. Belchikoff's familiar phrase: "East is a buffet." East is a "buffet" of cultures. Culture clubs, such as the African American Club, the Asian Culture Society, the Indian Cultural Society, and the Korean Culture Club, have formed to spread cultures that the student body may be unfamiliar with. Nam Ye Kim ('96) of the Korean Culture Club, said, "It's important that everyone know their heritage." Kriti Gwal ('98) said, "I want other people to understand where I'm coming from, and to understand where I'm coming from, you have to understand my culture." However, Austin Wang ('96), an ACS officer remarks, "Since racism stems from ignorance, I hope to spread our culture, educating the people so they can have a more cosmopolitan view of the world." Erika Bullock ('96), president of the African American Club agrees, "Spreading culture is fundamental to eliminate prejudices." The culture clubs aren't just all talk, though. Monica Kim ('96) said, "ACS tries to spread culture through activities such as learning taichi, having banquets with Asian food, and visiting monasteries." Thus, the culture clubs celebrate the rich cultural heritage that Cherry Hill East has to offer.

Under officers Cathy Kim ('96), Nam Ye Kim ('96), Richard Song ('96), and Louis Yi ('96), Korean Culture Club continues growing. "This club has been very successful in the past and it gets bigger and better every year!" said Nam Ye Kim.

Preparing for their upcoming Holiday Food Drive, Jen Lee ('96) and James Byun ('97) paint signs advertising the event. Like African American Club, the Asian Cultural Society also advocates community service.


Advisor: Mr. Sharp.
Acronyms For Awareness

To the student body at East, SAGE, GLOBE, and TOPS spell out awareness by educating students about issues affecting their daily lives.

SAGE (Students Allied for Gender Equity) is comprised of males and females interested in equality between the sexes, focusing on issues from sexism in education to gender portrayal in media. "A gender equity group is important... so that students can go out into the real world more knowledgeable of gender issues," said Shannon Walters '97, chairperson of SAGE.

GLOBE (Global Learning and Observation of the Environment) promotes environmental awareness through first-hand research. After measuring the local climate, students send their observations to the Internet's GLOBE center, where it is then processed nationwide. "In order to protect our planet, we must understand how it works," said Dr. Kim, the club's advisor.

TOPS (Teens Organized to Prevent Smoking) educates students in grades kindergarten through eighth about the dangers of tobacco abuse by giving presentations at local schools. "It's really crucial to get the message across to younger kids because they are at a very impressionable age," said Amanda Hartung '96, overall chairperson of TOPS.

Together, these Acronyms for Awareness help Cherry Hill East students become more informed of their surroundings.

Every SAGE meeting encourages members to ponder over the reality of gender discrimination. Members Naomi Faizkyl '96, Nancy King '97, Rosa Yoo '97, and Mr. Simon contemplate the grim statistics of sexism in education, trying to come up with solutions to this pressing problem.

At the first meeting of GLOBE, members Amy Levin '97, and Dave Lauer '97 discuss this year's goals. Buying rain forest land and allying with the Camden County Environment Council are first in GLOBE's "Things to do" list.

Sam Ritterman '96, an active member of SAGE, chuckles at some of the nuances in advertisement. Several of SAGE's meetings are dedicated to gender stereotypes that the media perpetuates.
Ed DiMarzio discusses sexual harassment at a SAGE seminar. As a part of their efforts to promote gender equality, SAGE often has guest speakers give special presentations about the topic. "Sexual harassment is a real problem that we often tend to overlook or ignore, and it is dangerous to do so," said DiMarzio.

GLOBE: Pawan Reddy (Pres.), Dave Laufer (Vice Pres.), Amy Levin (Vice Pres.), Julian Chang, Peter Chang, Mike Choi, Chien Chow, Shannen Dunfee, Devon Glick, Nancy King, Vince Liu, Ajit Pai, Steve Sust. Adviser: Dr. Kim.


Amanda Hartung (‘96), Rosa Wu (‘99), and Stacey Costol (‘97) run through a skit in preparation for an upcoming presentation at an elementary school. Skits are just one of the many ways in which TOPS helps teach drug prevention.
Naomi Faszczyk ('96) donates canned food to the first drive sponsored by three of East's clubs: Amnesty International, Cum Laude Honor Society, and Asian Cultural Society.

AIDS Awareness meetings often feature guest speakers who offer unique information to the group. Member Angel Ling ('96) enjoys the presentation of a speaker from the AIDS Coalition of South Jersey.


East offers several organizations that examine the conflicts people face day to day and in other parts of the world. Surrounded by organizations such as Natural Helpers, Peer Mediation, AIDS Awareness, and Amnesty International, students learn how to deal with conflicts effectively.

Natural Helpers teaches students to use their natural abilities to help resolve issues that many teenagers face. "Our role is to listen to people talk about their problems and help them reach their own solutions," said Nikki Renella ('97).

Peer Mediation, another organization aimed to resolve conflicts, focuses a non-violent approach to overcoming disagreements between peers. Members of the group encourage students to discuss their problems rationally and avoid angry confrontations.

AIDS Awareness stands by the principle of open-mindedness by informing students about the disease through assemblies and guest speakers.

On a global scale, Amnesty International shows students the "right" way to battle injustice. Through letter-writing campaigns and petitions, students learn that the pen is mightier than the sword.

Spreading Harmony
AIDS Awareness’s most lucrative fundraiser is its annual T-shirt sale. Officers Lauren Morgan (’96), Aisha Porter (’96), and Beckee Wadler (’96) show club members a sample T-shirt.

This year, Natural Helpers had the special opportunity to help Big Al counsel students during his “Do Hugs Not Drugs” Program. Amy Goldberg (’96) and Lisa MacGregor (’96) listen while he offers counseling tips.


Sitting nervously, Heidi Wenderoth ('96) gives the nurse important medical information about herself before she gives blood. The Blood Drive gives East students the opportunity to save five lives with just one donation.

Members of Adopt-A-Grandparent visit Meridian Nursing Home regularly to spend more time with their elderly friends. Jen Boyle's ('99) sings Christmas carols at their annual holiday party.


BLOOD DRIVE CHAIRPEOPLE: Audrey Allen, Sara Bluhm, Hyunae Chang, John Pyne Overall. Adam Abramowitz, Jaclyn Kaplan, Bryna Kravitz, Joanna Leoni, Rob Lindeman, Jay Del Rosario, Jaime Schleske, Adviser: Mr. Belchikoff.
Reactions Of Compassion

Several activities not only benefit East students, but also serve the community. Adopt-a-Grandparent members visit a nursing home to spend time with senior citizens talking or playing games, brightening an elderly friend's day. Other activities are the Blood Drives. Chairperson Hyunae Chang ('96) says, "By (giving blood) in high school, it sets a pattern for people's lives." During the FOP party, students interact with handicapped children in the area. Party preparation includes making decorations and the student's greatest rewards are the kids' happy faces.

Members of the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program help new students adjust to East. Member Randi Greenberg ('97) said, "It makes new students feel welcome among their peers and in school altogether."

Finally, Respect for Drugs hopes to stop drug abuse early by visiting schools and talking to young students. Acting as role models, members give young students alternatives to drug abuse.

Thus, these clubs show their commitment to community improvement, proving East cares.

BIG BROTHER BIG SISTER CHAIRPEOPLE: Christine Allen, Nicole Cenquitella, Holly Galindo, Lauren Goldstein, Lauren Mehr, Sheryl Weinberg, Adviser: Mr. Belchikoff


FOP CHAIRPEOPLE: Christine Brusato, Nancy Chawla, Niti Dalal, Dipaadi Gosh, Amanda Hartung, Andrew Ittermann, David Kon, Andrea Kopperman, Kristin Mozillo, Harris Roth, Christina Rudi, Allison Singer. Adviser: Mr. Belchikoff
Give Them Something To Talk About

It's a battle of the minds, and only the most well-informed survive. Mock Trial and World Affairs are two activities in which students' put their debating and defending skills to the test.

This year in Mock Trial, members zealously played out an adoption/custody rights case. The plaintiff team, led by lawyers Orit Raevsky ('97) and Tammy Hepps ('96), confronted defense team attorneys, Jennifer Hepps ('98) and Ed DiMarzio ('96). Throughout the course of the season the lawyers learned to write direct and cross examinations, formulate openings and closings, and make objections.

World Affairs, a different type of public speaking activity, allows students to discuss such topics as the KKK, the Republican candidates, the Million Man March, and gun control. World Affairs gives students an open forum to debate current issues and hear various opinions. Jeff Barmach ('96) said, "World Affairs offers students the opportunity to voice their opinions on national and international issues and the responses can be judged or assessed by other students."

The serious discussions of both Mock Trial and World Affairs inform East students of current issues in the world around them.

Mock Trial: Tammy Hepps, (Captain), Brett Coppol, Arianna DelNaples, Edward DiMarzio, Greg Gadren, Kaushik Manguly, Daniel Halperin, Jennifer Hepps, Zara Kozlov, Peter Lembeis, Jillian Lovejoy, Mike Mainland, Jeff Morrow, Orit Raevsky, Dan Reed, Kevin Scanlon, Chris Schor, Becky Sendrow, Daniel Silverman. Advisor: Mr. Nation

World Affairs Club: Anthony Martinez (President), Ed DiMarzio (Vice-President), Adam Abramowitz (Secretary/Treasurer), Peter Hong (Publicity Manager). Advisors: Mr. Simon, Julio Adulfo-Memish, Joan Bae, Daniel Baetz, Jeff Barmach, Pat Bogen, Sahid Bovin, Josh Buchman, James Buyn, Nancy Chauvaux, Christine Chen, Bruce Cheney, Mike Chit, Diana Chung, Kristian Dastmartz, Stephanie DeNes, Arianna DeNaples, Teddy DePrato, Sarn Daseil, Ed DiMarzio, Chien Freyman, Tom Gormoven, Hilary Gould, Pull Gulay, Krit Gual, Peter Honig, Andrew Islamman, Sima Kofkat, Lydia Kim, Monica Kim, Marc Konmer, Frederick Kun, Carrie Lee, Matt Lanza, Alicia Lee, Jennifer Lee, Brolke Lenman, Amy Lewis, Chris Li, Winnie Liang, Yenson Liao, Max Marikian, Anthony Martinez, Carla Masud, ChingMilki, Keith Oetting, Neil Palahniuk, Viviana Palomino, Vani Pands, Stew Peal, Orit Raevsky, Purna Reddy, Michael Rowland, Sam Rosser, Alex Savo, Noah Schwartz, Kyle Smith, Aron Soffer, Jason Stuart, Simon Sung, Eric Taey, Smita Varshe, Sanjeeta Varshe, Wynn Williams, Louis Yi.
During a pre-trial conference, mock trial lawyer Jennifer Hepps ('98) presents a document to Dan Halperin ('97), who is posing as a judge. Jeffrey Morrow ('99), an alternate witness, observes this standard mock trial procedure.

Mr. Simon, a History II teacher, advises Adam Abramowitz ('97) on the day's World Affairs topic, the Republican candidates. After this instruction, Abramowitz will present his position to the other members of the World Affairs Club.

Brett Coppol ('99) and Mike Maitland ('99), two dedicated Mock Trial alternates, read the New Jersey statutes on adoption in order to prepare for this year's custody case.
Building a convincing argument is a team effort. "In debate, everyone is involved from the top varsity speaker to the research assistants," said Ed DiMarzio ('96), captain of the team. This year's topic is the U.S. foreign policy toward China.

DEBATE TEAM: Ed DiMarzio (captain), Tammy Hopps (captain), Jaime Lustbader (captain), Mike Choi, Sameet Desai, Mike Feng, Atul Gulab, Jennifer Heppu, Fred Kuo, Annie Lai, Vince Liu, Sumei Niogi, Pallavi Ojha, Sam Ritterman, Deb Sarkar, Adam Shapiro, Santosh Vardhana. Advisor: Mr. Nation.

CHESS CLUB: Eddie Cho, Teddy DePrince, Jason Diperstein, Ooen Feinstein, Mago Jagizarrin, Miraje Ji, Max Maricidan, Brendan Prawdzik, Alex Savu, Gary Shyu, Kyle Smith, Ed Solovy, Eric Tsay, Advisor: Mr. Grasso

Ooen Feinstein ('97) executes his next move as he challenges the alumni Eric DePrince while Rashad Foley ('98) thinks of a countermove to Aaron Reisner's ('98) deployment of a gambit as the end game unfolds.

COMPUTER CLUB: Chris Chan, Raymond Chang, Mike Feng, David Gramatges, Ajit Pai, Jamie Rosenberg, Steven Singer, Steven Sust. Advisor: Mr. Gess
Andrew Brecker (97) and Arnold Luk (99) ponder over possible chess moves. Chess gives students the opportunity to exercise their mental prowess while providing enjoyment at the same time.

After a mentally exhausting day at school, many students take a cerebral vacation. However, for some students, after school is when the mental exercise begins. These students participate in clubs and teams like debate, chess, and computer. They spend hours after school stimulating their brains, pondering chess moves, debate strategies, or different computer languages.

The difficulty of mastering computer languages is part of what makes Computer Club challenging. The students practice writing programs and some compete with other schools in problem-solving contests. Helen Jen (96), a member of the Computer Club, said, "We can apply the basics we learn in class to the club, and go beyond what we thought we could do."

Like the Computer Club, the Debate Team is very challenging. It allows opportunities for students to state their views on important issues. Tammy Hepps (96), co-captain of the Debate Team, said, "Each debate is very intense . . . . it demands thinking and analyzing on the spot and requires a lot of extemporaneous speaking."

Chess Club provides rigorous mental activity as well as enjoyment for its members. Alex Savu (97) has a philosophical view of the game. "For most, chess is simply a game, a fun way to pass a rainy afternoon. For some, it's a competition, a time to prove oneself to his comrades. "For me, it's a form of artistic expression," said Savu.
In the beginning of December, science students start preparing for the New Jersey State Science League competitions, which take place in January, February, March, and April. East sends her most talented young biologists, chemists, and physicists to compete with schools at the regional level. The competition also takes place at the state level. Sam Desai (‘98), a member of the Chemistry I team, said, "Science League allows us to apply concepts we learn in class to a fiercely competitive environment." Preparation for the meets takes place after school, when advisors teach the teams topics not covered in class.
Members of Physics II league Dana Ahn (’96) and Kim Wormald (’96) set up a projectile machine used to launch an object. Physics League meetings often incorporate hands-on learning in preparation for their competitions.


PHYSICS II: Dana Ahn, Bobby Chang, Cindy Chen, Tammy Hepps, Catherine Kim, Jamie Rosenberg, Kim Wormald. Advisor: Mr. Berryman.

Concentrating intensely, Sameet Desai (’98) practices for one of the four Chemistry League competitions. Students must put in at least a few hours every day to compete with their peers from various high schools across South Jersey.

Mr. Gordon Hanson, in charge of video equipment for the Cherry Hill district, projects a Cable 18 taping featuring Amanda Hartung ('96) and Rebecca Rosner ('97).


Video Crew: Brian Haughwout, Kevin Haughwout, Marc Pleitinsky, Jon McAlary. Advisor: Mr. Haines.

Getting ready to read announcements of upcoming events, Andrew Gussman ('96) skims the form as another broadcaster signs off saying, "and here's Andrew."

The morning and afternoon announcements that Rob Linden ('96) leads over the intercom inform students about club meetings.
TOP 10 REASONS WHY THE MEDIA CLUBS ARE COOL

10. The Broadcasting Team can say anything they want on the morning and afternoon announcements because no one listens anyway.
9. The Video Crew attends every East event and tapes all the mortifying actions students make.
8. After joining they learned that “film strip” was not what they expected.
7. Members of the Video Crew can proudly walk around East and say they are members of the A/V department.
6. Cable 18 members get a chance to spend extra time with adviser Mr. Haines.
5. The Broadcasting Team gives nicknames to each other that no one understands.
4. The Video Crew can focus in with their cameras on the attractive members of the activities they are filming.
3. Cable 18 participants can say that they have a career in television.
2. They get to use great pick-up lines like “Would you like to see my projector?”
1. They are the only people who know how to work the VCRs in school.

The Morning Announcements have been an exciting and important part of my mornings.

In the crowded Cable 18 office among old videotapes and suit jackets, Gerald Levine ('99) takes a break from the actual taping to creating a foreground.
Helping The School Run Smoothly

Cherry Hill East operates rather efficiently for a school of over one-thousand students. Many tasks are readily accomplished because of student support. Guidance, grade-level, nurse, choral, biology, drama, library, and photo aides help East run smoothly.

Top Five Reasons to Become an Aide
5. As a guidance aide, you never have to wait for an appointment.
4. As a library aide, you'll never have to pay a fine.
3. As a grade-level aide, you can plague your friends with an endless stream of cut slips.
2. As a nurse's aide, you learn about all sorts of strange illnesses such as "test avoidance syndrome".
1. As an aide at Cherry Hill East, you can miss class for legitimate reasons.


Concentrating intently, Rachel Katz ('96) carefully inserts DNA samples into the agarose gel.

Grade-level aide Jen Bond ('96) helps Mr. Flemming organize the school's copy of late passes.


Grade Level Aides: Jennifer Bond, Nori Brownstein, Tanya Buzzetta, Noelle Campara, Anita Emma, Christine Farrel, Sandy Grossman, Tiffany Jarrett, Davis T. LaShawna, Nicole Polina, Lauren Schar, Jill Smith, Kristin Stone, Salim Wellington, Heidi Wandeloth.

Photo Aides: Laura Gesman, Matt Lanza. Adviser: Mr. Frascella.

56 Grade-Level, Choral, Guidance, Photo Aides
East has many students willing to help teachers during the school day. Justin Zappan ('98) scans a book for Mr. Miamidian.

Jodi Brenner ('96) helps the nurse find a student's medical records from the filing cabinet.

**LIBRARY AIDES:** Oren Feinstein, Matthew Jay, Mark Pleinisky, Justin Zappan, Adviser: Mr. Miamidian.

**NURSES AIDES:** Jodi Brenner, Faisal Farhat.

**BIOLOGY LAB AIDES:** Jon Casto, Deena Bianco, Ben Evans, Felicia Ferri, Rachel Katz, Jon Light, Richard Lipsius, Joelyn Schaff, Ann Tsay, Advisers: Mr. Head, Mr. Keller, Ms. Robison, Mr. Vranich.

**DRAMA AIDES:** Matt Bellante, Brad Nation, Ross Paul, Adviser: Mr. Nation.
Spirit Goals Achievements

Imagine yourself an officer for East, juggling classes and running the school, organizing activities like Mr. East, Battle of the Bands, Spirit week, or the Variety Show. Combined with these responsibilities, the student body officers also have to serve and represent the community.

The class officers have a heavy responsibility, running their class, fundraisers, and individual grade events for spirit week. Jessica Tannenbaum (98), the president of the sophomore class said, “Being an officer requires a lot of work, but I believe the rewards are greater.”

The SGA reps inform their classmates on upcoming student activities. Sara Keillerman (99), a freshman rep said, “I try to get my friends and classmates to go to the activities. The events end up being a success.”

The SGA is a hardworking cooperation, trying to maintain unity at East.

SGA STUDENT BODY OFFICERS: Tony Zappasodi (Pres), Brian Chow (Vice Pres, Affairs), Adam Abramowitz (Vice Pres, Activities), Eric Stolkin (Sec/Treas), Jeff Simons (Publ. Mgr.).

FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS: Ari Butler (Pres), Leslie Fabello (Vice Pres), Eli Goldstein (Sec/Treas), Arnold Zappasodi (Publ. Mgr.).

SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS: Jessica Tannenbaum (Pres), Sima Kothari (Vice Pres), Beet Lean (Sec/Treas), Matt Soffer (Publ. Mgr.).

Vice president of the senior class, Courtney Smith (96), informs homeroom representatives of upcoming events. The “reps” then pass news to their respective homerooms.
Student Government President Tony Zappasodi (’96), adviser Dr. John Vivone, and Secretary/Treasurer Eric Slobin (’97) joke around outside of the SGA office.

Rounding a cone in the dizzying tricycle race, Jason Leifkowitz (’96) keeps his balance on the tiny vehicle while entertaining students at the annual pep rally.

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS: Jay Del Rosario (Pres), Brian Rosenzweig (Vice Pres), Margarita Sarmiento (Sec/Treas), Frank Zmuda (Publ. Mgr.).

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS: Jason Leifkowitz (Pres), Julie Greenberg (Vice Pres), Anna Henshenberg (Sec/Treas), Courtney Smith (Publ. Mgr.).
Eastside's art editor Bridget Hawkesley ('96) puts the finishing touches on her sketch for the next issue of the newspaper.

At each monthly Eastside meeting, staff writers engage in a mad rush to pick the best articles. Tina Kang ('97) peruses News Editor Valerie Shaw's ('96) assignment sheets.
Putting The Pen To Paper

The announcement above is not a call for English lab or history papers. It is, instead, a salute to students who enjoy writing and are talented and creative enough to excel at it.

Eastside, the school's award-winning newspaper, allows students to take advantage of the opportunity not only to portray news, but also to angle features and rundown sports articles. "Writing is about creativity despite the form in which it is expressed. If it conveys information, that's a benefit to the creative juices, not a deterrent," said Nancy Chawla ('96) co-editor-in-chief.

Other students however, who enjoy a more informal presentation of their writing skills choose to work for Demogorgon, the award winning literary magazine published at East. Here, with submissions not restricted on length or style, students find the means to publish short stories, poems, or plays of any genre. "Demo is a great club, because it gives students a chance to express themselves while learning about poetry and writing," said Jill Lovejoy ('96) editor.
Diversity is the name of the game at Cherry Hill East, whose staff and students are as varied as they come. Fortunately, East offers an array of activities that address the unique interests of teachers and students. Some of these groups include the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, the Computer Team, and the Classic Movies Club.

Members of Fellowship of Christian Athletes focus on bible study to learn more about Christianity. The group meets every morning to reflect on passages of scripture. "I enjoy attending these meetings because it's a refreshing start to each day," said member Shannon Agner ('97).

The Computer Team, another unique club at East, allows students to pursue their interest in computer programming. Competing with other schools in the district, members work on developing and using computer programs. After taking the class Computer Concepts, John Kim ('97) said that he joined the team to "hone" his computer skills.

Newly created as of last year, the Classic Movies Club gives movie buffs a chance to indulge their passions for the classics such as "Citizen Kane." The members meet about once a week to watch these movies which range from black-and-whites to more modern types.

The various clubs at East provide ample opportunity for students to pursue their special interests.
Members of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes Kim Loburger, Shannon Agner (’98), and Nancy Brill stop to chat in the cafeteria. According to Nancy Brill (’96), “FCA is fun but also inspirational. It’s a very welcoming environment and we find it a good way to start the day.”

CLASSIC MOVIES CLUB: Peter Horig, Anthony Martinez, president, Jason Block, Nataniel Elizer, Howard Megdal, Ellen Miller, Wynn Williamson. Advisor: Mr. Lavoie.

COMPUTER TEAM: Adan Beson, Chris Chan, Raymond Chang, Anthony Cowley, Mike Feng, Mike Gordon, Dave Grumstig, Helen Jen, John Kim, Rob Linden, Dave O’Brien, Mike Richman, Steve Singer. Advisor: Mr. Gesi.


Taking Care Of Business

Because one of the most important goals of high school is to prepare students for their futures, East offers several opportunities for career training. The Cosmetology Club allows students interested in the beauty industry to hone their skills in hair styling, manicuring, and make-up application. The members provide free salon services to any East student who drops by the Cosmo room in F-wing during a lunch or study hall period.

Marketing education students may join DECA (the Distributive Education Clubs of America), an organization that plans activities at the local, state, and national levels. Members design products and create advertising and retailing strategies for them. As in the real business world, competition is an integral part of the DECA program.

The Mentor Program matches seniors with mentors in their chosen field. Students spend one afternoon per week at their mentor's work place, observing his or her activities. This program helps students decide if a particular career is right for them. "I learned that the laboratory at West Jersey Hospital is not a place I would want to work," said Rachel Katz (96), a Mentor Program participant.

Melissa Howe (97) and Rachel Amann (97) practice hair styles on a mannequin. Because cosmetology is only offered at East, several students come from West to take the class.

Miles Fullard (96) chooses a between class snack from the assortment of candy that the school store offers. Matt Gelman (96) sells everything from sweatshirt to notebook paper.
Students Search For Individuality Within Various School Activities

All By Myself

In a school the size of East, getting lost in the crowd is not a difficult task. However throughout their years here students spend their time learning many subjects, choosing many activities, and taking an interest in many issues. As a result they become individuals.

"Though activities are generally group oriented, when I get home, I still have to do my homework and manage my time by myself," said Nancy King ('97). Individual effort certainly shows through each person's unique touch on their activities and East in general. Every face in the crowd proves to be an individual in the giant East jumble.

"Combining teamwork and individual determination is crucial to succeeding."

Cutting through a thick stack of paper, Kevin Natali ('97) creates seemingly identical blood drops. But actually each blood drop has a unique expression, demonstrating the individuality of every blood drive member.

Amnesty International's vice president Laura Gessman ('96) stands up alone to address fellow members. "Throughout my life human rights issues have been very important to me, I'll carry that away with me through college and the rest of my life," said Gessman.
David Feinsmith ('97) puts the finishing touches on his Tigger cartoon. The artists' special talents show through as they make decorations for the long awaited POP party.

Canvassing flyers throughout the school, Eva Wasserman ('97) helps ROTC with its publicity. The individual efforts of each person in the group make the club flourish as a whole.

"Physics labs reinforce the concepts necessary to provide practical applications in everyday life," said Bobby Chang ('96). Combining teamwork and individual determination is crucial to succeeding.

Cartisa Graham's ('97) friends show their affection by sending her a balloon-o-gram on her birthday. Students spotted walking around school with these clusters of balloons spend their day with high spirits, as they can finally stand apart from the crowd.

After practicing for his upcoming tournament, Chris Chan ('97) takes a break from editing his program. "Computer programming is a very individualized activity which relies on the skills of each member rather than the team," said Chan ('97).
Steve Varon ('96), Dan Halperin ('97), Jon Light ('96), Adam Weiner ('98), Seth Robbinowitz ('97), Adam Hornbeck ('98) and Ben Schwartz ('99) plead for forgiveness from their brother, Pat Kelly ('96).

During Calypso, Anne Cohen ('99) and Diane Lesser ('98) cha-cha to the Spanish rhythms.

Jonathan Ross ('96) grins at the conclusion of the show as he realizes that his dreams came true.


70 Joseph and the Technicolored Dreamcoat
Shaking his maracas fervently, Steve Varon ('96) shows that he does not care that he is wearing ruffles.

GO, GO, GO, JOSEPH!

The fall show, Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, was an immediate success, although it had a shaky start. Originally intended for a tour of Hawaii, the extravaganza met much opposition from students who preferred dramas or comedies. However, led by Mr. Nation, Mrs. Wilson, and Norman Taylor, the show soon took flight.

With only four weeks of rehearsal, the cast began to worry about the quality of the upcoming performances. By opening night they had not even had a dress rehearsal. But, despite the odds, the talented cast gave a terrific performance. “There was a tremendous bundle of energy that no one expected,” said Beth Finch ('96) about the performances. The actors had the audience laughing and congo-ing in the aisles. Obviously, Joseph quickly became a hit with all the crowds.

The story line of Joseph involved the life of Jacob and his many sons. The brothers sell Joseph, Jacob’s favorite son, to an Ishmaelite as a slave. It is an inspiring tale about a dreamer who manages to exult himself and his family above the dregs of society. Pat Kelly ('96), who played Joseph, said, “It was an incredible experience.”

As part of the Ishmaelite caravan, Tuomo Aho ('97), juggles to entertain his fellow travelers.

Patrick Kelly ('96), playing Joseph of the Red cast, soaks up the spotlight and the applause during the final bow.

In The Spotlight

The students of East are most well acquainted with the extravagant mainstage productions; however there exist many more opportunities for acting experience. Along with the theatre classes taught by Mr. Weaver and Mr. Nation, students are offered the chance to participate in Lab Theatre.

Lab Theatre was created to give students a chance to have a more substantial role than they would receive in a mainstage production. The Lab Theatre show was directed by Mr. Weaver. This year he was given the chance to produce a student written show, "Don't Take Away the Sun", written by Beth Finch ('96) provided challenging characters. Amy Scura ('97) said, "For me it was a learning experience. It was the first show I made. Mr. Weaver taught me a lot."

Unlike Lab Theatre, which is an after school activity, Actor Studio II is a class. The students use class time to prepare for their performance. As a class, they evaluated and chose several One Act plays to perform. Two students were chosen by "Weav" to direct two of the shows. Each show featured various members of the class and represented several different genres. Mr. Weaver was especially pleased with this year's class because they worked well as a team.


ACTOR STUDIO II: Drew Breckner, Francesca Fassio, Cory Feinhals, Marie Howay, Patrick Kelly, Brooke Lerman, Leslie Miller, Taila Rubel, Risa Sang Unei, Amy Scura. Teacher: Mr. Thomas Weaver.
Arl Butler ('99), Jen Heppe ('98) and Lauren Slawsky ('98) stand among many people yet, they are separated by different problems. The play focused on the feeling of being alone in a crowd.

Adam Weiser ('98) reflects on his past wrongdoings. His character in "Don't Take Away the Sun" had raped a girl played by Courtney Rader ('98).

Fran Fasso ('96) seems a bit apprehensive about her upcoming performance of "To Burn a Witch." In green room the actors are given last minute instructions from the director.

Nearly falling off the ledge of a center city high rise, Drew Brecker ('97) panics, while Brooke Lerman ('97) tries to instruct him in the proper way to commit suicide.
Mime Company manager, Abbey Sendrow ('96) attempts to put on a pair of jeans that no longer fit. A four year member of the company, she directs many of the skits that are performed during stage shows.

Sketching a sailboat on her cheek, Michi Mooney ('96) prepares to perform. Putting on makeup properly is one of the most important aspects of pantomime.


People usually communicate by talking; however, people can also relay messages through movement. Both the Mime Company and Orchesis utilize the power of motion.

Dance is a universal language, because emotions transcend all language barriers. The members of Orchesis use the after-school rehearsals to perfect their movement. Beginner and advanced dancers alike benefit from the instruction of Mary Beth Quinlan. Their hard work culminates in the PAVAS show where they perform several pieces of various styles. They perform more for the love of dancing than for the audience. Micki Mooney, a member of Orchesis, says, "Dance is a great pastime because it allows you to express yourself without struggling with words."

Mime company also uses movement, because in this art form, speech is strictly forbidden. The mimers generally perform to young children, but they are also known to evoke a grin on an adult or two. All of the mimers enjoy their work, because although it can be very tiring, seeing a child laugh at the show is incredibly rewarding. Knowing that they made even one child's life a little brighter gives the Mime Company all the motivation they need.

Senior Orchesis members, Micki Mooney ('96), Deena Bianco ('96), and Leslie Miller ('96) perfect their arm movements. Grace is essential to execute this type of dance properly.

Mime Company members Steve Varon ('96), Dan Halperin ('97), Micki Mooney ('96), Adam Hornback ('98), Beckee Wadler ('96) and Seth Rabinsowitz ('97) take time out to pose for a picture. The mimers love any attention they can attract.

Joel Brandwine ('96) expertly prepares a sheet of plexiglass for use in a door on the set of Joseph and the Technicolored Dreamcoat.

The Big Bad Wolf (Jeff Tabnick '96) and a rag doll (Wendy Reisman '97) lounge in the stair well during East's Halloween Costume Ball.

Dan Halperin ('96) executes a much hated duty, washing out paintbrushes. Although some jobs are dubbed freshman jobs all stage crew members pitch in when there is work that needs to be done.
BEHIND THE SCENES

A little known world exists in the theater department. It exists behind the curtains and behind the finds. It is Stage Crew and Thespian Society. The audience may never realize that they are there, or how much work they do; however they put in a great effort to make each show more spectacular than the last.

The Stage Crew, led by “Weave”, designs and builds all of the scenery that appears on East’s stage. They spend nearly every day assembling bits and pieces of the set. The sound engineers and the lighting engineers also need to spend time making sure their equipment is functioning properly. Many people cannot comprehend how impressive CHHSE’s technical theater is compared to most high school’s, but those who do are proud.

Thespian Society, as well, contributes to the behind the scenes activities. The members are active in the organization of fund raising events. For the past four years, they have sponsored the annual Haunted House and Halloween Masquerade. This year the plan to hold a car wash also. The funds are used to help defer costs of trips and to help support the department.

STAGE CREW: Christopher Andraka, Joel Bradwine, Chris Capella, Stefanie Cohen, Jared Cowan, Andrew Fox, Brian Haughwout, Kevin Haughwout, Aaron Kriese, Brooke Lerman, Brad Nathan, Matt Fleinman, Matt Soffen, Joanie Wang, T.R. Weaver, Ben Winter. Adviser: Mr. Thomas Weaver.

Brooke Lerman (’97), paint manager for Joseph, paints a flat in preparation for the show.

Wednesday (Beth Finch, ’96) and Mr. Orange (T.R. Weaver, ’96) take a moment away from being cynical and bleeding to death, respectively, to pose for this evil looking picture.

Talia Rubel (’97) ponders over which picture she should put up in the showcase first. On average it takes more than twenty hours to complete a showcase.
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Snow Pat Kelly ('96) and Risa Sang-Urai ('96) steal a kiss. Before marrying Enoch, Carrie and Julie were best friends, but lately the Snow family looks down on Julie and her daughter.

The daughter of Billy and Julie, Louise, played by Mary Jo Galati ('97) meets a carousel Barker, Ari Cohen ('99) in the "Pas Deux." In this balletic scene Louise has her heart broken in a situation much the same as her parent's.

Adam Weiner ('98) as Jigger threatens Jonathan Ross ('96), Billy. Billy becomes involved in a crime planned by Jigger because he is concerned about having money to support his family.

Carousel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Performer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Billy Beigelow (Jonathan Ross)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Jamie Carota (Enoch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie</td>
<td>Enoch (Patti Kelly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie</td>
<td>Risa Sang-Urai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nettie</td>
<td>Marie Hyun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Mullin</td>
<td>Abbey Sendrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jigger</td>
<td>Adam Weiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise</td>
<td>Mary Jo Galati</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. Bascobie

Ross Paul

STAR KEEPER

Ray Keaten

Amy Salmon: HEAVENLY FRIEND: Melissa Zappan

ARMY

Erin Weber

Jeff Cohen: Enoch Jr.: Drew Brecker

Jonathan Ross: BALLET BANNER: Ari Butler

CAPTAIN

John Adler

MR. SNOW'S CHILDREN

Alissa Palladini, Jen Magee, Tali Rubel

CLAMBASER TRIO

Ellen Miller, Debbie Barn, Nikky Renella

Adam Horback, 1st POLICEMAN: Dan Halprin

Tuomo Aho, 2nd POLICEMAN: Dan Reed

PRINCIPAL

Jason Lefkowitz

Hornpipe Dancers: Anne Cohen, Diane Lesser, Micki Mooney, Paula Park

Snow Children: Tali Rubel, Alissa Palladini, Jen Magee

Feature Dancers: Jayne Cienko, Elizabeth Livingston, Erika Elise, Micki Mooney, Jenny Wolson, Paula Park, Anne Cohen, Sara Chvala, Diane Lesser, Jadyke Rubin, Julie Rabin

Whistles & Sails: Adam Horback, Jonathan Ross, Brian Michael, Tuomo Aho, Patrick Kelly, Seth Rahnower, Jeff Cohen, Dan Halprin, Drew Brecker, Steve Vanen, Ben Schwartz, Adam Weiner, Dan Reed, Ari Butler, Jason Lefkowitz, Michael Bern

Many traditions, such as Senior Cut Day, have been established at East. One such tradition that normally would not come to mind is the annual spring show performed by the budding young actors, actresses, and musicians of East. This year, the musical “Carousel” was performed, a story set in a New England fishing community about a mean-spirited man named Billy Bigelow (played by Jonathan Ross ‘96) and Michael Benn (‘98) who marries a sweet woman, Julie Jordan (played by Jaime Cerota ‘96) and Lauren Luchtman (‘98).

As a poor man to begin with, Billy panics when he discovers Julie’s pregnancy. After a robbing attempt has failed to ease the monetary situation, Billy, feeling desperate and frustrated, commits suicide, leaving Julie alone in her pregnancy.

Years later in heaven, Billy is given a chance to see his daughter, now taunted by society about her disreputable father. Touched by the sight of his child, Billy gives some advice to the troubled Julie and changes her perspective of the world for the better.

As well as being a show with beautiful music and creative sets, “Carousel” also reached out to its audience. “It hits home for a lot of people as a great show for any audience,” said Leslie Miller (‘96).

Nettie, an elderly towns person played by Marie Howay (‘96), comforts Julie (Jamie Cerota ‘96) after Julie is left with nothing after Billy dies. Nettie tells Julie that she will never walk alone.

The female featured dancers pose in what they fondly call their “Scary Creepy carnival positions.” During Louise’s dreamlike encounter with the banker, the dancers recreate the carnival atmosphere, but in a more sinister tone.
Paula Park ('96) rehearses for her solo in PAVAS. Paula has been dancing for thirteen years and has performed with the Pennsylvania Ballet for seven years.

Practicing her acting, Liz Elias ('96) gazes into the distance. The final performance may be the most important, however the hours of rehearsal are what makes a show a success.

Jared Cowan ('98) one of many talented musicians at East, accompanied Erin and Debbie during the Broadway Musical section of PAVAS. Although they did not receive as much credit for their performances, the accompanists are as important as the singers in creating beautiful music.

Singing has always been a part of Pat Kelly's ('96) life. This year he performed a song from Pippin, in which he held the title role last summer. Although some people fear the spotlight Pat thrives in it.

Fran Fasso ('96) and Sharon Lee ('96) sang a moving piece from the popular Broadway musical Les Misérables. Both girls enjoyed singing for their peers.
Mr. Steele entertained the audience with original songs. Over the last four years he has gained the respect of all who have had the chance to listen to his music.

A Potpourri Of Art

If there were an official day at East, February 9's PAVAS would certainly fit the bill. PAVAS, Performing and Visual Arts Society, brings East an enjoyable day of artistic enrichment. Activities range from sampling different foods in the cooking room to watching East's talented actors, singers and dancers perform on stage. PAVAS also displays artwork such as pencil sketches, paintings, and photography.

To the delight of East students, PAVAS works behind the scenes to create a memorable day of art celebration. Nominated by various teachers, students receive the honor of being inducted into PAVAS. Sharon Lee ('96) a member of the society, sang a piece from Les Miserables with Fran Fasso ('96). “Performing in PAVAS was my first and last chance to sing in front of the school, so I took advantage of the opportunity,” said Lee.

Students enjoyed attending PAVAS activities, if for no other reason than missing class. However, on February 9th they received one of the most valuable types of education: education in the arts.

Risa Sangurai ('96) does PAVAS with a flash. She, along with Abbey Sedorow ('96) and Leslie Miller ('96), performed a musical number from the show Gypsies. All members of the theatre and music departments had the opportunity to audition for a time slot in one of the periods set aside for individual performances.

Phil Castagner (97), Brett Rappaport (97), Matt Soffer (98) and Peter Oh (96), tenors in East Singers, vocalize under the instruction of Mrs. Wilson.

Dave Arnold (97) sings the tenor part of Colors of the Wind in the Winter Concert.

Mary Jo Galati (97), Margarita Sarmiento (97), and Christa Carroll (97), soprano Ils in Chansons, concentrate on their performance of Cantate Domino by Giuseppe Pitoni.

Phil Castagner (97) translates "Dirait-On", a French poem, for the audience.

The Vocal Workshop sopranos sing a melancholy piece by Bela Bartok. The song tells the story of a Daughter sent to a bad husband, and forbidden to return home.
Deep In The Heart Of D-Wing

Each day hundreds of students meander down D-Wing, to the vocal room. There, Mrs. Wilson and Mr. Faux await their arrival. Soon after the bell rings, the sounds of beautiful music fill the air.

Vocal Workshop is a mixed choir open to all students. Each year the class expands drastically; this year Mrs. Wilson had to add an additional period to accommodate the masses of music lovers. Vocal Workshop teaches the basics of singing, sight-reading, rhythms, and vocal health.

Chansons, an all female choir provides an intermediate level of musicianship. The females audition the previous year. In Chansons, the students attempt to gain a greater understanding of music theory. The girls in Chansons form bonds unique to all female classes.

East Singers, the highest level class, is a mixed choir like vocal workshop. In recent years East Singers have successfully competed against the top choirs in the country. This year they had the opportunity to perform with the Haddonfield Oratorio Society and the Philadelphia Orchestra Brass.

East is fortunate to have such a fine group of vocal classes. The students gain valuable experience through the expert instruction of Mrs. Wilson and Mr. Faux. If they remain as dedicated as they are today East is promised a bright future for the choral music department.


CHANSONS: Genellen Bona, Christa Carroll, Anne Chiu, Diana Chung, Jayne Cervi, Soria Datta, Fran Fasso, Coco Feinshel, Jessica Fens, Lauren Fleigel, Mary Joe Golati, Renee Gelber, Alison Gordon, Cindy Greenberg, Mary Ann Greer, Brandy Groce, Alison Hess, Karen Ho, Christina Kang, Grace Kim, Nancy King, Julie Lim, Jennifer Magee, Stephanie Menas, Shara Moldof, Helena Nierman, Alissa Palladiniotti, Elysa Palma, Courtney Rader, Monica Rodriguez, Tovah Ross, Jackie Rubin, Melissa Russo, Heidi Samuels, Margarita Sammartino, Lori Schmerling, Lara Silbert, Jenna Silverstein, Lauren Slaight, Da Shi, Tan, Kate Umali, Kim Worthing, Jackie Worthington, Hao-Miao Zhang, Advisors: Mrs. Lisa Wilson, Mr. Jeffrey Faux.

MADRIGAL SINGERS: Michael Benn, Jamie Cerota, Hyunae Chang, Naomi Faszczyk, Marie Howey, Patrick Kelley, Aaron Kruse, Jonathan Light, Toby Lightman, Lauren Luchtman, Daniel Maioney, Carla Mawrodin, Myra Ortega, Paula Park, Jenna Pennepacker, Wendy Reisman, Tony Romen, Jonathan Ross, Matthew Soffer, Steven Varon. Advisers: Mrs. Lisa Wilson, Mr. Jeffrey Faux.

CASUAL HARMONY: Johnathan Adler, Matthew Bellante, Michael Benn, Philippe Castagner, Ray Chang, Greg Gadner, Daniel Halperin, Aaron Kruse, Jonathan Light, Jonathan Magpantay, Peter Oh, Tony Romen, T.R. Weaver, Adam Weiner. Advisers: Mrs. Lisa Wilson, Mr. Jeffrey Faux.

BELLES OF EAST: Heather Anderson, Deborah Barr, Cheryl Bobiy, Beth Finch, Cindy Greenberg, Jennifer Ke, Sharon Lee, Ellen Miller, Courtney Rader, Nikki Renella, Rita Sang Unal, Amy Shawelson, Maxine Stewart, Erin Weaver. Advisers: Mrs. Lisa Wilson, Mr. Jeffrey Faux.

Jen Ke (96), one of the choral officers, leads the Belles of East into a new song.

Listening for the beat, Raymond Chang (96) and Dan Halperin (97) get ready to show off their talents.
Hitting The Right Note

When one thinks of music at East, the Belles, Madrigals, and Casual Harmony immediately come to mind. Although known collectively as the school’s extra-curricular choral groups, these ensembles are very distinct from one another. The Belles of East, for example, is an all-female group that sings while playing. Being a member requires special hand coordination, and all of the music performed is arranged by the group itself. "There’s a special purity and beauty that we Belles strive for in our performances," said Ellen Miller (’96). One can see this in the beauty of their dresses, songs, and even smiles.

Contrary to the Belles, the Madrigals is a mixed-voice ensemble that sings sonorous a cappella pieces from the Renaissance period. Jonathan Light (’96) said, "The more classical style of the music really distinguished the Madrigals from the other groups." Members of the Madrigals, romantically dressed in Renaissance costumes, are often deceiving in their merry gambols; they need strong concentration and musical talent to be able to sing the delicate but complex harmonies.

Finally, there is Casual Harmony. As indicated by its name, the group performs rather casually. The ensemble occasionally makes its entrance by running on stage dressed charmingly in dinner jackets with blue jeans. "We sort of represent the comic relief of the three groups," remarked Raymond Chang (’96). Aside from melting the hearts of the female crowd with tender lyrics from contemporary songs, these boys can also enchant off-stage with their incredible singing talent and their casual harmonies.

Paula Park (’96), Wendy Reisman (’97), Matt Soifer (’98), and Marie Hissey (’96) sing happily according to the spirit of the song while Jon Light (’96) keeps the beat.

Crooning in their a cappella ways, Tony Roman (’97) and Jon Light (’96) delight the audience with their smooth voices.

Cheryl Boby (’96) and Heather Anderson (’96) entertain the audience with the song "Stars" which was arranged by Heather.

Debbie Barr (’98), Amy Shavelson (’96), Courtney Rader (’98), and Sharon Lee (’96) keep the music flowing with their voices and accompaniments.
Tony Romen ('97), Mike Benn ('98), and Dan Maloney ('96) continue the excellence of the vocal department by each making All-State Chorus. Each year East sends at least ten representatives to the All-State Chorus.

To get accepted by the South Jersey Wind Ensemble, Meson Banas ('98) spends countless hours perfecting his solo piece for the audition. Students often spend their time from mid-afternoon until midnight waiting to audition.


Orchestra Concertmaster, Raymond Chang ('96), Jennifer Lee ('96), Monica Kim ('96), and Sam Kuo ('96) end on a high note to their presentation on PAVAS day. The selection, "Polovetsian Dances," from Borodin's wild Russian Overture, "Prince Igor," is performed by the orchestra and choir.

Nancy King ('97), one of the violins that made All-South Jersey Orchestra, is seen performing at the concert in Rowan. The students in the South Jersey Orchestra spend three days from nine to five rehearsing for the concert.


ALL-HONORS CHOR: Jonathan Light, Jonathan Ross.

NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL HONORS ORCHESTRA: Jennifer Chang, Raymond Chang (alternate), Jennifer Ke (alternate).
Tough Act To Follow

Classical music boring? Not to the members of the East orchestra. They have their own opinions about classical music. Some like the comforting qualities of it. Kathy Tan (99) said, "When you listen to classical music, it makes you think of a story," Betsy Nees (97) feels more than that. "It relieves stress for me because I love trying to figure out what comes next and then being surprised," she said.

Playing classical music is also enjoyed by many at East. Jen Chang (97) said, "The East orchestra is one of the best high school orchestras in the country. It's fun playing with such talented people."

The various personalities of the students and the conductor Mr. Yurko's own flair help make the class unusually interesting. "Though orchestra seems like a boring class, we always have a lot of laughs," said Jason Tsai (97). Raymond Chang (96) said, "Mr. Yurko is a very energetic conductor, and often knocks over various stands." However, most people remember best Mr. Yurko's singing. Ken Shih (97) said, "I remember when Mr. Yurko decided to demonstrate for the choir how he thought "Polovetsian Dances" should be sung. He sang "Da-da-DEEE, doo doo dadada dum dum dee-dee-dee," while the orchestra went "Bum bum-bum bum-bum bum-bum, and the choir twittered." Benny Kim (98) added, "The comical effect of Mr. Yurko's musical rendition of Polovetsian Dances inspired me to aspire to new heights of musical accomplishment and potpourri."

Ellen Hur (97) summed it up: "Classical music is great. Besides, our ears need an occasional break from all those electric guitars and drums and all that other heavy load stuff."

Kathy Tan (99), Ross Wu (99), Toby Lightman (96), and Ruby Chang (98), intent on their music, make up a vital part of the first violins. The first violin section usually plays the melody.

Take It To The Limit

The equivalent to things like science league, math league, and debate for musicians are the various bands and quartets that live in D-wing. After school, students stroll into the band room for Lab Band or Jazz Ensemble. These group practices are almost like another school period, but the hard work is seen when performance time comes. Eric Tsay ('98) said, "We work hard in Jazz Ensemble, but we also have fun!"

Along with Lab Band and Jazz Ensemble, there are groups from the strings, winds, and brass sections. Two String Quartets are formed from the top strings in the orchestra. Sumit Niogi ('98) said, "The quartets are a good way of showing off our talents." Wind Quartet and Brass Ensemble practice during free time and after school. People who join these groups have a love for the music and their dedication to it is unfathomable. The people who join all these different groups should be considered the best of the best.

Members of the Jazz Ensemble play it cool under the direction of Mr. Roy Hough. The group rehearses after school on Mondays, practicing pieces like "Vehicle."

At a lab band concert, Nicholas Cardillo ('96) bows away at his bass, serious about making the group a hit. The Lab Band experiments with different types of music to reach out to a wider audience.

Concentrating on his performance, Jonathan Li ('98) plays his saxophone with the Jazz Band. This group of talented musicians enjoy playing entertaining music.

As members of the Chamber Winds, John Kim ('97) and Ann Tsay ('97) run over their parts, making sure that the quintet sounds sweet. The Chamber Winds practice for their final performance in the spring.

Heather Anderson ('96) rehearses with the Chamber Winds in preparation for a performance. The group comprises the principal chairs players of the woodwind section of the Wind Ensemble and Mr. Yurko on the French Horn.

Taking deep breaths, Kevin Alenskas ('98) and Dan DiFlavio ('98) get ready to blast the sound out of their trumpets at the Brass Ensemble concert. The Brass Ensemble is a small group of dedicated players that give up their after-school hours for music with the group.

88 Extracurricular Instrumental Groups
CHAMBER WINDS: Heather Anderson, Mr. Bruce Yurko, Ann Tsay, John Kim, Cheryl Bobby. Adviser: Mr. Bruce Yurko.

JAZZ ENSEMBLE: Kevin Akinskas, David Arnold, Marc Bell, Nicholas Cardillo, David Chan, Dan DiFlavis, Burke Glover, Andrew Lesser, Jonathan Li, Kim Loberger, Anthony Maisse, Jonathan Morrone, Aaron Soffer, Karl Sukhia, Eric Tsay, Jovan Yoh, Joe Zissantz. Adviser: Mr. Roy Hough.


Playing Up A Storm

The lights are on and the crowd is waiting. The bands begin to perform in front of a crowd of attentive ears. First there is the young but gifted Freshman Wind Ensemble. The Symphonic Band comes next with their growing talent. Then the Wind Ensemble performs with prestige and finesse. These bands have practiced every day for these two big nights: the Spring Concert and the Winter Concert.

They walk on to the stage with faces of concentration and determination. Their nerves do not crack under the glaring lights. "I feel pressure, but I try to relax," said Ann Tsay ('97). They begin to play filling the whole auditorium with beautiful music that flows through the room pleasing anyone who listens to them.

Little boys and girls, who thought that their instruments were toys, grow up and blossom into fine musicians. They wait for the day that they can show off their talents. They have practiced hard enough and spent their time working and never giving up their dreams of performing. Meson Banas ('98) said, "Practice makes perfect and I have practiced ever since I was in 4th grade." Their dream has come true as they play the last note of an almost perfect concert.

Ringing the chimes, Charles Pusioski ('97) adds the special effects needed in the piece.

Marc Bell ('97) plays his saxophone during the symphonic Band's performance of "Celebration" by James Curnow. He adds the pep into the piece.

The Freshman Wind Ensemble concentrate on Mr. Hough to guide them through “Tower Bridge March” by Robert Washburn. The group allows freshmen to gain more experience before moving up.

Keeping the air going, Cheryl Bohl (’96), Colleen Klaasen (’96), and Jennifer Magee (’96) keep the music flowing. They provide much of the melody in the Wind Ensemble.

Dave Arnold (’97) is an essential part that keeps a steady beat for the Wind Ensemble. This beat is often used in marches.
And The Band Played On

There is a being that accompanies the Cherry Hill East football team that supports it whenever it plays at a game. This being is the marching band, an ensemble that plays at East’s football games to keep the crowd rowdy and to root for the cougars. They can usually be found in the stands before the game, playing music to support East’s team. At half time, the band performs a field show where flag and rifle routines, as well as choreographed cheers from the Cougarettes, accompany energetic music.

Aside from football games, the marching band also plays at East’s annual pep rally and occasionally competes with marching bands from other schools. They compete in the Wildwood Parade and this year performed several songs at the Collingswood Parade.

Although serious in competition, East’s marching band follows an unusual tradition. Every year, at the homecoming game, a stuffed cougar is tossed high up into the crowd - with a crumpled West T-shirt sewed in its mouth. The tradition is usually accompanied by quirky cheers as well as cadences composed by the band itself, such as the one called “Yah-hah”, in which the band stops to play any random notes it wants.

Despite its strange habits, however, the marching band shows a great deal of dedication in its work. Heather Anderson (’96) said, “Being in the marching band helps in giving you a lot of school spirit. It’s a great experience for everyone in the group.”

An aerial view of the marching band displays the precision with which its members operate.

Jessica Fensch (’96), assistant drum major, plays the saxophone when she is not conducting.

Burke Glover (’96) blows his tuba to the beat of Dave Arnold’s drum.

Captain Eric Nathanson (’96) dances to the music of the band.
Adam Fensch (Beck Middle School), Kevin Akinskas ('98), Dan Diffinis ('98), Phil Hausler ('99), and Jon Hall ('97) perform during the homecoming game.

INDIVIDUALS
Friends Are Friends Forever

The transition from the middle school world to the high school world topples freshmen off their eighth grade pedestals, pushing them head first into their lowly "frosh" status. Among the many adjustments that they must make, to them the most important is with friendships. Amanda Wild ('99) said, "Some of my friends and I have grown apart, unfortunately. But overall, I've made many wonderful friends so far."

One of the reasons why freshmen quickly make so many new friends stems from the interesting array of activities at East. "When Mr. Belchikof said that East is a buffet, I didn't really believe him. But now I'm having a blast on the all-you-can-eat meal plan!" exclaimed Deborah Ahn ('99). Richard Chu ('99) explained, "Ever since I came to East, I've made many new and different friends from my activities here."

Perhaps the most important aspect of freshman year, though often overlooked by the freshmen themselves, is its effect in laying the foundation for a successful high school career. Ellen Hur ('97) said, "Although I didn't know it then, my teachers freshman year really helped me prepare for my more difficult classes to come."

"So far I'm having a good high school career," summed up Haines Ahn ('99), echoing the sentiments of most East freshmen. Despite the sometimes scary changes, they are on their way!
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Lounging around in the cafeteria after school helps students unwind and relax. Debbie Ahn ('99), Ted DePrince ('98), and Leslie Moser who ('99) take advantage of this time, discussing the latest gossip and the events of the day.

Elaine Fan ('99) pays close attention in Dr. Kim's QPS class. Kim's lecture on the neutralization of acids and bases is the foundation for the lab the students will be completing on Acid-Base Filtration.
Social Studies to World Civilizations — another transition all freshmen must go through as they enter the world of high school. No one can forget the brain-numbing social studies in eighth grade. But, is World Civ. much different?

“It’s a big change from last year because we absorb more material,” Rosa Wu (‘99) answered. Others disagree — “World Civ. is not much different from S.S. even though it follows a different format,” said Jeff Su (‘99).

For many students, World Civ. is a class in which they can learn more about other cultures, worlds, and people. “It’s more interesting because it talks about different cultures and religions more than we did last year,” said Courtney Regis (‘99) while Jane Kim (‘99) said, “I don’t like World Civ. because we don’t focus on current events which really relate to the world we live in.”

In retrospect, many seniors appreciate the broad coverage of material in World Civ. “My class was not only relaxing and fun — it was also a learning experience,” said Monica Kim (‘96).

Whether you loved or hated World Civ., the fact remains — it was our first real taste of academics at CHHSE.
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Yin Yang For Freshman

As the class of '99 finally hands down the title of freshmen class, their thoughts turn to expectations of the years ahead. Now that they know the ropes a little better, they can start to look ahead to new activities, friends, and classes.

So what is it exactly that they would like to accomplish academically, socially, and activity-wise? Now that they are familiar with the happenings at East, the ex-freshman can get more involved in a variety of activities. Tricia Kang ('99) said, "I think in the next three years I would like to work hard academically, but at the same time be able to do activities and hang out with my friends." Creating a balance between academics and activities becomes a challenge for many non-freshman students who are looking to take advantage of East's "buffet".

Along with the expectations that the ex-freshman have of East, they also feel East's expectations upon them. Jeffery Su ('99) says, "I feel like I'll have to start working harder in school because that's when your grades really count." They can no longer use the old excuse, "Oh, I'm only a freshman," but have to start taking responsibilities for their future East careers.

Some members of the Class of '99, however, will miss some aspects of freshman year.

Wynn Williamson ('99) and Dustin Tabnick ('99) learn how to use Microsoft Excel in STAR, Dr. Kim's idea for preparing freshmen for the future.
Carefully aligning the framework of her kite, Betsy Watts ('99) demonstrates how important precision is in the construction of 3-D Art projects. Her careful work will help her kite fly high above the rest.

Marisa Levin ('99) and Nikki Freedman ('99) paint Rabbit and Eeyore for the FOP party. Winnie the Pooh decorations are favorites of many of the children who attended the FOP party.

Sharon Hwang ('99) outlines a drawing of Simba from The Lion King. The popular Disney character is bound to be appreciated by the children at the annual F.O.P. Holiday Party.
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The Burden Of Science

Which one will happen first to students: a nervous breakdown or a spontaneous combustion? Usually a near nervous breakdown occurs because Sophomore year is a totally different experience from Freshmen year. With the options of honors classes, classes become more challenging.

The science labs make the difference between the years. "The science lab in sophomore year is a big jump from Freshmen year," said Karl Sukhia ('98).

Even though the sciences require much studying, people enjoy the science labs. Erika Ferrentino ('98) said, "In chemistry, I like to make things go boom and I hope it burns the school down."

Some other students have a lab out of lunch. "I am usually dying after the two lab sciences, I have out of lunch," said John Chung ('98). To make up for the lost meals, students try to eat between the periods when they have lab.

The stress level during sophomore year is higher because people compete with each other for class rank because science labs cost more points in class rank then regular classes.

Pratima Vardhana ('98) said, "I can never find the time for work with my double science labs. I feel like I am a chicken without a head."

Even though the science labs sound like they are a pain in the neck, think of all the fun things to do like dissecting fetal pigs and frogs.
Stress Level: Critical

Monica D'Antonio ('98), Nicole Bidne ('98) and Marvin Alexander ('98) share a favorite excerpt from an English literature book. Many students find that studying in groups is more effective than studying alone.

Frazzled by a difficult homework assignment, Thit Young ('98) ponders over a math problem. In contrast to the carefree freshman year, sophomores start to feel more pressure.
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Is Driver's Ed Worth It?

Driver's Ed., a requirement for all sophomores at East, exposes the students to the privileges of driving as well as the consequences of poor driving. The class enlivens the straightforward manual with videos and teacher presentations. Melissa Anderson ('98) said, “Driver's Ed. taught me a lot and I feel ready to go out on the road now.”

Taking Driver's Ed in school is also financially advantageous because insurance companies often give a discount for completing the course.

Even with the advantages of taking Driver's Ed., some students are still dissatisfied. Although she likes the course, Diana Lesser wishes that Driver's Ed. allowed for hands-on experience dealing with cars. On the other hand, Travis Lexton ('98) said, “I'd rather be spending my gym period doing physical activities.”

Through any complaints, Driver's Ed., whether convenient or bothersome, is essential for every student who hopes to drive.
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Group learning makes its way into the classroom as an effective method of instruction. Scott Mooney (’98) and Michelle Rosenberg (’98) react to a passage from their history text. Group learning encourages students to share their ideas and consider opposing points of view.

Trekking through the halls of East is sometimes easier with a friend. Cynthia Pidcock (’98) and Laura Tirone (’98) are glad to find each other in the giant East jumble.
Painting Techniques, the introductory painting class at East, teaches students how to work with a variety of mediums. Decon Segel (98) and Jignasa Guaner (98) experiment with a combination of crayon and watercolors.

Faby Disarzo (98) carefully measures 50 milliliters of water for her Diffusion through a Cell Membrane lab. Many of the labs in Biology I-H involve setting up theoretical conditions to help explain what actually happens to a cell.

Flipping through a magazine, Alicia Lee (98) looks for ideas for her painting project. In Miss Sacca’s painting techniques class, students find inspiration beyond the normal realm of the classroom.
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Expecting a break after sophomore year? Forget it! "Junior year is a nightmare. The stress building up from activities, schoolwork and parents seems more than anyone, much less a highschooler, should, or can, bear," said Nancy King ('97). For everyone, junior year is the year to slave. The fact that colleges focus on junior year brings college planning ominously close.

Between juggling activities and schoolwork and worrying about standardized tests (i.e., SATs and Achievements) many juniors begin to feel that twenty-four hours in a day are not enough. Carla Mavrodin ('97), echoing the sentiments of many laments, "There just isn't enough time for everything I need to do." Zahid Biviji ('97), however, sums it all up in two words, "It's tough."
“Puh-Sat”-Betsy Nees (’97)

For most, Junior year is filled with the most stressful decisions. They frantically study for their College Board examinations and try to decide which colleges they want to apply to. But, it is not to say that they have not found a way to shorten their dealings with the Scholastic Aptitude Test 1, the Scholastic Aptitude Test II, or with the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Tests.

How exactly do they shorten their dealings with these Tests? Well, by telling it like it is: SAT I, SAT and PSAT. Or is it sat, say-tee, say-ti, psats, or satee? Zahid Bivivi (’97) has his own way of saying it. He said, "P-S-A-T" is to long to say, so I shorten it by saying "P-sats." The length of the test names are a main reason for the shortening of the names to phonetic pronunciations. The shortening of the test names are also a colloquial way for students to describe them to each other. Betsy Nes (’97) said, "I say 'p.uhsat' to my friends and 'P-S-A-T' to those who don't know what it is." This secret language is inherited by each of the upcoming junior classes and is used profusely.

On the other hand, some do not even need to shorten these names. Ellen Hur (’97), for example, says, "I don't talk about the SAT's enough to have to shorten it to make it easier, I just say the abbreviations how they’re supposed to be said." Brian Chow (’97), although with another point of view, agrees, saying, "I try not to say 'SAT I', or 'SAT II' or 'PSAT' because I'd rather not think about them." Either way, the time comes when juniors must stand in the face of these tests and pass this secret language down to the upcoming sophomore class.
This Is The Beginning Of A Beautiful Friendship.

The importance of junior year to many colleges changes the attitudes of many students who had previously considered grades as a second priority. The desire to do well causes some students to concentrate more in class, which leads to improved student-teacher relationships. Students also realize that they will need teachers to write recommendations during senior year. Since teachers get to know a student's goals and personality while writing a recommendation, teachers come to advise students about their college and career plans. "As students get older, they become more mature and reach an understanding with their mentors that they didn't have before," said Mike Choi ('97). Along with this deeper understanding, however, comes a need for greater independence. Vincent Liu ('97) said, "Teachers, along with parents, are the last obstacle to our independence. As we grow, they cease to be the saints of our childhood and become more and more equal to us." Junior year is just another step in the process of growing up.

Many of the teachers at East make themselves available for morning and afternoon extra help. Mr. Opree assists Brian Loew ('97) with his math homework, by showing one way to solve the math problems.
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Shayna Sellers (’97) raises her hand to answer a question in Algebra class. Most students find that participating in class helps them understand concepts better.

Painting guards for the front of the Junior Float, Maria Barhleen (’97), Ellen Horr (’97), and Leslie Wagner (’97) put the finishing touches on their work. “Spirit Week was a great way for me to support my class. I had a lot of fun being involved,” said Wagner.

Jaime Kasselman (’97) and Steve Hilbert (’97) take a moment to relax and pose for the camera before the end of class. Although the day’s lesson plan can be long, having friends in class always makes it seem a little bit more interesting.
To The Class Of '96:

We would like to thank you for allowing us to represent you during our senior year. We hope that we did our best for you. We won Spirit Week, and our prom was truly incredible. Without your support we would never have gotten the job done.

Now, our time at East is through, and we are graduating. Some of us will move on out into the world, while others are looking forward to the next graduation ... 2000! Hopefully, none of us will be "living in a van down by the river." Now, we would like to leave with you with some advice:

1. Never bet on a three-legged horse.
2. Beware of the naked man who offers you the shirt off his back.
3. You can pick your friends, and you can pick your nose, but you can't pick your friends' noses.
4. Don't feed the bears.

Good luck!
Love,
Your class officers
Courtney, Jason, Anna, and Julie
Freshman Year

September 2, 1992. 7:00 AM. We were all wide awake, dressed in our coolest “high school clothes,” nervously preparing to leave our cozy, comfortable homes for the rough and tough world of Cherry Hill East. On this morning of the first day of our freshman year, our stomachs churned as we carefully checked and rechecked our appearances. Fluorescent tie dye? No, way too junior high!

And then - just as we were beginning to think that we were ready, that we could handle the day’s burden - a message flashed on Cable 18. Four hundred phones rang instantaneously. A teacher’s strike?!!?!? No school for at least another week?!?!? One week later, once again, we repeated the whole process. This really was it - our first day of high school. And man, were we ever ready. We were not going to be labeled as typical freshmen.

We persevered through all of the typical freshman traumas - perpetually jammed lockers, elevator and pool passes, lateness, teachers, and rude upperclassmen. But what we really remember are not those humiliating moments (tripping on the stairs, getting crushed in the lunch line, etc.), but the activities.

Yeah, we all heard the line “East is a buffet” a thousand times during freshman orientation - from Mr. Belchikof, from upperclassmen begging us to join their clubs, from our parents begging us to start compiling good activities for college (which, incidentally, was the furthest thing from our minds). But how true it was. We quickly got involved in everything - you name it, we let our presence be known there.

After electing our first set of class officers (and getting stuck in the voting booths), we quickly showed our school spirit during Spirit Week. We had an incredible time putting together our Lollipop Game booth, assembling our “Spring” float which melted in the rain, and participating in tug-of-war, the jump rope contest, and all of those cool lunch games. We came in last place, but it was OK; we were just freshmen. We had a lot to learn.

Meanwhile, we were awe struck by Godspell, Into the Woods, the Variety Show, the Lip Sync Contest, Battle of
rney Of The Class Of 1996

the Bands, and Mr. East. Junior High never provided so many fun activities and dances for us- all we had was eighth grade semi. But the best dance of all, of course, was our gala Freshman Dance. And we really made it a gala. Girls got their hair and nails done, while guys shelled out the big bucks for lavish corsages. So what if it was only in the sparsely decorated cafeteria? We made it as prom-like as we could.

By the end of the year, our freshman fears had dissipated. No longer were we paranoid post-eighth graders with inferiority complexes. We were on our way!

Sophomore Year

Sophomore year was the year that the State of New Jersey blindly gave us permission to get behind the wheel of a car and terrorize the highways. Well, OK, with Mom or Dad screaming in the passenger seat. It all started with Driver’s Ed, in which we learned that it’s bad to crash into other cars (really?) and cool to wear 70’s duds like those studs in the videos. Unfortunately, we did have to spend six hours behind the wheel of a 1970 jalopy with a smelly old man to actually get the permit. But who cared? We finally had freedom to cruise the highways. Well . . .

Parent: You’re going too fast! We’re all going to die!

Kid: I’m only going 20 miles per hour!

Meanwhile, back at East, we were finding our course load much more demanding than freshman year. Whether we took honors, accelerated, regular, or modified classes, we quickly found that we actually had to work! And work hard, too! Yet we took time out to cheer on the Phillies in the World Series, of course.

Despite the increased stress, we managed to have fun, once again, in Spirit Week, with the theme of “Rocky.” This year our float survived the weather (though it still came in last), and we again wowed the school with our booth featuring … surprise-the Lollipop Game. We came in last place again. Nevertheless, we enjoyed ourselves at performances of The Diary of Anne Frank and Sweeney Todd.

In January we missed around two weeks of school for the famous and wonderful Blizzard of ’94. Then in Febru-
ary, we had an amazing time at Club '96, our sophomore cotillion - or "co-tillion," as our souvenir key chains read. We received our class rings and obsessed over getting them turned 96 times. (At least we're the Class of '00 in college!)

By the end of our sophomore year, we really had established our legacy at East. We stood out in the music department, the drama department, on the sports teams, and in every club, obtaining leadership positions and excelling in all that we did. And, luckily, we were through with being underclassmen.

**Junior Year**

As we planned our junior year schedules the previous spring with our guidance counselors, we finally realized that we'd have to really have to buckle down if we ever wanted to get into ... college. Yes college, that dreaded entity that we "didn't have to worry about yet." It finally dawned on us that it was time to start thinking about our future. The year was an alphabet of madness - PSAT's, SAT's, SAT II's, NMSQT, HSPT's, ETS, CSS, FAFSA, GPA, AP's, etc. But, on a lighter note, we did FINALLY get our driver licenses (some of us after trying several times). Now if only we didn't look so heinous in our pictures.

And finally, we really and truly ran the school. We had the leads in *Noises Off* and *The Wizard of Oz*, which was so successful that every performance was sold out. We led the clubs, the teams, the SGA, the school, the world! Yes, we truly had the typical upperclassmen superiority complex. It was our turn to boss everyone around. After all, we were the big, bad juniors. In Spirit Week, with the theme "The Jetsons," we finally stopped coming in last and started winning. (However, we did lose Powder Puff.)

Our Junior Prom at the Venice Plaza was the dance that we had been eagerly awaiting. As we danced to our prom song, "All I Want Is
You,” we realized that our time at East was drawing to a close. Some of us went off during the summer to represent East at the Governor’s Schools, Boys and Girls State, and the other leadership conferences. All of us prepared for our last year at East.

Senior Year

Senior year began stressfully, and then only got worse. OJ Simpson’s trial provided only a slight diversion. As we cried and pulled out our hair while filling out college application after college application, financial aid form after financial aid form, all eyes were on the magical day that ended the first semester.

But things weren’t so bad, after all. Colleges were actually very impressed with us and recruited us heavily. We earned accolades for our twelve National Merit Semi-Finalists and our 45 Hall of Fame Members. And teachers and our fellow students really admired us.

We enjoyed two senior cut days (one of which fell on the same day as a huge snow storm), coming in to school from I-HOP around 10:00, cutting classes “to go to guidance,” leaving school early, and not going to school “to visit colleges.” Conveniently for us, a Barnes and Noble opened up during our senior year to provide a much needed haven to get away for awhile from our hectic schedules. And who will forget the days off due to “The Storm of the Century?” But, when the end of first semester came, that was it. We cut loose. Senioritis had officially set in and the grades we had worked so hard to maintain first semester quickly slid downhill.

Nevertheless, despite our waning (or nonexistent) attention spans, we still managed to fulfill our leadership positions. Of course we won Spirit Week with the theme “Honolulu” - was there ever a doubt? And although we lost Powder Puff to the juniors, we played a tough game. We shone in Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat and Carousel, played excellently on the sports fields, performed marvelously on the academic teams, and basically wowed everyone in whatever we did. We had an amazing time in Disney World. And we wowed ourselves in April when we found out that we had actually been accepted to college.

Our last big dance, the Senior Prom, was truly a bittersweet affair. Dressed up one last time with a special date, we enjoyed our last high school dance with people we had known since elementary school. But it was Graduation Day that sealed our fate. Our time at East had ended. As we marched in red or white caps and gowns to Pomp and Circumstance and received our diplomas to the cheers of our families, we could not help but be proud. After a false start, we really did have a successful high school career. As we parted the night away at Cherry Hill Racquet Club during Project Graduation, in the back of our minds we wondered - would we ever be together again like this?

No matter where we go next year, our four years at East will always remain the foundation upon which we will build our lives. Our friendships, our good times and bad, the lessons we learned, and all of the memories will remain impressed deep in our minds and our hearts. High school may have been miserable at times, but overall, it has made us into the young men and women that we are now, stepping out to impress the world.
ALLA BRUKMAN
Favorite Expression: "As if!"
Favorite Books: Alice in Wonderland; Absalom, Absalom; Pride and Prejudice; The Alienist; 1984
Favorite Food: rocky-road ice cream
Favorite Music: U2, Garbage, R.E.M., Nine Inch Nails
Favorite TV Show: The X-Files
Favorite Movies: The Age of Innocence, Silence of the Lambs, Four Weddings and a Funeral
Goal: to be happy

BOBBY CHAO CHANG
Nicknames: Changer, Chao, Taiwanaman, Chi Chi Chang
Favorite Expression: "And whoever exalts himself shall be humbled; and whoever humbles himself shall be exalted." -Matthew 23:12
Favorite Books: Bible, The Count of Monte Cristo, Don Quixote
Favorite Food: any of Ma's gourmet Chinese cooking, Pa's egg tomato
Favorite Music: New Order, Eric Clapton, Steven Curtis Chapman, any Taiwanese music
Obsessions: pickleball, sleepeepng & dreeeeeaming, cooking fried rice
Goals: living a life of faith, family, and commitment; growing another inch

National Merit Finalists

Letters Of Commendation:

CINDY HT CHEN
Nickname: Cindy (the “y” pronounced as a long i)
Favorite Expression: “I...believe in love.”
Favorite Books: Les Miserables, The Fountainhead
Favorite Food: anything that tastes really good
Favorite Music: The Smith’s, Oasis, Morrissey, U2
Favorite Activities: listening to music, thinking, dreaming
Goals: to learn to live, to be free, to find my heart of gold

TAMMY ALEXANDRA HEPPS
Nickname: Tamatha, Blades, the Shrew
Favorite Expressions: “Shah right,” “Hardly,” “I am woman, hear me ROAR.”
Favorite Books: The Fountainhead, The Source, Hitchhiker’s Trilogy, Contact, War and Peace, Les Miserables
Favorite Food: Grandma’s matzo ball soup, Ma’s cherry kugel
Favorite Music: The Brady Bunch, Helen Reddy, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven
Obsessions: grammar, cute socks, skiing, e-mail, daffodils
Goals: to learn how to fly, to stop being afraid, to be me

RACHEL SUSAN KATZ
Nickname: Rach
Favorite Expressions: “Nifty!”, “To the world, you may be one person, but to one person you may be the world.”
Favorite Books: Beloved, Player Piano, A Brief History of Time
Favorite Food: chocolate anything
Favorite Music: Live, Tchaikovsky
Goals: to be happy, to be successful in my career, and to have a family
Seated behind luxurious desks stacked with papers and more than a few disciplinary reports are the people we perceive to be our high hands of administration. As we run late to class, dawdle in the hallways, or finish off some last minute assignments, principals are usually not the focus of student life. They seem almost hidden away in a remote hallway where we only visit them to visit trouble.

“Academics must always come first and foremost, but the overall responsibility of a principal is to provide an environment for learning. That environment must go beyond the classroom to be an important part of student life and faculty life,” said Principal James Gallagher.

Although we try to avoid them at all costs, forging notes for early dismissal & begging the teachers not to write us up, we still realize that the same principals that discipline us are also involved in our lives as we undertake the role of students. Although they may represent the men in suits, their interaction is often more personal than we would like to admit.

Mr. Leonard Terranova said, “Most of what I do involves helping kids obey the rules. That gives me a hard time when it comes down to getting to know the average student. It doesn’t mean that I am simply a mindless administrator. It means that I work twice as hard, making the special effort to participate.”

For those of us that have made that fateful trip to the office and for those of us that have survived the trip, we have tried to keep our distance to a minimum and our involvement to an even more rare occurrence. We have taken less time, perhaps than they have in molding not only the academic face of East but also its image of open education.

Members of the Cum Laude Society are the greatest minds that East, a school known for its academic excellence, has to offer. Following a ninety year tradition, the top 15% of the senior class enjoys the honor and recognition of being inducted. Some of the annual activities sponsored by the organization are free tutoring for students as well as a holiday drive to benefit area shelters.

As students continue the traditions of Cum Laude, this year’s members paved the way for a new tradition in the East Cum Laude Society - an annual Trivia Bowl. With the help of advisor Mr. Schnell, President Jennifer Lee, Vice President Alia Brukman, and Secretary-Treasurer Samuel Kuo organized a question-answer contest after school. As Jen Lee read the questions, teams of three Cum Laude members racked their large minds for seemingly useless bits of information from subjects ranging from physics to Greek mythology. Everyone who participated in the Bowl had a wonderful time.

Members of the Cherry Hill East Cum Laude society put their minds together to celebrate a general tradition at East: a love of learning.
STEVEN ACKERMAN
120 Keats Place
"You men are all the same."
MEMORIES: Hanging out in New York and seeing movies at the "Mausy Pouch Show" with Masa. The girls...classmates, the occasional party, the occasional girl...Big Art day in '92 and the sequel in '93, laughing at those pathetic TV movies in Health and Driver's Ed.
ACTIVITIES: Zesticle staff writer 1, 2, 3, 4; Cougar's Den editor 3; Lawrence editor 4.

AMY ADELIZZI
2 Wilderness Drive
"I don't know his name..."
MEMORIES: Fantasy, the BOMB, happy hour, babysitting, Pop Pop...call me bubbles..."Just two more weeks", cutting practice with Anna. TRICKS! Getting HOUNDED, jailed friends, "look at the wall", Fiji islands, Puerto Rico. No time. My soul, my softball. How can you thieves?" the test, the test, the test, and now PPG, rejection, meditation. Eat at Scott's, once he does, Bally Bally. "We can do anything." Dreams Nostalgia. ACTIVITIES: soccer 1, 2.

MAIA ADLEMAN
10 Ramege Road
"Nothing we were meant to do was weak, until we heard it was ourselves."
MEMORIES: Fantasy, the BOMB, happy hour, babysitting, PPG Pop...call me bubbles..."Just two more weeks", cutting practice with Anna. TRICKS! Getting HOUNDED, jailed friends, "look at the wall", Fiji islands, Puerto Rico. No time. My soul, my softball. How can you thieves?" the test, the test, the test, and now PPG, rejection, meditation. Eat at Scott's, once he does, Bally Bally. "We can do anything." Dreams Nostalgia. ACTIVITIES: soccer 1, 2.

NOEEN AHMAD
959 Chanticleer
"Never say never, because you never know."
MEMORIES: Feeling like a freshman junior year; later that no one listened; no skating, attempting to; that French restaurant, superman clothes in the bathroom; the good friends that left me at East.
ACTIVITIES: Model UN 3, 4; French Club 3, Debate 3; Yearbook 3, 4; Asian Cultural Society 4.

IMRAN AHMED
138 Chaucer Pl.
"So live that you can look anyone in the eye and tell them to go to hell."
MEMORIES: Skating everyday with Scott, John, Franklin, Bob, Straight Edge, support Venice, the Ghetto, Chop, tennis team; the scene; intellectual, old iron Alex. Baby; second year at Rittenhouse: Ms. and Mr. Human role; sophomore year "sessions" at Holy Rosary with Phil, Hough, Jerry, and the ladies. Whatever happened to Biff? shouts out and thanks to all my friends who've gone through the past four years with me. ACTIVITIES: Amnesty International 1, 2, 3.

DANA AHN
9 Artisan Way
"Each one knows his own bitterness, and no one else can share in joy."
MEMORIES: "Too much freshman romance! Tale of Two Gilis video; Bic ball; moms and sports; she's too romance; band in function; midnight Rochelle essays with Jen; her physics history complaints, Monica, Albus, Danish Monica's history party: Days of our Tribes: Night of January 16, R.E.S.P.E.C.T (go! Hurray) and OOPS, using awards ceremony in Virginia, basketball, cheerleader switch, AAA in AP; Ria; Asian Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Physics team 3, 4; Volleyball 3, 4; Korean Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Yearbook 3, 4.

LAKEISHA ALFORD
1500 Dogwood Drive
"The most important thing you'll ever learn about friendship is that one can grow separately without growing apart."
MEMORIES: Camp Gioler, study room and Nathalie, Dead Show with Bruce, cheerleading with Brinnett, Babys' bistro, hotel halidays with Tanja, Lakepalooza '94, Adams Ave with Jen and Abbie, car chase, senior press, pictures at JRL, tubing at Peake, Ken's party, programming, Spirit Week Dance, holes in the oregano, fresh dinner with our with Jace, Spears with Nance and Ruby, Tobin with Leslie, ACTIVITIES: Watercolor, Cheerleading, Blood Drive.

AUDREY ALLEN
39 Charles Lane
"The most important thing you'll ever learn about friendship is that one can grow separately without growing apart." MEMORIES: Camp Gioler, study room and Nathalie, Dead Show with Bruce, cheerleading with Brinnett, Babys' bistro, hotel halidays with Tanja, Lakepalooza '94, Adams Ave with Jen and Abbie, car chase, senior press, pictures at JRL, tubing at Peake, Ken's party, programming, Spirit Week Dance, holes in the oregano, fresh dinner with our with Jace, Spears with Nance and Ruby, Tobin with Leslie ACTIVITIES: Watercolor, Cheerleading, Blood Drive.
ERIC M. ALLMENDINGER
131 Harfield
"I'm not racist, I'm just not normal." MEMORIES: Just want to be friends. Beta Beta. Mysterious last weekend; the Fred mobile with Morris, Leavy & Ferguson, the car in Breakfast at Tiffany's, little light on the phone. July 5, 1990; the annual party NYC, with random. My sleeping moose. Chanler of the lane took a cool Blue around, additional messages. Do you like your test? I don't remember doing that. I've been penalized. McDonald's no retaliation of anything. Tyler. Meme. The halls. People and things that will not remain unmentioned. We have become the people our parents warned us about.

NICOLAE ALPAS
139 Dumas Rd.
"You'll never realize what you have till it's too late!" MEMORIES: First one to call. "Hey, Dickie, this can't stand with everything gangsta rise, jocks.." Walk west, be true. Love-girls may 26, 1990. "You've turned into a deb. I'm so confused!" 6:45, special moments. ACT II, rich kids. "Hard-core," our Great Adventure with make and six tear tires, Atlantic City summer pool parties; where are you guys? CAMDEN: million-dollar best friends forever. I'll miss you again, bro. ACTIVITIES: Orchestra 1, Asian Culture Society 1, 2, 3, 4. Cheerleading 2, 3, 4.

SAMUEL AN
1038 Red Oak Dr.
"When things go too tough, go home." MEMORIES: Richie makes perfect record, Justin saves my butt. Jim was too hanging out with your computer. Do you remember 15 or 16 summer soccer? You look like butt Austin your going to die from MCG overload, and big macs with cheese notes. Peter bought too many donuts. Betcha thanks for showing me real chinese food; Eddie you left your basball (Ninja, checkers). Mary your dog above out score me, I'm beating you in tennis, just joking. Operation Pig, late night tennis, early dances, golf 1-6, running Lu, summer soccer, One of Death. ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, Korean Club 2, 3, 4. Asian Club 1, 2, 3, 4. Adapted/Garancep 5, 4, PDF Holiday Party 4, 4.

HEATHER LYNN ANDERSON
133 Ashbrook Road
Memories: Nuthin' Doo "You are NOT in the position to write!" marbles balls and piggie-pong. "The more she talks the more annoyed I get"; football games, movies, Dance, tea and lesbo-rific death by folding. First Annual Real Fratting, 3 am, stove. CRUISE: Kim - Is the car in park? Twently. Charlettes, Kamora, Mane, Mary Jo. We'll be friends forever End of Story. ACTIVITIES: Relays of East 2, 3, 4. Chancellor 3, 4. Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4. PH: Woodland Quest 1, 2, 3, 4. Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4 (Dean Major). Indoor Guard 1, 2, 4. All South Jersey Band 3, 5. All South Jersey Orchestra 3. All South Jersey Chorus 3. All State Chorus 4.

JENIFER ANZALONE
11 Dunbarton Road
"You can't always get what you want, but if you try sometimes, you just might find out what you need." Shawnee, Frank, Kate, Rachael. MC: How are you? MC: What are you doing? MC: Where are you going? Drum: Cool friends. I lost CD. I need help. This is your friends. Mike through everything, thanks and this. I want to say thanks. I'll never forget the times we spent together. You'll be in my heart forever. Luann through laughter and tears. I love you. Miss you and Dad thanks for everything. I LOVE YOU.

BERNADETTE AQUILINO
1892 West Point Dr.

ANNE ARANIZUE
18 Candlewood Way
"I didn't know how would break my heart." MEMORIES: Lifetime friends. Paul, Tana, Nickie, Mike, and who could forget Marif Rye. To whom who broke one thing I thought would never be broken. CREASE, CREASE, DRABBER! Humpf! Everything with the Mr. Dependent-sorous "This Her-" "Day"...Niki Nola, croc, laughter, fights, but friends forever. Our great adventure with the kids' parachute, memories. Groups, girls and Mike tales, and secrets. Angels and beer stories forever. Turf and our daily Journal. Hope we never part. Getting shot in Camden. CAMDEN! Thanks for everything. I LOVE YOU. Bo-Bye!!!!

EVELYN ARCARO
403 Cranford Road
SHANNON ASTOR
1515 Beverly Terrace

DOUGLAS BANTIVOGLIO
47 Country Walk
Quote: "Use life to the fullest. Keith, Matt, Mike, Mark and
friends thanks for the good times. Flood with Matt. Power high
free, Marvel, Roger Waters, Scary, 39, Out of Atlantic City.
Fishing, Fishing with the guys. Tennis n/a/hates i seen. Rob
Zombic, Night at Keith’s. Barry Goodman, Sesame Place,
Perry’s, Beautiful, Poker ship and pub, Eggerson Hill, Wild
Baker, Mike’s diving, Vini’s, Right Now, Drive by w/ Mike,
Neufeld! Drum session, Krists, Pranka for being there. Long
days, Summer of ’95. Delaware, Movies, Soap and Turkey
Holidays. Thanks for the memories.

JEFFREY BARMACH
5 Greenbriar Way
"Who needs the hard things? Those who can.” MEMORIES:
You have no chance. Darren Camp. Ruby, the Walter. Andrew
“B beautifully Medall Sunday tennis Saturday, Lenerie skiing at Joe’s
making orange juice. Pepper, go to the void. I don’t want any
problems here. promise. Mr. Baurick. 100 feet tall. Sifton. I
love looking at art. Hello setteb. underwater cup at Gallery. Six
friend groups. Every After you gotta do. Fratman afternoon football
walk and Matt Maloney. ACTIVITIES: Passport 1, 2, 3,
Special Club 1, 2, World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Model United
Nations 2, 3, 4, Yearbook 3 (Editor-in-Chief) 4

KATHLEEN L. BARNEA
1697 Lark Lane
"I live life haunted by dreams of my shadowy past, but the
more I love each day, the better I understand myself and the
world around me. BEST MEMORIES: 96, seven, Florida
w/ Dana, went Brooks, the shore, All the friends, glitz, glitz, up,
movies & Bradys, chamomile girls, plastic phones. 11th, Mork,
plumber, Brown weekend, nu, Ro, New, Hollister, Wendy, Leo,
Joey, boys parties, ring, 12th. Facts of Life (did), dreams,
Kathleen, sleepovers, e.s. cumin girls. Truth or Dare, Olga’s,
Reigns, hawking enough word. Ill miss you all and I promise
never to forget. ACTIVITIES: East Singers 3, 4, Basketball
Manager 2, 3, 4, Demogorgon 3, 4 (editor)

JASON BARON
407 Morris Drive

JOSEPH BENJAMIN BARONE
408 Garwood Drive
"High school is boring at times, but there is never another time
like it, being with friends, having fun, and learning. Welcome to
the real world.” MEMORIES: Every morning that alarm going
c off at 6:45. Sailing in hometeam evolution with John and
Jason. Dips down. Morris Sunday was always football, which
led to Monday night track. Sign at lunch was always a blast.
"The brush.” Watching “Pulp” with friends. Josh’s famous
line, “Oh, yes”. Lunch and field trips with Curtis. Movies with
Brian. Eighth period history with Jon and James. “Sawbass”
with Josh. "Sawbass, brah here.

JEFFREY BARRON
107 Burnt Mill Road

RAJITA BASAR
1201 Cardinal Lane

East created life-long friendships for the class of 1996 during their four years here.
Shane Ford, Amy Cole, and Catherine Montano, through their classes together and
after school activities, have formed the unbreakable bonds of true friendship.

Drilling a screw into the suspensions of his bridge, Jeffrey Barron, a senior, works with
a steady hand. Concentration and skill are two of the most important abilities for
students in woodshop.
As we leave Cherry Hill East, let’s remember some important lessons which we have learned during our time here, lessons not taught by any old teacher, but gained from experience.

1. Whoever said an apple a day keeps the doctor away never ate in the cafeteria.

2. Early to bed and early to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise. But most of us would trade it all for a good episode of ER.

3. The early bird catches the worm, but wouldn’t you rather a cut slip so you can get out of class to have it signed?

4. If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again. This however, does not apply to tests. If you fail once, that’s all folks!

5. If you can’t say something nice, don’t say anything at all. Your teachers tend to be standing right behind you when you talk about them.

6. When you look at the world through rose colored glasses . . . . . . Oh, never mind. That’s just the smoke from your cigarette.

7. A rolling stone gathers no moss, and in the case of most students it doesn’t get much sleep either.

8. When it comes to parties, there is more than one fish in the sea; so, try to catch them all.

9. A bird in the hand is better than two in the bush . . . . prom dates, need we say more?

At this point, your attention is probably dwindling, so here’s a final thought: The grass is always greener on the other side, but once we’re there, will East actually look any better?

Paula Park ponders over the intricacies of East life . . . or maybe she’s trying to just look clever?!
Mandy Biberman
1422 Autumn Lane
"One of us let a wind wonder if it never came back." MEMORIES: Blue spirit owners; Sweet Sixteen dance shown; "The world got a lot harder last week." Jingle Bells, Andy's perfect 10; London; Denby's; REM concert; Doug parties; Let's and The Sting; confirmations and senior prom; SAVITARIZ; Rikki's party; Earmuffs. How do we get to Hatfield? Cherry blossom; Dinner conversations with Dan, Jim, John, Steve, Laura; Laura; Laura; Laura and Nick. Driving the "Traveler." Gym with Amy's "Sweaty sore eyes" was there really only three minutes left." More, Dad, Middle, Wyman, Uncle, Mud, thanks for helping, Field trip at Jane's, Christy, Amy, Brooke, Mattias, Amy, "shopping carts look at the mall." Nick, Herman, Pat and Theresa, And me and Melissa taking jelsom, Bobbi, and Mark to Sesame Place.

Jordan M. Blau
1152 Willowdale Drive
"I am always right and when I am wrong I am still right." MEMORIES: Car accident with parent, Melissa, Susan, Mason and Jordan; Sports Day; Dollar Express; Discovery Museum; Lunch conversations with Dan, Jim, John, Steve, Laura; Laura; Laura and Nick. Driving the "Traveler." Gym with Amy's "Sweaty sore eyes" was there really only three minutes left." More, Dad, Middle, Wyman, Uncle, Mud, thanks for helping, Field trip at Jane's, Christy, Amy, Brooke, Mattias, Amy, "shopping carts look at the mall." Nick, Herman, Pat and Theresa, And me and Melissa taking jelsom, Bobbi, and Mark to Sesame Place.

Sara C. Bluhm
206 Roxanolke Road
"Life is a west!" Memorabilia: School walks out 1992; meeting lots of great new friends, taking car, car, working on Blood Drive; going to France; hearing skapakos, walking home for first morning for finals, and perfecting my pronunciation, seeing Lisa, Swing, J. Poppy; going to camp; going to the restauran and on other field trips "true love area". Activities: SADD 1; FWS 1, 2; Spirit Week 1, 2; French Contest 1, 2, 3, 4; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Japanese 3; TOPS 3; 4; Friends at the Environment 3; 4; Cali-State 3; Accept A Grandparent; Blood Drive worker 2; Chairperson 3; 4; Hall of Fame: monroe 4.

Jonathan Blum
1753 Dewberry Lane
"You sit by the side of the road. There is no end in sight. Do you have the fork? Can you go on? Use your heart. Use your heart. Continue to drive. Continue to grow. Look within yourself, and you will find all the answers you need."

Mandy Biberman
1422 Autumn Lane
"One of us let a wind wonder if it never came back." MEMORIES: Blue spirit owners; Sweet Sixteen dance shown; "The world got a lot harder last week." Jingle Bells, Andy's perfect 10; London; Denby's; REM concert; Doug parties; Let's and The Sting; confirmations and senior prom; SAVITARIZ; Rikki's party; Earmuffs. How do we get to Hatfield? Cherry blossom; Dinner conversations with Dan, Jim, John, Steve, Laura; Laura; Laura; Laura and Nick. Driving the "Traveler." Gym with Amy's "Sweaty sore eyes" was there really only three minutes left." More, Dad, Middle, Wyman, Uncle, Mud, thanks for helping, Field trip at Jane's, Christy, Amy, Brooke, Mattias, Amy, "shopping carts look at the mall." Nick, Herman, Pat and Theresa, And me and Melissa taking jelsom, Bobbi, and Mark to Sesame Place.

Cheryl Boby
707 Crestbrook Avenue
"If you have a dream, go for it. Don't cut and spin later regretting you never tried." Memories: skapakos our gang; Graham's School 1990. Realizes the well-drawn paper-bag pink, Patrick; friends too long. The floating tongues. Confessions: "Word" Ensemble Day? AB&D Band with Dan, Viata with Jenny; formerly Chi Chi; the English movie; movie tape. Confession with Julie; Activities: Governor's School for the Arts 2; All State Band 2, 3; All State Orchestra 2; All State Orchesatra 2, 4; All-Band 3; Band and Chorus 1, 2, 3; All-State Orchestra 2; Wind Ensemble, Band and Chorus 2, 3, 4; Rolls of Sum 2, 3, 4; Goodfort 3 East Singers 4, Mammaband Band and Bowling 3, 5, 6.

Ryan Bogos
920 Society Hill

Jennifer Bond
107 Box Hill Drive

Melissa Boyce
118 Carolina Avenue
"Now our fears about where we're going after this." MEMORIES: Clementines with Scott, Jacloit; 1st, never selling, Fashusses. Watson's always in my head. Virginia 98; shy from the Brown Box Bon number one. Circle of Friends: Mel, Jacloit, Sharon, Amy, Chert, and Pat. Chert and me bouncing on the piano. Friend's James; whispered Tom at the Tower June 18th with Pat. Bonerage dance party. Ministreet. Melissa always my best friend. Thanks for everything room and dad. ACTIVITIES: AOA, Academic 4, Bowling 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Chorus 3; East Singers 4, Natural Helper 3.

Benjamin Brandwine
301 Browning Road #40
"True friends don't count your weaknesses, they encourage your strengths." Memories: Fully Blasted made it official, oh yeah! three years in Carolina passed from Jefferson, the valley. Oh reading with Bad and Done. Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, Creepy Grandma (oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh)! Friendship created by my return to Williamson Tournament, and apple, goodheather, "red door neighbors are being house," in North Carolina. See ya later. Allisons, alien, January, October 21, 1990; Activities: Variety Society (2, 3, 4), Variety Basketball (1, 2, 2, 3, 4); Variety (1, 2, 3, 4); T.O.P.

Joel A. Brandwine
1414 Sterling Lane
"I'm a carpenter, not a dancer." MEMORIES: Wizard of Oz; Arnie; Frank; Sweety; Ted; Junior Prom; Halloween dance; Ruth and Kit; Stitching with Brian; on Conference: The eightcore gang (Lauren, Jared, the Adams, Ben, Eric, Matt, Bucky, and the all). Senior year. Junior year. "Making all the Rehearing (Wearing the Black, Brown, and all the other cool clothes). The movie: Buckle, Blade. Big Al, Edelman, MORTAL COMBAT?" Oggis with Matt. TAMA? Cows. ACTIVITIES: Step Crew 1, 2, 3, 4.
ELIZABETH P. BRAVERMAN
33 Westbury Drive
"If you don't stand for something, you'll fall for anything." MEMORIES: Native bornmen, Scrooge Without Words, Smith, Glimmer, Can they keep up? Ted, Midnight ride and sack. Adventures in Driving, circles and crisis (in Washington). My eyes ... I can't see so good. People like me. Sure's my friend. New Years Eve, Tuesday. Graduation day Red 123 Sesame St. Can Bear Stand? Lawn parties, basket section. Breaker, Prison Night, Rituals (talking) To all my friends I love you, thanks for the memories. ACTIVITIES: Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; Adopt-A-Grandstand 3, 4; Friends of the Environment 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4.

JODI BRENNER
2006 Queen Anne Rd.
"The smart, keep a balance and have confidence in yourself. With all that you can accomplish anything." MEMORIES: Beach Atlantic City, Junior Prom. Talka with stayed, Weekends with great friends English with Jackie, shopping with Jacque; Shen Country Music, Temple Basketball, boarding with Julie; Sharing everything with Jackie, Dataset. Thanks to my cousins and memories. I love you mom, dad, Brenda, Emily, and Peter, thanks for all of the support. ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Softball 1, 2, 3, 4; Big Brother Big Sister (champion) 1, 2, 3, 4; Freshman Orientation (champion) 3, 4; Back-to-school 3, 4; TOPS 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4.

NANCY L. BRILL
644 Barneys Road
"Do not seem about tomorrow, for tomorrow will take care of itself." MEMORIES: Laughing til it hurt at lunch (Jim closet): Backyard Volleyball. Rebuked you always make me laugh. Christine: remember hangouts, truth or dare, finger trap, what do you want to do? I don't know. What do you want to do? Amy, world art class, New Year's "party", she's going. Rememberer talks, "deep thoughts": Do you know apricot, jasmine. I'll come over on your money. Thanks for support: Mom, Dad, Jane, Amy, Chris. ACTIVITIES: Volleyball 3, 4; Friends of the Environment 1, 2, 3, 4; Fellowship of Christian Athletes 4.

STUART WADE BROOKS
1200 Crane Dr.
"Life is a pain, and then you marry one." MEMORIES: Grandaddy: say war to best friends forever 4 like Pap and Cletus 6-4-6. "You don't love me, you just love my Grandaddy style.", Math Cuff and Luther Lewis, Dr. Dink's pig surgeons. Taxes Mrs. Rodriguez, driver's license. Lifting with Favor. Cold-Steel Christmas concert June 1979 midnight State 20:5:40. ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1; Basketball 1, 2, Volleyball 4; Cam Luciao; Adopt A Grandstand 4; Cartoons 3; Latin Club 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Math League 2, 3, 4.

DAVID L. BROWN
19 Kilbourn Court
"The best things in life come to those who wait." MEMORIES: the silent scene at South Atlanta. I'm on the wrong plane, am chewy. Zabdi, British Telephone direct speech: monopolies, Sunday football, scattered and episode. Scarlet Letter action figures. Idaho Roco Club, pizza rolls, laundry took the cards; the Ventriloquist aquatic theme. ACTIVITIES: Tennis 1; Student Government 1, 2; Cross Country 4.

ELLIO BROWN
412 Barby Lane
"Who cares?" MEMORIES: Brown vs. Kendra Westville-elle. Dave's Meaty Cheese; There's a Truck Coming; Where Tom is at Tonight; Orfing Jon a video: Sometimes you're Telling Me Because 39; Thats it; Brown's Chicken Inn. South Street. The Day's gonna Fiddle; Jon's Claws; Summit in Maurice Multnomah with Peninsular Paperworks. Susi Wrennau; Hot Dogs; Pudding; ACTIVITIES: Wrestling 1, 2, 3, 4; Weight Room 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, Accuracy 3, 4; Student Host & Mentor Program 4; Office Aid 4.

NORI BROWNSTEIN
1909 Rolling Lane
"No love, no friendship can cross the path of our destiny without leaving some mark on it forever." MEMORIES: Spring Break '90. Great Adventure. "Way Never." Aladin, Red, Dodge, Florida, Debbie, Sanny Sweet 16, Standing-Earn, 2/14/94, 2/19/94. Cotton's, Best Michele, Suzana, Jaron, Triangles Party. Phones, Loden, Bag, Sunset '96. Casey, Sandy, Zaio, Kim, Lisa, Sue, Adam, Hame. You guys are the greatest! Steven Voss it's always for me. Contractor I couldn't wait for a better best friend! Mrs. Cadel, Haas, Laura, & Craig. Thank you everyone. I love you. ACTIVITIES: SGA 1, 2, 3, Blood Drive 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4.

ALLA BRUKMAN
404 Echo Place
"How far are you going to go before you lose your way back home?" MEMORIES: "What is that feeling doing them?" When did she get a dog?" the exp_CP: cattle, photograph, memory, and old times/et al. the platinum green. Belgia and Holidegger s. Acombies: "that water isn't "natural" conformation cony- stoning, stretching, hitch, stable, flying hot, ticket, lentil soup, swimuir barrettes 4th d'til in a child's otherwise tattooing in English. ACTIVITIES: Cam. Leisure Society 1, 2, 4; New Jersey Science League 1, 2, 4; Youth Club 3, 4; Foreign Language Society 1, 2, 3, the Mentorship Program.

NICHOLAS JOSEPH BRUNO
178 Evereburn Rd.
"You know what they say about Ballard?" MEMORIES: There's a crow. Booth and Hawx: Not. More. Julian, Boom Boom, Bambino, car ride, the god. Burglar-Del Sol six videos, 2:58. San George; Kurt; Don Juan; 1,780 Dollar plans. The Truck. Mickey; Max. Lemon's A Breeze Tape, Calligraphy, Balloon Petty. Rolling. We do things too in California, Zephyr Park, Dunkin and Dustin, Diderick, Planet Rock. The Sunshine. Cherry pie. Recorded the beach. Strangers in Agreek: The Skyline. To all Parents. ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, Basketball 1, Wrestling 3, 4 (captain); Stagecoach 1, 2; One Act 2.

CHRISTINE A. BRUSATO
178 Evereburn Rd.
"Every life has its joyful times. Happiness comes from choosing which to remember." MEMORIES: Kurt Vater. Springdale Farms. Matt and Colleen doer in barn color phone booth at McDonald's. homeless run.Qadita's lox. Magnolia Drive's new assistant: Stress on keucham: green dot on ponios bread, wind Junior Fleece (brown "experience" dinner); pineapple orange juice; Amore and Old Lane; Steer; Niki; Rich; Tobin's lemon chicken; Antonio, XI. Tanning of the Show. Flying Head. Hallelujah. ACTIVITIES: TOPS 1, 4; chemists 3, 4; Track 2, 3; Arab. A Convention 1, 2; Friends of the Environment 1, 2, Cam, Leisure 3, 4; Powder Puff 4.

LIAM BRYANT
7 Maplebrook Court
ERIKA BULLOCK
22 Westbury Drive

"Someone was hurt before you. Served before you. Hungry before you. Faithful before you. Betrayed before you. Hostility before you. Yet, someone survived…" - Maya Angelou Best moments: All the times you’ll call, “I have no: premonitions". Mac racer with Nikki - wonder what that guy was thinking. I wonder if they could get enough to eat to remember all those people. I’ll have the same color. So who do you think you are? Activites: African-American Club 1. 2. 3, 4 (President): Spanish Club 1, 2; Breakfast with the Board Committee 1, 2, 3, 4: Marching Band 1: 2, 3, 4: Human Relations Committee 3.

MELANIE BUTLER
515 Arthur Drive

"Some people come into our lives, leave footprints on our hearts, and we are never, ever the same." MEMORIES: Blinding through East with Amanda, trip to Rhode Island, winter at Holiday Inn; Ricky Mr. Head’s class; Junior Prom; WS Sandy’s "Fun House"; chats with Waiting, dinner at the Club, Treats; going through the pool, "you men, let’s get outta here!"; October 7, 1993 with Jeff; Amy thanks for your years of friendship and memories. ACTIVITIES: Tennis 2: Basketball 2: 2: 3: 4: Friends of the Environment 1, 2, 3, 4: Powder Puff 1, 2, 3, 4: B.B. Assorted 1, 2, 3, TOPS 1, 2, 3: Spanish Elementary Teaching Program 3.

TANYA BUZZETTA
1606 Chanticleer

"It could complain because machinery has flaws… or maybe because the firebrass has nerves… It’s all up to me." MEMORIES: Hiking in hotel with Audra; You’re beautiful, Red Lobster night; Parents with Heather and Spartan; Hiking with my Jan; Dart with Cees; Powder puff; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

CORY BYCER
121 Valley Run Drive

"What happened? What a pencil?" MEMORIES: Hanging with my good friends doing crazy things getting kicked out at The Bath of the Bands in 1994, going to Woodside with my good friends.

MIN WOO (Jim) BYUN
1009 Dell Drive

"No one's yellow rope!"-Name Estelle saying, MEMORIES: Ops lab. Operate Pig Sayeights... That’s bad! Rich merits guidance... This is gonna start. Activites: tennis, pre-med, driving... everyone’s doing it, the An, estive. My second home. Sea, wake me up when you want to print. Pebble tennis camp. Mid West March. Parking and Pinkie. Just cracking your nog, Paul... hanging and summer hiring program... with Kristin. Lori, Lea, the love goddess Mrs. Heaps. Freshman football... the strong side of the nose. Snap the ball, Band, Junior year. ACTIVITIES: Track 1, 2, 3; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; Korean Club 1. 2, 3, 4; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; POP 4; World Affairs 1, 4.

CHRIS CALABRESE
103 Brookfield Road

NOELLE CAMPANA
18 Second Avenue

198 Pinebrook Road

"Can't make truly separate us from friends If we want to be with someone we love, aren't we already there?" MEMORIES: Ocean City, Phillip's Sealmodule House, "Don't change the bed," Rocky Horror Picture Show, My 17th; Birthday, Rm. Laura, Alice "What's in the cup?" Engine 5; Support 5; Dan, Lauren's beach, Ken and Dave. Thanks for your advice, Red Sauce get together. Predator comes, "Hold my bag," and to all my friends thanks for the memories! ACTIVITIES: Bowling 1, 2, 3, 4: Gentle Lead Ales 1, 3, 4: Blood Drive 3, 4: Elementary Latin Teaching 2, 3, 4: Student Host Hostess 4.

NICHOLAS CARDILLO
1304 Heartwood Road

CRAIG CATANOSO
116 Gainsboro Road

LOUIS CAVALLIERE
15 Poppermill Road

"I can do anything through him who gives me strength." Philippians 4:13 MEMORIES: volleyball and football at Moravia's, Chris and Tim at Dennis's, biking with Dave, Mike, Jim... tennis, all the time, Rear hockey at Brian, soccer with Colin and Brian, soccer with Tom and Jim, drumming with Dave and Taylor, Young Life, Relay for Life, Park Fire Depart- ment, Engine 1, Drum Corps, ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 2, 3, 4; Student Fire Fighter 4.
Do you know any of these people? Look carefully - do you recognize any of those faces ... or those tacky clothes?! Does this picture bring back joyful memories of your elementary school days - finger-painting in art, newcomb in gym, and most of all ... RECESS! Whether it was the mad race to the swings, hanging upside down on the monkeybars, or playing kickball, recess was the central part of the day for everyone.

Some less appealing aspects of grade school were the music lessons with mad music teachers banging discordant chords on the piano and the aides who always managed to blow the whistle in your ear.

Nevertheless, grade school was the age of joy and happiness. One's high school years may be the most memorable, but one's grade school years represent the high point of one's education when learning was really and truly fun.

FRANK CHANG
1168 Barbara Drive

BOBBY C. CHANG
1218 Kresson Road

HYUNAE MARIA CHANG
143 Kilburn Drive

RAPH CHANG
1411 Starling Lane

"Frank Nordell, every hairdresser to that iron string" - Ralph Waldo Emerson. MEMORIES: staying late after school, Division of various name calling, listen to liberal discussions with Nate. Chit Chat. Andrew's campaign. all right. 9/11. Internet. dog saving from Matthew. biological election. playing sports. running on the field. Chinese representative on Human Rights Committee in Model UN. volleyball. Dodgeball. Boston University summer. music group performance. friends. ACTIVITIES: Orchestra. 1, 2, 3, 4. All-State Orchestra. 1, 2, 3, 4. Yearbook. 3, 4. Newspaper. 1, 3, 4. Chorus. 1, 2, 3, 4. Reading: 1, 2, 3, 4. Boys State. 3. Chemistry. If Team. ACS 1, 2, 3, 4. World Affairs 1, 2, 3, 4. Foreign Language. Literary Society 2, 3, 4.
NANCY CHAWLA
116 Apley Drive


RITA CHAWLA
12 Crestlaw Drive

MEMORIES: "Forrest Gump" is considered to be a world puzzle that can't be solved until the story is told, and it is only by this means that a world puzzle will be born." MEMORIES: Late nights with "sweet tea". Dimitri's Phillipines. Shin's paper and obsession. sleepovers. Sunday movies. Ice cream. At 2 AM "famous" dance: my favorite MUS. OH! "our" restaurant hopping. snow skating. Todd, John, Junior, Junior, camera around, "you're dancing". Nancy's exploring lunch, her cows... somehow makes sense. Dennis, India "90s", and Balinese pretty baby, baby punch - my oldest, dearest friends. ACTIVITIES: Baked Dresses 2 & 4. FOP 2, 3, 4. Friend of the Environment 2, 3, 4.

CINDY CHEN
24 Country Walk Drive

MEMORIES: Freshman English with Lisa and Nancy: String Wednesday; sitting near her: world's two of worlds; World Co with Cathy; Swiss and China in Hillman's history; Russian English and lab with Vicky; dissecting the total pig with Vicki and Stacy; girls in Chen classes; Entrepreneur: Physics classes; Human Chen names. HARM 4, F 4B or D. BBA de pharma. Pediatrics English with Vicki. Junior year play project and Junior's crying names. Junior year study hall with those floors; I'm in Persida; the Sandwiches. Thank you all -- for life: for giving everyone was taking, and for being my friend. I give things change everyone.

STEPhANIE ChERKAS
1317 Bunker Hill Drive

"Forrest is just another word for nothing left to lose." MEMORIES: Goldstein. Always getting caught. throwing up. Berkeley. Westside. Laughter we went through so much together: I love you. Freeman. Getting caught with Paul Mac, never kissing one, hardcore movies. Robby. The craziest thing we've done together, Nancy. Gidea's Concert Audry. Hot crazed pennies. Indy's Concert. Debbie's Mardi Gras 93 & 94, crate 93, partying, cat dinner, New York Silver and Smith, thanks for being there for me. Mom and Dad: Thanks for all your support and making the ride easy. I love you. Dave. Thanks for always being there for me. You're not only my brother, you're my friend.

KAYCE CHERRY
24 Tendring Road

"The best avenue is success." MEMORIES: 09-30-95, hangout with Michelle, Cindy, and Asia, piano repet-to-toe, sophomore year. Red Delicious #4035, drog a bulldog, got $7, together. Eddie's with STAGL, garlic from wooster. Stamps, Map Mag, for his first lens, THE RAT, Kn's class. Hebig, stamping,Growhouse. Mikey, pig invasion, special operations, stellar, work, study, do all, and knock. Next year I love you! ACTIVITIES: Success 1, 2, 3, 4; captain. Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2; FOP 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; All Havana of the Week Committee 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week Committee 1, 2, 3, 4.

KEENAN A. CHIN
10 Westminster Drive

"A bed is a bed, is better than two in a bed." MEMORIES: Camping with the team, Dave and the win-win talking to the guests. Get your feet off my bed. Off riding with Da Xieca. Morning mystery tattoo. Must of had a good night. The Willow: Bed, Bed House, The search for the tea tree tomatoes. Cedar Lake and its pretty colors. Jarvis & Joyce. Hits on you forever. The trip to the beaches. It's time to take our picture: don't break it Pat. Work: Dave, what did you forget now? God-Tapping, isn't that a home? ACTIVITIES: chess 1, 2, 3.

JAEWon CHoi
1609 Prince Drive

"Korean food." "I say: it's spinach, and I say the bell with it." E.B. White: MEMORIES: Hey Leo, Spanish food; Opera from France, Austin. Brown, there really is a Curry in a Hurry. New Years '94: Yes, this isn't Mr.'s house. Chennai. If you want to hear something really amusing, what does the word gigi mean? Hot Indian Apoo, stuck in a wall, wrap into a shlip-Joe. Walk Dub Rong. Bar Bar New Hue. How? Sokol aphia 99: Vicky: the master of the man that the man is the man. Hotin '94. Hot City: Hot India. Hot. Let's play... ACTIVITIES: football 1, 2, 3, 4; Korean Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Band 1, 2, 3.

JEAN Choi
1221 Libertyman Road

MEMORIES: Freshman year was the best; everyone walking to Allison's spending the whole semester at Amy's, the mail and days, meeting guys with purple and some orange-bean: Spouse, Lips Chops; Tuesday, going clubbing-spouses and liberal arts. Fellow and Grace; everyone not getting along anymore. Lp Jk: Spouse, hugging in English class with Amy: Sue; Piyi, Cary, my baby always, Ato movie theater. Crown and Glee, Press, but Realizing. Love you always and forever. ACTIVITIES: Adopt-a-Beeswax 2. Cooperator 2. Asian Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 2.

ANNEN. Chiu
1982 Overstreet Road

"Time to sleep!" MEMORIES: Marting Suam + Akira + Kathy = friendship; Virginia Music Trip Susan Graduation Party: Akira, de Xu. Steepwater: Kimsa in Neap- ing Days + Teresa Kenne: Teresa's Library. Kitten Holla- stan; Kimsa: Room. Sally. Adorable hangouts. Yang, Kimm, Ann, Lyd, Sophie, Esther, Bo-Ji. Adopt-a-Gardener. Elizabeth, Summers 92 Florida Ocean: + Tony, AR.. Mexicans. 93. Abhy, Gladys: Baked. ACTIVITIES: Library Club 1, 2; French Club 1, 3, 4; Adopt-A-Graduande 3, 4; Grade Level soda; Spanish Club 2; Blood Drive 3; 4; Amnesty International 4; Champions 3, 4; Asian Students Coalition 1, 2; Asian Culture Society 4; Classic Movie Club 4.

GRACE Chung
2029 Lapley Court

"For he will command his angels concerning you to guard you in all your ways." — Psalm 91:11 MEMORIES: Easterners late and hungry. beer. mayo... and whatever; Inside: Wordwood; Great Adventure; Tag: "Arg", Pimaris. Memories, FERI; silver rings: face statues. skiing. Jam anything is an all. feet too tall, Broad Wo and dinner. One 5: Teacher and Pattonwood: OKAY! surprise dinner. Operation PIES 92: cat and dog my cheerleader. Not Cricket; Friends. New Years party; stick to treat; volunteer; ACS; Dance; Cappuccino White; English class. Kibera to Easterns outside; melt talent; observation. No Belonging. PENOS hypotheses; color sight make values meaningful stuff.
MARKIAN DASHAWETZ
22 West Split Rock Drive

"Ole! It's a white o! get down the light in the strangest of places, if you look at it right." MEMORIES: Hanging with the stonewall, counting wickets in unprogressive New York, major showers, Willowbrook summer '90 and camp Hope. ACTIVITIES: French Club & World Affairs & Friends of the Environment 3, 4; German Club 1, 2, 3, 4 (VP).

STEVEN DASHKOW
13 Northwoodleigh Dr.

"EVERY MORNING JUST BEFORE BREAKFAST I DON'T WANT TO COFFEE OR TEA." MEMORIES: SLEEPING IN THE GUTTER... "LOVE IT." LEE ANNE'S TREEPIE CHAMPIONS: SESSIONS AT CAGIES AND GETZ'S NINJA STOP SHOP! LEARNING A GREAT DEAL FROM NOH!"".

SCOTT DAVIDOFF
507 Bryan Dr.

"To enter the winnowing, you must sit through the rain." MEMORIES: snow and hoary lights at Shively, Boy's at Harr's football at Home, Football Team and many more. '90: lights with Poes at Bulletin and Baltimore. Knowheac适宜. Stays with Winter, living in the van; driving skills and overall sense of direction (among others) Activities: SOIF 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 3; Varsity Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; TOPS 3, 4.

JESSICA DAVIS
23 Imperial Drive

"Turn your face to the sun and let the shadows fall behind you." MEMORIES: Ferguson, Israel "Rockville," Lee Smith, Bad Boys, where's your on basketball games. Friends: "You've got to get to the gym!" You touched LVC. Boys and throwing grasping, women's tennis, Track & Field, RESPECT, and I hope you can. You're so crazy. Hooked and boogie. Girls are legal. Going to the chapel... gotta get married. we aren't friends anymore. Filia, see you. Chicks don't like you. NOrimp, montaligual ACTIVITIES: Freshman Lacrosse, Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; TOPS 3, 4; SOIF 3, 4; French Club 5; Powerpuff 3, 4.

LA SHAWNA R. DAVIS-THOMPSON
6 Lucille Lane

"What's that?" I asked. "To be like me."offee 3, 4; Track; "The Coach" "I know it all!" Activities: Blood Drive; Office 3, 4.

MATTHEW DEANGELIS
5 Welcroft Court

... And After

Now do they look familiar? Those small children are your own classmates. Who would've guessed that under the bright red hair of the girl in the second row would be the mind of one of East's best students? Matt Selverman, now one of the star players of our football team, has definitely grown some muscles since his grade school days. And look at Orin Belinsky's change in clothing from ultimate tacky to ultimate cool in shades. Other people, however, haven't changed much.

Hyunae Chang and Liz Elbas are still recognizable despite the changing years. Others have changed so much one wonders if they're still the same people. Is that Howard Yeh in the corner? Obviously, the years between grade school and high school have changed some students drastically, while others changed little. Who knows? Maybe 20 years in the future, we may be looking through our high school yearbooks and marveling at the changes, just as we marvel at this change from childhood to adolescence.
ALLISON DEITCH

78 Lafayette Lane

"I'll smile for the camera, then frown for a hundred years without knowing you." - Joe Smith, Ponderosa. Just like the wood, some roses grow in and out of our lives, 50s pop helped propel pop. Remodeling Art's 20th-century high enough, Chilton, Puhin, Chilton, & Seaweed. Sprout, Croc, Ela, Lipa, Perez, Duke, Townley, Ela, & Angel. Cool Mad Mod, Fools! I love You All: The Crate & X-Men 7/21-94. Drees, Ram, Ram, Pebbles & Apple or 2. Recognize above, 11-9-94 One more... Summer loves. Paradise for two. Disease comes true: Purple Rufflez Hoover Bungalow. Poolscramble Midday Get in '90 1-30-90 Doreen Day for all Big Al. Two Time & The Queen 2-7-96 Mad Dog. The best Valentine's Day: We three were the Tiniest.

MICHIEL DIABASE

302 Woodfield Court


EDWARD PEYTON DIMARZIO

6 Thornhill Road 08003

"If you can laugh at the world, what's the point in living in it?" MEMORIES: Mock Trial Beading, Waco, innards w/Bocchino & Heflin. "Live from Brigantine." - Val, Magna- mation w/Anna, Impressionist Processions over Nyla, Yoast & Fonkles Vippa's a festival, Rice chases & Christmas trees, Easter, Olafho-Cruising. "Le Cafe Berlin." "It's green, Dee!" Lunch rides to Demers w/Big Miss America, Classic Com, Dining, Bloch, Dr. Weathers. "Everybody paints spots." Sid's love. Caffe. ACTIVITIES: Student S.O.S. Bingo, Daniel Ed-in-Chieftain; 2-3. Duke, Glee Club 1-2, 3-4, Mock Trial 3-2, 3-4, WMC, Vice President 1-2, 3-4, East Stingers 3-4, S.A.C. 3-4, Eastport 3-4, Lae Theatre 1.

STEPHANIE DEMASI

1547 Chalier Drive


ARIANNA MARIA DE NAVARES

1 Hilltop Drive


NEIL A. DERMAN

126 Lucerne Boulevard

"If you must have it, it's better for thetester of your life, who alone can give flavor, then hate what should be named falsehood, violence and selfishness." MEMORIES: Republic of South Africa, Stephanie, bandit, car with Job. "I'll never date a blonde" Stone Port, Bumping into Paul, Bingo, Stearnz, Jr. English with Davis. 40, scatvading, brending Joe's ride. Martha's water system. Tasty. Monte. Pulp Fiction, Spann, Goose, Jr. Prom, Prom. That's what I was when Bob, Mrs. Pyle Lrt. Mapa who not being him being. Activities: POP 1-4, TOPS. 1, Student Host 1-4. Editor-in-Chief 4.

NICHOLAS DIAZ 

1816 West Point Drive

Carefully darkening the shadows of her artwork, Amanda Hartung (96) works hard on her sketch of popcorn. For Hartung, the 3-D Art class represents a time to relax.

JOSEPH DIMARZIO

1921 West Point Drive

MANDI DIPAOLO
13 Jonathan Road

MICHAEL DISALVATORE
11 Charles Lane
"I ride, I don’t go out often. I’m grounded, so caddie..."

DAVID B. DOE
1202 Sequoia Road
"It’s better to burn out than to fade away." MEMORIES: Disney World with Britney, owning movie dynasty. Great Adventure...""pows""...Boo! On the run, big time. I’m a novice. My favorite things: bowling, ice skating, Caracas, D.C. Visit, tennis, etc., etc., etc., etc.

LESLEY ANN DRINKWATER
72 Partridge Lane
"These are the days to remember." What are all of those cars doing in front of my house? All. My kitchen table: Janie’s kitchen, getting rid of absolutely nothing. Wildwood and Ocean City with Sabrina, road trips with God, Steve Miller in the liner. English 3rd period, stranded in Washington, D.C., buying things at the bathroom with Sabrina and Greg. New Year’s Eve. "Dinner!" dressing to provoke, Janet, Tom’s 95. Thanks for the memories. Audrey, Nelson, Melissa, Mom, Dad, Greg, Amy. I love you! Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4. Swimming 1, 2. Swimming Manager 1, 2, 3. Spanish Club 1, 2, 3. Blood Drive 1, 2, 3. TOPS chairperson 4.

ANGELA DAVEN
21 Cobaset Lane
"Count your age by friends not years. Judge your life by smiles not tears." MEMORIES: Ocean City. '90 as parents. Sketchbook. Hot tub. We used to walk around the beach in our underpants.

SCOTT EASTWOOD
1607 Bryant Road
"Not every girl makes you laugh, most of them just cheat on you." "Silent Bob!" MEMORIES: Straight Edge, Skiing, The Ghetto, Vodka, James, Frankie, Irene, Pat, Andy, walking out for Stormin’ Norm’s. The Legend Continues. I stepped on my shoes. Row House, Peter, Joe, lost going to NYC, taxi to the ladies, Jim and the Ladies At The Whilehouse. Irving Bill, Laura’s Beachhouse. Tammy Davis, Dennis, Matt, Bob, Lisa, Laura, Bobby. Jobs: my mother’s Charts Reaction. Also: deep-dish pizza, gay lover’s motivation, Aruba, the best thing that happened to me. My true love, goodtimes, I love you all.

AARON EDELL
1632 Prince Drive
"I water, that’s a long time. It was alright. I learned a few things. Maybe not all in class, but what can you do? Now I am wise."
MEMORIES: checking out, waiting; going to Meggie’s. My 160th dinner: Ray Sis: going to get the papers; the critter, 6th 9th; going a little nuts. There we are on a boat, the turkey, the Fuji-joint, Rosalee, the baby, no sex, only the long. ACTIVITIES: Newspaper volleyball tournament.

JARED B. EDELSTEIN
27 Fairhaven Drive
"You keep on blowing, but you can’t come in." Cheech Marin UP IN SMOKE MEMORIES: Oh, Man, burlap. Getting respected, picking up the empty grill. "Nah!" concerts: Super Fresh, Jam’s, Mape. I’m too tired. South Beach, China Town, Norse, Jeep,cls dancing pictures, sipping Pat’s Miller’s camping, LBI, Ocean City, buying fake tattoos. Wilkins and Bazooka. He wrote the book, Pat, Gentry, Bob, Pete, Jake, Nick, Tim the law. "It’s and Da. drive trains and bagels. Good luck to everyone. It’s and Da, drive trains and bagels. Good luck to everyone."

KEITH ERLICH
400 Gano Road
"I wish I could have had the same amount of...Eventually...-DMI "We dance around in a ring and jump, but the secret sits in the middle and knows" - FRISON "There isn’t any way to find out why a woman can’t be herself."
TWAIN I’m ashamed by people who want to know the secret when it’s hidden. Getting around your way around MEMORIES: Rich more power, Bird more than the young. I want to know the road he took, be a man close his eyes and walk in the darkness."
STEPPARD "Every time is an encounter somewhere else."

ELIZABETH ELSAS
620 Old Orchard Road
"Let me learn to love and not to harm." Cantimbabwe State.
MEMORIES: The Three Muskateers; the kids from New Jersey; maybe, just the ten of us; Frothy dance video; Harlem! Sis in the Sky, that was deep. Scenery; my life is a warp, agro, Boston; hot chocolate; Bully, the pirates and the grooves, grilled and confab, Xavier, colliding, pump right wheel? Wilkins City. Quantity. Drinking: "Theirsphere" / our world. Now we choose the cake: The Prophe! Latin dancing: Leo rides now. Leo rides now. Disney World. ACTIVITIES: Drama 1, 2, 3, 4; Sabato Government 1, 2, 4; Eastlake 3, 4; Eastlake 3, 4; Peer Mediation 3, 4.

GREGORY ELWELL
4 Century Drive
"See you at the other side." MEMORIES: The best memory has not happened when I wrote this. The best memory will be graduation! 
JEFFREY ESCAREAL
29 Strathmore Rd.

BERISSA EVANS
122 McIntosh Rd.
"Friendship should be valued one day at a time not the minute. It’s now." MEMORIES: Beat and worst enemy. preparation from Christy; Amy’s bottle collection; Kisha making like a dog. Commercial fight. Wilson, Dionne, Asgher, Rajapras, me, Angel, Specchio, and Tiny Tim. The first and last. What did. My first real car. To my first beach. Thanks for being there for me. Happy Birthday! All my best. Did you see my best friend today. She’s been good. How’s your life. We’re both here. I’m home. Got to go. I love you. All the best.

FRANCESCA FASSO
307 Old Orchard Road
MEMORIES: Santa Claus; online with Red Sox sports. The Godfather. Las Vegas. Annual Canada trip. Angel, Spock, and Tiny Tim. The first and last. What did. My first real car. To my first beach. Thanks for being there for me. Happy Birthday! All my best. Did you see my best friend today? She’s been good. How’s your life. We’re both here. I’m home. Got to go. I love you. All the best.

NAOMI FASZCZYK
312 Lily Lane

JARED FELDMAN
612 Society Hill

JESSICA L. FENSCH
216 N. Woodcock Dr.
"Women make mistakes, men only two. Everything they say and do. MEMORIES: Girls from back, Toronto, going to the wrong country. Wildwood '82. '83. '84. Boston. Southampton. Cotton. Vermont, junior Prom; Higher Education Night; Senior Prom; three car chase to ocean's, ten away car on practice field, running into football players during game; Dwelling with my family; the game of One-whose parties and stories. ACTIVITIES: Marching band 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (figure down major indoor colorguard 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Asparagus 3, 5; Indiana 1, 5; Illinois 3, 4).

PAUL FERDAS
427 Morris Dr.
"Sure don't know what I'm going for, but I'm going to go for it anyway." The Greatful Dead. MEMORIES: Adam, Seku, Greg, Lisa, Wanna Bums, Sugar, Age, E.A.C.L.E.S. Skating all summer and all year. Games with the Guys, K.I.C.K. I. Get Grading. Woody music, desert. Cuban Colony; "That's a whole colony of them!"; eye, Dico, Damon, Redford, Backstreet, Chips, A. H. boys, sophomore class trip, Past, Dead, Just Hanging. Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4, FOP 1, 2, 3, 4, Student Gov. 4. Adept at grandparent 3, 4, Blood Drive 3, 4, Model UN 3, 4.

FELICIA FERRI
104 Morningside Drive
"I think whatever good luck brought us together, and I guess when it comes to this school, it doesn't get any better than this." MEMORIES: Secret Society. Leo, Luke, Rhodes. Together forever. We like to "Move it!" Art: Do you like the red one? Bush, Bush, Mr. Sassy "Victims, Vagina, Ignorant. Racing. Trapped on the Cape. Taken, Can I borrow your 10 speed? Ring me. Beep me. Take it. Willie, Coughanum. Sing-a-long, Red Sox, Mrs. D., Rhyne, Time, Big Sense, Phillips game. See you Summers. I love you too! PLACE: OUT! ACTIVITIES: Coughanum 3. 2. 3. FOP 1. 2. 3. 4.

NICK FISI
3 En Provence

ELISABETH RENEE FINCH
1611 Pleasant Drive
"I sound my beautiful yearly for the rooftop of the world."

DEAN FISHER
1754 Ruskell Drive
"One man’s poison is another man’s aphrodisiac."
MEMORIES: Hot tubs with led and bible down the shore. Going to Wooster’s ad walking through the door through with Chips and Polomarch. Setting bench in basketball. Going around the Golf with Gregg and Polomarch. Pulling out of the driveway. Without anyone in the seat. Driving through a Drug trip. Ball of Fat and Garlic Crabs, and making plans for everyone, getting staff at Phillips gone, with. Goldman, and Polomarch. Push with the boys. ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive 1, 2, 4, Student Gov.

SUSAN FOGelson
23 Partridge Lane
"Aren't there too many and stupid, and they are naked underneath." MEMORIES: Chinese face-off with the police. Going the wrong way down a one way street. Met excited draft draft, Mr.Walker (Dude) student number eight. Mystery man, WAUWA, Mud-Eye, woman returns. My best friend had an exchange student. I’ll be here. Long.
School day numbers 84 and 96. A.K.A. “Senior Cut Day.” Cherry Hill East has long held the tradition in which the graduating class takes a day off from school so that they may enjoy extra sleep, parties, and fun.

“I believe it is a great reward for three-and-a-half years of hard work,” says Gregg Goldmenger. Maybe he’s right. After all, a day off could be just what the seniors deserve, since their high school career is nearly over.

But what does one do on Senior Cut Day? Some go bowling or go to movies; some have parties; others just relax, sleep late, but all have fun. “Senior Cut Day” is like an official day off, except that everyone else is in school. It’s a day which all students look forward to. It is one of those rewards that the graduating class enjoys.

On Senior Cut Day, seniors Josh Hundert, Ann Henzenberg, Austin Wang, and Christine Bassi hanged out at a friend’s house, enjoying the time off from school. However, the thought of returning to school the next day lingers in their minds.
IN A CLASS OF THEIR OWN

Besides privileges like laughing at freshmen and owning parking spaces, seniors also get to take the more interesting classes of East’s curriculum. Non-Western Cultures, for example, teaches the religions of the Eastern world. In addition to being taught by two teachers with different perspectives, the opportunity to visit art museums in New York City and Philadelphia distinguishes the class. “It’s great to be able to observe the actual artwork instead of just reading about it in a textbook,” said Valerie Shaw (’96).

Psychology is another special senior class where the students use their observational skills; the difference lies in the subjects being observed. Susan Kim (’96) said, “Although the outside projects and experiments are time-consuming, performing them is usually interesting because you’re always observing other people’s behavior.”

Journalism II, mostly run by the senior editors-in-chief, tests the students’ artistic and creative talents in putting together the school’s monthly newspaper. Additionally, seniors can openly discuss current issues and events that are usually not brought up in other classes. “Journalism II is a course where you can physically see your accomplishments instead of just receiving a letter grade for your work,” said Shaw.

Photography also makes use of one’s artistic talents in the ability to decide what makes a good picture. Aside from learning first-hand the process of developing a picture, the students can use class time to road around taking photographs. Ben Green (’96) said, “The course is a nice break for seniors because there’s not much work involved.”

Salima Cuseo (’96) and Susan Finale (’96) observe the shutter speeds of different cameras in photography class. They demonstrate that hands-on activities such as photography allow students to work on original and creative projects.
ABBBIE JILL GELLER
1660 Laroc Lane

"There's one time you come of age, turn your breath, turn the page on your own, raised the ladder, welcomed to the enjoyment... of adulthood's end." Memories: Cagey Galler: Growing Round stones. Margarita Potillas: Junior Powder Puffon; Rochelle; late night-untold stories; Bobo-stole my car; Dave's可在; Marriage: Junior PoweryPowewence; Bob boys; Condo-rough fight; Road block; Wood's maltabake; Mr. Head's class; Present at Audley's: Darby come here... Peace I found love you Paris; Zacher's Eastern boys; Medfield Roads; Thanks Steve; Thanks Nancy; Waxing; Lauren M.; Jennifer; Robin; Lisa; Linda; Lauren Z.; Peter; and Michael. I love you!

LAURA GESSMAN
1929 West Point Court

"Remember: No one can make you feel inferior without your consent." Eleanor Roosevelt. MEMORIES: Lala is the best. Lala, Sweeney, Wesley, and Aiden; the chick flick home shows; I love Roy; sneeze-washing with Sue, Jen, and Mike; California; Donuts and gravity; HOT SUMMER weekends; Forked River; Maggie's outlet shop; Darren's hot tub; Robby's health rider; Andrew; camping; Lie stayed away from tenancy polubber; Jerry and the Ladies. Al, tip, tvron, and Hope. Richie the stud; my subsabam; did I mention Lisa is the best. ACTIVITIES: Aids Awareness: Amnesty International: Demogorgon: Eastside.

DIPASI GHOSH
206 Rabbit Run Road

"The best way to shave yourself up is to try to shave somebody else up." — Mark Twain. MEMORIES: "Yachting" trip with Ella to Bali; all the parties; Dragon: the superb cubes castle: the youngest one in my classes; Science League — #1 in the state; pumpkin sleepover with Monica.

MATTHEW R. GELMAN
9 West Brook Drive

"Coming to the beach isn't having a beach." MEMORIES: Being the score keeper for freshman baseball sophomore year; Jimmie Foreman coming into the school store for a Cotton Candy; Loebag's special shortbread; Junior Powder Puff; Rochelle; late night-untold stories; Bobo-stole my car; Dave's可在; Marriage: Junior PoweryPowewence; Bob boys; Condo-rough fight; Road block; Wood's maltabake; Mr. Head's class; Present at Audley's: Darby come here... Peace I found love you Paris; Zacher's Eastern boys; Medfield Roads; Thanks Steve; Thanks Nancy; Waxing; Lauren M.; Jennifer; Robin; Lisa; Linda; Lauren Z.; Peter; and Michael. I love you!

ILYA GERTSMAN
220 Ocean Avenue

"Coming to the beach isn't having a beach." MEMORIES: Being the score keeper for freshman baseball sophomore year; Jimmie Foreman coming into the school store for a Cotton Candy; Loebag's special shortbread; Junior Powder Puff; Rochelle; late night-untold stories; Bobo-stole my car; Dave's可在; Marriage: Junior PoweryPowewence; Bob boys; Condo-rough fight; Road block; Wood's maltabake; Mr. Head's class; Present at Audley's: Darby come here... Peace I found love you Paris; Zacher's Eastern boys; Medfield Roads; Thanks Steve; Thanks Nancy; Waxing; Lauren M.; Jennifer; Robin; Lisa; Linda; Lauren Z.; Peter; and Michael. I love you!

JENNY GERZOFF
57 Lafayette Lane

"The set of happiness lies in the power to extract happiness from common things." Harriet M. Beecher MEMORIES: summer at 7th street; "I'm Dave Why?: pink teddybears' faces anymore. Night time living at marzany's house; lastnight; her show house; special friend's memorial day weekend; helpsuphires; Marc Wilson from town road: say moe. ACTIVITIES: Ceremonia 1; Track 2; Demogorgon 3; 4; Aids Awareness 3; 4; Natural Helpers 3; 4; Blood Drive 3; volleyball; the fighters 4; Student Host 4; FOP 4.

ADAM GETSON
1713 Independence Lane

"In case of nuclear attack drive North." Gail Maste MEMORIES: My Boys; Feldman, Little, Greens, Tamb, Went, Stenae; Shapes; Moses, Morals, God's, Dave and Michelle; Freshman Lunch. Night of Melodies short short. Carrying bottleless. Movies with Morals; Supper with Best, Pudding. The ride with Tamb, Sam Cameron, Driving at Dark, Moses round calls, Peter, and Michelle and Pars. The Board: Shester; Alto: Ghost; Ski Trip; Wheelchair or boarded. Tying: Red Alert, Field: Now in Milk! FOR MORE SEE BEST FRIEND PAGE.

ACTIVITIES: Soccer: 3; Football: 4; German Club: 2; 3; 4; FOP (F, 2, 3, 4); Foundroll Coach: 3; 4; Sports Week: 1; 2; 3; 4; Blood Drive: 4.

BRIAN GETZ
1017 Annapolis Lane

"In case of nuclear attack drive North." Gail Maste MEMORIES: My Boys; Feldman, Little, Greens, Tamb, Went, Stenae; Shapes; Moses, Morals, God's, Dave and Michelle; Freshman Lunch. Night of Melodies short short. Carrying bottleless. Movies with Morals; Supper with Best, Pudding. The ride with Tamb, Sam Cameron, Driving at Dark, Moses round calls, Peter, and Michelle and Pars. The Board: Shester; Alto: Ghost; Ski Trip; Wheelchair or boarded. Tying: Red Alert, Field: Now in Milk! FOR MORE SEE BEST FRIEND PAGE.

ACTIVITIES: Soccer: 3; Football: 4; German Club: 2; 3; 4; FOP (F, 2, 3, 4); Foundroll Coach: 3; 4; Sports Week: 1; 2; 3; 4; Blood Drive: 4.

DAVID GIACCO
17 Indian Ring Drive

"Please do not punish me for what I have not said!" — Colleen MEMORIES: Shannon, Residence Street; Old Orchard Cove; electronics with Will; Characteristics with Christian, Party: Shannon; Mike Jan; Mone, Adam, and, of course; Bob: The Breakfast with Tim and Chris; Volleyball with Chris; Fireman: Lou; Mountain Biking with Mike L; getting Trumpet, the whaler with Shannon; M. Simon, W. Wagner, Gusters with Chris, Gina, Jim, Senior Prom in Westwood; Sunday morning total; Yomnagil; Taco Bell with Mike; off-reading with Ben; Rain's house; Ocean City; (Jamped & lottos & Lou's house); Rutgers commuting 99; ACTIVITIES: Swimming: 1, 2, 3; Volleyball: 1, 2, 4.

H. BURKE GLOVER III
33 Fox Hollow Drive

"Sorry for the inconvenience." God's final message to His people as told by Douglas Adams. MEMORIES: The hour of result is at night! LOUIE LOUIE FORESTED BUZZIN: Virginia, Virginia, Buzzin; Cheating as a football player and band member. 42: Symphonic Movement: Adagiosac; Taco Bell; meditation; Jerry; and the Ladies Ana Luca (my detail); no moos; training; graffiti drawings; 12: Movie Python; Bizarrom, eating flea; in at: The Maxo Plant. Spay say say at: Anthon; Candy: Loebag's special shortbread; Love you all... step...

ACTIVITIES: Symphonic Band; 1; Football: 1; West Cornucopia: 2, 4; Marching Band: 2, 3, 4; FOP: 1, 2, 4; Jazz Ensemble: 3, 4; Pit Orchestra: 4; Brae Ensemble: 4, 4.

AMY GOLDBERG
139 Europa Boulevard

"Money is a high price to pay for growing up." MEMORIES: watching "The Essential at Nancy's: laughing more than eating in 10th grade bars: setting and videotaping the play for 10th grade English: the rain at Clementson Park breakdancing at Demogorgon's "Colberg and Goldberg": the stipe; New York's 99; mesmerizing: hula hoop all day for $30 awaiting into The Hall: Jewish Community Center camp with Jackie, Amy, and Stacy; the French: dinner at Nobody's ACTIVITIES: Demogorgon: 1; Basketball at the Environment: DFO: 1; The Friends at the Environment: 2; FOP: 1, 2, 3, 4.

GREGORY C. GOLDBERG
533 Rhino Drive

MEMORIES: 32 year old: broken arm by a girl, but she was tough; crack on my hand no window; shrimp: buffalo wings; fishing: leg circle and her frogs money, gambling: cards; Pizza; Honey: egg loaf: hangerbend. allergy season: chickens fight: cold kick; cake trip; chocolate chip; no common sense (like): dress: Mr. Pennman (when): grasping Israel: I need a girlfriend; pathetic; NOW: 9 yr old preachers; After weekend: down short export cards; integers; running for senior vice president: to all my friends thanks for the good times. DFO: ACTIVITIES: SGA: 3, 4; football: 4; soccer: 1, 2, 3; Blood Drive 3.
Big, Bad Seniors?

For three years, the Class of 1996 had been waiting to become seniors. Now that they are seniors, they are finally in the position to scare away the underclassmen and rule the school. Or are they? “They are not the superior towers I thought they were when I was a freshman,” said Nancy King (’97). According to the underclassmen, they just are not intimidated. Some underclassmen are more appreciative of seniors. Rosa Wu said, “Seniors have really made adjusting to East a lot easier for me.”

But how do the seniors really feel about underclassmen? Daniel Novack probably spoke for the Class of 1996 when he said, “The maturity level of a senior is much higher than that of the underclassmen, but you do not realize that until you are a senior.”

So, despite the seniors’ best efforts at intimidating the underclassmen, many underclassmen look up to them, ready to follow in their footsteps.

LAUREN M. GOLDESTIN
819 Marlowe Road
“Do what you like, but be aware of what you do.” MEMO:
RE: Chew the curb. 1:2 Pigeons, Brooks, and the Vicente. Pickling and stuffing. Driving illegally, paying your way into West Boys. Nine-year-old woman, off all our lives and your birthday. Jamies talks about us wanting, now jobs, head knocking you out, were getting ripped off. Happen if we had that, I’ll miss you mom. Lisa, Savoy is the best, I would love without you. ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1, I, Field Hockey 1, 3 Powder Puff 3, 4.

CRAIG GOODMAN
4 Evans Lane
“Two guys listen to your little man.” MEMO: Bare,
grammer man, Paul Abdul proctor. “Can’t have another call.”
Racing in, court yardstick entries, Fandom, Marquard, broken pool cues, nobody school. Lauren, sensible man of the W’s, the basketball club, cute witch, “I need a woman.” Miss junior jocks, senior jocks, exciting free conversation, holding hands, Spanish class. Sugar lots of lighters, driving around about everything. Jeff making concrete juce, the poems. Others “make me a woman” trash cars, asbestos, chemistry class, senior trip. ACTIVITIES: FOR 2 3, TOPS 2 3, 4トラブル, 4 Tennis 1, Bowling 3 4, Yearbook 4, Student Coach 4.

ASHLEY GORDON
1233 Corne Drive
I keep waiting for the time when I can finally see that this has all hit me, for me. MEMO:
Gymnastics, Goal! We all did it all. Jeff Allison, see he pertinents, Michelle, Enola, David Silver Florida ’97, yeah, yeah, March 97. Mr. Finkelman, the dean Wild territory of W, playing, Andrea’s house. Here it was. Can’t get rid of it. I think we were just shudders, Olga, Israel Prins, life. Here about these faced, but don’t think, Rye it was on his car, get off, square that hard. ACTIVITIES: Gynastics 1 2 3 4, Captains, Student Government 1 2, Overleanding 2 3 4, Lacrosse 1.

MICHAEL J. GORDON
1392 Blumberg Hill Drive
The farther one travels the less one knows.” MEMO:

HILARY GOULD
13 Millhouse Lane
“Can’t my name be in your little voice it happens?” MEMO:

DANIEL P. GRADY
1907 Huntington Drive

BENJAMIN GREEN
19 Charles Lane

SETH B. GOTTLEIB
627 Old Orchard Road
“I’ll come up to this hill and never see the day that I’m not supposed to.” MEMO: The Cheat Board: Shape, obvious water, that huge tunnel, Phils below, down and done, July 4th fireworks, holidays, Ma and More’s trip to Atlantic City; the night everything was eight knocking over the trailer; all my true friends, “They Resistance Over You.”

HILARY GOULD
13 Millhouse Lane
“Can’t my name be in your little voice it happens?” MEMO:
JULIE GREENBERG
32 Fairhaven Drive
"We don't know who we are until we see what we can do." - Marsha Gitenis. Memebrs: making signs for elections in America's mainstream. Mikki, sophomore aspirations for 94, making foreign friends, every class with Joe, Valentine's Day roses. When I'm alone I wonder... no glue. I'm 5'11". How to win over French, Jordan and Jakob - having friends? French class talk. Carla, Fly to Baroda and My Pet. All: "Hey same as Julie," great! Fresh Camp run like Fango, whipped cream, blueberry bagels, sausage, norrie, creamy beach, circle of friends, Venture, Class Officer 12, Friend, 12, Frank, 3. French Club 1, 2, 3.

MARY ANN GREER
114 Mimosa Drive
"The greatest is our present friend. Let each right in and let his understand." - Lenny Kravitz. MEMORIES: Jill can't say enough. All and forever, special friend. Karl's birthday, melba, Melba and Frank. Mark - is a chef now? Thank you always. Connie and Lindsey, Scott, and I'll never forget. Lipstick for F Blake, dinner - before and after dinner, Saturday Place friends. Lauren has West boys, Confession: Rosie: We're not again. 7 always. Benjamin if you say so. I'm happy for you. Class of 96, never again. Christine.

PAUL GROSSMAN
502 Cypress Lane
"You must give up the way it is... to have it the way you want it..." - Frankenstein. MEMORIES: Summimg the worst. The Last Empire, long hair and rented trunks of the bands. Death Metal Convention '94 & '95, going crazy, press and present animosity without direction, living for a noble cause. The End. The Beginning: I have called this - writing poetry. In everything yet life is nothing - these two years worth remembering? I think not. Thank you very much, and I hope - that will. ACTIVITIES: Cross Country 1, 2, 3, 4; Eastside 2, 3, 4; Demographic 4

SANDRA GROSSMAN
40 West Country Club Court
"I want to go to a rich, just count all of the money you have. I want that money I can't have." - MEMORIES: He'll be back. "DOH" Batterie, Freshman Softball Box and castle, climbing in the windows. Found a friend, who's mine, "what?" That wasn't very bright, Abby, Forester, Spring Break '95, Great Adventure, "Phillip's Group Portrait", "My friend hurt", "Tonight's Anytime". Soror '95: Friendly's Joint Concert. Have You Seen This Man? "Come on, Dave", Jorge: "We Made the Coat", Popkicks and Appleseeds trios, "It's Not Brain Surgery", ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; Softball 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4, TOPS 3, 4.

ANTHONY F. GUCCIARDI
120 Kingsdale Avenue
"Everything he always" - MEMORIES: Sleep in lunch with Josh, Matt, Buzo, Jim, Gato, Joe, Carla, Lori. "Oh well not my hand"; My Naoo 300x2; concert, National shopping with Ryan and Becca. Table tennis with a bomb. Mike, Mark, Paul, Eric, Nick, Chris, Mike. Moose till dawn. "I'm the one you're looking me at all", "Oh sorry did I break your concentration?". "Peekaboo? anyone?". "Look at me the way you're looking at you?". "One, tittie little" you, you, in the floor. "Cure at wha's it's name? Annoying customer". Kathleen, Lynn, and Becca. "Talk to the hand". Mike's pool, Chair setting. Working at Super Fresh. ACTIVITIES: Wrestling 1, 2.

ANDREW GUSSMAN
103 Ashford Road
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what lies within us." - MEMORIES: De the Last, Morris, Old Friends, Final Frith Youth Organization; Mike; Randy, John Scarratt; and Beef hockey coaches in neighborhood, Pool hall and Poker. Varnish: # 1 Easter: Fan Camp with Toshi, Basset, Friday, Personality; Ryan, Mike, Football, Not bad, Luxury and Beacons; Diet. My theories on area and girls; Dent's has a little mushroom; Lee and your fan house; Shower Tip and the Indians; Bradley that easy kid. Social for causes, Your inventions, Manoa's princes, Sue, Johnson, Mal at lunch, '95.

ERIC HARAZI
125 Kent's Place

MARC HARRIS
1902 Morris Drive

Taunting freshman, acting cool, and wasting time are seniors' favorite activities. Mark Tamburro, Michael Johnson, Jr., and Adam Getton take a few moments out of their five minutes between class to show East who's boss.
JACALYN HOFFMAN
1519 Meekerbrook Court

“Take It Back” MEMORIES: Sweetie, Jack and all for
Census, Merry Christmas, Friday and Jerry, Barry, Sheree, 
Renata, Susan, Janet, Mark, Football, I Sweat On Our 
Relationship, Senior Prom ’94, Mel’s Bama Hotel, Junior Prom ’95, 
Jori’s House, Pennsylvania, Florida, Ocean City, Compostology, 
Great Adventure Times, Lavishcute, Winning the Biggest Strangled 
Animal, Love Triangles, Superwoman, Flat Tax, Seashell, Room 
Hittin, Petrel Car, Lost in Camden, Night Out At Andree’s 
Bar & Bistro’s Cyprus harbor. Pit’s Party! OH MY GIDDINESS! JOR
I Love You More! ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, Wrestling 1, 2, Coomo 
Tiss 3, 4.

VICTORIA HOFFMAN
1416 Bryant Drive

JANICE HONG
1 Narisco Drive

“Big Time” MEMORIES: Brother, Father, New York city 
thieves, walking Pit; 70, caramels; fan rags, Wedges, watching Jee, me, Ronda, 
O’Digg, Pigpen being happy on dog’s average of 94. Hanes’ house, church’
out Ma’s sanding with bathrooms; bad luck at 
Clover: weed love triangle handled at Stottlemeyer; breakin’ 
in house, caught at 8th Street, Toothbrush; Bighouse, Pig, Bartham’s 
LI’L Doc, me, and Absolute; caught between constant with 
Apollo and Romance; trips down to Compton; going with an 
old, now death experience.“BEING OUT” ACTIVITIES: Gym 

JESSICA HOFKOWITZ
327 Nature Drive

If you love something set it free, if it comes back to you it was 
meant to be.“MEMORIES: Where’s my phone?” Wilderness, Las 
Vegas, Sneak — out. “Fits” Cutting mature with Erika, Mr. 
mark;” The Rachman, The Marten Beach, Ed, Bill and Mike’s 
place. Scoring, Kerme, Heather — ah! Valentine’s Day, 
March, March, March. Seeing — always Pilot’s landing. 
Skating, Route 70, Dating, Love. Thinks for covering, Mom and 
Dad. Thank you for being a true friend. Joey, I love you 
brother and always. ACTIVITIES: Powder-puff.

MARIE HOWEY
10 Bredonsbury Drive

“Trying Will Only Take You Too Far, Dedication Will Allow You 
To Succeed.” MEMORIES: Spirit Week Week, Cheeroms, East 
Starers PR ’95, Music Trip ’95, Sampal, Senior Prom ’95, Visit. 
Anatomy, To Os! Show House, Varsity Show ’95, Beverly’s 
Mooning Car Pool, Catherine’s Car Pool, Bath Gardner’s ’95, 
Lunch With President, Mixto, Vose, Marx, Radio Winning, Great 
Adventure ’95. This Note, French Through The Years Activities: 
Soccer 1 2, 3 4; Track 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1; Panas 1, 3, 4; FOP 
1, 4; East Stangers 3, 4; Mathieu’s 3, 4; Spring Musical 3; Fall Show 4.

JOSHUA SETH HUNDERT
19 W. Highridge Road

“I’m A Little Red Rooster, Icy Lazy to crow today.” MEMO 
RIES: Make new friends, keep the old. Chris Will, the 
weekend crow. Ferdie, Mac, the girl from behind Jersey, Duke, 
Adams who’s? Newsies, football what’s?) Trial with 
Larrsberg; Las Vegas; Bubby &; Currenbo’s; Etc. English ’95 Show 
reptile. Prime Night best, bad, and combined, Amenity. 
Cole’s Steakhouse the house. HE/Hybrid boys. Gordo, Jordy, 
Water keep the faith. Sticks to live a life too long. Love life so 
well.

GAIL ELISE HYMOWITZ
206 Sandringham Road

Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime. We’ll take 
the best, forget the rest, and never day we’ll know. . . . Never the 
best of times. MEMORIES: Both brother for the past 18 yrs. 
Ladies! I can’t imagine high school without you. Air, it’s easy 
to make us smile, Lions King, Ashley, we don’t do it all and together. 
Johanna birthday, “don’t tell you”! Look Reach for the stars. 
Kurt isn’t so proud of you. I’ll miss our laughter, Mom and 
Dad thanks for everything. I love you guys. ACTIVITIES: Gymnastics 1, 2, 3, 4 (captain); 4, 4, 4 (captain); Cheerleading 2, 3, 4, 4 
captain); Track 2.

LENI JACOBY
624 Old Orchard Road

“Four long you live and high you fly, and smilies you give and 
tears you cry, but all you touch and you see is all your life will 
ever be.” MEMORIES: West house, Fridays-Hill and Mac. New 
York trips, chillin’ with my . . . Mexico ’94; crash, Emergency 
room, Mainstream police. Frenchie videos, Bryan’s tights. Just 
gos for isn’t. Lisa’s Birthday police. Jackson’s house-pet: Jui 
sor’s name. Mark’s party. Hurricane Alley. Michelle’s 1975 
chump: Gaze/Michigan Shelf. Sister Eye, Sister Peaches. 
Peace out. Circle of friends I love you!

TIFFANY V. JARRETT
272 Elsemor Terrace

“I always knew that I’d look back on the best times and laugh, 
but I never thought it look back on the good times and cry.” 
MEMORIES: You mad. I know wasn’t never gonna, smooch, with 
Red/Baggs. Kisha, Rittman, stencil, 19, who you in with. 
Kimber, it’s golden, hot macha chocolate. Shindallie, get class, 
who you wish? Cathy, is Cathy here? Deepas, how deep is your 
love, if you want to partay . . . Niles, live ya always. ShPieces, the 
punk patrol. Activities: National American Club 2, 3, 4.

TAHIRA JAYASRIYA
12 Latch’s Lane

If there is a side, me. MEMORIES: Nacosawas, Friendly’s, 
10th Bowl Bonham, our cabin, swimming in sewage, living a 
loved, Nadler control, 46 W, dog tag, record changers, stay off 
that bike, traveling with a half of light, over-redactied, French 
rapids, love speaker pills, pills; our guest, Then Poled Ebtel, 
t he crisp speaker phones, whips, hubshades, bumper sticker, 
meanings rules, oh, and of course History. IA ACTIVITIES: 
Cross Country 1, 2, 3, 4. Track 1, 2, 4. Project Trojans 3.
HELEN C. JEN
7 Cohasset Lane

"To the world you may be one person, but to one person you may be the world." MEMORIES: Six of spades, pogopod, Noisemaker, goldfish, vroom, Tash's haircut, matching silver rings from Banana's; Warner choirs; basement reunion, suicide books to Quanitum Physical Science, dinner on the ceiling, Amy's; "Anyone, anywhere, anytime," thinking cork; guppies in tanks, locker g或多, next-door neighbor, "Ida-Stif" & 1001 lunches with and luncher for girls' free engine, Pauca/Not Paul English groups; "Why?"; Homeroom; piano students; "Who ever said?" "Look what I can do!"; second psychology test; "Stay." ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse; Wind Ensemble; Volleyball (Captain); Senior Hall of Fame; Junior Men's Cul. Linda Bovady.

MINVIEE JI
993 Cegrew Road

"Master." MEMORIES: Long, long, early morning adventures on the boardwalk, Susan's appetite, dressing Austin, scary, times, lunch, lunch, lunch, cute girl, next-door neighbor, "Ida-Stif" & 1001 lunches with and luncher for girls' free engine, Pauca/Not Paul English groups; "Why?"; Homeroom; piano students; "Who ever said?" "Look what I can do!"; second psychology test; "Stay." ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse; Wind Ensemble; Volleyball (Captain); Senior Hall of Fame; Junior Men's Cul. Linda Bovady.

CHRISTOPHER JOHNSON
415 Longstone Drive

"Master." MEMORIES: Long, long, early morning adventures on the boardwalk, Susan's appetite, dressing Austin, scary, times, lunch, lunch, lunch, cute girl, next-door neighbor, "Ida-Stif" & 1001 lunches with and luncher for girls' free engine, Pauca/Not Paul English groups; "Why?"; Homeroom; piano students; "Who ever said?" "Look what I can do!"; second psychology test; "Stay." ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse; Wind Ensemble; Volleyball (Captain); Senior Hall of Fame; Junior Men's Cul. Linda Bovady.

SCOTT KAMEL
1929 Oak Court

"Some may say, I'm losing my way's away. No way. It's the price I pay, some may say. Tomorrow is another day, so as we'll play." The Police. MEMORIES: You don't get off till you cough; Purple Monster; Hot Iron; Fred; Beatrice; Flake; Dr; Smash; Corn Bread; last eight; Pulls all sorts of lobes; Killer Com- inu ette; Banjo Rovers; String; Brinching Nuns and Dank; Session; Bills & Bus; By Slang; Deboys; Cake; Gorons; Lip; Face; and the rest of my friends. Thank you! ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1, 2; Football 1, 2, 3.

JACLYN KAPLAN
1660 Blue Jay Lane

"Just because something ends, doesn't mean it has to be forgotten." Memories: You have no brain; Florida/Bahamas; Hot gals; Summer experiences; Senior trip; Washington; Carter's Friends; "How do you get to..." Susie's Place Cafe; Perico's; Big tall party; College Front; Denly's; Zoo's; Kitchen; orange drink, to all my friends. You made the last four years by. I'll miss you! Activities: Friends of the Environment 1, 2, 3, 4; Frontier Pull 3, 4; Blood Drive 2; Ordeal Chairperson 2, 3; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball Manager 2, 3, 4; Big Brother; Big Sister 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Tops 3, 4; Governor's School 3, SGA Rep 4.

PAUL B. KAPLAN
1028 Red Oak Drive

"Now that I'm out from High School I'll finally learn something." MEMORIES: The Duck Soup; Broken Chicken Pizzas; game The Squat; Pete's food bull; Reading; ice cream pans; Paddle trips; The Marlin; Billy Williams; Halftones; Hangs out at Olga; half ball trips to the shore; Home plate; Getting free food at Outback; Boots w/out shoes; Get Sherry; And hanging out with all my really good friends you know who you are ... ACTIVITIES: Freshman Basketball; JV Basketball; Varsity Basketball; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4.

JEFFREY KARABELL
330 Baham Road

MEMORIES: Cruise Country, Truck; Senior Lunch; Food Night; Getting pulled at for food tickets; Basketball at Coach's house; football games out of school; homecoming; How taking the bus for three years, and waiting a half hour before school struck; and noticing that it only took ten minutes to think of these ten memories. ACTIVITIES: Cruise Country 1, 2, 3; Track 2, 3, 4.
Senior
Dictionary

AVERAGES: numbers that always end in .4 at the end of the marking period
BUFFET: Mr. Belchikoff’s definition of East’s extracurricular activities
CODE 9: when all the teachers look at one another with questioning expressions as if to say, “Do you see the bomb?”
C-WING INTERSECTION: madness
DAZED AND CONFUSED: freshmen and 2nd semester seniors
DROSPHILA: mutant flies that refuse to fall asleep in fly nap
FINAL 2 MINUTES OF SAT’S: madness
HUBRIS: the fatal pride of the Greek tragic hero and every senior at East
ONE MINUTE TO HOMEROOM: madness
PINK SLIP: the little piece of paper that prompts students to say, “Um, I was at guidance.”
POP QUIZ, DAY AFTER WINTER BREAK: madness
STUDENT ID NUMBER: your seven-digit identity that you can never remember
TRABBING: what East students would rather do than take the HSPT’s

To understand the language of seniors at East, sometimes you need a dictionary, preferably one that was created by East students: Gregory Ewell and Brandon Litwin always have one handy, although it’s a mere Webster’s Dictionary.

RACHEL KELLERMAN
1038 Dell Drive
“Whatever is a fool? A single soul dwelling in two bodies.” - Aristotle MEMORIES: English with Miss Bynm, Jackson, Nassau, Kids, etc.; senior studies seminar: food security
INTERESTS: “The Pianist,” Youth Soriee; German 191; Bing; Mel & Marc; struggling for poems; Coffin, sleeping in chair for cream box; Spring Fling; Will Summer, pet lovers; T. Wilson’s “I Love You” Super Friends; H & R’s study hull, cattle cattle mom; Hat is the Drug Archive: parent-beater cuddlers: nies-geriatric patient; people hate us: still best friends RJoba, L.L. Club, L.L., S. P. Powder Puff, L.L. Lbrahim 1

PATRICK MICHAEL KELLY
12 Papernail Road
“Since we’re only here for while, we might as well show some style.” - Jessica Taylor MEMORIES: “Empire,” “Lovely;” The Wall, “Maniacs;” “Rabbi;” Paper, The Pledge, Whiplash; first tipped; N-High, Pom-Pom; McDonald’s Akers with Debbie; T.N.; Love, Matthew; Stores, and more to come. ACTIVITIES: Visual Workshop 2; East Singers 3, 4; Journalism 3, 4; Fall Show 3; 4; Spring Musical 2, 3, 4; Latin Theatres 3, 4; One Acts 2, 4; Student Arts 2, 4; Theatrical Society 3, 4; Theatricals 3, 4; Governor’s School for the Arts 3, 4; Varsity 4; All-State Orchestra 4; All-State Band 4

TODD PAUL KERSHAW
956 Kresson Road
MEMORIES: Cuts don’t be afraid, Jordan thanks, Lynne Shae, Glee-Str, Joe and James, Candelas, GREG. Sleepover summers Greep, Hockey Friday, Summer Hook-ups, Bathroom 12% of volume Grey napkin bib, Whitlock with those, Europe, Straw, Muck Mede, Big Guy Birthday, Sneeze out of Lynne’s Cuts, Army here Ha Ha, School meetings, Dinner Baldy, Tennis for everything I Love You, 888 Shore House, Tim’s, Green Adventure in Great Adventure, Cuddling three times, Baigel bag, Mom, Rice, Dad, Band, Friends, Toree, Tracy, Thanks for always being there for me! ACTIVITIES: Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Football 1, 2, 3, 4; 1

CAROL H. KIM
318 Bowaring Lane
“When you’re through with life and all hope is lost, hold out your hand, our friends will be friends till the end.” MEMORIES: snorkel water lilies, junior Beer, happy pop blackberries, yellow, and water. General Hospital: glass. Delirious, spot, wheat field, sitting on the soil. Camp book, Fortune’s turquoise, Chicago, Marvel and when who: you’re not special.” Lion King on SEGAL, Judy Plants, Bar Pole, double pants, it all started in Mr. Clay’s 5th period class Carol and Debbie friends forever. ACTIVITIES: FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Korean Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Friends of the Environment 2, 3, 4; Track 3; Eastside 4; Varsity 4.

CATHERINE H. KIM
32 Waverly Road
“Sure you eat or drink or whatever you do; does it all for the glory of God?” MEMORIES: Moore 96, The Crush, “Crush, Crush, Crush,” eighth grade gossiping; "What is 1996 all?" Cinema never happened before., Badminton, DORGOTHRW. Women at Friendship’s, CHAMPION, Lorraine with Susan Q. Tenny, Wedding Guy, Bostall, Muffin, Days Of Our Tribes, Follow that ice cream truck? "Crazy, Crazy for Fantasy ... with Jesus." before Jones. What’s her name? ARIELF B/F ACTIVITIES: Lorraine 1, 2, 3, 4; Korean Cultural Club 1, 2, 3, 4; AIDS Awareness 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Model U.N. 1, 2, 3, 4; National Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Field Hockey 1, 2; Asian Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4; 4; Mum, Lorraine Society 4.

MONICA KIM
28 North Green Acre Drive
“Though nothing can bring back the hour of splendor in the grass, glory in the flower, we will grow out, but rather find strength in what remains behind.” MEMORIES: Austin, middle, doing 55 in 25 zone, Louis: “I have a headache.” Alfa, Helmet’s class, Jim, Giggles, James’ glass case, Peavey with Dan and Houson, Tammy sport, jellies, and studying; Big Mama, Dari cookin’, event, rain, ugly sorting, President, Pesenti, celery, "teaching, doctor, sports, dealer." Tri and Europe, Friends With Women, ACTIVITIES: Varsity (80-84 Ch, section editor), Asian Cultural Society (President, Vice President), New Jersey, Scholars, One Acts, All-State and All South Jersey Orchestra, Mum, Lorraine Model United Nations.
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NAM YE KIM
26 Lafayette Lane

"He finds a treasure who seeks a friend, and, from that moment on, he knows no matter where he goes his lonely days are gone." MEMORIES: Visited Vietnam; lived there for 2 years; my favorite activity: playing football the first time everything clicked. I'm a rebel. PEDEE: "It's a disease," sewer ring rather: "We were, but better not call it that!" Kiss: my best friend's; movie: Sunset; playground: Peanuts; lounge: guitar; Thompson: "He stinks!" ACTIVITIES: Asian Culture Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Asian Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4, AIDS Awareness 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Field Hockey 1, 2; World Affairs 1, 2, 3, 4.

SOOK Y. KIM
301 Lilly Lane

"Babylon": Best buddies with Naomi; read problems at home; remember me and Amy, Jim, Rob, Stephanie, my music events: Lily in Biology; Philly Cane at South Street; my house; Egyptians house; broken friendship; Calvin North jersey; comic book; college party; Ignatie with Nicole; tea; Joel. I tell you in Philly with Grace, Ken, Jim, Tom 1, 2, 3, Joy Luck Club, Shandalee and Rachel in night; Junior prom with James, Bartelson, Therese and Louis. I'm Thaddeus; my grand- mother from Korea, my pet Khaliak; getting caught before my baby flowers Rye Blue.

SUSAN KIM
13 Lucerne Court

"Secret after a lifetime: the man who wins is the one who thinks he can." MEMORIES: Lacrosse camp - We are an S.G.B.S. team with Cathy and Ryoko; The Crowd; Summer '94; Camelback: Something for Jeff's birthday with Nana, Jeff, Marcus, and Billy with Cathy and Mardi; Queen Lori; Hip Hop Dance. Chance: SPEED; Cathy's jokes; Late night phone conversations with Jan, My "Baby Blues" family: Heinz's my next door neighbor; Lacrosse with Heather and Betty; Jen's parties. - "Jen is broke all the time!"

ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4, FOP 11, 12; Blood Drive 3, 11, 12; Yearbook 10, 11, 12; Ceremonies 11, 12.

WALTER KIM
422 Tesean Lane

STEPHANIE KIRSCHAUB
9 Kilburn Court

"I always knew that I'd look back on the times I had cried, and laugh, but I never thought I'd look back on the times I laughed and cry." Memories: "Someone stole my car," because it was the only car Chae live here; ponies, Bex, crocs at seas; "noo... "; "wobbly"; Robbery: "It's a guy!" Like it touched here; Ron Josu: "do you like the concert?" Jr. Prom Club: "Hi Lanie, I don't see you there," "no how old are you girls?" "look there 8th, 10th." Activities: FOP 1, 2, 3, 4, TOP 10, 12. Blood Drive 2, 3, 4, Founder's Puff 3, 4, Lacrosse 4.

COLLEEN A. KLAUSNER
124 Eaton Way

"I know you think you heard what I said, but I don't think you understood what I meant." MEMORIES: riding horses, the founding member, finals in the bad, better Than Chodder, they might be giants, awesome punch, I had to do the same ages, I would be friends. Please be the hippo loving people of from, the Djembe player who can't ride her gym shorts, Grease a Palamon (is that real?), and Steven Spielberg, who made me a star! ACTIVITIES: Dance 1, 2, 3, 4, Arts Awareness 3, 4, Amnesty International 2, 3, 4, All South Jersey 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3.

KAREN ROSE KOLOWSKI
552 Country Club Drive

"Watch the mountains." MEMORIES: Adam and Miller court 11, tennis, Nils, Sondra, Zita Bets Yiai, Freida, at Pinecrest, Tom, Callie, Brie,网络, Wanna ride in my truck?, Matthew, Queen Bee, Naps under tables, Nancy, Perrett, Dave Matthews, Dance, Warehouse, Democrats with Chris and Keith, You're brother?, Barnes Tuesday night pool, the Jones Boys, Golf games, Mama Carla, Pizza, Don't skate, look like a dog skater.

MATTHEW KNOTT
78 Partridge Lane

"Once in a while you get showered with the light in the strangest of places if you look at it right." Dead MEMORIES: Cooper crossing the Avenue; Double gun with Lisa; cro Best ride; Junior Prom '91, Mammoth, Yellow rose, Deadly duos with Hilary; Dogs at the Dead; Third row Pahg-Tiny sawed to see; Blake class party; Pictures at Andy's, Deb's Lake, Johnson snapped 5.7/7.96. Soho with James; Destroying lives: Romeo; Citizen; South Pond, Horse front Coach watch, Name that columnist; Swiss Army Days, Long Beach Island, Sunshine Daybreak.

MICHAEL KON
530 Brian Drive

"If there's nothing we don't do. Cause if you don't, we are not really living." God Sherry. MEMORIES: No goddess, bobble; Your hair looks like a home's tail. Fat: Singing of Death of a Salesman. The Vults: When a Man Loves a Woman; Ratcage/Rectangle: Funny: Prom: Roses in Car, Egger, Normandy Beach, isn't that funny. Can't go too much of a good thing: Israel, Skiing with Aid, Parking Cars, Chicken Maniacs, Chiki, Bonding metal: I need it. Paddling sculls: Gym, Dead frog. Twice in one day: Skipping school. ACTIVITIES: Activities: Volleyball 2, 3, 4, SGA 3, 4, Soccer 1, 2.

ANDREA KOPPERMAN
1100 Heartwood Drive

"SHOOT FOR THE MOON, BECAUSE EVEN IF YOU MISS YOU LAND AMONG THE STARS." MEMORIES: Michael was friends now and forever. I love you: Telebing, snap kitchen, Sharon: floss good/bad inside, soda 95 cents, Josh's birthday present, Night in the park just us, Ismail '91. All thanks to the mentioned Random Babies. Bouncing: Tops relationships, Jon/Sharon the trampoline movie rights: the dream chances. Did enough sand, Chocolate: teach class in JC, Super G. Scott everything: circus, films: about activities. ACTIVITIES: FOP 1, 2, 3, 4 (Chairperson), Topes 1, 2, 3 (Chairperson), FOP 1, 2.

BRYNA KRAVITZ
39 Springhill Lane

"If the sun refused to shine, I don't think if the mountains tell in the sea, let us be. Cause I've got my own world to live through and I ain't gonna copy you." Jesse Hezla. MEMORIES: All the good times.
The Ups And Downs Of East

It’s virtually impossible for a senior to leave East without strong feelings about the past four years. Looking back, everybody can reminisce about what he or she really liked or really hated about high school.

Making new friends is one memorable high school experience that people look upon with fondness. Fae Benitez said, “It’s so easy to fit in at East because everyone’s friendly and everyone’s different.”

Most students appreciate the many extracurricular activities East offers, but admit that there are drawbacks.

“It’s great that East has so many activities to participate in, but because of this, the student body is separated,” said Matthew Walker.

The fact that East is ranked as one of the nation’s top high schools also influences students’ opinions of East. Sharon Lee said, “East is good because of the high rate of competition, which helped me prepare for college; however, some students don’t realize how superficial they are.” Although their opinions on East may differ, no one will forget their memories of East.

For some, it’s the pizza that keeps most students coming back to the school cafeteria line. Above, Catherine Kim, Susan Kim anxiously await for their slice of the pie. Others like Todd Kershaw, Scott Kamil, and Prakash Chandra wait apathetically for something new. But it looks like it will be fries again for the 180th day.

For some, it’s the pizza that keeps most students coming back to the school cafeteria line. Above, Catherine Kim, Susan Kim anxiously await for their slice of the pie. Others like Todd Kershaw, Scott Kamil, and Prakash Chandra wait apathetically for something new. But it looks like it will be fries again for the 180th day.
Our Memories Of East

As seniors leave the halls of Cherry Hill High School East and venture out into the corridors of the real world, one may well wonder what memories of East they will carry with them on their journey through life. First, there is the "I-can’t-wait-to-get-out-of-here" approach of Paul Grossman who said, "I doubt that I will miss anything about East, although I could be wrong. Only time will tell."

No one will ever miss the passes needed to go everywhere and the hall monitors who accost students at every corner, demanding to see them. Another thing that will not be missed is the infamous C-wing intersection where crowds mill and trampoline sleepy students. "I’m looking forward to not having to walk around clumps of underclassmen everyday in C-wing intersection," said Tina Phillips.

Besides the physical aspects of East, the people have made favorable impressions on seniors. "I will miss all the wonderful friends I’ve made at East," said Pat Kelly. Keeping in touch with friends will be easier than ever because of e-mail and the Internet. And, of course, reunions will offer seniors a chance to see their friends again and to reminisce about East.

After studying amino acids in their text, Ben Green and Beekee Wadler perform a lab to supplement their learning. Labs such as this one are memorable learning experiences.

Cosmetology students Amy Galindo and Jostelle Corso won’t ever forget washing the hair of this fake head. The skills that they are perfecting will help them with their future "real life" customers.
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CINDY LEE
7 Latches Lane
"I used to think I was indecisive, but now I'm not so sure." MEMORIES: Hanging with Julie, Yuki and YueYin. Doug is cool! Papel Margi - so last! If you will, then I will too. Returns and万户畔 parm hectares. Reviews - I'm too un-friendlly. Answering with the hand. My name is not Shirley. Wet time with Charlie (Doo-wop with Paula Tramino '96) and superband! Nuff. Oh, and Peter. Goes to Rutgers. King's Great with 102.23. Petter Fyi, Fredd, and Parallel. Cin-Di, Cornell - reverb/delay. New way. Eugene's "superlative". Whaap! Hooten! I don't know, what do you want to do?

JENNIFER J. LEE
1767 Rolling Lane
"I desire love like no man since this that a man lay down his friends." — John 15:13
MEMORIES: Desire-be-desire, Julie & Craig (Cathy Susan's) Disney World trip (7), class known (e.g.) CRH: Ms. Gelina, Spanish. Acet with Rossi, French based class, 4:30 A.M. easy with "Manny." in the family of stability . . . Memoirs; the bathroom and false evaluations "excellent," tricky and watchful. I can't get you anything but love. Bye. Bye. ACTIVITIES: All Eastern Orchestras 1, 2, 3, 4; Core Laude (president 3, 4); Spirit Week (cheerleader) 1, 2, 3, 4.

SHARON BEVERLY LEE
303 Old Orchard Road
"To dream of the person you would like to be is a waste the person you are." MEMORIES: Senior Prom (7); Del. Carol. Married last term. "Holy Smokin!" "Were like Seniors!" Fall To steo, dance, close Vocal Club (6A 6B); Tom. Randall "film developing" Gordon; Matt. McDonald Baked. BYRON Like water through my hands, and rights, used up. Surprise. Always told to ALL. MY WORLD Music. Atlantic City: All times-Mall, Jersey, New, Pat. Baby. YES. I AM BRANDON LEE'S COUSIN; I'm Why?: LOVE TO ALL MY FRIENDS; HOW CAN WORKS EXPRESS ACTIVITIES: Band 1, 2; Choruses 3; Belles 4; East Singers 4; All South Jersey Chorus 3.

How East Remembers Us

As the seniors graduate from their lives at East, they enter a new dimension in their lives, filled with the same laughter and tears that made their years at East memorable. However, some of those great memories of East remain even after the seniors leave their home. They've made a difference in the school, whether they were seen as standards of excellence or just friends. Underclassmen Pratima Vardhana (98) says, "I think all the underclassmen look up to the seniors, but the seniors are nice about it; they take time out to talk to you, and they're not even embarrassed to say Hi in the halls." Another underclassman Lydia Kim (98) agrees with Vardhana. "The seniors' friendliness sets a good example of good comradeship for the underclassmen." Upperclassman Brian Chow (97), however, sees the power of the seniors—"there is a definite unity amongst them; from an SGA officer's point of view, this year's senior class really sets a standard for the rest of the school." Nancy Chawla (96), editor-in-chief of Eastside, agrees with Chow. "The strongest mark we've left is in the strength of our class." John Chung (98) sums it all up by saying, "The seniors' individual talents in different areas, along with their strength and unity, played a crucial role in making the school what it is today." Even after the seniors graduate, they have left their mark on the school and will still live on in the memories and impressions of the underclassmen.

Features Editors Nicole Cerquettella and Jill Lovejoy work on a page layout with Ed Di Messo, Eastside's Editor in Chief. The product of these late days is yet another interesting issue of Eastside.

Need another hand? Senior Joanna Stahl and Kayce Cherry try up the stairs, carrying books and snacks, among other odd and ends for another hectic day at school.
SENIOR STYLE

What am I going to wear today? Do I want to wear something preppie or go with something grungy? These are the questions on most high school students' minds. Seniors, on the other hand, have a very simple way of dealing with this problem. They just don’t care, as long as their outfits are comfortable and look good. Leslie Miller said, “We wear whatever we want to wear. I’m a blue jeans everyday kind of person myself.” Min Ji commented that, “The senior style is unique and has a very different and wide range. People dress from the preppie style to the skater style.”

The seniors have a style of their own that doesn’t involve major trend-setting clothes, only a simple little preference known as comfort. Greg Gaden said that “stuff that feels comfortable and is presentable” is what’s in.

Tammy Hepps remarked, “As underclassmen, so many people dressed to fit in a certain crowd or impress upperclassmen.” Now, having found their own social niches, seniors do not need to dress to create identities for themselves. They know who they are.

Janice Hong and Maia Adleman show their individuality by wearing clothes they like. They are oblivious to the current trend and dress only for themselves.

JOHANNA LEON
405 Downers Drive
“Make the best of the best, take them and throw them on the beach. And then you have the taste of life.” MEMORIES: Fall, October 14, “I don’t forget to tell you!” Ali-Palooza while, camp: lawn bowl, Bon senior year, Lu-Wakka and Valli’s, lunch, Ashley-Heath, Andrea-November 27, 1994, see clicked, Turkey Trot, Shroy, Prada, “squash and I left!” you rocked my world, I’ll always love you. Thank you for the memories. Bon, Cassi, Guzman, Dora, Franco, Jeff, Stacey, Ainsie, Sandra, Rebecca, Bridget, Andrea, Mark, Kate, Leslie, Ben, Jason, and Mike. ACTIVITIES: softball (2), track (2), Blood Drive: Chaperone (3), 4.

FRANCES LETTIERI
7 En Provence
“I’d rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints; the sinners have much more fun.” MEMORIES: “Frances,” Weight, Junior & Senior, mostly homeroom. “Bad hair days,” “The Friends, dancing planking shows, photo shoots, spans, and more.” My face is melting off, the hyperhormones. “Do you think I wear more?” Ocean City, Bevly’s, Wenby’s, Hair Oil. To my mom, my best friends, and most of all, Shauna, I love you and I will miss you incredibly. next year. ACTIVITIES: Drama (1), 2, 3, 4, Track (2), 3, 4, Theatrical Society 2, 3, 4, Wrestling 3, 4, Powder Puff 4.

COREY LEVIN
1510 Pleasant Drive
“Fix the Fire, Fix the Fire...” and fashion trends of society.” MEMORIES: Woodwork (2), Miss Ritz’s desk交接 in Biology, and... Zako, Cherby, 1994 Bangor, Come Together. The Beatles and The Who with both Monopoly. Risk: “It’s an epic saga,” delicious. A Few Good Men, suites (many): Monday Massacre, chemistry; Bad, centenarians; Dick Cavett videos, cross country (football game); Seal and Ama’s. ACTIVITIES: Chess County 2, 3, 4, Pop. 4.

LISA LEVIN
1612 Mayflower Lane
“I wish there was one, it’s your friends that make your world.” MEMORIES: Johnson, camp, JAM 29, Freshmen Dance Video, West Party, JACKIE’s horse-tongued Cougar Crossing, ROBYN’s biker, Double gun, Nip and sly triangle party, NOS drill Smokin’ Macs with Abe and girls, Real Face. Beachhouse, ERIN’s bike, Alligator, Lunch with Zoe, Use us love us, delinquent moves. Oh, for fun with ESLA and DEBBIE. Delhi party. Scout with HELSY. Then tour with HIM. I’ll be fun, Mar’s house survival weekend, Rob’s house with MICHELLE, friends, Heritage with Alice, Push, regulars, My birthday parties, jam’s friends, my relations. I love you guys!

JASON LIANG
10 N. Green Acre Drive
“If you believe you can’t win, then you shouldn’t try.” BEST MEMORIES: Looking at all the nice town with Matt having lots of fun at those little parties all together at Knott’s house. Stan showing me a great time in his basement during the snow storm (haha). Scott (Look at all the pretty colors) hang cancer with Ben, constant headache, striped socks, last minutes in Mermaid; Stripes, lipsticks, and older erasers; boys’ (300) and period 4 hockey, my favorite poetry by Vinc, poetry in class, class w/ Geoffrey, writing my life in the game (don’t have me now). Brian’s and all the memories they gave me without whom I would never survived. ACTIVITIES: A.C.S. 2, 3, 4, K.C.C. 4, Blood Drive 4.

MICHAEL LIAO
1312 Bunker Hill Drive
JACLYN LICHTMAN
214 Nathaniel Avenue
"I wish you'd picture and place them in their best light." MEMORIES: Disney with Jonna; sophomore year, like to paint; right at the door — as us, as I see; Potty parties; creative me; with pretty things; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; painting; p
JAMIE ROBYN LUSTBADER
1381 Country Club Drive
"You know what they say in a way of getting the sensor 'yes' without having asked any clear question." — Albert Camus
MEMORIES: awarded, your house or mine? all page, hollowed in Godkin's class - som no parent sisters. Facts of Life (Blair), "singing" - meeting up with Jackie and Jonathan, "swimming" to Borders with Ryan. Sue's Gigante's Masquer; Maz Mo, Qu. 5 or 3 in st, audited in the library; Frances's show house, no-way calling "Jrrivvian" Dave Matthea Band concert: Alex "Mr. Fix It" handle in Enchilada's gym nights. Victoria Classics senior year. ACTIVITIES: Leadership: 1, 2, 3, editor-in-chief 4; Debate: 2, senate 3, captain 4; Cum Laude 4.

RYAN LYNCH
3 Dalton Terrace
"who was the guy who first looked at a cow and said, 'I think I'll drink whatever comes out of these things when I open up?'" - Calvin and Hobbes
MEMORIES: Swaeager hunt, Todd's 16th birthday, Camp Arrowsong, lacking 'em at Shadrock, footyball. Christian '96, Prom '95, Graduation, Kehlme's truck, days (not: 103 mornings. Blades an' w's, Selin, Todd's "smirry", Paris truck, Ben 25, Marvel Comics number, after school runs, starting, baseball, Thanks to Kehlme, Greg, Selin, Sharron, Stanford Kim, Pim, Zap, and everyone else for all these memories and many more. ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4.

LISA MACGREGOR
130 Sandbergh Road
"the time you go, the more you'll get." - Memories: Sophomore Costume, Junior Prom, Senior Prom, meeting Chuck, hanging out after-school, eating lunch with the gang, our conversations at lunch, batting school, waiting to get out. Activities: Track and Field 1, 2, Cross Country 1, 2; Chess 2, Natural Helpers 4; Spirit Week 1, 2.

JENNIFER L. MAGEE
133 E. Valleybrook Road
"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you dream it, you can become it." - MEMORIES: soda machines, Jim hoo Edie, riding the pole the rules, Cougar critter Sawyer; Todd sober, nailing: Woody's Charities: paper; a forest. All Night Drinking, blue whales and purple martians. Vandalism: measuring hips, Yaki skull candle. Hit the hazerd: percussion broken. Home down again. To my friends: Stay young and good luck. ACTIVITIES: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Spring Musical 1, 2, 3, 4; Fall Show 2, Lab Theater 2, 3; Haunted House 1, 3, 4;Theta/Phi/Society 6; Biology 1, League 3, Cum Laude 4; PINN 4.

Refuting Generation X

If you look up "slacker" in the dictionary, you would probably see a picture of a typical teenager - a couch potato staring blankly at a television screen, absorbing absolutely nothing into an already empty brain. This portrayal exemplifies the Generation X stereotype.

But is this generalization accurate when it comes to East seniors? In response, Jennifer Lee, president of the Cum Laude Society, said, "By observing the initiative, persistence, and hard work of my peers and the stereotype that we are nothing but slackers is truly a misconception distorting..."
The Stereotype

Conferring with Mr. Nation about the upcoming debate, Jamie Lustbader and Edward Di Marzio await his opinion of their plan. Mr. Nation, however, is satisfied even before reading their work. "Ed and Jamie have made the past few years a highlight of my teaching career," said Mr. Nation.

Other students agree. Edward Di Marzio, East's Board of Education representative, said, "I think students today are driven with a passion for action and a curiosity which is often overlooked."

East students truly are highly motivated, as the many awards and honors the school has earned show, but they are still teenagers. SGA president Tony Zappazodi said, "We're hardworking and responsible, but we know how to have a good time and relax."

Seniors at East obviously refute the Generation X stereotype. As they step from high school into the real world, they will face many other stereotypes. But with their determination, they can also prove those wrong.

During a free moment, Dana Morris and Neil Derman confer with each other about selling advertisements for Eastside. As Business editors, they know that they have to work hard so Eastside can maintain its excellent quality.
BRIAN MICHAEL
17 W. High Ridge Road
"One thing to be is not to marry, the only thing contrived to change." MEMORIES: Ms. Light, don't get cold: "she told us she likes you, Ray!" Duh! stage; midnight scenes, the breakfast club, potations in grills; Ohio; The Lost King; Dick's party; "What should I do?" junior prom, orange juice; boolhole; "But that's... okay!" Can I have another call; New York; sleepover, wake-up, 4th of July trip to the beach; "is the party tonight?" Washington D.C.; senior trip, senior prom; best friends; ACTIVITIES: attendance aide 2, 3, F.D.O.; 2, 3, 4; T.O.P.S.; 3, 4 (chaperone); student fro 4.

ROHANNA MOHAMED
16 Roland Court
"You are the hero of your own story." MEMORIES: basketball game, shared road; Teens Thursday, Lake Champion; South St. is atere; MLD's, Ellen, mouse, "mouthguard"; big win; Greek Hmongw "Hi, hello!" after school; chat, restaurant groups, ballet, grandmothers; lunch parties, "Via "who?" long establishment, relatives, dancing in the rain; "dead" warm; summer, queues and nights; Clementine realized romance. 2/3/95: SURPRISE: breakfast, flowers, video equipment; "sophisticated", Rooh, booh, schmoes, Freedom: express hero aspect, B.S., "not", princess Jasmine, "Rat", "Blob", "shoshay" news, browse, psychedelic or zilch. ACTIVITIES: Asian Culture Society 2, 3, 4; Young Life 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Globe Program 3, 4; F.D.O.

ELLEN MILLER
209 Monterey Avenue
"If you have tried to do something and failed you are ready better than if you have tried to do nothing and succeeded." MEMORIES: Dublin; Donata, A Tale of Two Cities; Radio Program: How we spell Outback; Making six oldies; The Moira-noon thing: The Unbreakable Giraffe: "mired in" issue; Are you there? ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop 1, 2, 4; Chess 2, East Slavs 3, 4; Blues 3, Music Asia 2, 3, 4; French Club 1, 3; President 6; French Trip 3; Demographics; "As an individual, you are unique". To wear your own pants; voice, Virginia Beach Trip; confused from prom date: "Nobody But Me". "Western" ACTIVITIES: SGA 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Chess 2, 3, 4; Drama 1, 2, 3, 4; Chessmen 3; East Slavs 4; Teen Spirit Society 2, 3, 4; F.D.O.; Wine Company 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Fall Show 1, 2, 4; co-op 1, 2, 3, 4; Spring Musical 1, 2, 3, 4.

CATHERINE MONTANO
46 Downing Street

DAVID MIKE NAYER
1184 Heron Road
"Is this the way to Mounties?" MEMORIES: M.L.D.'s; Ellen, mouse, "mouthguard"; big win; Greek Hmongw "Hi, hello!" after school; chat, restaurant groups, ballet, grandmothers; lunch parties, "Via "who?" long establishment, relatives, dancing in the rain; "dead" warm; summer, queues and nights; Clementine realized romance. 2/3/95: SURPRISE: breakfast, flowers, video equipment; "sophisticated", Rooh, booh, schmoes, Freedom: express hero aspect, B.S., "not", princess Jasmine, "Rat", "Blob", "shoshay" news, browse, psychedelic or zilch. ACTIVITIES: Asian Culture Society 2, 3, 4; Young Life 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Globe Program 3, 4; F.D.O.

LAUREN MORGAN
1028 Heartwood Drive
"I'm going to college." MEMORIES: Father's day; the Dream Queen; Sing-a-along; Name Done. Oh! Yeah! I'm listening; What's there to do in Cassassckton? Where are all of the chicken legs gone? Their's no dog. Exploding Cassassckton. All I got was this stupid Talk tantalizing. When the Clemmersoning King, Croc or Lion! ACTIVITIES: Embossed Photography Editor, Art, Photographer 2, 3, 4; Annette International 1, 2, 3, 4; A.D.D. Awareness 1, 2, 3, 4.

MICHELLE MOONEY
620 Crocodile Drive
"Oh dear..." MEMORIES: "Oh so lovely... so beautiful." Is there going to be a volcanic eruption/Wizard ball event, today?" "No" magic; pull over; big maniac, Moke, beshak, pega, "I want the shelter (your clothes)." Taco Bell, Ramonado Fina, Turkey, Cressfield and Prince Charming; wooden and tweeters, Turin, pink, "Fonzie", Bye Bye Biggles, the ring, Nightmarching, Psychiatry, the choker, trampoline, 11:11, Ten 406-E911. Love you. ACTIVITIES: Drama 1, 2, More on 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Yearbook 3, 4; Haunted House 1, 2; Summer Theatre 1, 2, 3, 4; 9:30-4:30 Win Post Committee 1.

ALEXANDER MORESIS
128 Chaucer Place

KRISTIN LEIGH MOZZILLO
1004 Hidalgo Drive
"Memories are too precious to be saved in a cardboard trunk." MEMORIES: Sing-along, Susan Pimental, Pimental Pimental's 1, 250; see Last, Cosmo, Southern; Big Dog, Big Dog, Big Dog, Big Dog, Big Dog. "Knock it off!" ACTIVITIES: Swimming 1; LaGrange 1, 2, 3, 4; Cheer Club 2, 3; Big Brother Big Sister 2, 3, 4, (chaperone); Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Variety Show 1, 2, 3, 4; Tennis 2, 3, 4; Cross Country 1, 2; Cheer Club 1, 2; Cheer Club 3, 4; Yearbook 3, Powder Puff 1, 2, 4; Lab Theater 1, 4; Fall Musical 1, 4.

CATHERINE MONTANO
46 Downing Street
"If everything I said would make you smile, I'd talk to Frankenstein. "Memories: Irish Dance, Nolan, McKee, bike, oven, fear, friends, choir, Florida, Spain, Nancy, Philip's, The Friends, Gap, Girl, Coliseum, Teens who left, Penn Moss, Mount Swim, Swim, Cruise, Hiking with Andy/Berry, Jurassic Park, Lunch W/Third, Locker Room, Marge, Morgan, I said, Moss, Psych, Bible Study, Mac, Squeak, Hype, I love you, Rogers, Jerry, Frank, To My Friends. Thank You!" ACTIVITIES: Tennis 1, Lacrosse 1, Track 1, Yearbook 3, Eastside 4, SGA 3, F.D.O.; 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 2; 2, 3, 4, Arts Amenities 2, 3; Basketball Manager 2; Blood Drive 2, 4; Model U.N. 2, Freshman Orientation 3, Honors 4.
Dressed uniformly in East's school colors, the class of '96 files in with the rhythm of "Pomp and Circumstance." While this event represents one of the most accomplished moments of a student's life, the nostalgic look sadly back at the good times of high school. Every senior will remember high school for the good friends they made and the good times they had. On their last day together as the class of '96, graduation, a landmark occasion they have been looking forward to for years will be their step into the future that awaits them.
MICHAEL OBLENA
1768 Long fellow Drive

KARYN GETING
9 Willow Lane

PETER OH
410 Tease Lane

RYKO OHARA
20 Charles Lane

"Fare the last, don't even run away." MEMORIES: the chase, apartment, meditation, sail, jury and the Lady's driving around; earlier, sleep over. ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey I, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Concert Band I, 2, Symphonic Band 3; Word Ensemble 4.

AYA OMURA
27 Partridge Lane

ALEXANDER STEPHEN ORLOFSKY
11 Millhouse Lane

REBECCA ORMSBY
141 Walt Whitman Boulevard

PATRICK ORODECKIS
13 Banner Road

"In the last, don't even run away." MEMORIES: the chase, apartment, meditation, sail, jury and the Lady's driving around; earlier, sleep over. ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey I, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Concert Band I, 2, Symphonic Band 3; Word Ensemble 4.

EDWIN PAGAN
1507 Dogwood Drive

DEANA PAGNOTTI
9 Perot Avenue

CHRISTOPHER PALAZZO
15 Staffordshire Road

VIKASH PANDA
124 Saint Vincent Court

"You know that I gotta find a skipper now. What will it hold for me?" MEMORIES: Square lights, that's right! English projects; GPS, I ate dinner on the porch; State Tournaments; Opera Nights; Winning Newspapers; "The Hunt" 94. Both days never celebrated. Robinson's classes. The Big Hunt. Finally, got a band, but nothing to an ACTIVITIES: Varsity Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Captain 4; Model United Nations 2, 3, 4; Asian Cultural Society 2, 3, 4; French Club 2; Cum Laude 4; World Affairs 4; Indian Cultural Society 4; Blood Drive 4.
PAULA J. PARK
3 Steenhovem Drive
"Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord." MEMORIES: Youth Group, band. Favorite pastime: playing the guitar. Future plans: to become a nun.

TIMOTHY R. PARR
506 Knights Place
"What is understood need not be discussed." MEMORIES: 8th Grade basketball, 1996, 1st place. Future plans: to become a doctor. Future hobbies: playing the drums.

Michele Peist
10 West Brook Drive

Adrian Pelzman
30 Edgewood Drive
"If you see me on the right track, you will be able to run over me if you want to." MEMORIES: orchestra, band. Future plans: to become a teacher. Future hobbies: playing the violin.

Jacob Pelzman
30 Edgewood Drive
"Every day is a new day." MEMORIES: baseball, soccer. Future plans: to become a professional athlete. Future hobbies: playing the guitar.

Gregory Petrusin
208 Everham Road

Tina S. Philip
1760 Larsen Road
"Nothing is more precious than time that we have," MEMORIES: soccer, basketball. Future plans: to become a professional athlete. Future hobbies: playing the piano.

Jozette Phillips
836 Marlowe Road
"If you see me on the right track, you will be able to run over me if you want to." MEMORIES: softball, basketball. Future plans: to become a professional athlete. Future hobbies: playing the drums.

Jason Piaroski
124 Charter Place
"First impressions are the ones that last." MEMORIES: wrestling, basketball. Future plans: to become a professional athlete. Future hobbies: playing the guitar.

Joanne Pinaros
134 East Valley Brook Road
"When I think of all my friends, I think of you." MEMORIES: homecoming dance, prom. Future plans: to become a professional athlete. Future hobbies: playing the drums.

Lee Robert Plenn
1626 Mayflower Lane
"If you see me on the right track, you will be able to run over me if you want to." MEMORIES: softball, basketball. Future plans: to become a professional athlete. Future hobbies: playing the piano.

Alisha Mae Porter
203 Collins Drive
"Oh what a beautiful day." MEMORIES: softball, basketball. Future plans: to become a professional athlete. Future hobbies: playing the drums.
JAMES POWELL
102 Burnt Mill Road

JENNY RAMEZ
1221 Liberty Bell Drive

SANDEEP RATHI
100 Kilbrann Drive

KRISTIN RINEHART
1208 Hadleigh Court

JAMIE REINER
17 Southwood Drive

KRISTEN RHEE
1120 Hadleigh Court

YANG RAE RO
2077 Layley Drive

THOMAS REDDEN
5 Lakeside Drive

ANDREW J. RAIDER
5 Waverly Road

"If you ever drop your keys into a river of molten lava, let 'em go. Cause man, they're gone."
—Jack Handy, MEMORIES: Party and the ladies, Heridas, BURST! Sago, cool rules, nuts n bolts, put on the Dwayne, kings, going to VH1, jazz concerts in Canada, Kirov, delicious tons of coffee, walking home, meditation, paper/paper, see you in the blue room, Nap, cycling around on Park's moped. "What do we gonna do with that here?" Pappas, Pa at Back, Loppy's party, Garry, Soa, feet, people are moral, neglected, bad ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2, 3, 4, Lacrosse 3, 4, Chess Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Field Hockey 2, 4.

JENNIFER RAMIREZ
1221 Liberty Bell Drive

SANDEEP RATHI
100 Kilbrann Drive

"As a human being, one has been endowed with just enough intelligence to be able to see clearly how utterly inadequate that intelligence is when confronted with what exists. Albert Einstein MEMORIES: 12th-15th Midnight extravaganzas at 15A 85th displays goldplated engine w/Edison and Men's HR clubs' silent phone conversations in Cindy. "Yabou nooo, so fresh meat!" cutting Pier-Cali quiche w/Jimrell, Dear scurrying links and a moose. Early dismissal w/everybody quick into Race Wars, Olja, and Lewis, Canada, & Goose Club, "Let's play 21 in the back" ACTIVITIES: Eastside (1, 2, 3), Cougar's Den, Explorer (3), Asian Cultural Society (1, 2, 3, 4), Dem Leash (1, 2, 4, etc).

THEMSEO REYNNER
17 Southwood Drive

KRISTIN RINEHART
1208 Hadleigh Court

YANG RAE RO
2077 Layley Drive

THOMAS REDDEN
5 Lakeside Drive

"My answer to life's question is: I'm just going to spend the rest of my life thinking!"
—Memories: Freshman Decade, Great Adventures, boonies, My Sweet 16, Canoeing, Cottons, lunch buddies, smores, camp, Road, skunks, parlor games, Painters Pond, rockclimbing, summer '96, Del's house, Ron Jons concert. Park nights, Esther, Hello Kitty, Sephora, 2, Dinner with Jeff, Yamato, Basilics, Rhythms, Band, Bag Jeff, Sue Lina, Dinny, Hillary. You were great! I'm still here. For you're the best friend. More. Dad, Daryn, and Carl. Thanks for always being there. I LOVE YOU! ACTIVITIES: Softball 1, 2, 3, 4, SGA 1, 2, Tennis.
Senior Woes

The recipe calls for Higher Education night, the common application, teacher recommendations, your official transcript, and a personal statement (optional). Mix together and heat at stress level and you get one very nerve-wrecked senior.

Maybe senior year is not as easy as it seems. College applications create sort of a numbing headache that tunes out the rest of the world.

You have nothing personal to state in your personal statement; you realize that your SAT scores could not get you into clown college, and while everyone else seems to have everything else in order — you can not decide what you want to do with the rest of your life.

Your guidance counselor does not believe you have not chosen a major yet. You shrug your shoulders and try the next question. Why do you want to attend this particular university? Good question, why are you applying to Wisconsin in the first place?

Just when things are not looking good, when it seems that you are going to be living with your parents for the rest of your life, you manage to fill out the application at the last minute. You skipped the optional essays and exaggerated about being president of your youth group, but at least you got it done.

A few months later when you have managed to forget all about college applications, you get the letter in the mail. You close your eyes and pray that it is some admission officer's mistake, they actually let you into college. The envelope looks big. Not too big, but definitely not small. Well maybe not small. You look at it again and it seems to be the furthest thing from big.

Finally, after hell week in which you have decided where you want to go, you are starting to relax. The only things left to do are find a roommate, buy bedsheets, graduate, pick your classes, take down all the posters in your room, get a credit card, and try the college food.

OK, maybe relax is not the right word. But as long as you are not plagued by applications and you have a fuzzy idea of what you want to do, you can take the opportunity to exhale. After all, you have been holding your breath since the first day.

In the fall, seniors find themselves in the guidance office flipping through catalogue after catalogue of college information. Fortunately, Ken Worliko has the help of dedicated counselor Mrs. Linton to make the task a little more manageable.

MONICA KRISTINA RODRIGUEZ
1021 Eagle Lane

IAN ROSE
460 Browning Lane
"Being not about darkness, it's about intrigue. There's a fine line between, of course. Not even a fine line... it's a gounger forest." Robert Plaist MEMORIES: The "Grounner-Row" party. The Shrek Huck Finn with Simon, Skip, Stockwell, and a bottle of whipped cream, date of bobby and terrin. $1 to win $500.00. "No Way". Charles, please not above! Why can't I find The Fourteenhead? Blessed with Shadrin. "I need culture!". Jay and Charles at the Phillies game with Mercado. ACTIVITIES: Spanish Club 1, 2, 3.

MATTHEW ROSEN
103 Rye Road
"It is impossible to fall off mountains you fool!" MEMORIES: Fencing all those trips. Alaba, 11:00 Masses, personal drink, chicken at clock. "resident", writing about Jack. Young at seventeen. Batalla boy; crush, I should always have you. Jeff, tons of fun, you jump, talk shows, television races, midnight basketball. gourmet coffee. Dave: the beast big inci- dent. Foster implications. Alba, the Don.

JAMIE ROSENBERG
408 Duvan Drive
SETH WARE
101 Gainsboro Road

JONATHAN TODD ROSS
1313 Burghill Rd
MEMORIES: "Fame Anywhere?" "Is Abbey doing it too?" "No, you don't look like Brandon Lee or Robby Flanagan." Movie theater scene: "You're a wimp!" Touting the Promotes for hours. "Much Ado About Nothing? It wasn't THAT good. Learning Eric and Jessica's voice. "Let's look about me! Are you sure you don't want to return to camp?" "These things happen!" ACTIVITIES: One Acts Excellence in Acting 2; Best Actor (School 2); Best Actor (Backyard 3); Best Director 2; 3; 4; Madrigals 2; 3; 4; Crimsonens 4; Theosophy Society; U/P Activists 3; 4; All-State Chorus Section Leader 2; 3; 4; All-State Chorus; 3; 4; Marching Band 1; 2; 3; 4; NCTE Writing Competition 3; Rotary 3; Curr Leader 2

JACLYN RUBIN
1029 Bobushilate Drive
"I should know I'll look back at my tears and laugh, but I never knew that I'll look back at my teeth and cry." MEMORIES: Main Street, surfer, train cars, Clementina, first dives, checking bottles, Olga's, Deepdy's, auto parts, valets, Virginia trip, Boston, golden girls, junior prom, Melissa in glasses won't break. Met: Beautiful, Jen our BS grade counselor, True romantic, Cherryablitz; Pats the only guy, ACTIVITIES: Cosmetology; 1; 2; 3; 4; Spring Musical 2; 3; 4; Orchestra 1; 2; 3; 4; One Arts 2

LAURA M. RUBIN
51 Cameo Drive
"The difference is they can get back up and start shining again," MEMORIES: Soothe anything. Sharp deck, freshman dance N.Y.C., my freshman obsession, batch is the rock, Florida, Fraternity clothes, "my best friend... the Hopkins brother... "you're out, that's my ring to the toilet,. trend 50, N.Y.C. with Jack. Rhode Island 94 "who's my sleeping bag?" "I did it." "We post. To all my good friends, thanks for the memories!" Stole car pool from Mom, Dad. Baby Thanks for everything! ACTIVITIES: Track 1; 2; 3; 4; TOP 1; 2; 3; 4; Adopt-A-Grandparent 3; 4; Newspaper 4

COURTNEY L. RUDIN
303 Gatwood Place
"Once in a lifetime moments, don't just happen once in a blue moon." MEMORIES: 929 Sat. Show, Aurora, Elfik, Jack Black, whiskers, Pratts, summer at Harburs, Stay in the Sky. Play Poo w/ Allison and Bear, Are you moving? Great Adventures, the hopscotchcases, Carlo and Holly's clown spaces, Kipper's jacket, dust Porter? Porter, hangin' w/ Michelle, Abby, & Kazee, porch jobs and applejacks, snowball, James, The Laundromat Crate on at Friendly's ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse 1; 2; 3; 4; SGA Rep 2; 4; TOP 3; 4; Friends of the Environment 1; 2; 3; 4; Basketball 1

MICHELLE RUDINER
1002 Peacecock Lane

REBECCA ANN BUSCHMEIER
17 Dunbarton Road
17 Dunbarton Road
"Easy happiness consists not in the multitude of friends, but in their warmth and choice." Samuel Johnson MEMORIES: Club Was "Bath." Afternoon." New Year's 95, "Regency!" 95 concerts... "the null with Miss" quotes on with "Q" on what? Olga's Diane's, "the boy baby-sitter" visiting colleges (Belf. Brals. Andrews, etc.) "hugging in Eric." "it's from teachers breakfast and Purr." "Galbally" soccer dreams. never-ending love for Gurley "John Quinn Adams center" "all about these things don't forget my summer 96" parallel parking. "Gaynor." "Janice's housewarming." Alongside every weekend. "Mom, Dad, Akins. Clark's ACTIVITIES: soccer manager 2; 3; 4; waterskiing 1; 2; 3; 4; basketball 2; 4; SGA 2; 4; TOP 3; 4.

ROBYN RISIGNOLU
2 Whitby Road
"Sometimes a memory only asks what it wants to believe; and what's inflicted between our days and nights that don't mean a thing." Chris Robinson MEMORIES: UV, shore 94. Great Adventures, Soup Open Crew, getting crazy with having, face with Lauren. Are you nice?" summer trips throughout Woodcrest with Jeff and Caleb. Camp Celler. Ground Road, drunks, lacrosse with Eris, Charlotte, the swans with Nancy classes, boating, etc... "penguin redshirt's with live, panties, Silky-chaki, best yourself... to my friends and Jeff, thanks for the good times." Love you. ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse 1; 2; 3; 4; Spring Water 1; 2; 3; 4; Powder Puff 3; 4.

AMY SALMON
1009 Cardinal Lake Drive
"People become strange out by winning easy battles, but by losing hard-fought ones." MEMORIES: "Strong Wall." PulP Fiction, etc. "I don't know what she was" which are Frank's the shore ditches. In Prom: "That should I told." gym, midnight waters, Rocky Horror, truth or myth. "I'm Abilie" Seniors & Confucius: "Last." American Pie devoted. Colorado, DelRi, sleepless nights everywhere, pocket wallet. Philly trip secret societies. Washington, best friends; "that sounded like fun." ACTIVITIES: Lab Theater, Fall Show 2; 3; 4; Spring Musical 3; 4; One Acts 2; 3; 4; Mine Co. 2; 4; Haunted House 2; 3; 3; Thespian Society 3; 4; Historian 4.

NICOLE L. SALTBURG
21 Downing Street
"Keep off the flags and you can only risk victory." MEMORIES: Tennis trips. Gregs after, the MAC, matches with Eric, Linsie and the bugs. Who is it now? E77 great friends at Beaches. Gendarmerie, Verdeana Academy, England camp Gatubus. I have always been bit a crazy ACTIVITIES: Class President 3; Class Vice President, SGA Representative 1; 4; Classical 2; 4; Vice President; East Singers; National Helpers 1; 2; 3; 4; Big Brother/Big Sister 2; 3; 4; TOP 2; Blood Drive 3; 4; Girls State 3.

HEIDI SAMUELS
419 Barby Lane
"Keep off the flags and you can only risk victory." MEMORIES: Weekend trips to the shore, underarmos, foot high jumps, singing lessons, Sophomore Concert, The Oliven Garden, her cats composer on a cruise ship, Grand Canyons junior and senior proms, Boys 1st Mem Concert, Norman's Bath with Lauren, Jars, and Jere, getting accepted to college, ACTIVITIES: Marching Band 3; 4; Spanish Club 1; 2; 3; 4; TOP 1; Blood Drive 3; 4; writer's section of Chameleon & Adopt A Grandparent 1; 2; 3; 4; Intersport Club 1; 2.

SHANA SANDROW
201 Collins Drive
WHAT WOULD YOU LEAVE?

SANDY SCHOFIELD
39 Lakosene Drive

"Lest don't know" MEMORIES: short, parties at Yale reading Howard Stern body parts. Jr. and St. Piers HS. Always don't shake the cookies. Danielle has many, tub by tub. Bullet, Down, Ocean City (PETE). Jelli step there's a car (Howard). What's going on. Springfield, the Foills. staplers. I'll show you never. Ill sit. 6 and 7. I'm just off. falling off the gift. aren't gonna find no mistake here". TERIBI. To all my friends you know who you are. Thank you. I'll miss you. ACTIVITIES: Football Manager 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 4; Powder Puff 3, 4.

Satisfied with making their mark at Cherry Hill East, Bryna Kwartz, Ari Starkman, and Kim Wolf look toward the school with a sense of closure, prepared to open a new chapter in their lives. Though they leave behind a part of themselves, they take the memories of their high school years with them.

The idea of a time capsule, something by which to remember these past four years, forced seniors at East to recall their most memorable moments here. "I would put in my tennis racket and all our team trophies," said Abby Radbill, a member of the East tennis team. Some students were not as definite about what they would include. Jamie Lustbader, Editor-in-Chief of Eastside, started off with: "I'd leave an edition of Eastside..." and then trailed off.

Of course, every senior had those special few items that he or she would include. Ben Green said, "I guess I'd put in some of my CD's, like Jimmy Hendrix. I'd put in my football jersey and my Sega." Jeeun Choi said he would include his lucky 8 ball and one of his hats.

But a few seniors chose items to reflect their current philosophy as a teenager, such as Monica Kim. She said, "I'd put in my photo albums, pictures of my friends, prom pictures, souvenirs of places I've travelled, and my favorite book."
Imagine this: you are a freshman coming into high school; it's a new school that you have never been to before. You are nothing in this vast ocean of teenagers. There are so many new faces, and you do not know what to do. All that runs through your mind is, "Don't look and act like a fool!"

This is the prominent thought of many freshmen coming into East. Most freshmen do not want to present themselves as morons, so they just follow the "cool" students around. Throughout their next few years, they start to "hang out" with true friends. "Senior year is a time to find true friends, after four years of searching, everyone is just themselves by the final year. No one has the time to deal with fakes," said Jackie Lichtman ('96). As a result, more seniors do whatever feels proper, and do not care how they act.

Seniors feel indifferent because they know that few people will laugh at their style. "As a senior, you don't have to hide your emotions, you can be yourself," said Gregg Goldenberg ('96). By their final year, seniors have established their own identity through a culmination of their high school experiences.

Scott Eastwood, with his aquamarine spiked hair and distinctly alternative way of dressing, is certainly one of East's more individual seniors.

Here, with his newly dyed orange-yellow hair, Eastwood confirms that he truly knows and is comfortable with his own identity.
AMY SHAVELSON  
510 Fireside Lane

"Glocks, air hockey. Music
trips. Water therapy. Bath, my
closest form of a plumber:
Egg-shaped cows. Driving
devices. Honda motorcycles.
Diyable Plants. Ohia again
and again. "Cross my heart."
Loose, bushed at Eighth Hill.
Fisk Baking.

Valerie Shaw  
307 Society Hill

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are so small
compared with what lies within us." MEMORIES: Meeting Ben,
in the South Shore Symphony Orchestra. Fundraisers.
Accessions.
"Bird of Office."
My mother. My mom, Dad, Janice and Alex.
ACTIVITIES: Emmaline 1, 2, 3.
Blood Drive 3.
Tennis 1, 2, 3. Sophomore Coholics and Spirit Work chap-
ions.

Lauren R. Shorr  
1427 Sterling Lane

"What you want, but always be you." MEMORIES:
Goldfish. I love you always. West Side drive bys. Camp '92 &
'95. Street gang. Smith. "Hey man, who's the party?"
Nico mom. "Wooden rose."
Philpot."s fake mail. Lori.
Cheating. My best friend. Don't worry.
Thanks for everything. I love you all! ACTIVITIES:
Soccer 1, 2, 3. Cheerleading 1, 2.

Matthew Shreiban  
410 Country Club Drive

"Friendship is Power." MEMORIES: Walking into the gala
bathroom. Hanging out with the crew. Dr. Virginia's party.
New Year's Eve '95. Oprah. Max Fry and Mr. Bill, football team.
Mike severe injury. Home 350 Legendary Parkinson's class '95.
Don's at the movies. ACTIVITIES: FOP 1, 4. Blood Drive 3, 4.

Elginia Shirkhina  
1505 Randy Lane

"Look all you can. It's a mistake not to." MEMORIES: Dollar
Express. Push experiments. Walking on Blood Drive. Getting
my own car. Lunch with the boys. "Are you going to Phipps?

Jeffrey Simons  
2007 Anne Road

MEMORIES: Pinto Halt & catch - Landenburg. Ultimate
Fighting Championships @ Gateway. Pool w/ Almondine 2.
SAM. "Shit into Ginger & Ambry." Pantry w/ Park. Mee. Kid
... where all the cool kids at the Project Graduation.
... concern (Phish)." She's Dash. ohne. Tol. Booth. Willie. canoe. 3.
ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4. SGA 1, 2, 3. 4. Spanish Club 1, 2.

Allison S. Singer  
136 Kilburn Drive

"Life moves pretty fast, if you don't stop and look around once
in a while, you could miss it." MEMORIES: The beach, kitchen.
Table. Sandy's basement. Nine home. Special Olympics, baby
sitting Beach. Israeli '93 camp, study groups, helpful kiss from
me. I don't drive. Olga or Friends trips to Philadelphia. I don't
get it. Since Miller '96. Janet Jackson with the gift. Von
Haden who was there. Spanish. Gluck. Ya man's got a lot of
Washington, L.A. 13 unforgettable years! ACTIVITIES:
Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12. Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12. FOP 9, 10, 11, 12.
SGA 9, 10, 11, 12.

Courtney Smith  
26 Bredsworth Drive

"The best of days are the first to few." MEMORIES: Nancy, Lisa.
Big Courtyard. And 1, the Canada, the football games, the
Mangun. Goddess with Dan. Senior Prom. Fink. Fox Hollow
Forsyth. Best friend Ricca. Dan's bar event. Finance. Eat or le
train. St. Luzzo. Paint night club and specials. New Years Eve
'95. Don't want to go swimming today. Betta Tanya in the
cat. Lisa Vic and Liz. Sitting the pop stand, eating ice,
winning election. Goodbye to the summer, long winner, broken
back. High school from Katrina. Annual class. ACTIVITIES: student
government, vice president of senior class. FOP. Watering.

Jillann N. Smith  
10 Cobblestone Road

10 Cobblestone Road

"I wish I wish for too many things, I wish I know what I wish for
I wish I wish for too much." MEMORIES: Janine. "What?" Diving
the jeep. doornail. Ekked trip 1, 2, 2. Looking up. on
Roughwater trip. Rolling down hill at pit. Hmmm, what can i
burn. Dekkerman. What's up? Stop picking. Lauren Volcker
Eating many. Leo Driving stick. Waterfron trips. Brandon's
pool. My hands and more. Thanks for the great memories.
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4. Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4.
Softball 1, 2, 3, 4.

Richard Song  
1417 Autumn Lane

"I came. I saw. I didn't care." MEMORIES: Operation Pig
Chemistry class. 1A. 2B. 3C. 4D. 176 Internship with John
October 20. 1995 and the white蔓 Marina. New Year's tradi-
... the mask. The one that my nose. Unrelated Metabolism.
No one sang (it's known). When's Suisse Stephanie ball Stephanie heaven.
$44 even. I told her to call me. 5 pairs of black jeans. Rick
Gee. My mom's going to my ears. Paula not
grating. "The Tale of the Black Mustard. ACTIVITIES:
Korean Cultural Club. 1, 2, 3, 4. 5. 6. "The Zip 2, 5. Asian Culture
Society 1, 2, 3, 4. Science League 3.

Evan Spigelman  
10 Tower Court

"What's a strange trip it's been." MEMORIES: Olga. Pinto.
Volley. Nina. Dead concert. lake
Church and Choir Marathon. Magic Doughnut, masturbation
Skiing range. Summer of '96. Ocean City. Break late in the
out for Page and Plant. Super Frees. Rubber Pieces. Spending
the summers in Israel and Cush.ckord.
JOSHUA ANDREW STABINSKI
308 Nature Drive

KEVIN SUWALD
128 Wait Whitman Boulevard
HOMETOWN: WHAT'S HOMETOWN: MEMORIES: Cherry Park, Davis Ave, Nick: both Aaron's; Greg: Mr. Lawrence's dance; eating, Durham and Dumber; idol: pens; Pink Floyd concert; Woodstock '69, Denver's: Breakfast in the morning, playing street hockey with Geoff, Adrian, Elliot, both Tom Party optics: just hanging out with everyone in Cherry Hill. The truth: Monte's hit and run; Dave's moment of Baron's: Live concert; Tail gate party at the Dead show: These False passers: alien: Latty Sue at Clancy City: The Farm: None: Plays hockey: Tennis: Basketball: ACTIVITIES: ice Hockey 1/4.

JONATHAN SZURMAN
431 Gatewood Road

JEFFREY TABNICK
1806 West Point Drive

MARK TAMBURRINO
1119 Bottomwood Drive

MICHIELLE TAN
632 Barnford Road

SOMINH THOMAS
303 Irew Road

JENNIFER TOMAR
1820 Rolling Lane

PATRICK D. TOMASSETTI
19 North Beach Drive
Memories Of East

Although complaining about East seems to be a favorite pastime of many students, most seniors can find some enjoyable things about it. Science labs rank first on the list. The ever present danger of singeing one’s hair while leaning over a Bunsen burner or crushing one’s fingers with falling 500 gram masses fills every lab period with excitement. The labs allow students to see textbook concepts at work and serve as a diversion from a week of dry lectures. Jae Won Choi (’96) said, “Even though I got soaked several times, water fights in Chemistry 1 and II brightened my whole day.

The teachers of East have also changed seniors’ lives for the better. Sandeep Rathi (’96) said, “Although he is not my regular teacher, Mr. Lerner has given me great advice about biology, especially in reproduction. Because teacher’s help, some seniors have noticed improvements in their work. My English teacher helped me develop my grammar skills, which made my papers more forceful,” said Sarah Bluhm (’96).

Seniors have also enjoyed the wide range of extracurricular activities offered at East. “I like that there is a great variety of activities for all types of people with all types of interests,” said Peter Honig (’96). After-school activities allow students to spend more time with their friends. “I like painting signs after school because my friends and I sometimes drop paint on each other,” said Anne Chu (’96). With exciting classes, helpful teachers, and fun activities, there’s a lot to love about East.

LAUREN TROIANO
1005 Berlin Road

“A Dream is a wish your heart makes” MEMORIES: Shana, Joanne, “Now you see”， “Oh, I didn’t or did you get scared?”, Night of the Living Dead. “What, he wanted to kiss me?”, Wizard of Oz. Shapely: Maria is Dorothy ... Conquest 7th; the SAT’s Shara and predator and Rob’s Dance with sharks and gang ... It seems predictable; the cupcake incident at my party. Joanne and me at the shoe house across city. Lance, Shane, beautiful. Angel and Hayden. dusk’s little cereal; Bean’s Rocky Horror Picture Show. Ocean City. Mary, land Phillips. Lunch with period fri 2. I even, and Joe... And many more memories!

JA-SHIN TSANG
129 Partree Road

STEVEN S. VARON

3 Chateau Drive

"Everybody's got the right to be happy." — Stephen Sondheim, MERRILY WE ROLL ALONG

MEMORIES: Peter, Powerade; Guillermo, Sheep's Ribs; Stevan, Todd; Lendina, Blood Brothers; Driving around the block; Thespian Olympics; Halloween Dance; THE WALL; Snugly, Connolly's; Dustin, Sandman & Tim Drury; Chad, A Day; Handel Swag; PUP; Poona, Mamma Cado; The Westies; GZ, Virginia; Scrap; Randy, Conover; Garrison Theatre; Sherron, Bandit; Leslie Miller, Blue Sangria; & Chia Rizzos. ACTIVITIES: Spring Musical 1, 2, 3, 4, Fall Show 1, 2, 3, 4; One Act 1, 2, 3, 4; Men's Co. 2, 3, 4 (Manager); East Singers 2, 3; Multiplex 3; Trinity Symphony 3; Secondary: Los Angeles 1, 2; All-State Chorus 2, 4; Rotary & Governor's School Finalist 3.

JOHNNY TUCKER

8 Bridesbury Drive

ROB UHR

1045 Bob White Drive

AMELIA VALERO

146 Renaissance Drive

"Every man must know for himself what he wants to do..." — MERRILLY WE ROLL ALONG

MEMORIES: 929 Save Shot, summertide, Rock & Roll, Soccer 95, Fat Pig; Love Shack; Little Moments; being doused by the Lovers; Cars and Hats' chimes; BERNHARDT'S, special Olympics, the apprehensive, yet sea money; holl, late nights with Brian, Great Adventure, Ponto; Frankie, your so cool; willie, pancakes and apple sauce, Rhapsody in Pink, Stumper, hangout with: Carole, Kandi, and Mike; scoubidoo, Lafayette crew — see ya at Friendly's; ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4, Captain; POP 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Atlantic of Week: Governor 4.

THOMAS R. VEEVERS, JR

1 N. Green Acre Drive

"Trust in the Lord with all your heart; and lean not unto your own understanding." — Proverbs 3:5, 6. MEMORIES: All of the people who made it possible to survival these four years: Ann, Lors; Kim, Steve, Dennis, Tom; Sam, Carl, Nancy, Peter, Louise; White frocks in the Cold; Football after school; Spanish; Julio Torrence; Is the ceiling falling?; Gang gets together at Lorz; Thanks to Lorz and Austin for helping me in my times of need; ACTIVITIES: Bowling 1, Tennis Club 2, 3, 4; SCA 1, 2, 3, 4; F.D.R. 3, 4; ILS 3 and 4; EAST 2, 3, 4; RYLA 3.

ABBE VERNICK

35 Dublin Lane

"And when did you stop tasting, and it was the best choice I ever made." — MERRILLY WE ROLL ALONG

MEMORIES: Did you go to pick; Baby Doll's World 95; being teens, singing choirs, carhounding, kitchen, Liza love you; Art 1, hr; Mr. J.; Borning. Tom Olsen, April 22, steady sticks, black book, just fine minutes. Suicide-memories, about 95, I'm captives, softly & snigg. Polish concerns light film, these sequence, waves at junior prom. To all good friends, thanks for the memories, room, diet, Crag, I love you. Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Eastside 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 4.

MATTHEW WALKER

1915 Huntington Drive

"Do what you can, with what you have, where you are." — Theodore Roosevelt. MEMORIES: Duke, Hair, My pool, Colonial pizza, Don't tell my parents. Brat 10 am out of here. My name is Dan lets be friends, four house dinners, hearts at hatch, snowboard, tight fit, Yoga hiking. Kurt Faye, dinner of 94, Artistic 9, 10, 11 crush, Summer of 95 jobless, what else can go wrong. Fishing down the patio. Just talking late, we are meeting at my house. Lady, Don't you twist my car. Thanks for the wonderful ACTIVITIES: Soccer 3. Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 4.

AUSTIN WANG

5 Lucille Lane

"Life is like a train. You can't make mistakes; you can'tUNITY; friends, hate, rating water; Howard: Frankie; Jane, camp; roommates at camp; Vic; Swad. Mr. and Ed (love-union impossible); Caro (stuck club), thumbs down 95, Brainy (non-Asian girl, first sense and A long black hair! Jane and Sam basics: Sam brothers: 100th birthday; 1400 Beamer: Barking, Scream the laughter, (great, Jodhpur, trans, Bessman, Brand guffawing laugher), etc.) yelled at Almen parents; against Deeply Paul. 5 mins pristine; Baraboo, Tampereh, Chanka (chess), Monica, love aid, high scope; late talkie; Sciences (spatial); Admissions ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; win ensemble 1, 2, 3, 4.

JOANIE WANG

1316 Bunker Hill Drive

"No one knows what he is doing..." — MERRILLY WE ROLL ALONG

MEMORIES: Dance, Indoor Ballrooms, Sneak-Weapon Box at banquet. "Less on Me"; apple, stand, "ain't; Savia's pink party; accident process; "Girly;" PM 256; "Someone let wet breast!"; Hollenbeck/Madina, White Fang, Spiders, Vegans, SATWorth with Mr. Hess, "I'm not as smart as I think I am!"; Prommoming "Newcomb; "You took the last one!";უფარ- sister; Canada try: Ruckpah with Lily and Al; Artistic 9; Jodie Deeply: Paul 5 min pristine; Baraboo, Tammereh, Chanka (chess), Monica, love aid, high scope; late talkie; Sciences (spatial). Admissions ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; win ensemble 1, 2, 3, 4.

THOMAS R. WEAVER, JR

625 Goyden Drive

"To thee now will I be true." — MERRILLY WE ROLL ALONG

MEMORIES: Daddy's Home; "Jim, stop me, you sleeping on me!" The 12-technic Oedipus; Sherry, Mr. and Mrs. Weaver, The Popular Big Daddy; 21 Macaroni at a.m.; Shreveport and the locker theme: any Four shoe; Rags and the Amazing Multiballad Fall Show; The Project's: Give me all your money; Jim, it's me; "Flappy Valentino, Brandon Love or Ralph Parente" and (inserted) ACTIVITIES: Drama 3, 4; East Singers 3, 4; Peer Mediation 3, 4; Casual Harmony 4; Thompson Society (Officer) 3, 4.
TRICKS TO GET THROUGH SENIOR YEAR

You don't think you are going to make it through the 178 days of school left.
Your books have gotten heavier, your classes harder, and your days longer.
Luckily, there are a few ways to survive, and the seniors are well aware of them all.
"I go to my guidance counselor after every period. I couldn't survive otherwise," said Jason Lefkowitz. It's a valid excuse. You are applying to college, and you do need help to guide you there. It's your future: flip through brochures, watch videotapes, listen to college representatives speak. Who knows, maybe Chihuahua College is right for you.
If that doesn't work, there is always the gym locker excuse. Only seniors, though, have it down perfect. You pull outside with a hammer, two jackravennes, and a frustrated look while the rest of your class is putting golf balls. You sadly explain that your locker just won't open. No, you don't know why this is the third time this week it has gotten stuck.
Your teacher sits you down; he wouldn't want you to get hurt playing a sport that apparently requires gym shorts. You pull out your pillows so you can sleep while the rest of your class searches the field for their lost golf balls.
There are other tricks to make it through the day, but the most popular is going out to breakfast. Olga's, Danny's, and Friendly's are filled with seniors who 'forgot to do their second period English homework. And as a growing teenager, you need good nutrition. Breakfast, after all, is the most important meal of the day.
For those seniors who have mastered these tricks, school can be a breeze. With breakfast, broken lockers, and guidance appointments, you are left with only one period of what you thought would be a terrible Monday. Lunch.
Whoever said senior year would be difficult was never truly a senior.
Rachel Katz jokingly cheats off Risa Sang-Ura's test, demonstrating a favorite technique for good grades of some students.

SHERYL WEINBERG
952 Kresson Road
"Love for India: Dreams for tomorrow. Lacey from yesterday." MEMORIES: Just the end of U.S. Finals, Dance Video; Run the Perimeter; Win, Win & Gate: for Senate Bus; Caesar III; Israel Experience '88; Summer Fun in the Ring Knocks Down the Card Castle; Monopoly: Caissens; Men; Graze Experience; Coach Farm; Dance; Road Trip; Lee Brian and many more.
ACTIVITIES: Eastside 1, 2, 3, 4; Cougar's Den 1, 2, 3; Cheerleading 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff Football 3; Class Secretary/Treasurer 1; SGA Representative 2; Big Brother/Big Sister Chairperson 6; Computer Orientation Chairperson 3, Blood Drive 2, 3.

JOSH WEINER
134 Renaissance Drive

MICHAEL WEINSTEIN
1904 ROLLING LANE
"I'm astonished by people who say they want to 'know' the universe when they can't even find their way around Chis- town." -- Woody Allen
MEMORIES: Benny, Adam, More; Brandon, Shapi, Bith, Tawer, Frank, Doug; Nikkei friends; for the UCLA; waga were all the fights on Main; memorial weekend: so: find a broom... Jumbo Ray: the "big," and: the video... Men's locker; my leg; channel 33, 54 with Games; $100; Melvin; talking; conclusion; watching Garth; Gator's last night; Bar's pool; Font's house; summerhouse's my money; fishin'; the Greens. Thanks for all the good times.
ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2, 4; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 4.

MITCHELL A. WEISSMAN
1607 Chanticleer
"Good, Great, Terrible, Fantastical." MEMORIES: Flur Danke: Dancer of Junior year; New Year's at Dave's & M. Pynes; Memorial Day; weekend; West trip; Fossiles; Had a basement; Tomatoes and Friends; Playing pool: Damo: Last week of last summer; Scott's apartment; College; tattoos; parties; The show: Zoe; Glenn's Poker; body: Rickie's & our English Class Junior year; BIG AI: Trip to Deserted Mall (124); Cos: Lakeview later; C's Barbergera: Trip to the show.
ACTIVITIES: Peer's Society 3, Demographics.

ROBIN WEITZ
24 Greentree Way
"Now are days you'll remember. Never before and never since, I promise." 20000 Marches MEMORIES: Snowball light; Cooper clan and Coolie's 写真: Love Shack; Zoolock: Don dialogues Wilt: Naples: I'm like a siren; Healer: Lethemian: Sammiches: Michelle I love you like a sister; Starling Make: Concerts with Tony and Abbie; Cutting Practice with Rachel and Bonnie; Nipples with the Wahoo clan; French Toast at Segal: Kelly Breme Diets, got any make-up tips?" Mean and Dead I love you. ACTIVITIES: Vanity Swimm- ing 1, 2, 3, 4 (Co-Captain) Respect For Drugs.
ALLISON WELDE 1503 Pleasant Drive

The moment may be temporary, but the memory is forever.

JEFFREY WIEN 6 Roland Court

“Or I wish I were an Oscar-worthy writer. That is what I really like to be.” MEMORIES: Fishing up the ears. Waiting around with 20 pounds of books my first day because my locker wouldn't open.

KIMBERLY M. WOLF 1228 Liberty Bell Drive


KIMBERLY A. WORRILO 1408 Autumn Lane

"Sometimes in never quite enough." MEMORIES: To my friends of the past, present, and future, there for the memories. To anyone or anything I do not mention, I did not forget, thank you. Misses. Gelles, and me, Benberg. I'm not talking. LET'S GO PLAYERS! East Truth, Jr., Varsity, High. Olga. The Siegels. Sandy, Rider Hospital. Especially in the Book. 2. You are the best friend in the world. I love you! What were your stories? Ours, Allis and Forever. Ye ACTIVITIES: field hockey 1, 2, 3, 4. basketball 1, 2, 3, 4. track and field 1, softball 2, baseball 3, 4, powder puff 3.
LOUIS S. VI
308 Hadleigh Drive

"People continue out of the decrease of one's pretensions but in the increase of one's good." MEMORIES: Sterling's Chemistry classes, English projects, Depressing music, midnight talks. Anna can play ball! Chien Chueh, Cathalyn Geraci, Friendships. I will always cherish Great Christmas Present. We'll only do it once a month. Ha! You're in my English class again. Superfriends, the U.N. Clary. hat time, I'm Los. . He's Out. The park. Square lights. That's bad. Run Forest Run! Don't get me mad. . . Ow! One small Olga's The Big Hurt. Mr. Happy Dutke. ACTIVITIES: Korean Club 1 1, 2, 3, 4, Tennis 1, 2, World Affairs 1, 2, 3, 4, One Acts 3.

MELISSA ZAPPAN
52 Southwood Drive

"In spite of everything. I still believe that people are really good at heart." Anne Frank. Memories: Midnight sessions dancing in the sash, Rocky Horror, Puppets on the beach. My Dearest Friend: The Midnight Society, Tom, Kai, and Mihe the Politician. Em's party. "I just want to be friends.", "I'll admire"; thrash-lenting, poker 2 a.m. talks. "Bat Aman", aumento singers and the 8-8 bus. Kumate. Your about these Math?", Olga's our own "My Sunshine", best friend. Activities: Lab Theatre 1, 2, 3, Fall Show 2, 3, Spring Musical 1, 3, Haunted House 1, 2, 3, One Acts 5.

ANTHONY JAMES ZAPPASODI
135 N. Valleybrook Road


GREGORY ACQUAVIVA
31 Southwood Road


SHAWNA ANDERSON
1946 Birchwood Park Drive

ETHAN CAPRI
18 Green Tree Way

MARINA CASTILLO
23 Cobblestone Road

VISHAL NAIK
5 Kilburn Court


JULIE R. POITEVIE
16 Roland Court


MARK RAFFERTY
311 Railroad Boulevard


JEREMY G. SELLERS
104 East Valleybrook Road

THERESA THORNTON
14 Hilltop Drive

176
Vikash Panda ('96) prepares to hit a powerful backhand before going on to win his match at the Moorestown Classic. "An important part of playing tennis is keeping focused," said Panda. "You have to forget about everything else and concentrate on the game at hand."

Carefully eyeing the ball, Brian Chow ('97) determines where to line up his arms. Perfect positioning is an important component of making a strong pass to the setter.

Christine Allen ('97) cheers on batter Jami Reiner ('96), who must reach first base before the ball does. Said Allen, "The enthusiasm of the team urges players to do their best."

Kevin Roche ('97), one of the volleyball captains for the '96 season, shows off his powerful jump serve. Perfecting a jump takes incredible timing and a lot of practice. "We always work each other as hard as we can. Some of our best games of the season are in practice," said Roche.


Mr. Wood, Pete Ness, Dan Cho, Warren Baden, Mr. Moelmann, Hosein Yeh, Warren Su, Kevin Roche, Rob Mullin, Howard Yeh, Sam Kuo, Brian Chow, Mike Li, Jeff Ayres, Tom Voltaggio.

Springing Into Sports

By mid-March, the minds of most students wander to the approaching summer vacation. While the average student finds it hard enough to concentrate on school, finals, and SAT's, the spring athletes must also strive to keep focused at practices and games. Nevertheless, motivation among team members does not slip. Indeed, the drive to win often soars to new heights. Amanda Hartung ('96) said, "I love the hype at the end of the year. It is intense, and it gives you so much energy."

The spring season, like every other, requires a great amount of dedication from the players. With the pressure and the power of the hype, love for the game drives this dedication. The moment they cross the finish line or make the final goal, all doubts about playing dissolve. "At the end of the year, everyone is also alive and full of energy. Instead of being exhausted, we are pushed even further by the chaos," said Allison Singer. As every sports player knows, energy and spirit are perhaps the two most important characteristics of a strong team. Every year, among spring athletes, these two qualities rise with the temperatures.


GOLF: Coach Sheppard, Andrew Ittleson, Gregory Bengamesco, Shaun Upjohn, Bryan Beany, Jeffrey Mencucco, Mike Stiglitz, Coach Nec.

Gritting her teeth in determination, Kayce Cherry (‘96) cradles the ball as opponents run to stop her. Teammate Susan Kim (‘96) said, “Kayce is an outstanding athlete with the ability to weave in and out of any defense.” With Miss Schoeckel’s reinforcement, the team has learned the importance of such maneuvers as cradling, faking, and ground ball pickups.
Leaders Of The Pack

TEAM. A simple four-letter word that means much more than it seems to: unity, cooperation, determination, achievement. But a team cannot be successful without talented leaders. As Allison Singer (’96), co-captain of both the girls’ varsity soccer and lacrosse teams, said, "All seniors play a big part in varsity sports teams; they carry the responsibility of setting an example for the younger players. The captains reinforce this job and bring the whole team together."

Because experience comes with age, seniors have the job of demonstrating what they know to younger team members by helping them at try outs and later at practices and games. The leaders' experience allows them to accept defeat and comfort the other members when the situation looks bleak. "It is the job of the captains to raise the morale of the team and to motivate the athletes to do well," said Vikash Panda (’96), captain of the boys' tennis team.

Having the necessary experience also means having a good connection with the coach. The seniors are familiar with their coaches' expectations, and can use the knowledge to lead the team in the right direction. The coaches count on the seniors to organize the team.

Seniors obviously contribute much to their team. Underclassmen have the opportunity to show gratitude for their help with Senior Day, when the younger team members surprise the seniors of the team with food, posters, and candy. On both sides, Senior Day is almost like a holiday. Cathy Kim (’96), member of the girls' lacrosse team, said, "On Senior Day, you really feel appreciated and realize you're an important part of the team."

Every gaffer knows that an accurate putt is the most crucial play in the game. While practicing their skills, Shaun Upjohn (’95) makes sure that Jeff Mankowski’s (’95) club goes directly back before he makes contact with the ball.

To show unity, the girls' lacrosse team has a pre-game ritual of raising their sticks together, and then saying a cheer for good luck. "It shows that we are ready to play as one," said Susan Crocetti (’97).
His eyebrows knitted in intense concentration, Austin Wang ('96) bears down hard to keep a lead over his fence competitors. In track, Austin prefers to tackle the long distances rather than the short sprints. "I have a peculiar affinity for long distance running; my nonconformist beliefs attract me to events that few individuals have the guts and determination to compete in," he said.

With perfect form, Matt Selverian ('96) takes a practice swing to prepare for the pitch. His intense concentration overrules the chaos of the fans and the determination of the pitcher.

GIRLS' SOCCER: Kristy Erickson, Jodi Brenner, Stacey Greenblatt, Janel Punnell, Shannon Agner, Michele Van De Rijn, Kayce Cherry, Allison Singer, Leslie Drikswater, Jen Arzalone, Lauren Shorr, Coach Troutman, Debbie Jacobs, Julia Gorman, Nancy Dwyer, Richa Verma, Nikiti Jay, Jessica Naumann, Caryn Davis, Jaime Kasselman, Barbara Jones.

BASEBALL: Coach Martin, CJ Davis, Heath Abramsohn, Joc Gornell, Dave Doe, Jason Alessandri, Chris Kehoe, Chris Palazzo, John Pyne, Coach Nehring, Sean Brooks, Nick Daly, Matt Selverian, Dan Grady, Craig Catanoso, Chris Fugaro, Jeff Fineman.

BOYS' TRACK: Coach Hubbard, Coach Gribbin, Dave Mike, Mike Napoliitto, Steve Saminsky, Chen Choe, Mike Sanders, Marc Harris, Coach Wexlerman, John Bates, Jon Costigan, Rob Landers, Rich Tiede, Roger Chung, Matt Walker, Dan Novack, Karen Kokovala, Kayemb Patel, Mike Johnson, Jon David, Jeff Cohen, Rob Kast, Eddie Che, Rich Ke, Thomas Feng, Mike Butcher, Neal Weinman, Chris Tuba, Ben David, Ben Lee, Tyler Schulte, Norman Ong, Ben Green, Preetish Srikar, Curtis Srikar, Matt Saminsky, Joe Alipio, Adam Cegler, George Mowatt. Eric Bonnette, Ben Brand, Robert Swain, Josh Donner, Sam Schubin, Adam Burke, Zahid Briz, Austin Wang.
Fully armed in his baseball helmet, gloves, and cleats, David Doe (96) slides into home base, only a few feet behind the catcher.

Matt Waller (96), setting up for the pole vault event, has been a member of the track team for four years. A combination of upper body strength, technique, and concentration, pole vaulting requires a great amount of energy and drive.

Jinxing The Jocks

Walking around ladders, handling mirrors carefully, and staying away from black cats are familiar ways of avoiding bad luck, but East athletes have some original superstitions of their own.

Many students have rituals that they perform right before the start of a game. Deepa Krishnan (96), a captain of the volleyball team, said, "During warm-ups I have to get four serves in. If I get the fourth in, I stop, but if I don't, I keep trying until I do." Joanie Wang (96), who also plays volleyball, said, "I have to bounce the ball five times before serving it or else it won't go over the net."

The idea that what happens right before a sports event affects the outcome of an event is a popular superstition. A member of the football team, Mike Johnson (96) said, "Nobody can say the word 'injury' or describe an injury around the team. If they do, we all knock on wood praying that an injury doesn't occur to ourselves or any other player."

Many popular superstitions or traditions among East's athletes involve clothing. Joe Padlo (97) said, "For baseball, I have to put on my right sock before the left. I've been doing it ever since tee-ball." Frank Zmuda (97), who plays football said, "I have a certain pair of socks for game day. I also always wear a certain pair of cleats for practice and a different pair for games."

Other athletes follow similar traditions with their uniforms. Some wear a certain undershirt, or a specific pair of socks for away games and another for home games. Though many people consider superstitions to be meaningless, East's athletes constantly follow rituals that are sure to ward off bad luck and ensure success.

Zoning in on the goal post ahead, Marie Houry (96) controls the soccer ball with fancy footwork to score for her team. Howie realizes that every little point counts because one goal can make the difference between winning and losing.
Poised carefully on the balance beam, Ashley Gordon ('96) demonstrates the strength and flexibility necessary for gymnastics. With many years of experience behind her, she has a vital edge over all of her competitors.

After a tough meet, Jackie Worthington ('96) takes a drink of water to try to cool off. One of the most dedicated members of the cross country team, Jackie's hard work always pays off in competition.

---

### Girls' Cross County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girls' Cross County</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twp.</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Girl's Gymnastics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>89.75</td>
<td>90.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddon</td>
<td>82.25</td>
<td>28.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>84.20</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>87.28</td>
<td>103.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>89.50</td>
<td>89.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>91.85</td>
<td>103.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunterdon</td>
<td>93.65</td>
<td>72.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>93.40</td>
<td>92.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>84.40</td>
<td>29.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>92.75</td>
<td>107.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>107.30</td>
<td>92.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>53.25</td>
<td>90.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>92.45</td>
<td>104.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Girls' Soccer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girls' Soccer</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingsway</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millville</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Girls' Volleyball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girls' Volleyball</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kings Academy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair Lawn</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... the difference
Preparing to return the ball back to her opponent with her powerful forehand, Marie Chen ('96) plants her back foot firmly in order to balance herself. For the past few years, she has demonstrated great dedication to the team, practicing even on her own free time.

**Boys' Gymnastics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haddon Township</td>
<td>89.35</td>
<td>85.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>92.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>77.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunterdon Township</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>94.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddon East</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddon Township</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>93.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>100.4</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>95.31</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunterdon Township</td>
<td>103.7</td>
<td>103.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>106.15</td>
<td>99.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Girls' Tennis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown Friends</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Township</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddonfield</td>
<td>4½</td>
<td>½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown Friends</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millville</td>
<td>4½</td>
<td>½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>4½</td>
<td>½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middletown</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumson Fair Haven</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manasquan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Boys' Soccer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glencliff Township</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Field Hockey**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Football**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IS in the stats!**

1995 Fall Stats 185
Road To Victory

Bus rides can be long and monotonous unless you are a member of a fall sports team on the way to an important game. Since these athletes often travel long distances to games or meets, they have found clever ways to pass the time and prepare for the event.

Bus activities vary greatly from team to team. Cross-country team members use bus time to calm themselves before stressful meets. "The atmosphere is very relaxed. You don't feel the pressure of the run," said Kevin Roche (97) a member of the cross-country team.

While some teams try to relax, others spend the bus ride psyching themselves up. To get ready for their games, the girls' volleyball team enjoys singing "Lean on Me" and screaming their favorite cheers. "The bus ride is one of the best parts about a team, especially the volleyball team. It's a time to get to know each other by sharing each other's company," said Betsy Nees (97).

Some teams find that the best preparation for a day's competition is no preparation at all. The members of the boys' gymnastics team stick to "low key" activities such as listening to music and, of course, sleeping, as they travel to their away meets. "Gymnastics competitions demand a high energy level, so the best way to prepare is to take a nap," said Brian Tobin (98).

The bus activities vary greatly from team to team, but for every sport, the ride provides a chance for teammates to spend quality time with one another before the big event.

Feelings of excitement edge in on Ja-Shin Tsang (96) and Deepa Krishnan (96) as they board the bus for another varsity volleyball game. "While I'm going to an away game," Ja-Shin said, "I like to prepare for it mentally by reviewing some strategic moves. That way, I can walk into the game with the confidence to win."

While scanning the field for someone to receive his pass, Ben Brandt (96) maintains control of the ball. In order to promote team unity, the team, led by co-captains Brandt and Shaun Stanford (96), goes out to dinner every night before a game.

A combination of dance, tumbling, and originality, the floor exercise in girls' gymnastics takes much time and dedication to perfect. A.J. Heffner (96) likes to begin her floor routine with a dance step. A.J. said, "Throughout my four years of gymnastics, it has been a lot of hard work, but also a lot of fun."
Coaches Moehlmann helps his athletes in any way he can. In addition to teaching them about the game of soccer, he offers advice on conditioning as well. Moehlmann even takes the time to loosen Prashash Chandra's (96) muscles before a game.

Positioning herself carefully under the ball, Nancy Brill (96) makes a pass to the team setter. The pass is the first and central part of running a bump, set, spike offense.
Money Matters

Athletes walking around school in their uniforms or talking about banquets is common at East. But who stops to think about where the money for uniforms and banquets comes from? Not many people realize that it in order to pay for team activities, the team members and booster clubs must organize and participate in various fundraising events.

Since the school board doesn't pay for nonessentials, it's up to the players to raise money for them. As a result, athletes often end up selling various items to their friends, parents, and fellow students. Jamie Rosenberg ('96), a member of the cross country team, said, "We sold Stevie's Chewies, and the money we made paid for the team to go to Pizzeria Uno together."

The players aren't alone in fundraising though. The booster clubs, which consist mainly of parents, help raise money. Jim Bryan ('96), a football player, said, "The Gridiron club, which is the football booster club, is very well organized and the parents are really involved. They supply us with a lot, and support us the whole season. It seems as though our team would not be as successful without the booster club."

Austin Wang ('96), a soccer player, also appreciates the booster clubs. "Every year, the boosters make a massive fundraising effort so that we can have new equipment. The banquet is the final effort of fundraising that ends the season on a good note," he said.

The booster clubs also do more than just offer financial support. Shaina Holmes ('97), a gymnast, said, "For the past three years, our parents have been fighting to keep gymnastics alive. We wouldn't be able to compete and have fun without them."

Looking down field at the goal ahead, Devon Gick ('98) and Jill Smith ('96) make their way past the opposing defenders. Using their speed and skill, they split the defense wide open.

Tahira Jayesurja ('96) competes for East in a cross-country meet. One of the most strenuous sports, cross country demands training every day, even through bad weather and off seasons.

Practice makes perfect in gymnastics. Varsity member Brian Tobin ('98) practices swinging scissors as he concentrates on keeping his entire body in the proper position. "Pommel horse is the most difficult event in men's gymnastics. You have to practice every day in order to become good at it," said Tobin.

Kirsten Cattell ('97), the varsity sweeper, makes an amazing dive to clear the ball from East's goal. Because of her hard work and dedication, her teammates have voted her captain for the 1996 season.
Balance, strength, and a little bit of spice make the recipe for a good shoulderstand. As he practices his parallel bars routine, Joey Meier ('97) counts the seconds that he holds this difficult position.

Erika Yakaian ('96) makes a sensational save as ball comes soaring towards her. As a first team all-conference player, she is a valuable asset to the varsity field hockey team.

BOYS' GYMNASTICS: AJ Kees, Rebecca Sellers, Alyssa Sax, Coach Frank, Fabio Kwon, Jeff Cohen, Jeffrey Roseman, Jay DellRosario, David Lauer, Allen Kent, Josh Blum, Brian Tobin, Anwar Wellington, Brian Friedrich.

At the Olympic Conference meet for cross country, runners take off head to head, pushing to gain an extra foot over their opponents. Cross Country athletes train each year by running and lifting weights to complete their 3 mile races.

With his body straight as a board, Jeff Rosenman ('97) raises himself into a horizontal position called a planche. Like most actions in gymnastics, this position requires great strength and concentration.

FIELD HOCKEY: Linda Szczurek, Devon Glick, Colleen Keller, Christine Allen, Kirstin Cattell, Michelle Rosenberg, Kate Umlah, Manoa Basikian, Kristen Connor, Megan Tsang, Maureen Sloon, Susan Yaffe, Wendy Manus, Jill Smith, Bridget Hawkesley, Erika Yakaian, Ryoko Ohara.

Quarterback Don Hampton ('97) runs a reverse in a spectacular play against West. Hampton received the honorable position of varsity quarterback as a junior, an accomplishment surpassed by few.

Abby Radbill ('96) and Karen Melzer ('96) celebrate after winning a tough point. Coach Ralph Lipri credits their winnings and leadership to their compatibility and teamwork. "They lead the team by example," said Lipri.

"Pressed" To Win

In any sport, there is always the pressure to win. Many people count on the star athlete to play well: the team, parents, even friends. Most importantly, though, after hard practices and pep talks from the coach, athletes want to play well for themselves. The pressure for athletes rises when the press is there, photographing every move they make. Nonetheless, athletes of almost every sport—from football to tennis to basketball—will agree that being recognized by the paper is a great honor, despite the pressure it creates during the game. Abby Radbill ('96) said, "It's awesome when everyone sees your picture in the paper. You finally get the credit you deserve."

With added recognition, however, comes added responsibility. When the eyes of the media are on them, athletes feel as though they are under so much scrutiny that every minor mistake seems like the end of their athletic career. "You worry that if you mess up, not only will everyone notice, but they will also remember," said Ben Green, football's starting varsity running back. While few newspapers will ever report the errors of a specific player, the pressure to play a good game certainly exists. Like true professionals, though, East's athletes are willing to sacrifice some peace of mind during the game for a little hero-worship afterwards.
Ben Green ('96), the starting free-safety of East's football team, clings tightly to the opposing player's leg in a successful tackle. Teammate Marc Harris ('96) said, "Everyone is familiar with the remarkable and almost innate skill Ben has for playing football."


GIRLS' TENNIS: Rebecca Rosen, Abby Radbill, Danielle Jacobs, Minnie Chen, Tanya Scarlett, Tracy Scarlett, Coach Ipt, Tovah Ross, Karen Melitzer, Becky Sendrow.

FOOTBALL: Greg Goldenberg, Ben Byers, Todd Kehoe, Matt Selverson, Ben Green, Mike Weintraub, Marc Harris, Mark Taminenco, Jeff Sweetman, John Bates, Matt Streitmatter, Dan Curtman, John Creeley, Matt Brodbeck, Gary Tenenbaum, Chris Johnson, Mike Johnson, Frank Zemba, Jeff Pastina, Mike Hunt, Steve Wolfe, Mike Sande, Ben Gage, Jon Hering, Dave Mike-Mac, Salo Wellington, Joe Zizzamia, Josh Pitzer, Mike Adelizzi, Twins Lutzos, Matt Taminenco, Phil Anderson, Davit Ross, Olsson Fohn, Dan Hampton, Scotty Reta, Ralph Jozefka, Gregory Rubin, Jason Nahari, Dan Whitman, Jared Soha, Gary Cohen, Young Woo, Andy Galt, Dave Seifert, Mike DeNeck, Frank Carabbonne, Clinton Williams, Joe Kolodny, Coach B. Wood.
## Boys' Tennis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twp.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddonfield</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Lakes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millburn</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgewater</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westfield</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twp.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mt. Lakes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milburn</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Boys' Volleyball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Penn Tech</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collingswood</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph's</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collingswood</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn Tech.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Windsor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph's</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair Lawn</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Girls' Track

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>45(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>76(\frac{1}{2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>64(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>57(\frac{1}{2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Boys' Track

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twp.</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Baseball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Cape</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodbury</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twp.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Softball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul IV</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millburn</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Lacrosse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnaminson</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingboro</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raricocas</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple Shade</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millburn</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
East Scores Big ... In A Number Of Ways!

The game of lacrosse hinges on teamwork. Players work together on and off the field to accomplish their goals. "Being friends off the field really helps when it comes time to play as a team," said Tina Kang ('97).

Blocking the base is an effective strategy in softball. Amanda Hartung ('96) makes sure the runner comes in contact with the glove before reaching third base.

Teresa Liao ('98) wears a grimace as she competes against Edgewood High School in the hurdle event. The event for the girls track and field team includes ten high hurdles in a distance of 100 meters.

Competing in the 400 meter race, which is one lap around the track. Ben Brand ('96) leads in the event. Combining both speed and endurance leads to Brand's successful win in this event against Eastern High School.

Catcher Dan Grady ('96) practices his throw to second base during warm-up between innings. Besides guarding home plate, throwing out players trying to steal second base is another one of a catcher's many responsibilities.
Life After High School

During the morning announcements, we often hear about athletes' record breaking performances and astonishing plays, but what happens to the competitors after high school?

In many cases, East's athletes continue their excellence in college. After four years of practices, matches, and meets, students are not ready to give up. "I plan to dive on the collegiate level for both my personal enjoyment and to improve my diving ability," said swimmer Anitra Kass '96.

Other athletes choose to keep playing, but just not "officially". "Basketball took up too much of my time in high school," said Stuart Brooks '96, "but I still enjoy playing with my friends."

Students who would like to continue have the option of playing at a less competitive level. "I hope to have fun playing basketball in intramural leagues" said Brooks.

However, many athletes plan to temporarily put their sports careers on hold. Deferred by the time commitment, students often get involved in other activities. Baseball player, Dave Doe '96, said, "I probably won't compete on the varsity level. I'll need my time to do schoolwork, and other things."

For the most part, as East athletes graduate high school, they graduate high school sports as well.
Anitra Kass (‘96), a member of East’s swim team for the past four years, demonstrates excellent diving form. “The best part of being on the swim team is the unity I find among my teammates. They’re always cheering me on during an event,” said Kass.

Adam Burke (‘97) races toward the finish line as one of the top runners in the grueling cross country run. Said Burke, “At this point in the race I’m working really hard and all I care about is beating the person in front of me.”

BOYS CROSS COUNTRY: Tom Fong, Mr. Witzig, Brent Bellante, Adam Burke, Mike Feng, Dan Novick, Jonathan Roth, Neal Weisman, Rob Linden, Chris Chan, Brian Bradley, Corey Levin, Scott Schwartz, John Lu.


AND THE CROWD GOES WILD!

BOYS BOWLING: Steve Sazinskey, Matt Bookbinder, Joe Padilo, Jason Stuart, Justin Martinoff
Before every basketball game, Lori Malkin ('96) sings the national anthem. "She’s a great singer and I think it really gets the crowd into the game," said avid fan Chris Johnson ('96).

POISED IN MID-AIR, Miles Fullard ('96) executes a perfect three-point shot despite the menacing attitude the opponent presents. Courage and risk-taking are essential to the success of a team.

BOYS BASKETBALL: Jeff Rubin, Paul Kaplan, Brian Freedman, Pete Wasserman, John Kittikis, Ufusoma Pela, Miles Fullard, Dean Fisher, Ben Brand, Vishal Partik, Scott Plasky

CHEERLEADING: Gail Hymowitz, Kristin Mozzello, Ashley Gordon, Erica Nathanson, Lori Malkin, Lauren Short, Lauren Merlin, Amy Weinstein, Hannah Kim, Jaclyn Swar, Michelle Bang, Marissa Bashkin, Amy Steiglitz

GIRLS BOWLING: Melissa Boyce, Alison Hess, Cheryl Bobb, Nina Evangelista, Sarah Pearce
“I’ll Never Forget . . .”

As the seniors end their year, they are faced with countless opportunities, and leave behind an equal number of memories. For the athletes of the school, their minds are sure to be filled with thoughts of the team. Perhaps the foremost and best of their memories are those of all their teammates:

“My best memory is the bus ride home from our last cross-country meet. We really felt like a united team, especially because we knew it was our last time together.” - Jamie Rosenberg

“My best memory of girls’ volleyball is Senior Day. All the other team members gave the seniors food and encouragement. The seniors were very touched and were psyched for the West game.” - Helen Jan

“The best memory in track was our coming together as a team. We were able to become good friends and better competitors.” - Ben Lee

“I’ll never forget the times we went out to breakfast at 8:00 in the morning for cheerleading.” - Jackie Lichtman

Others remember one special teammate:

“I’ll always remember our two hour trip to Fair Lawn for the semifinals of the state tournament. Andy Cho, our singer/volleyball player extraordinary, performed a solo of ‘The Lion Sleeps Tonight’ while the rest of the team accompanied him.” - Howard Yeh

“My best sports memory was the experience of being on the #1 tennis team in the state, though it is widely unrecognized. Though I was never a varsity player, I got to see my friend, Vic Panda, go from being a dedicated freshman to being #1 on NJ’s best team.” - Louise Y.

And yet others’ best memories are of the team’s great accomplishments, or just of the playing experience in general:

“One of my fondest memories is when our gymnastics team made it to the sectionals for the first time in more than four years.” - Anitra Kars

“I remember the last game of the state lacrosse tournament that we lost. But our coach, Mrs. Schooley, told us that she was still proud and that she was the happiest coach in the world. I realized then that it’s the game, not the winning that counts.” - Cathy Kim

“I think my senior year of swimming was the best of all these years. Not just because we had a winning season, but because our team was more united than ever before.” - Courtney Smith

“I’ll never forget my junior year of baseball when we beat West twice, and made the state tournament.” - David Doe

Then there are those whose best memories are purely personal:

“My favorite memory was cheering for the FISHL.” - Jake Peltzman

Varsity cheerleaders Lauren Merlino (‘96), Michelle Baeg (‘97), Jaclyn Snior (‘97), and Hannah Rim (‘97) form a difficult mount. At every East basketball game, cheerleaders raise the spirits of the players and spectators.

Leaping into the air, John Katakis (‘97) manages to slip one hand behind the ball while his teammate Brian Freedman (‘97) joins him in the effort to rebound.
Anyone who's ever been injured in a sport knows the uncontrollable excitement of entering "Dave's World." Things move fast in this hectic place and Trainer Dave Callan sees what seems like millions of athletes in the course of one day. But do these athletes come here because they're injured or because of the luxurious surrounding that are available?

Well, that's tough to say. Dave's training room comes complete with two big bubbling whirlpools: one warm and one cold, two padded tables for sitting comfort, a bed, a television, all the ice and water you could possibly want, and a vast selection of exercise equipment.

But Dave doesn't just see athletes during the hectic time after school. Working the whole school year six days a week, Dave also sees athletes during the school day who want early treatment.

Ellen Hur '97 said, "It's good to have a trainer in school, at least for me. It's helped a lot when I get my ankles injured during soccer and lacrosse season."

The trainer's job includes a wide variety of responsibilities. According to Dave, "The athletic trainer is responsible for evaluation, recognition, prevention, and rehabilitation." Dave fulfills more than just his job requirements. Athletes have grown a sort of attachment to trainer Dave. Austin Wang '96 said, "He seems to be a very personable and affable trainer. He makes an effort to get to know everyone and that shows he gives the extra time."

Undoubtedly, the famous training room downstairs has become a central part to the athletics at East.
Mr. Knouse helps out Billy Deal (99) with his placement in the police and the strategy behind the event. Said Coach Knouse, "The team swam above their potential at a couple of tough meets this season, which we found outstanding."

GIRLS BASKETBALL: Amy Adelizzi, Stacey Silverman, Jill Smith, Anna Lagamba, Lara Baron, Maureen Sloan, Becky Green, Mary Walsh. Not pictured: Susan Yaffa

WRESTLING: Mr. Frank, Karlachi Eberle, Mike Weinberg, John Bates, Ben Titus, Mike Adelizzi, Jayme Feldman, Nick Bruno, Kevin Stalcup, Josh Price, Craig Tohe, Dan Peterson, Jeff Perkins, Joe Lembo, Gwin Saffens, Elliot Brown

BOYS SWIMMING: Arnie Ruschmeyer, Bill Weirnow, Jackie Sheinoff, Dave Lopez, Ken Hawley, Matt Denker, Eric Slotkin, Coach Fred Knouse, Dennis Smith, Andrew Grimaux, Nick Keller, David Guasco, Bobby Moeller, Jeff Gierrem, Billy Deal, Phil Ciprietti, Dan Snyder, Adam Borson, Coach Bob Wood, Mike Weiss, Arni Yavas, Peter Ritsma, Mike Abruscato, Dan Knouse, Jawaad Johnson, Geoff Lawton, Bob Branggan, Allen Kent

Amy Adelizzi (96) shoots a seven foot jumper while Cherokee opponents attempt to block the shot. With Adelizzi at the helm, the Lady Cougars fought their way through a difficult season this year.
Boys' Cross Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgemont</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Girls' Swimming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charnow</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancocas Valley</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurencetown</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Twp.</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Windsor</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boys' Bowling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken Tech.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Catholic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptford</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eastside</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken Tech.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Twp. Tech.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Catholic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptford</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eastside</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Girls' Bowling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken Tech.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Catholic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptford</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eastside</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken Tech.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Twp. Tech.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Catholic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptford</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eastside</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boys' Swimming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Tech.</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddonfield</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Deptford</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrenceville Prep.</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddon Twp.</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Brunswick</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Windsor Planes</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wrestling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexring</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eastside</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn Tech.</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodbury</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scores
Vishal Parikh ('97) dribbles down the court, his eyes searching for a possible play. A starting guard on the team this season, Parikh's alertness and speed helped lead East to many victories.

Swimmers Rebecca Ruschmeier ('96), Rechel Wetz ('98), and Liz Braverman ('96), demonstrate that sports breed friendships as well as competition. The girls' hard work and support for each other certainly showed in their amazing record of all wins and no losses.

Boys' Basketball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Southern Prep</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Spirit</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith Christian</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar College</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.A.P.</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp.</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Anthony's</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toms River North</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Girls' Basketball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCormick</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As fellow bowling team members cheer him on, Justin Marinoff ('97) throws the ball down the lane in perfect form. Famous for his hook throw, Marinoff satisfies his expectant teammates with a strike.

Runners Rob Linden ('96), Dan Novack ('96), Adam Burke ('97), and Corey Levin ('96) sprint to another cross country finish. About thirty opponents participate in every cross country meet, and it's every man for himself in the race to the finish.

Varsity player Susan Yaffa ('97) dribbles through a wall of opponents as she drives to the hoop for a layup. Working hard everyday, players learn the skill of weaving in and out of numerous defensive pays.
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Heather Anderson (96) listens attentively to announcements during homeroom. Most students depend on homeroom announcements in order to keep them informed about activities at East. But with all the commotion during homeroom, sometimes it is hard to stay informed.

**Tired And Tired - er**

For most East students, taking it slow and easy in the morning is not a usual routine. Compared to the relaxed end-of-day activities, the morning routine is actually pretty hectic.

So what exactly is it that East students do in the mornings that makes it so busy? For some, the minutes before homeroom are a time to get everything set for the coming school day. Jane Kim says, “My bus gets here so early so I go to my gym locker, music locker, talk to people in the halls, and by that time, I have to run to homeroom.” Students urged on by the announcement, “one minute to homeroom” run to make the homeroom bell, a sight that is not rare in the mornings. Reviewing, or just starting to study test material is a popular activity for students in homeroom. Steve Sazinsky (97) says, “Homeroom is hectic because it is a time when you get all the homework done that you should’ve done the night before.”

On the other hand, after the bell sounds at 2:25, for students like Tricia Kang (99), “the pressure’s lifted until homeroom the next day.” Most students run home, a place where relaxation begins. Getting home for Christine Allen (97) means “watching cartoons and relaxing,” only to face yet another day in what seems like a few short hours.

After a long tedious day, Lauren Taylor (99) relaxes by doodling in her notebook. Notebook doodling makes the teacher believe that the student is actually taking notes and concentrating on the class.
1. The bottom of your locker looks like:
   a. a recycling bin. You did your homework but you think your locker
      ate it.
   b. a library. Your copy of Wuthering Heights and Shakespeare's
      Collection of Plays collect dust. When you have Cliff Notes, who
      needs to read the actual books?
   c. a toxic waste dump. Last month's lunch still sits at the bottom
      growing moldy. You had to steal goggles and gloves from
      Chemistry just to get past the reeking fumes.

2. You know you have to study for your History test because:
   a. you always write down everything in your homework planner.
      Now if you had only remembered to bring it home.
   b. Homeroom ends in three minutes and History is first period.
      Plenty of time for your best friend to teach you everything he
      knows about the Civil War.
   c. You always study for your tests ahead of time, with a study group
      of seventeen friends in your basement listening to loud music.

3. In the morning, you wake up:
   a. an hour before you have to drive to school. Unfortunately during
      that time, you conveniently remember that you have to do your
      math homework, study for your English test, and bake a batch of
      non-fat cookies for health class.
   b. six minutes until the bell for homeroom will ring. You have
      planned it so that if you take a shower in two minutes and dress
      in one, you can make it to school in time if you drive as if you
      were racing in the Indy 500.
   c. sometime around 10:00. You were up late watching Leno last
      night which means you will now have nine lates. Instead of taking
      Saturday school, you roll over and go back to sleep for the rest
      of the day.

4. When you have three tests on the same day, you:
   a. don't panic. You weren't planning to study for the test anyway.
      After all, it's second semester senior year. Who knows, maybe you
      will take the day off.
   b. wake up around 7:00 after drinking four cups of coffee and
      taking a vow to stay up late and study.
   c. get confused and study the wrong vocabulary words for English,
      give your History teacher a summary of the life of President
      Kennedy, and get to Biology class with a diagram of the cell
      division on your hand.

5. When you get your intern in homeroom, you:
   a. throw it in the bottom of the locker. That way, no one will ever
      find it and they can't blame you for your grades.
   b. trash it immediately. Everyone knows that they don't really count
      for anything.
   c. stuff it in the pocket of your jeans, and remember to show it to
      your parents about three days after Mom washed your laundry.

6. You have a week to get your permission slip signed for the field trip
   your class is going on, you:
   a. give it to your parents as soon as you get home, and then forget
      to get it back in time to turn it in. You are guessing that your lack
      of organizational skills are genetic.
   b. get sent down to grade level for forgetting your parents signature
      on the morning the form was due. Worst of all, on the way down,
      you remember that you are 18 and could have signed yourself.
   c. claim that you can't find the form. Maybe your locker ate it?

7. When you need to find something in your backpack:
   a. you bring along a flashlight and start digging.
   b. You're smarter than that. You only put books, homework, and
      notices from school in your bag. The important stuff, you put in
      your pockets.
   c. you don't. You would rather face the consequences than risk your
      life searching through your bag. Same concept with the Bermuda
      Triangle.

8. You pick out your schedule every day:
   a. by random guesswork. This is how you ended up with three electives,
      instead of a math.
   b. by trying to see how many lockers and study halls you can get away
      with. The rest of your classes are aimed at picking up the members
      of the opposite sex.
   c. by letting your guidance counselor choose. Isn't that what they are
      there for?

9. You start writing your term paper:
   a. three weeks in advance. The teacher let you pick out the topic and you
      chose late night clubs. Now, you are always busy doing your research.
   b. during lunch on the day it is due. It suspiciously resembles your best
      friend's paper, but you don't think the teacher will figure it out.
   c. 1:00 in the morning. Right after Letterman, on the night before it is due.
      If you copy the information from Encyclopaedia Britannica, you should
      be done in about twenty minutes.

10. Every day, you only carry the following items with you to class:
    a. a pencil. As long as you can write, you figure you can borrow paper,
       a book, and a calculator from the person sitting next to you.
    b. the textbook. Unfortunately, you brought your history book to math
       class, your English book to biology class, and the latest John Grisham
       novel you are reading to chemistry class. You should have gone with
       choice A.
    c. a hat. Your theory is that if you pull the hat way down over your eyes,
       your teacher won't be able to see you. If she can't see you, she can't
       call on you. If she doesn't call on you, she won't figure out that you
       didn't remember to bring anything else to class with you.
Among the chaos of a hectic day, Matt Malone (97) tries to recall which locker is his, what class he has next, which books he needs, and where he is. Many times the five minutes between classes give students insufficient time to recover from a tough class, generating a general state of perpetual.
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The correct use of light is the key to a good photograph. Matt Walker ('96) focuses his camera while maintaining the appropriate aperture, the device that regulates the amount of light allowed into the camera.

Taking advantage of school time to get started on homework, Pooja Raval ('97) works diligently in the cafeteria. Raval chose to take second period study hall to make time for extra-studying during school.
Motivation At East
The Cure For Senioritis

One of the perks of seniorhood, besides driving to school and trampling freshmen in the hallways, is exemption from finals. If a senior has an A average in any course after four marking periods (or two marking periods for semester courses), he or she does not have to take the final. This incentive motivates seniors to keep up their grades throughout the year and prevents senioritis. "I'm going to work hard so that I can avoid taking most of my finals," said Niti Dalal ('96). Although seniors have praised this policy, juniors who take classes with seniors complain that the policy is unfair. "The seniors do not deserve this privilege," said Mike Choi ('97). "We do the same work and get A's, but we still have to take the finals." However, the juniors and many others do not realize that the seniors deserve this privilege more than anyone else. Without the seniors to support it, East would crumble to the ground. Exemption from finals is a long-overdue recognition of four long, hard years of work. In fact, the current policy does not go far enough. All seniors should be exempt from all finals, regardless of grades. How else do teachers expect seniors to concentrate on school work when they have been admitted to college and the warm spring air beckons them outside?

Getting in a few minutes of homework time, Imran Ahmed ('96) spends his study hall in the library completing his assignment. Though afflicted with sentiments, Ahmed works hard to avoid having to take the finals.

Dave Giacco ('96) takes the first step in becoming an aeronautics engineer as he attaches the cabin to his miniature blimp.
For Art’s Sake

Art classes offered at East provide students with a break from their usual hectic schedules. The fine arts department is designed to expose students to a wide variety of different types of art. Commercial Art, a popular art course at East, teaches students to recognize practical outlets for art ability. Students learn to use art to their advantage by illustrating a commercial message. Most students appreciate the relaxing environment that an art class provides. Michelle Rosenberg (’98) said, “Mr. Jackson turns on the radio and lets us talk as long as we’re productive. It’s very soothing.” East’s photographic art program consists of three progressive courses: Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced. Students have the opportunity to fully round off their photographic experience at the high school level. James Daniero (’97) said, “I took photography because I wanted a break in my schedule and it’s a hobby I’d like to develop.” Most students value the freedom they are given in their art classes. Beckie Wadler (’96) said, “Art classes let students express their creative sides, whereas regular classes focus only on the academic sides of students.” Other students agree, finding art classes as an opportunity to express a side that is usually repressed in most academic classes. “Painting is one class that gives me a chance to truly express myself,” said Sarena Dorado (’99).

Top Ten Reasons to Take an Art Class
10. It gets you out of class during PAVAS.
9. You’ve always wondered what went on in F wing.
8. Finger painting was the only concept you really mastered in kindergarten.
7. You may not be able to draw a straight line, but isn’t it best to be “well-rounded”?
6. When you go to a museum, you might actually appreciate the art, instead of just standing in front of it with a puzzled expression.
5. Maybe you’ll figure out if the Mona Lisa is smiling or frowning.
4. One year of fine, practical, or performing arts is listed as a graduation requirement in “Learning Opportunities.”
3. The “starving artist” lifestyle has always appealed to you.
2. You spend half your classes doodling in your notebook anyway — why not get some credit for it?
1. You don’t need a calculator.

Everyone enjoys the culinary arts as a break from the monotonous academic day. Ben Brand (’96) looks on in anticipation as Dave Mike-Mayer (’96) and Joaette Phillips (’96) try their hand at baking a delicious cake.

Paul Grossman (’96) enjoys taking some time out during the busy day to clear his mind in Advanced Photography class. Students appreciate the opportunity to express one’s artistic talent while selecting that perfect shot.
The media used in 3-D art range anywhere from paper mache to plaster of pans. Using materials other than notebook and pencil, Marci Plotkin ('97) enjoys assembling her entirely paper structure.

Photography students have the unique opportunity to be on both sides of the camera. Andrea Frade ('96) takes a break from her own work to model for a fellow photographer.
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While lab group work can elicit 84 minutes of talking and fooling around, Matt Lanza ('96) and Steve Varon ('96) review the procedure for shark dissection to ensure precision in their work.
While most people would wince or cringe at the sound of "dissection", Brooke Lerman (’97) coolly plunges into the world of vertebrate anatomy. Students interested in pursuing a career in a biological field often take the class in preparation for the future.

Biology student, Jennifer Hepp (’98) measures water for an experiment involving osmosis in a model cell. Biology students often set up model situations to understand abstract life processes.

Gross Anatomy

A heart, a cow’s eye, a pig, and a frog. To the average person, these things seem to have nothing in common, but not to the biology students at East.

An important part of the biology curriculum is the dissection of several different organic substances. After learning about the body and how it works, seeing the real tissue reinforces the subject matter.

In one biology class, Jaclyn Kaplan (’96) reaches into a bag to pick out a blue cow’s eye. She then cuts off the fat from the eye and chops it in half. After cutting the eye, she labels the different parts. Later, Kaplan said, “When I cut the eye, juices were squirting everywhere. This was by far the grossest thing we did all year.”

Another unfortunate victim of the biology department’s scalpels is the fetal pig. The pig is not yet born, but it is old enough to be dissected. “I felt bad dissecting it. It was so cute,” said Anitra Kass (’96).

(ribbit. ribbit.) The frog also finds its way to the careful scrutiny of the biology classes. The student’s assignment is to cut open the frog and label the different organs of the frog’s body. Rich Bloom (’97) said, “There are black mushy eggs inside the frog and when you move the frog, they fall all over the place. It’s really gross.”

However, not all the biology students found dissection disgusting. Daniel Baratz (’97) said, “I think it was cool. You got to see what all the parts are.”

The emotions about dissection vary among East students. Some hate killing animals for an experiment, some think the whole process is disgusting, some don’t care one way or the other, and some enjoy cutting open animals. The only thing that all of the students agree upon is that once the animals enter the biology lab, they do not leave.
It may be an unwritten law that whenever a class splits into groups to do outside projects, one or two well-organized students get stuck in a group of procrastinators. Despite the best efforts of the organized people, a large part of the project somehow remains undone until the day before it is due. In the mad rush to finish the project, strong bonds of shared suffering are created between group members. "No matter how well you think you know someone, you see their true nature when working on some project in the wee hours of the night," said Helen Jen ('96).

When Mr. Carr's English 4AP classes perform Shakespearean comedies, each group must first cut the script to fit in the allotted time of one period. Then, the students must spend endless hours memorizing the dialogue and rehearsing. "I got to work with people I didn't usually communicate with," said Jennifer Lee ('96), "and after all those hours, they became my second family."

Before Psychology Child Day, groups of psychology students design tests to administer to every age group of children. Howard Yeh ('96) said, "The unpredictability of the subject's response made this project fun." The tests gather information in order to support theories students develop regarding language, motor, or cognitive skills.

The Humanities class does group projects every marking period on aspects of the non-Western culture studied during that period. "Although our class is very large, working in small groups allows us to get to know everyone," said Hyunae Chang ('96). Students have presented Chinese calligraphy, Indian music, and Japanese puppet plays to the class.
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Full of hidden metaphors, themes, and symbols, Shakespeare is difficult for a person to understand under "normal circumstances." Stuart Brooks ('96) transcends into a state of meditation to arrive at the true meaning behind the cryptic words.

Pete Wasserman ('97) exhibits intense concentration as he ponders the complexities of Pre-calculus. Wasserman pays close attention as the teacher explains a homework problem.
As the end of the period approaches, clockwatching commonly takes the place of paying attention to the lesson. Andy Slipyen ('96) takes the popular activity a step further by demonstrating his extreme desire to escape the confines of the classroom.

ATTENTION, PLEASE!

Although the main purpose of high school is learning, classroom atmosphere seems designed to distract students from that goal. The classroom may either be too cold, in which case the student must pause to put on a sweatshirt, or too warm, which means that the student must take the sweatshirt off. Then, the perpetually unprepared person who sits behind the student needs to borrow a pencil or a piece of paper. Soon, the minute hand of the clock inches toward the end of the period, and the student has to begin gathering his belongings for the trek to the next class. Sometimes, any type of distraction from the teacher is welcome. “Some teachers talk about themselves all the time,” said Eileen Shubach ('99). “They think their lives are so interesting.” Other teachers create boredom in different ways. “I get bored when teachers just lecture and don’t try to get the class involved,” said Michelle Di Biase ('96) while Oren Firestein ('97) said that he found it hard to concentrate because “the classes move too slowly.” Because of the boredom, students have devised ingenious ways to get through each class period:

The Top Ten Most Popular Things To Do In Class When Bored

10. Sleep, preferably with eyes open.
9. Launch spitballs at the person sitting in front of you.
8. Do homework that was due yesterday.
7. Fantasize about what you’re going to do that evening/the next weekend/when you graduate from high school.
6. Calculate the number of seconds left in the period - then the number of seconds left in the school year.
5. Look out the window at Kresson Road and count how many white cars pass by the school.
4. Pray for a fire drill.
3. Carve satanic messages into the desk to scare the person who sits there next period.
2. Concentrate on the heating vent so hard that you drown the teacher out.
1. Write “I am so bored” over and over and over . . .

Notebooks often make convenient pillows for exhausted students like Nick Diamantis ('96) who tries to catch a few precious minutes of sleep during class.
Why Bother?

At East, music students work in D-wing, art students in F-wing, but the dark corners of East's hallways and classrooms are reserved for frantically-studying students, sweating to retain the very last minute pieces of important test information.

Yes, in case you weren't aware of it, East students do study at home, yet sometimes their preparation at home just isn't enough. Where do they find time for extra studying? Michelle Bang (97) says, "I study in the car on the way to school, on the stairs to homeroom, on the bus, in gym, or, in case of emergencies, in the bathroom." Although many students study in odd places, homeroom and the cafeteria seem to be East's favorites for last minute studying.

For the most productive study areas, however, East students have to admit that home is the best place. But, where and when at home? Susan Kim (96) says, "My room, because then I can focus on what I'm studying and I don't have outside distractions." For other students, however, distractions are inevitable and studying doesn't start for hours. Bang says that her most productive study area is "at home at 1:00 A.M. with a big cup of coffee." Despite the fact that studying at home provides the best results, students like Jaewon Choi (96) still insist on last-minute studying in places like "the gym locker room."

Finally, there is, of course, the small percentage of students with an entirely different attitude. Erika Ferrantino (98) says, "I don't like to study."
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Third period study hall is only a few periods before Melanie Butler's (96) English class. Butler uses this time to catch up on her reading assignment. The classroom atmosphere of study hall encourages students to put their time to good use.
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One of the greatest contributions of Cum Laude is the tutoring services they provide for fellow students. Secretary/Treasurer Sam Kuo ('96) asks Bobby Chang ('96) what subjects he might be interested in teaching.

Vice President Alia Bruskman ('96) and Byron Kawitz ('96) discuss the formalities of the upcoming induction ceremony. This year, the candlelight ceremony was followed by a catered dinner.
Passing The Torch

The Cum Laude Society

If you had entered East on the night of April 19th, you might have seen a strange ceremony taking place: students in red robes lighting candles in the dark. "Has some kind of cult taken over the school?" you might wonder. No, the event you were witnessing was the induction ceremony of East's chapter of the Cum Laude Society. The top 15% of the Class of 1996 were inducted into the society in April while the top 5% of the Class of 1997 were also honored. The Cum Laude Society was modeled on Phi Beta Kappa to recognize academic excellence in high schools.

Besides honoring academic achievement, East's Cum Laude Society is also a service organization. A tutoring program implemented by Vice President Alla Brukman ('96) offers free tutoring by Society members to all East students. "I quite enjoy giving up my party time to impart portions of my huge knowledge reservoirs to others," said Tammy Hepps ('96). Another example of the Society's service is the holiday drive it ran in conjunction with Amnesty International and the Asian Cultural Society. This drive provided blankets, canned goods, toys and clothing to area shelters, "I think the holiday drive was a great success," said Secretary-Treasurer Sam Kuo ('96).

During the second semester, teams of Society members and teachers competed in a Trivia Bowl that tested their knowledge of arcane subjects. "The Trivia Bowl had two main purposes," said President Jen Lee ('96), "One, to celebrate knowledge, and two, to let club members bond." Cum Laude accomplished all these activities with a new advisor - Mr. Schnell. Another change occurred in the induction ceremony, which was catered for the first time. "We wanted to make the ceremony more formal and upscale this year," said Brukman. As Dana Ahn ('96) said, "I like Cum Laude because not only do we tutor others, we also get to be in a cool induction ceremony." What more could you ask for from an extracurricular activity.

- The success of Cum Laude's annual toy drive hinges on good publicity. Jeff Simons ('96) carefully paints a sign reminding students to bring in new and used toys to the bin at communications.

- In preparation for the Trivia Bowl, Austin Wang ('96) and Helen Jen ('96) test each other's knowledge on various topics of study.
Guiding Our Paths

Need to sign up for the SATs with only two days before the testing date?
Check guidance.

Need to find the application for Alberquane College located in a tiny city in Ohio?
Check guidance.

Need to apply for the scholarship given by the Women's League of Future Baseball-Playing Accountants?
Check guidance.

Need an excuse to get out of class while everyone else takes a test?
Check guidance.

Need to find someone to help you survive the math class that you have been failing?
Check guidance.

Need someone to sign the cut slip you got for missing gym class?
Check guidance.

Need to find the one place in school which is actually air-conditioned and the one water fountain with cold water?
Check guidance.

The sign reading GUIDANCE is posted on the far end of A-wing hallway. You head to the last office on the right to the person who knows absolutely everything about you. Your grades, your SAT scores, all your extra-curriculars, the schools to which you will actually be accepted, what all your teachers think of you, even the real reason you missed gym class. In the final year of their high school careers, seniors discovered that the person they thought was there simply to pick out their course schedules every year could suddenly become their new best friend. The guidance counselor evolved into the most important person in a senior's life, sweeping out the pathway to college.

Need anything else? A stamp, an envelope, another college brochure, a photocopy of something, some information on teen stress, a pass to get into class late?
Check guidance.
Chris Chan (97) and Mr. Schilling consider the wide variety of challenges and opportunities for academic growth available at East.
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Andrew Aquino’s ('97) long time hobby of music finds its way into the classroom, as he demonstrates his skills in vocal workshop. Aquino has mastered the delicate art of balancing his pastime with academics.

Neil Dickerson ('97) makes an effort to learn to type without looking down at the keyboard. Students also learn to use word-processing software for preparing reports and term papers.

The class laughs heartily as Ms. Regan demonstrates a psychology theory. Psychology is a popular course for seniors who have already taken US History I and II.

With all participants in the top ten percent of the senior class, the Junior Miss pageant is not only a competition of poise and grace, but one of talent and intelligence as well. “The Junior Miss pageant is definitely an all-around competition,” said Jen Lee ('96).

Kitchen Staff: (Back row) Janet Del Marmol, Frances Exadaktilos, Angela Tasiopoulos, Susan Matteo, Stella Pasamihalis, Louise Brooks, Alice Soubasi, Kim Sims, Beth Keenan, Elizabeth Cinelli (Front row) Julie Fortina, Andrea Karapalis, Mireia Ring, Doris Fricker, Therese Banasiewicz, Dolores Colace

Custodial Staff (A.M.): (Back row) Jose Gomez, Thomas Houck, Michael Ewanichak, Arnold Black, Michael Rivera, Richard Pierce (Front row) Marino Morales, Margaret O'Bryant, Alex Colon, Agapito Rivera

Custodial Staff (P.M.): (Back row) Sergio Pagan, Robert Shin, Julio Ramirez, Robert Richmond, Jose Fernandez, Michael Rivera, William Stafford (Front row) Wilmado Ruiz, Albert Lawrence, Anna Kracun, Michael Logan, Aida Rivera, Victor Crespo
French transportation workers strike against their government throughout the month of December, shutting down the airlines and the metro system, after France increases the retirement age from 50 to 55 and lengthens the work week from 37 to 39 hours in efforts to cut spending.

In late May, a doctor performs emergency surgery aboard British Airways flight 32 using a coat hanger, a knife and fork, and scissors sterilized in brandy to save a woman whose life is threatened by a collapsed lung.

Tahitian protests escalate into riots after France detonates a nuclear test device 750 miles from the South Pacific island. France's September resumption of tests after a three-year moratorium brings global condemnation.

In a powerful address to the U.N.'s Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, China, attended by 90,000 women from 186 countries, U.S. First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton declares, "Women's rights are human rights," to a standing ovation. 

Shock waves hit the Middle East when Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin is shot and killed while leaving a peace rally in Tel Aviv November 4. His murderer, Jewish extremist Yigal Amir, fanatically opposes peace negotiations with the Palestine Liberation Organization.

Marxist Cuban President Fidel Castro abandons his Havana cigar and military fatty for a suit and tie on a diplomatic visit to New York in October, where he tries to convince the U.S. to lifl its 33-year-old trade embargo on still-communist Cuba.

Madman Shoko Asahara, leader of the Japanese apocalyptic religious cult, Aum Shinrikyo, is arrested on May 16 and charged with the Tokyo subway nerve gas attack that left 12 people dead and injured 5,500 more in March.

Fifty years after the end of World War II, Japan remembers those killed by the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima. A solitary building left standing after the blast, now a memorial called the Atomic Bomb Dome, symbolizes the horrors of war and the price of peace.

Heads of many of the 186 member nations gather in New York to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the United Nations in October.

Pope John Paul II visits New Jersey, New York and Maryland, and addresses the United Nations. He speaks out on social, economic, political and moral themes.

Artist Christo creates "Wrapped Reichstag" for the city of Berlin by covering the former home of the German parliament with one million square feet of silver fabric in June.
An earthquake kills 51 people on the resort-studded Pacific coast of Mexico. The quake measures 7.5 on the Richter scale and is felt 330 miles away in Mexico City.

The first U.S. president to visit Northern Ireland, President Clinton receives a warm Christmas welcome for his show of support for peace between Irish Protestants and Catholics.

Hurricane Marilyn inflicts millions of dollars of damage in the Virgin Islands in September. Winds up to 127 miles per hour severely damage half the homes on St. Thomas.

In November, the Republic of Ireland narrowly passes a referendum calling for an end to the country’s 1937 constitutional ban on divorce.

While competing in an international balloon race in September, two hot air balloonists, one English and one American, are shot down when their balloon flees off course over Belarus. The Belarusian army seizes the balloon as a security threat and fires without warning. The balloonists fall to their death.

More than four years after Desert Storm, Iraq’s President Saddam Hussein remains in power, though two of his sons-in-law defect to Jordan on August 8 and call for Hussein’s overthrow.

Hope blooms for peace in Bosnia when Bosnia’s President Izetbegovic (left) shakes hands with Serbia’s President Milosevic on the opening day of the November cease-fire talks in Dayton, Ohio. Croatia’s President Tudjman looks on. The ensuing Paris peace agreement of December sends 60,000 NATO peacekeeping troops to the war-torn country.

Quebec, Canada’s largely French-speaking province, defeats an October referendum on Quebec independence by a margin of less than one percent.

In July, without public explanations, Burma’s military rulers free the country’s most famous political prisoner, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, leader of the pro-democracy movement and Nobel peace laureate, after six years of house arrest.

Russian figure skater Sergei Grinkov, 28, collapses and dies from a heart attack during practice with his wife-partner Ekaterina Gordeeva on November 20. The pair won two Olympic gold medals and four world pairs titles.

Great Britain’s Princess Diana shocks Buckingham Palace with a tell-all BBC interview. Defying royal protocol, she discusses her marriage to an unfaithful husband, Prince Charles, her struggle with depression and bulimia, and an extramarital affair. The majority of English people express their support and sympathy.

Securities trader Nicholas Leeson is arrested in Germany in March 1995 for fraud, forgery, and breach-of-trust. Leeson racked up a $1.32 billion loss that caused the collapse of Barings PLC, the 233-year-old British bank.
**A** San Francisco sewer line bursts under pressure from battering rains, creating a monster sinkhole that swallows a $2-million house in the Sea Cliff district. One-hundred-mph-per-hour winds knock out power to tens of thousands of homes and nearly blow a truck off the Bay Bridge.

**T**hree days of drenching rains in the Pacific Northwest swell rivers to overflowing, causing severe flooding in Washington in December. In the town of Carnation, a pastor conveys a woman to dry land with a wheelbarrow.

**A**frican-American men from across the country converge on Washington, D.C., for the Million Man March on October 16. The march, led by Nation-of-Islam minister Louis Farrakhan, promotes African-American unity, dignity, and family values.

The federal government repeals the national 55-mile-per-hour highway speed limit, enacted in 1974 during the oil embargo. The legislation allows states to set their own limits. On Montana highways, speed limits are eliminated completely.

**A**ir Force Captain Scott O'Grady (right) is rescued from pursuing Bosnian Serb forces by U.S. Marines on June 8, six days after his plane is shot down over Bosnia. O'Grady survived on insects, plants, and rainwater.

The nation comes to a standstill on October 3 as more than 150 million people watch live TV coverage of the outcome of the nine-month-long trial of the century. After less than four hours of deliberation, the jury finds former football star O.J. Simpson not guilty of the murders of his ex-wife Nicole and her friend Ronald Goldman.

Illinois suffers a record heat wave in July, with temperatures as high as 104°. The heat takes the lives of 457 people statewide. At Wrigley Stadium, Jaime Navarro helps faithful Chicago Cubs fans stay cool.

After a year of fame as a conservative revolutionary, Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich slumps in popularity, tainted by the government shutdown, his stalled Contract With America, and investigations into his political action committee and his financial affairs.

Two-thousand volunteer firefighters battle a raging wildfire in eastern Long Island, New York, for three days in August. The fire, following a 21-day drought, consumes 5,500 acres of pine barrens and damages a dozen homes. There are no injuries or fatalities.

U.S. Senator Bob Packwood of Oregon resigns on September 7, the day after the Senate Ethics Committee voted unanimously to expel him for sexual misconduct, embarrassingly detailed in his diaries, which were made public.
As more Americans invest, Wall Street enjoys a bull market. In November, the Dow-Jones Industrial Average hits 5000, a milestone indicating healthy corporate profits and low interest rates.

Despite Americans’ doubts and fears, U.S. troops head for Bosnia in December. The 20,000 U.S. forces, serving under NATO command beside 40,000 European allies, face the task of keeping peace among the country’s warring Serbs, Croats, and Muslims.

On April 30, the adoptive parents of four-year-old “Baby Richard” comply with an Illinois court order to turn the child over to his biological parents.

The State of South Carolina sentences Susan Smith to life in prison for the drowning murder of her two young sons in 1994.

An anonymous donor sends St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital in Memphis $1 million in the form of a winning ticket from McDonald’s November “Monopoly” sweepstakes game.

In the wake of a growing number of random attacks from assailants with knives and guns, White House security is forced to close Pennsylvania Avenue to traffic.

After allegedly ignoring federal pollution regulations for years, General Motors agrees under threat of an $11-million fine to recall 500,000 Cadillacs at a cost of $45 million.

The government shuts down for six days in November after the President and Congress fail to agree on how to balance the federal budget. The shutdown affects non-essential federal services, including the National Park Service. A longer shutdown follows in December.
As the result of an improperly cleaned test tube at a fertility clinic, a woman in the Netherlands gives birth to twin boys, each from a different father.

Astimming photograph from the Hubble Space Telescope captures a moment in the birth of a star in the Eagle Nebula, 7,000 light years from Earth. Light from the young star's nuclear furnace lifts towering pillars of hydrogen gas and interstellar dust.

Fossils of a jawbone (left) and leg bone (right) found in Kenya in August reveal a previously unknown species of upright hominid that lived four million years ago, pushing the emergence of bipedalism back half a million years. Walking upright is a key adaptation that separates humans from apes.

In March, the Federal Drug Administration approves a chickenpox vaccine. Rarely fatal, chickenpox affects 3.7 million Americans annually.

Archaeologists discover a 3,000-year-old tomb in May that is believed to hold the remains of 52 sons of Ramses II, Pharaoh of Egypt.

Researchers announce that they have isolated a gene in mice linked to obesity. Mice with a mutated OB gene are injected with the hormone leptin, resulting in dramatic weight loss. The public is tantalized at the prospect of leptin as a slimming treatment for use in humans.

In a procedure known as tissue engineering, scientists grow a human ear under the skin of a laboratory mouse. Researchers hope the procedure will play an important role in the future of transplant surgery.

The world’s first test-tube gorilla is born at the Cincinnati Zoo in October as part of an effort to save the western lowland gorilla, an endangered species that numbers fewer than 450 animals.

Media attention focuses on melatonin, a naturally occurring hormone used to induce sleep and slow the effects of aging. Lauded as a wonder drug, a kilogram of synthetic melatonin sells for as much as $10,000.

As a protective measure against counterfeiting in the era of digital publishing, the Treasury Department redesigns U.S. currency bills, to be issued over the next five years, starting early 1996 with the new $100 bill.
Former rivals in space become comrades in space after the historic docking of the U.S. space shuttle Atlantis and Russia's Mir space station on June 29. Astronaut Robert Gibson (in red) greets cosmonaut Vladimir Dezhurov.

In June, volcanic eruptions give birth to a baby island. A new member of the Tonga Islands emerges near New Zealand, 900 feet high and 140 feet wide.

After a decade-long search, scientists isolate what may be the most important cancer-related gene. The defective gene known as ATM is associated with cancers of the breast, colon, lung, stomach, pancreas and skin, and may be carried by two million Americans.

Astronomers using the Hubble Space Telescope observe new moons orbiting the planet Saturn, adding at least two moons and possibly four to Saturn's previously known total of 18.

A team of French and British explorers believe they have found an ancient breed of horses previously unknown to scientists. In November, the four-foot-high horse with a triangular head, which resembles the vanished horses of European Stone Age drawings, is named Riwoche for its home region in Tibet.

October satellite photographs show the recent rapid deterioration of the earth's ozone layer above Antarctica. Pollutants produced mostly by the U.S. cause the hole in the atmosphere's protective layer to increase to the size of Europe.

New research shows that the meat-eating Tyrannosaurus rex did not loom upright, but stalked along lower to the ground. The discovery is reflected in the reopened exhibits of the famed dinosaur halls of New York's American Museum of Natural History after three years of redesign.

Buyers rush to stores for the new computer operating system Windows 95, spurred by Microsoft Corp.'s $700-million publicity barrage and the promise of a friendlier interface.

The movie Apollo 13 opens in the summer after filming many of its scenes inside NASA's "zero gravity" plane, which mimics the weightlessness astronauts experience in space by diving into a 23-second freefall.

In November, Visa introduces a cash-storage card that eliminates a pocketful of loose change. A chip in the plastic card tracks the amount of available cash, which is accessed with a reader at the place of purchase. The card can be taken to the bank and reloaded.

Now virtual reality comes in a handy travel size with Nintendo's latest, Virtual Boy, a portable 3-D video-game system with stereophonic sound.
With $150,000 saved during her 75 hardworking years as a washerwoman, Oseola McCarty establishes a scholarship fund for African-American students at the University of Southern Mississippi. For her selflessness, she is awarded the Presidential Citizens Medal.

Already well known for her appearances in Aerosmith music videos, 19-year-old Alicia Silverstone achieves stardom with the 1995 summer movie hit Clueless.

Pamela Lee of "Baywatch" fame and husband Tommy Lee, Motley Crue drummer, are the life of the party this year, frequently caught by the press engaging in public displays of affection.

Trailblazer Shannon Faulkner (hand to head) withdraws from the Citadel after collapsing during "hell week." Faulkner singlehandedly attempted to bust the gender barrier at the all-male South Carolina military institution.

Millions of Americans tune in to Martha Stewart's TV show, subscribe to her magazine, and read her books. The popular cooking and home-decorating entrepreneur builds an empire by packaging a distinctive American nostalgic style.


Hot actor Antonio Banderas falls in love with another screen sex-symbol Melanie Griffith during the filming of Two Much. Banderas will co-star with Madonna in the film version of Evita and will star in Steven Spielberg-produced Zorro.

Seventies superstar John Travolta's motion-picture comeback in the 1994 hit Pulp Fiction continues with starring roles in Get Shorty and Broken Arrow.

Sandra Bullock follows up her star-making role in Speed with the gentle romance While You Were Sleeping. Bullock's fresh, wholesome image earns her an "Entertainer of the Year" nomination from Entertainment Weekly magazine.
America is disappointed in its high hopes for Colin Powell's 1996 presidential candidacy. At the close of his whirlwind book tour for *My American Journey*, the General and his wife Alma announce in November that he will not seek the Republican nomination.

Stand-up comic and sitcom star Ellen DeGeneres makes the best-seller list with her book *My Point...And I Do Have One*.

Calvin Klein's provocative CK Jeans campaign causes an uproar in August, bringing nasty headlines, threats of retailer boycotts and an FBI investigation. The scandal only seems to help sales.

Michael Jackson and Lisa Marie Presley announce their divorce almost a year after their surprise marriage. The tabloids have a field day speculating about the reasons for the marriage (was it a cold-hearted career move?) as well as the causes for the break-up (was he after Elvis' fortune?)

Breaking the Surface, the autobiography of Greg Louganis, former U.S. Olympic gold-medal diver who revealed earlier that he has AIDS, debuts at No. 2 on the best-seller list.

Popcorn magnate Orville Redenbacher, who transformed popping corn into a gourmet item, dies on September 19 from heart failure.

Two Chinese women set a new Guinness world record in November by living in a room for 12 days with 888 poisonous snakes. The previous world record, set in Singapore in 1987, was 10 days with 200 snakes.

Christopher Reeve, in a wheelchair and hooked up to a portable respirator, appears with his wife, Dana, at the American Paralysis Association's annual gala on November 9, less than five months after a fall from a horse left him almost totally paralyzed.

10-year-old St. Louis schoolboy, Larry Champagne III, becomes a hero by taking control of his school bus after the driver suffered a stroke. Champagne is later awarded a $10,000 scholarship by the bus company.

Actress Demi Moore becomes the highest paid woman in Hollywood, able to command $12.5 million per movie, even after this year's flop at the box office *The Scarlet Letter*, loosely based on Hawthorne's classic.

Favorite of America's heartland for his *You Might Be A Redneck If...* jokes, Georgia-born stand-up comic and author Jeff Foxworthy gets his own ABC sitcom in which he plays himself.

Model Beckett Tyson, singled out by Ralph Lauren for his all-American looks, signs an exclusive contract with the fashion designer in 1995.

Miss Oklahoma Shawntel Smith is crowned Miss America on September 16. During the broadcast of the 75th pageant, viewers phone in their votes to retain the swimsuit competition.

John F. Kennedy, Jr., is cofounder and editor-in-chief of *George*, a glossy new magazine covering American politics. Hounded all his life by the press, Kennedy joins their ranks, contributing a feature interview to each issue.
The fifth actor to play 007 in the enduring film series begun in the 1960s, Pierce Brosnan abandons his Aston Martin for a BMW Z3 Roadster in Goldeneye; the latest and, some say, best James Bond movie.

Three 1995 movies bring Jane Austen classics to the silver screen: Clueless, based on Austen's novel Emma, and Sense and Sensibility and Persuasion.

Disney Pictures continues its line of animated blockbusters with the Native American legend Pocahontas. The picture premieres in New York's Central Park to an outdoor audience of 200,000.

After an unpromising start, Conan O'Brien quietly gains popularity as host of NBC's "Late Night," a slot previously filled by David Letterman. Letterman's current show on CBS slowly loses viewers.

Whitney Houston stars in the December film release, Waiting to Exhale, adapted from Terry McMillan's best-selling novel about the lives of four middle-class African-American women. Houston sings the title song for the movie soundtrack, which enjoys brisk sales.

Denzel Washington, critically acclaimed for his performances in films Crimson Tide and David in a Blue Dress, receives highest praise from the City of Los Angeles, which honors him with the Martin Luther King, Jr., Award for his philanthropic work on behalf of children.

Although ABC cancels her TV series "My So-Called Life," 17-year-old Claire Danes hits the big screen in How to Make an American Quilt. To Gillian on Her 37th Birthday, and Romeo and Juliet with Leonardo DiCaprio as her co-star.

In the suspense-thriller Seven, heartthrob Brad Pitt attracts a wide male audience with his performance as a detective on the trail of a serial killer whose murders are based on the seven deadly sins.
American Broadcasting Company's hospital drama "E.R." continues to draw high ratings throughout 1995 thanks to its dramatic realism and the appeal of handsome George Clooney (middle right), supermodel Cindy Crawford's latest date. Disney Entertainment spends $19 billion to purchase the ABC television network in July.

Flash

MTV introduces "Singled Out," an over-the-top dating game show where contestants ask random, pointless questions of a crowd of sailors. Sighed unseen, until the zany answers have eliminated all but that one perfect love match.

According to a Roper Youth Poll, the two hottest TV shows among teens this season are the daytime soap "Days of Our Lives" and the evening soap "Melrose Place."

"The Jon Stewart Show," a late-night talk show aimed at Generation X, fails to catch on. During the final taping, host Stewart says, "To all those people who said my show wouldn't last, I have only one thing to say. Good call."

Jim Carrey earns $20 million for the starring role in the comedy Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls, sequel to the extraordinarily popular Ace Ventura: Pet Detective.

Toy Story is the world's first entirely computer-animated film. Released by Disney during the Christmas season, it features the voices of Tom Hanks, Tim Allen, and Don Rickles.

The popular NBC TV series "Friends" returns for a second highly rated season. Its runaway success inspires less successful imitations by other networks.

Ten years after creating the popular comic strip "Calvin and Hobbes," cartoonist Bill Watterson retires in December.

Horror-fiction author Stephen King signs a deal with Signet books to release his upcoming story, The Green Mile, as a paperback series.

Fox TV's "The X Files" stars David Duchovny as an FBI agent who investigates supernatural phenomena. The show becomes a surprise hit, giving millions of viewers reason to look forward to staying home on a Friday night.

Devoted fans will not be denied another season of NBC's sitcom "Seinfeld" after all. Creator Jerry Seinfeld decides to keep his "show about nothing" going for an eighth season.
Blues Traveler emerge from the underground scene to widespread popularity with their album *Four* and the single “Run-Around.”

Cleveland-based rap group Bone Thugs-n-Harmony vault to the top of the charts with some old-fashioned harmonizing on the album *E. 1999 Eternal.*

Yoko Ono and Little Richard join a host of celebrities at the opening of the glitzy Rock-and-Roll Hall of Fame and Museum in Cleveland on September 1.

Rocker Melissa Etheridge follows top-selling *Yes, I Am* with her fifth album, *Your Little Secret.*

Their down-to-earth style and soulful pop songs make Hootie and the Blowfish popular favorites. Their debut album *Cracked Rear View* sells over 5 million, and the group is named Best New Artist at the MTV Music Awards in September.

Twenty-year-old Canadian newcomer Alanis Morissette raises some eyebrows with her up-front, aggressive lyrics and attitudes. Nevertheless, her album *Jagged Little Pill* goes double platinum.

Sixties icon Jerry Garcia, guitarist of The Grateful Dead, dies of a heart attack on August 9 at age 53. Garcia’s musical roots in blues, country and folk are apparent in hits like "Truckin." Legions of Deadheads mourn his passing.

Brandy, whose self-titled platinum album and single "I Wanna Be Down" hit high on the R&B charts, sweeps the first Soul Train Music Awards in August. The 16-year-old singer wins Best New Artist, among other awards.

Beatlemania returns in 1995 with ABC’s six-hour documentary *The Beatles Anthology,* the video releases of *A Hard Day’s Night* and *Help!* and the album collection *Anthology,* featuring previously unreleased material.

The chart-topping movie soundtrack *Dangerous Minds* features Coolio’s rap anthem "Gangsta’s Paradise," the number-one single of the year according to *Billboard* magazine.
The Chicago-based rock band Smashing Pumpkins release their epic double album Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness to critical and public acclaim.

Mariah Carey's Daydream sells over 5 million copies, taking number-one spot on the Billboard album chart. Carey performs with Boyz II Men on the hit single "One Sweet Day."

R.E.M.'s summer tour is interrupted by medical emergencies for three of the band's four members. The tour, their first in five years, is eventually completed with all members in good health.

In October, David Bowie and Nine Inch Nails wrap up the U.S. portion of Bowie's world tour. At each show, Bowie and Trent Reznor's band play a set together. In December, Bowie tours Europe with Morrissey as his opening act.

The Red Hot Chili Peppers tone down their trademark bawdiness in their newest album, One Hot Minute.

Former Nirvana drummer Dave Grohl plays a new sound as guitarist and lead singer in the Foo Fighters, an alternative rock band that enjoys three singles off their self-titled debut album in 1995.

Atlanta's TLC is honored at the Billboard Music Awards for providing two of the year's biggest hits. "Creep" and "Waterfalls" both lead the Hot 100 singles charts for weeks.

A hard-luck story turns into overnight success in the case of Canadian Shania Twain, born in poverty to an Irish mother and an Ojibway Indian father. Twain's 1995 hits include "Whose Bed Have Your Boots Been Under?" and "Any Man of Mine," and the title tune to her 3-million-selling album The Woman In Me.

Success doesn't mellow the style of alternative rock band Green Day, who release their anxiously awaited fourth album Insomniac, their fastest and darkest album to date.

Seal's hit off the Batman Forever movie soundtrack, "Kiss From a Rose," is all over the summer playlists. The single propels the artist's self-titled album to the double-platinum mark.

With the record-setting sales of his album Fresh Horsas, only three musical acts in U.S. history outsell country music icon Garth Brooks: the Beatles, the Eagles, and Billy Joel.

Selena, the 23-year-old Tejano music queen, is gunned down in Corpus Christi in March 1995 by Yolanda Saldivar, former president of her fan club. The July release of a collection of Selena's hits, Dreaming of You, sees some of the fastest sales in music history.
International soccer star Michelle Akers, world's top woman player, leads the U.S. women's soccer team to a 2-1 sudden-death victory over Norway in the U.S. Cup title game in August.

The New Jersey Devils win the National Hockey League's Stanley Cup, beating the heavily favored Detroit Red Wings in four straight games.

The most controversial moves are off the field this season as the Cleveland Browns NFL franchise announces its move to Baltimore and the Houston Oilers announce their move to Nashville.

In Super Bowl XXX, the heavily favored Dallas Cowboys beat the Pittsburgh Steelers 27-17. Dallas cornerbacks Larry Brown ices the game for the Cowboys with the second of his two interceptions, and is named MVP for his heroics.

In May 1995, Peter Blake's Team New Zealand in "Black Magic" 1 defeats Dennis Conner's team in "Young America" in the first 5-0 sweep in the 144-year history of the America's Cup.

Jeff Gordon, 24, dominates the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing's Winston Cup, winning 7 of NASCAR's 31 races and earning $4.3 million in 1995, a record for the sport.

The University of Nebraska demolishes the University of Florida, 62-24, in the 1996 Fiesta Bowl to win their second consecutive national college football title and cap Cornhuskers coach Tom Osborne's 23rd season.

The Houston Rockets, led by center Hakeem Olajuwon, win their second consecutive National Basketball Association championship in June, sweeping the series with the Orlando Magic in four games.

Twenty-one-year-old tennis champ Monica Seles, returning to competitive play two years after being stabbed at a tournament in Germany, wins the 1995 Australian Open.

Hall-of-Famer Mickey Mantle, a switch-hitter and one of the great sluggers in baseball history, dies of cancer on August 13. Mantle hit 536 home runs in his 18-year career and compiled a lifetime batting average of .288.
The National Basketball Association fines the Chicago Bulls $25,000 when Michael Jordan wears his previously retired number 23 jersey for luck during championship playoffs against the Orlando Magic in May 1995.

The Atlanta Braves edge the Cleveland Indians 1-0 in game six to win the World Series on October 28. Closing pitcher Mark Wohlers leaps for joy.

Former L.A. Lakers point guard Earvin "Magic" Johnson announces a return to basketball in January 1996. Johnson retired in 1991 when he discovered he was HIV positive.

The Northwestern University Wildcats—long a gridiron laughingstock—pile up ten victories in 1995 and go to the Rose Bowl for the first time since 1949.

In his first fight in four years, former world heavyweight champ Mike Tyson disposposes of challenger Peter McNeeley in 89 seconds. Tyson, who in March finished a three-year jail term for a rape conviction, earns $25 million for the August boxing match.

Pete Sampras, winner of the 1995 men's singles championships at Wimbledon and the U.S. Open, ends the professional tennis season with a number-one world ranking.

German tennis star Steffi Graf, who won three of five Grand Slam titles in 1995, ends the professional tennis season ranked number one in the world.

National Basketball Association referees strike against the league for much of the autumn. Fill-in officials spark complaints of substandard refereeing.

In September, Baltimore Orioles shortstop Cal Ripkin, Jr., achieves a record-setting 2,131 consecutive games.

Known for his temperamental personality, his many tattoos and his aggressive playing style, basketball center Dennis Rodman (61) debuts with the Chicago Bulls after his trade from the San Antonio Spurs.

For a record fifth straight time, Miguel Iñturriar of Spain wins the 22-day, 2,270-mile Tour de France, the world's premier bicycle race. On the 15th day of the race, Italian road-race champ Fabio Casartelli is killed in a seven-man crash.

Betsy King wins her 30th tournament on June 25 and gains entry to the Ladies' Professional Golf Association's Hall of Fame, one of the most difficult attainments in sports.

Quarterback Dan Marino of the Miami Dolphins sets four lifetime passing records during the 1996 football season: 4,709 yards, 342 touchdowns, 3,686 completions and 6,467 attempts.

English L.A. Dodgers pitcher Hideo Nomo, formerly with the Kintetsu Buffaloes in Japan, is named Rookie of the Year. Nomo is the second Japanese-born player to join the U.S. major league, and the first All-Star.
The most recent fad in purses takes the form of small backpacks.

Designer water spreads to the pet world. Doting pet owners buy tuna-flavored bottled water for Fluffy and beef-flavored bottled water for Spot.

Diners are treated to variations on theme cafes, as Hard Rock Cafe is joined by Fashion Cafe, Planet Hollywood, Harley-Davidson Cafe, and London's Cyberia Cafe, where patrons sip coffee and surf the Internet.

Young people continue to follow the wide-leg jeans trend, forsaking tight jeans for a loose baggy fit.

A first in the long, popular history of M&M’s candies: a new blue M&M joins the colorful candy-coated mix.

The tattoo craze leads to some regrets, but recent laser developments keep people from being marked for life. Pulsed laser light, a different wavelength for each color in the tattoo, removes pigment without leaving scars.

Americans consume culture and history as attendance at America’s 8,000 museums climbs to 600 million people per year, more than movie, theater, and sports attendance combined.

Logo-wear reaches a new level of sophistication. Among the reigning makers of athletic wear, only Nike can spark recognition without the use of its name.

Some pretty cool people drink milk” is the message carried by a high-profile campaign featuring a raft of popular celebrities sporting a white upper lip on behalf of the healthy beverage. The milk-moustache effect is created with latex, a rubber-based paint.

Taking her place among controversial talk-show hosts as the “Oprah for the junior set,” Ricki Lake speaks to such concerns as, “Mom, when my boyfriend gets out of jail, I’m taking him back.”

Girly things enjoy a surge in popularity with young women, who wear baby barrettes, knee socks, tiny t-shirts, little jumpers, and funky Mary Janes, and kid around with “Hello Kitty” accessories.

The angel message of “fear not” strikes a deep chord with Americans’ yearning for spiritual growth and comfort in a stressful time. People enjoy angel collectibles, angel sites on the Internet, and angel books and magazines.
Friends

Amy Shavelson, Jared Shavelson

Marie Chan, Cathy Kim, Nam Ye Kim

Allison Singer, Johanna Leon, Rebecca Rushmeier

Craig Googman, Dipasi Ghosh

Ryan Lynch, Kim Wolf, Jackie Lichtman, Matt Selverian

Hillary Gould, Debbie Jacoby

Tahira Jayasuriya, Christy Brusato

Aila Brukhman, Dana Ahn, Tammy Hepps, Monica Kim, Jen Lee

Kathy Barreza
Amy Shavelson
Jaime Cerota
Jerry Gezoff
Toby Lichtman
Franco Lettieri
Angela Dwyer
Danielle Sempler
"Let's Hear It For 'THE BOYZ'"

There once was a troop, a motley sort,
Who defended SGA; their office was their fort.
From the Junior & Senior Classes they came.
Now, let me see if I can recall them by name:
There was Tony, the President,
Who always took packets of Doc's trident.
He was a student leader
And a real teaser.
When it came to his Officers-four,
He knew the score.
He took his duties very seriously
And often listened to the music of Sheila E.
This college-bound senior had a destiny
Because he would never settle for mediocrity.

Let me see...who is next on the list...Brian?
Gosh, if I'm not lyin'!

Wow! That man was bright!
And as a VEEP, he was typically right.
For the job, that is;
He was no "dir".
The only regret was that his voice was low.
Boy, did that anger Doc so!

Brian also had a melodic head.
You should have heard him sing "Lady in Red".

Then, there was Adam, another VEEP.
For when the Reps. didn't support, he would weep.
Because he held his position with care.
This man was very fair.

"To write articles for EASTSIDE!" he would cry.
And his goal would be to see how much he could try
To get students--one & all--involved.
This was a matter he always solved.

Adam was a quiet sort;
However, get him angry, and he would retort.
Who's next? Who can it be?
Why, it's Eric, known as "B.M.O.C."

He & Doc would tease each other all day.
"Lightning Vivone!" B.M.O.C. would often say.

At Doc's desk, he established his space.
For everyone knew this was "his place".
He was a jovial, fun-loving guy,
But his loyalty was to East & SGA...no lie!
However, there's a secret about B.M.O.C.
He loved his candy & took it from the Officers & me.
Last from the troop is "Jeff for Publicity",  
A mild man, full of felicity.  
He, too, had the smarts needed for a university  
And could recite lines from HAMLET with great accuracy.  
This SGA man had the upperhand  
Of bringing information throughout EastLand.  
He was good, a right noble chap,  
But when it came to Kurtis Blow, he couldn't rap.  
As an Officer, he did his best,  
For he sought wisdom, honesty, & the rest.  
Now, you have heard them, all mentioned by name.  
These five guys brought a lot of fame.  
Because of their talents at LTC...tis true.  
I know because they told me on August 22.  
At "Octoberfest", they entertained seniors of the town  
And got mad when Doc said, "Mingle around! Mingle around!"  
In homeroom, listening to classical music was their nightmare  
And changed the station when Doc wasn't there.  
To Rider U. they went  
And saw their LTC friends from the Summer they spent.  
Before you knew it, November had arrived,  
And for "Variety Show", they each got a high-5!  
They broke the school record for attendance  
And brought in big bucks; that was tremendous!  
"Spirit Week" Dance came,  
And over 500 brought them fame.  
Juniors & Seniors had such a rivalry;  
They accused each other of villainy.  
"Cities" was the "Spirit Week" theme.  
So when a Class Advisor asked this team,  
"Please help me choose a place to go!"  
They all sang, "Key Largo, Montego...oh, baby, why don't you go to Kokomo!"  
It was Thanksgiving Day, & everybody was there:  
Marching bands, floats...that ole Homecoming Spirit was in the air!  
Seniors won "Spirit Week".  
But the Juniors vowed revenge to seek.  
Christmas brought them gifts galore  
At Doc's, they celebrated as friends forever more.  
Their term has now ended with dignity,  
For they served the student body with such loyalty.  
Thus, let it be known throughout the land that never will there be  
Five Officers like "THE BOYZ" to Dr. W!
To Joanna:
Always keep that gleam in your eyes, your devilish smile and the warmth of your heart!

"Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see the shadows."

We love you,
Dad, Mom, Chad Gram & Bubbi

LESLEY

AND

GAIL

Through the years...

Road trips, slumber, Horde-unsightly things, train rides, "I'll clean it", shore house, Main Street Park-ripped shorts, sledding, cool as can be, walks, Babysitters Club/Kids, Maryland trips, hebrew school, JCC, throwing up on shoes, Virgin Island/Israel '95, dream boyfriend?, legs look thin in the snow, sunflowers, New Year's Eve, Steve Miller in the limo, "It's not bad for you", Paintworks, TCBY, depressions, our picture album, baseball games, attitude, shopping in Lesley's closet, "I used to be thin", late night talks, voted best drunk, anti-social disease, tarot cards, Friendly's, 9:00 bed time, Beth's laundry, sticker shopping, REO whisper, the perfect card, twice over the bridge, South Street, gossip, "I have to go to the bathroom", trend-setters, college stress, Amy's halloween party, morning car rides, immaturities, "We're lost-again!", girl's night in, birthdays, rice krispie treats, "Are you mmmying?", movies, what friends?, "I'm sorry!" x 2000, laughing in the bathroom, horoscopes, Rainbow Bright, coffee talk, "I hate him, her and everyone else.", happy penny, "I want to @#*$& him!", lawn driving at the Mann, tailgating.

11:11- Make a wish!

We'll always be best friends!
Congratulations

LESLIE

We are so proud of all that you do and all that you are!

We wish you

☑️ ❤️ ☺️ Always!

Keep smiling...

the best is yet to come!

With much love,

Mom, Dad, Jordan, & Tally
MICHAEL & JULIE

HEBREW SCHOOL* JULIE HE'S TALL...WHY DON'T YOU MAKE FRIENDS?* ISRAEL 94*MAKING ITZIK'S FACE OUT OF FOOD*NEW GIRL IN ENGLISH*STOP TALKING*MONO*PHONE CALLS*WE'RE JUST FRIENDS*CHICKEN MARSALA*CREPES*CLaire DO YOU WANT ONE*WHEN A MAN LOVES A WOMAN THE MOVIE*VALENTINE'S DAY*KISS ME-FIRST KISS ☺ ARE WE TOGETHER*SKIING WITH BK*CANDLES *CARLO-WHAT'S THE ANSWER TO NUMBERS 1-100?- THE OLD MARRIED COUPLE*EXCUSE ME WHAT LANGUAGE ☺TAOYAUN...

* BALTIMORE ☻ PROM* FRIED FRENCH BUTTER ON PARALELLED*DEATH SALESMAN ☻ DRIVING SLOW MIA ☻ CRACQUETBALL-BOUNCES* IS FEM(WAVE I HATE PHYSICS! BAND-aid*WHY'D COMPUTERS?*GETTING LOST IN PHILLY*did I REALLY EAT HALF* THE NOSE GAME*KINGS IN THE CORNER*SEPARATE VACATIONS*SLEEPING ON THE BEACH*SPRINKLERS*YOUR JEEP LOOKS GOOD TODAY!*THE DRIVE TO THE POCONOS*1976* TALKING HEADS*WRANGLER JEANS* DOODIE* SHOETOWN*MISSY....MOOSH!KINGS.CARDS, AND FIGHTS WITH MISSY* FEBRUARY 16* RUN, FORRAH @JELLYBEANS*AM I TAN ☻ ROSES ☻ X COUNTRY SKIING TO JULI'S IN BLIZZARD 96*I'LL ALWAYS BE THERE FOR YOU-I LOVE YOU*AND MANY MORE MEMORIES TO COME!
JACLYN DEE

Congratulations on your accomplishments. We are very proud of you!

Wishing you the very best as you pursue your dreams.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Staci, Lindsey, and Those Watching You

J O A N N A  L A U R E N
Stress Tests * Lankenau * Feb. 1 *
Starling La. * JCC Nursery * T-Ball

"You never know when you're making a memory."

JOHNSTON TERRORS * BROWNIES * TBS
Jazz * Birthdays * Meryl * Twins

Always remember good times with good friends. We wish you a future of friendship, happiness and success always. We love you!
-Your Families
Rob:
To our shining "Sun" & Brother
You "brighten" our lives &
always make us proud!
Love: Mom, Dad, Genna & Carah

ASHLEY AND GAIL

We've done it all -
And together!

To Joanna & Jackie,
Hope this is the only "Goofy"
guy you meet at school.
Best of Luck!
The Stahls

Congratulations...

MATT SHAPIRO

...on a job well done!

Love,
Dad, Mom, Seth, & Elissa

Good Luck at Michigan!
BEST FRIENDS FOREVER

JACLYN & JODI

8th grade lunch ☺ Jewelry and corn kernels ☺ No jeans ☺ Freshman dance date? ☺ Going to the shore ☺ Atlantic City: “Jaclyn, come here!” ☺ Getting Jaclyn to listen to music ☺ Directions ☺ Our fantasy trips ☺ Talking on the phone every five minutes ☺ Bargain shopping ☺ “That” store ☺ Our fat free foods ☺ Gossip ☺ Complaints ☺ Jodi’s injuries ☺ Our second families ☺ Christmas and Easter dinners ☺ Our “boring” weekends: “We have no lives.” ☺ Heidi’s hang-up ☺ “I can’t believe you’re not coming!” ☺ “You two make such a cute couple.” ☺ S.C guy ☺ Flirt ☺ $40 belt ☺ Chinese after the 8th grade dance ☺ BG JC JB MB ASx2 JS PA JS CC MS AG JP AP ☺ Big girl party ☺ Classes together ☺ Team 9 ☺ Prom ’95 ☺ Missing the train ☺ The New Years Eve that never was ☺ Guilt trips ☺ Phillies game ☺ Girls’ night out ☺ Endless movies ☺ Jaclyn’s many obsessions ☺ Jodi: What acting skills! “Lucy!” ☺ Jelly beans taste testing ☺ Talking about the “monster” ☺ Attempting to get Jodi to read ☺ Carlo ☺ Haddonfield at night ☺ Blind for a day ☺ Jaclyn’s answering machine ☺ Projects ☺ Potatoes ☺ Florida ☺ Your sister loves me ☺ Tanning salon ☺ Smith Bros. ☺ 20/20: Babies under water ☺ Catcher: Have you read it yet? ☺ Hi! It’s Jaclyn, 354-2105 ☺ Jodi’s fruit diet ☺ Jurassic Park cram session ☺ “That’s what friends are for” ☺ Toilet talk ☺ Driving: Was that a red light? ☺ One way traffic: the wrong way

Jodi,

Thank you so much for the past 5 years- for the memories, the laughs, and the unbelievable friendship you’ve helped to create. You’ve given me a part of you, a part I will treasure forever. I love you.

Love always,

Jaclyn

Jaclyn,

Our friendship is so special to me, one that I deeply cherish. During the last 5 years, we have grown so much together. No matter how far apart we are next year, you’ll always be close in my heart - not to mention, just a phone call away. You’re the greatest friend and I love you!

Love always,

Jodi
ALEX ORLOFSKY

CONGRATULATIONS!

LOVE,
MOM & DAD
ADORABLE BABY

SANDRA

GREAT ATHLETE

BRILLIANT BAT-MITZVAH

GRADUATE DESTINED FOR SUCCESS

For all you have been and for all you will become.... We wish you love, joy, and a life of fulfillment.

Love,
Mom and Andrew
To Tammy:

Who if nothing else will graduate life summa cum laude.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jenn

Amy
You’ve Conquered Your Fears ...
You’ve Achieved Your Goals ...
Now - Reach For Your Dreams !!!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Laura

From your first word, "hammer" to your accomplishments as Technical Director, it has been our great pleasure to watch you grow in to such a "mensch".

MSU is in
For a
Treat!
Our love
always

Mom, Dad, Eric, Cory & Alex
Dear Nikki,

On the day you were born, your horoscope read "Independence rears its head". Little did we know how true that would become and how strong your spirit would have to be.

We have always believed in you, but more importantly, you learned to believe in yourself. We taught you that no matter how many things there were in this world "to do", no one was capable of doing each and every one of them, so you must concentrate on the things that were possible for you. Only you could determine what was possible and trying your best was all that mattered. You did! Many times over you have proven that "can" and "can't" mostly come from within. Frankly, you get your greatest pleasure from doing things others think you can't. "Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no path and leave a trail." You have.

Use these past seventeen years as a strong foundation upon which to build yourself a happy and successful future. Continue to have a positive impact on the lives of others. Remember "We make a living by what we get; we make a life by what we give." Remain humble, gracious and caring.

You have made us very proud parents and we wish for you all that you want. Never doubt that we are here for you. Congratulations on a successful journey to where you are today and best of luck along the path to where you are yet to be.

Love,

Mom & Dad
FRIENDS

Michele
Kim
Jami
Bryna
Hilary

Lisa
Debbie
Nori
Eryn
Jackie

Marla

FOREVER

"The wonderful thing about friends is that they can grow separately without growing apart."
CONGRATULATIONS JAMI,
ON A JOB WELL DONE
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU
BEST OF LUCK IN COLLEGE AND ALWAYS...

LOVE A&F,
MOM, DAD,
DARYN AND CARI

"Telling me is like telling yourself"
428-4011-grandma underwear-auction-barbie houses-solid as a rock-snow football-flappers-Stoppers-spin
the bottle-Rachel's sleepovers-bagels or waffles-condoms-kickball games-"over the bell's a homer"-
Willowdale-fudgicles-JCC- "Let's get busy in a Burger King bathroom"- lifeguard- "We're bus 3... "
-kosher cooking-all black in mourning-bike rides-opera in the park- sports specialist- "The year apart"-
"Beck-the dark years" -crying in the halls-ghost-Totally 80's-Total Eclipse of the Heart-I will survive
saturday's with Baywatch-freshman lacrosse- "Run the Perimeter"-pet peeves- Evita-our fathers-walking
& eating-chocolate waterice-bread-twizzlers-TCBY-buns of steel-love advice-fingerman-AJA-evelyn
harris schwartz-shabat services-McDonald's frozen yogurt-whatever-phone calls from Israel-Jewish
boys- "The nice boys" - Midrashah-Diane's-drive to Junior prom-pictures at senior prom-zoo-hebrew
school bat-mitzvah-Old Navy-Eagles game- "I'm cold and my stomach really hurts."
LAURA AND ABBE

"I swear we've been thru everything there is. Can't imagine anything we've missed. Can't imagine anything the two of us can't do."

2 am playgroups; Ponzio's; Marcia Hyland's backline; bagels with nerds; scratching backs; Cape May; wretched Williamsburg; charms; cabbage patch kids; toilet watching; birth of L&A; selling Abbe's toys; Clover walks "they have a brand new snack bar"; stealing blankets; shags; pets; JCC and the deep end; nicknames; Saginaw memories... stealing brush; toilet games; shower episodes... spin the bottle; wild west years; yearbook message; coke & pepsi losers; t-shirt business; sleepovers; unpacking; freshman dance... NYC here we come!; Maccabi '92; Seth the jiglo; falling up and down the stairs; play production - 30 hrs; "girls get off the damn couch!"; SADD ribbons; sharing clothes; Disney World '93... ET speaks, living in paradise, "Am I gonna die on space mt", shredded cast at typhoon lagoon, uniform, annoying hats... gymboere and airloose cartwheels; sitting under the horse; twisting in mid-air; Stu & Emie; Rubinesque and the hypochondriac mute; period uniforms; "Homework is to be done at home"; burp in Hillman; HARPY; sweet shop girl; lunchtable in the crack... lunchtable built for two...; soph cotillion; Randy's dancing; discovering a whole new world; ice sliding; 5 different shades of green; "Why is your book on your butt?"; Echelon mall parking lot; junior prom and everything afterwards; immaturity grows old; it's about time; curb hitting; late night chats; TRACK... 3 musketeers, late to practice early to leave, "You guys aren't going to be captains"; dreadful 400; the decathlete...; indiv. english annoyance; midrasha dropouts; Stone Harbor; Ocean City; triplets; let's join up; parties; Abe; after school adventures; "if you don't have anything nice to say come sit with us"; dream vs reality; WAWA runs; Florida '95... average age 65, "Come on Bea"; "Hooters, I mean Shooters"; the white courtesy phone; finally got it, Blanche-enough said, "turkey? ham? little sandwich?", 24-7, talk show craze; bagels with sour cream, overalls; Rascal House, Glinque...; "we have the old Abbe back"; New Year's... random hookups; random night, 5am arrival...; college? what will we do without each other; more memories to come, BESIDE EACH OTHER ALWAYS.
Ilanit

Congratulations and good luck on all your endeavors.

from your family: Mom, Dad, Ari, David, Joshua, Grandma, Grandpa, Baba.

Kol Ha Kavod

Go from strength to strength

TO OUR STEPHANIE,

YOU ALWAYS BRING US A SPECIAL JOY.

WE KNOW YOU WILL CONTINUE TO MAKE US PROUD.

CONGRATULATIONS!

LOVE ALWAYS,
MOM, DAD, AND JOSH

"We don't remember days we only remember moments, wishing that we'd found some ways to make those moments last forever."

Rob & Val Memories- JCC picnic bench, cotillion, Prom, 9th grade every class, Rob Collection, flapping, gaseous fumes, parking at Vet, cooking, shore, essay writing, Naot shopping, driving, Mr. Herman, Levitts, concerts, stuffed animals, weather channel, "tuna fish," and Israel '95

Rob and Val always together!
we do it once and then we do it again—the right way...
PBC-poor butt circulation; jersey girls; Rich and Dan; Sesame Place; carpentry God; perfect 10; McDonald's doll; why is everything so sexual; paco taco nacho; hit with a 1 by 3; ossifer; go for it—in the park; cha-cha-cha; welcome to my lane; wench; BIG toe; teddy lies; wash your hands; once you've had a Bonavitz, you'll never go back; teddy jokes on clearcom; big noise from Winnietka; spot the hand; dinner runs; blue burpees; Dump-run forest run-fly far far away; Jungle Bob and Ricky; close your mouth Mandy; greedy food; a-hole DRINK; the Joker laugh; round puzzles; ok I love you bye bye—Buttman; I'm a little wooden puppet; you're the best around—And nothing will ever bring you down; the rose-ops—stem; BOB; pete, married—what a waste; knives; niilce; which way you going mr. man; marble—no you can't; we wake up if it's dark out; ironbna says no breathedis; StarTrek loafer tag; wakay, wakaye, sheep on left; bigBee, 80's music; can we go on spacetown mountain again?: London-there's no place like; Blood Brothers; 5-act sleep—with the loud snorer; chase lights; powder puff; chris dilemma; I squash your head; shirtless steve-removes that pole; senior prom denial—go, take a pic, and ditch the date; Baltimore, the pub; concerts thus far: DMB, REM, Live, and POSH—oops; I mean PHISH; Tracy's bicicnals; alphabetized cage; organization—yeah right; USR; cut the cheese on Ricky; Denny's milkshakes; blue cheese and chapslock; it's a small world; JCC—every period off; Mr. East; J-E-L-L-O-dig that wiggle; Wayne; I fear heights; shakey scaffolding; pinail—going up with me; fishee, fishee, Pulp Fiction; impossible movie decisions; TGIFriday's caesar salad; nick riding in the truck; John's better than his brother; rolled up sleeves; put your wrench on a string; WAWA runs; Snapple—lets do a commercial; Tequila and Corona—Mexican bash; it's a scandal; I'm really sweet and innocent; Ryder trucks; I'm proud of our country; WOW!; Igne's: what's up doc can we rock; I'll pick your nose for you; were walking, were walking; he's bi—we think?; Tombstone; dance shows; OutStanding; sabotage; no I lied, lets do nectar in a sieve; my magic tutu; me and my teddy beat; squishy, mushly tushy; 1,000 yr. old man; hyland drums, sticky prose; ready, ready you missed it; feel your windows; lightwarming; rain—go away, go away; 1.2. N.K.O—what?; deep, deep forest; bawn chicka bawn; shoots over the balcony; it's my sandbox, and you can't come in; kids in America; Anvialane; give it up—dance; meatball—getting yelled at; flinting a lot (both older, dude you dig much); getting electrified; paint the town blue and green; rainbow connection; daytona; ego men; green room tears—not senior year; hell weeks: sweeney todd, mandy goes balistic; Buckscounty; Renaissance Faire—wash hands; what's up everybody's butt; Showboat—fat old techies; the crew mixing like yogurt; converse, what's that mean?; dumb monkeys; Friendly's; I want the illusion, or I'll sue; Manishezvitz; I caught u smiling...

FRIENDS

Montag-out the window, M&M&M: Uno's—I'm SO excited; stayin' alive; whoop there it is; I've got charisma; does anybody have the wizard of oz; hip hop hooray; I'm a little teapot; montana—walla walla washington; relaxation booths; I love TRAINS!; Dear John; spud; whatever boats your float; beavis dance; does this OJ have puip; stop, switch; pee over the balcony; foxy; benn manor; a.arabas; rittenhold overdose; dude you alright dude; Pa-dow; diane's water ice; 10 coconuts; the crow; SO BE IT; webber—Keane?!; stolen college coffee table; ottoman falling—with a wine cooler; no sense of direction; Pearl Jam obsession; Denny's gang—and Steve and Scott too; I wish I was a bell dance; I slapped cis-he wishes; I don't like intellectual questions—there-not MORGON; Seattle—turn around; KINKO's; 1.99 are you out of your mind; stop signs with white borders; hokey; whip its; coffee; MMM! Raspberry Ice-T; grasshopper hostages; OH! Faaabulous; Thomas the tank wishes he could; how long can she last; ok george—which way did he go; evil eyes; sophmore; junior, and senior—diss; flanner-ZIPPO; I'd prefer not to; volleyball in the pit; baseball with the head; Powder-tissue; I hardly try; paper towels—NOW; falling on nit—ice; funny ha ha—no funny ho ho; ph—phat balanced; hot guy talk; breakfast; South St. —shhh; D&B; game bored night; monopoly stalkings; don't touch him; Mr. potato pots and his bucket of heads; the IF book; intellectual evenings; Dr. Seuss is a perv?; the prose soap opera; pss pss Clydey pss; I'll be honest; I'm not listening; she finally can't talk; Roxanne—shut up!; Chasing in the parking lot; EMT—save ME!; your helmet does that swoosh thing; olga's party; blockbuster—we'll rent more than a movie; W—whatever; this gosh darn ad; the 13 week tie; I want to be searched; I wanna know... lee imitation John h.; matt's sound tools; fake sleeping; what steps?; what desk?; okey dokey Bert; talk to the hand; Jerry me; we have a don't serve us sign; bennhanna; and yet there is still nothing to do in cherry hill; womandy; we walk aike we talk aike, we sometimes even dress alike; play pro—the potential bomb (where it all started); hey-talk to u later, ok bye, ok, bye, ok bye—CLICK, now that we've run out of memories and room, we are going to say—ok we love u—BYE-BYE!

Dear Mandy,

Saying goodbye to years of memories, some heartache, and lots of fun is next to impossible. Knowing that I shared it with you, and that you were and always will be there makes what seems to be ending, truly last forever. For four years our friendship have made us inseperable, and no matter where the world may take us. In my heart, we will always be inseperable. So if ever in the middle of the night you need a shoulder to cry on, or a really good laughs, I will always be there for you. You are my ultimate light and inspiration, what more can I say than thanks and I'll never forget you.

love always,
your best friend forever. STEF

---

STEFP — When I needed a friend, you were always there. When everything was wrong, you've made it seem right. No matter the time of day, month or year, you always stand knowing that we will always be the very best of friends. You will never know just how much our friendship means to me. I love you like a sister. I wish you all of the luck and happiness in the world. I'll never forget you. — MANDY
CONGRATULATIONS
SUSAN
WE'RE PROUD OF YOU!
LOVE,
MOM, DAD, DAVID
DAISY & ROE

MAY YOU ALWAYS HAVE AS
MUCH JOY IN YOUR LIFE AS
YOU HAVE BROUGHT TO OURS.
WE LOVE YOU!!
MOM, DAD, JEREMY & ROXIE

TO
LEVIN & HERSHENBERG
WE GIVE YOU OUR
CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
AND
AN OPEN OFFER OF PARTNERSHIP
LOVE,
LEVIN & HERSHENBERG
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
1874 Route 70 East
Cherry Hill, New Jersey

"The path to a friend's house is never long."

MAY YOU ALWAYS HAVE FOND MEMORIES OF YOUR FRIENDSHIP.
WE LOVE YOU BOTH! THE WEINBERGS & STAHTLS

JOANNA
SHERYL
Michael Weinstein,

We’re Sure You’re Glad You Can Finally Say,
"Hallelujah! This Is My Last Day!"
If The Past 12 Years Have Seemed Long And Slow,
Just Think - You Only Have 4 More To Go!
You Have Lots Of Memories & Stories To Tell,
And We’re Sure Your Teachers Have Some As Well!
The Future Is Yours And We’ll Be By Your Side,
As We Watch You Graduate With Great Love And Pride.

All Our Love,

Mom And Randy
Dad, Elaine & Stacey
Dear Mandy:
We are proud of what you have accomplished, your willingness to be involved, and your defense of what you believe in.

We hope you continue to try new things, set high goals and achieve what you desire.

We love you!!
Mom, Dad, Kim, Bonnie & Clyde

LAURA

We look at you today and see
The same beautiful eyes
That looked at us when you were a baby

We look at you today and see
Our beautiful daughter, no longer a baby
But, a beautiful person

Those beautiful eyes always
Shining with excitement
Those eyes that only see the good in people
Those eyes that warm everyone's heart
Around you

Laura,
You shed sunshine wherever you go-
Continue to shoot for the stars
And you will always soar
to great heights of happiness,
success, and self-fulfillment

Our hearts and love are with you
Now and forever...
Mom, Dad, and Haley
STEFANIE --

I've watched you grow from "peanut" to "princess" to young woman, From the terrible twos to the tearful 10s to the terrific teens. I've heard your baby gurgles, your girlish squeals, and your adolescent giggles. I've tasted the sweet joys of young motherhood and the bitter tears of having to know that it's time to let go. But most of all, I have felt -- I have felt the racing heartbeat as you explored your world and set out for paths unknown, I have felt the pride of knowing that you have succeeded in all you set out to do. As you venture into adulthood, remember that I am always here, that I will always love you unconditionally, and that Dad will always be "watching," "hearing," and "feeling" you from above.

Love,
Mom

Lauren,
Congratulations and
Lots of Luck!

Love,
Mom, Ed, and Carrie

Adam Getson

Congratulations and
Best Wishes for a future filled with good friends, happiness and success.

All My Love,
Mom-Mom

****CONGRATULATIONS***
TONY CAPPELLO
BEST OF LUCK !!!!
MOM, DAD, AND ALICIA
NORI & JAMI

Best Friends Forever

Three's Company, Eggrolls, Spirit Week Dance '92, Strip Poker, Great Adventure '93, "Aren't you glad we spent the whole day with bag and he didn't talk to any of us," but at least we found out where he lived, Keyboarding, Way mess, 2000 letters to each other, Visiting Day, Albino, Instigator, Sheep (Bahhhd), Aladdin, T. Sophomore, Big mouth little body, Cryin', 2/3 Ain't Bad, SB, Jami's Sweet 16, Rod, Spanish 3, Frosty, Worm, Smichael, Smurfmobile, Charlie Brown, Northern Confederacy, Mrs. Doubtfire, Mixes, A Bronx Tale, "Did I ask to be spoken To?", Studying with Andy, Mommy Dearest, Our evening at the Library, She's asexual, Trips to the Mall, Licenses, Jami's Posse, Party patrol, Ping-Pong with Andy, Junior Prom, Dave and Busters, Teen-tours, Potato Latkes, Coed Sleepovers, Bonfire, Seances, Same clothes, Stickers, Hello Kitty, No double dipping, Crazy Annie, Scooby Doo, JCC, Trash Boy, The WHORE, Erilton, Phillies game, Park nights, Bon Jovi concert, Naps, Japanese Food, Phone calls, "I'm just resting my eyes", 90210, Melrose, Late night at Tower, The track, Same schedules, Friendly's, Baskin Robbins, Early arrivals, Super G cookies, Egged at Dunkin' Donuts, Wawa, Burger King, Chick-Fil-A, Roy's, Ice skating, Name, End of the Road, Senior Prom Dates, SANDY G.1, Cotton Candy Gum, Frost kissing Jami, Cleaning Closets, Dickman, Arrested Development CD, Forest green sweatshirt, NBA on NBC, Noriega Bluestein, Tennis with Nancy, Quarantined, The hunt for Super Tennis, Nintendo, "Rachel", Lisa's Party, Antonio el Tigre, English with Mrs. Brodeur, Drive-by's, Our death beds, "I seeee!", "Te gusta...Me gusta", Our kid's toys, Toy's R Us, Philly, Benihana's, Jack and Mary, Wars in class/lunch, "Jami, will you please move over so I could sit across from my best friend?", Jeff's party. We actually paid $5.00, Candy stores (Bourbon Street), Shoes, Tour/camp friends, We have NO friends, Snorks, "Can we drive by Matt's?", Pig Pen, "Whatever", Hair club for Men, I'll have a nonalcoholic beverage. Hi Nori, Hi Jami.", Benny G.'s in jail for $500 bail, Dirty Dancing, Sue's car, Decorating planners, Bullwinkle, Scarlet Letter video, Ed, Returning Adam's Tux, Boomerang, Giuseppe's, Walks to Holly Ravine, We love Joel, Classic Cake, Saladworks, Tanning, Cotillion, Birthday Cakes, Our parents, Aladdin outfit, Grand Canyon, Andy's video/stories, Barbecue potato chips, CVS, Drug Emporium, Ginger dressing, "Will you sign my petition?", Wontons at Joe's, jean Valjean, Folder Days, Our siblings, Lisa, K-turn on driveway, Easy bake oven, Gumball machine, Big birthday card, magazine card, Lionel Richie, Please Forgive Me, I'd Do Anything for Love but I Won't Do That, Again, "Don't call me duder", Eagle 106, Steve, Jeff, Kim and Sue-We Love You!
Dear Lisa,

We're so proud of you today.
May good fortune light your way.
May your hopes and wishes come true, and
May good friends share your dreams with you.

We love you,
Mom, Dad, Dayna,
Bubby, Grandma and Grandpop

Laura & Steph...Friends Forever

"Fine I'll shake on it, but I don't forgive you!"; "You think I'm gay? You think I'm odd?"; 6th grade turnaround; the Kirschbaum's skunk invasion; the Sharp gang; 12/31/90 bang disaster; photo matchmaking; Camp Saginaw; "Where's my brush? Waaaah!"; Leagues with skinny legs; The famous photo ... "Anyone wanna join?"; Marcia Hyland - we just didn't care; forgetful Steph; compulsive handwasher; Laura's favorite activity - cleaning and sorting; the everlasting Carl Sagan proj ect - 88%; 9-11, Steph and her kicking Saturday nights; shore fortune teller; what would Laura do without her mats?; Steph and the VCR; Wellesley '94; everyone in Caz and then there's Laura; Bruegger's bagels & yogurt; our lack of long distance communication; Jay the model; Jr. prom click; the country music obsession; "wanna watch gymnastics?"; jean shorts swap; 4/13/95, "We're from TX, where's AMC?"; Steph's license disaster; we're safe, let's keep running; "Get rid of the hair pin!"; "You missed an awesome party - Oh hi mom!"; "The State Fair's that way!; Laura's fallen and she can't get up; "You 2 too good for me? How old? It's party time!"; "Laura Run", "I feel bad!", "He's a drunk... Run!"; the pathetic bet - Steph won; Bam Bam at midnight; Steph's men at REM; Steph, Greg, squished face, and human sandwich; Florida '95 w/the Rubin's; family of 7; 65MPH slide; a ladder made of cheese; "Yes, Jen's gone!"; "Hasta la bye bye little sista!"; "This is totally Bar Mitzvah!"; Mickey hats; Howie's the man; 12/3/95 Why'd it have to be you two?"; Haddon Township connections - never happened; "You can't say anything!"; L&$ captured on tape through the years;

"How lucky we are to have something that makes saying good-bye so hard."
ADAM GETSON

You have made us very proud,
You have also made us laugh (a lot)
We were very fortunate to see you
Grow in body and mind,
Into the man, the mensch,
The High School Graduate.

CONGRATULATIONS!

We Love You,

Mom, Dad, and Ashly

Congratulations to all of Adam’s friends,
Without them our home would seem eerily quiet.

Jared Feldman
Seth Gottlieb
Ben Green
Mark Harris
Brandon Litwin
Danny Marks
Michele Rudner

Matthew Shapiro
Matthew Shreibman
Jeffrey Simons
Eryn Stein
Mark Tamburrino
Michael Weinstein
Pita, Noublie, and then some, 11:11, woofers, tweeters, pasta fagioli's, alagaheuia, Taco Bell, Go fish, Pennypacker, skiing.
Oh dear..., climbing under bushes after getting lost in the woods in the snow, the emergency room and Bob, I asked you first, you don't send me flowers, or my new car dear, vanillaroma, Pink Floyd, Malones, Tommy, Bye Bye Birdie, mucking, Cinderella burbon balls, Leon, you, muffins, Chip, supreme, Milkshake, dimples, smile lines, Rancocas, tire swing, festivals, slides, movies, Renaissance Faire, roller Lebanon Valley, pool, horses, no, uh-huh, sure, fine, anyway, tomatoes, and pickles, salads pictures, Thanksgivings, Carolyns then, the deep end of the ocean, jewelry rings, blue, pet stores, Explorer, I'm always Maw, puggies at 10:00, the malls, New fuzzy sweaters, heart shaped pizzas and sand bite your nose, Stone Harbor, New York, South ask where the bathroom is, muffins, seventeen, floor videotape, broken foot, blue bear, moose, curls, Olive Gar-

Tim and Micki

HEATHER & CHARLES

"I love you, Heath."
"I love you, too, baby."

"I'm sure you know by now that I love you": Field Day '94 - sunburn; 1st date at Mickey D's; wedding bands; park walks with the duckies; Bunnies!; 'The car is talking!'; late night buffets at the park; Bonneville taxi service; Jay's Hoover Vacuums and Motorcycle Monthly;"I think it's time to put the top down"; presents on my doorstep; "Charles is a Ghostbuster!"; "Heather let your let shine down": T/F: "Who's that?" "Oh, it's just my uncle."; hiding under the bed; quick getaways; Roy's chicken at Charles' house; Love me?; free math tutor; sleepovers; forgotten anniversary; "So where's my ring?"; picnics; breaking maracas; Brad's bad timing; bus and gondola rides; no food after 8pm; pay phones - NOT; The Princess Bride: Pocô-hi-ness; Luka eye; Liebs; duel car fruiting; HLA Productions; Death of Heather center; Sour Patch Kids and Sweedish Fish; Homemaker Heath; Silly Puppy; Sleep Now; belly buttons and bite cheek; PHAT HOOD acry CAR; eye fruit; June 24th, 1994 to forever - "Charles - You'll always be my baby."
Tony,
You always had the muscle, You always had the smile.
Then when you got to CHE, You really showed your style.
So President as you graduate, Look upwards, head held high.
Ambition is your "Forte", So reach up towards the sky.
Your family is behind you, As you strive to reach your peak.
Remember always who you are, Because TONY is unique.

Love and congratulations,
Mom, Dad, and Arnold
Congratulations
Heidi

Follow your dreams and reach for the stars...
Thank you for all of the joy and happiness you have given us!

With our love,
Mom, Dad and Scott

Our Dearest Jessica

Congratulations
Wishing You The Very Best
Forever And Always

With all our love,
Mom & Dad

Grandma & Grandpa

Lightning & Thunder

Micki,
We’re Really Proud of You! Good Luck In College.

Love,
Mom & Dad
Congratulations Michael Weinstein
and the Class of '96!

May your future bring you
great success and happiness.

We’re proud of you!

Love,

Bubby & Zayde
(Evelyn & Jack Cohen)

RACHEL
& JEN

"In a friend
you find your
second self."

Connected at the head; Doofy; Pachelbel-3rd violin; Herman, Rocchino,
Yak; Pit-Jonathan Tunick!, neon green baton, Bennigan's, apple attack;
Evil Dictator; subliminal messages in Disney; Big P; Jen-"I'm an Italian
Jew. You're Asian."; Gov. School(s); Wawa's icces and French Vanilla
Coffee; speedline; JOLT!; "I was on the Internet last night...", Virtual Irish
Pub; Philadelphia Orchestra's Halloween Concert; ADAO-throwing knives,
little Berryanns!; "I want a guy!"; "I met this guy today."; "So did I!"; "It
was fun... really..."; JHU AllNighters!!!; HARTWICK--Robbob; "What-
ever!"; Altoids; sleepovers; Hal Janks "illuminating" the concert;
classing; mail/male; butt-hunting; Bruce, Paul, Ben, Jason; ferrets,
pencils; "Is he good?... As a teacher, I mean."; Guest Lights Out; E-mail!
"THESE ARE THE BEST OF TIMES BUT THE BEST IS YET TO COME"

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR DAUGHTER ABBE VERNICK AND THE ENTIRE CLASS OF 1996.

Edward, Beth and Greg Vernick
To Hilary, Bryna, Lisa, Lauren, Jamie, Joanna & Sheryl
"The chauffeuring has stopped
but the memories will last forever!"

With Love,
The Goulds, Kravitzes, Levins, Shorrs,
Reiners, Stahls and Weinbergs
VARSITY TEAM:
(Bottom row, L-R) Kevin Siwald, Jared Feldman. (Middle row, L-R) Chad Gunther, Joe Brown, Bryan Vurgason, Scott Selig, Justin Lupow. (Top row, L-R) Bob Beck (coach), David Garczynski, Brandon Litwin, Todd Zoren, Anthony Lomonaco, Jason Judice, Kevin Humphrey (coach).

CHERRY HILL ICE HOCKEY
1995-1996

JUNIOR VARSITY
BEST WISHES
TO OUR SENIORS
MUSIC PLAYING, LAUGHTER FLOWING, THROUGH THE YEARS OUR DAUGHTER GROWING FROM TOT TO TERRIFIC TEEN, YOU'RE OUR WONDER-COLLEEN!

Thanks for setting such great examples for your brothers and sisters to follow! We love you!

Dotti & Aaron Nancy & Paul

DRUMS

LOUIS III

Congratulations Louis!!! With Love, Mom, Dad, & Mike

SUPPOSABLE

Brian & Craig

LION KING

PAINTING THE MIDDLE EAST

PURPLE POLKA DOTS

PANDORA

CAN I HAVE ANOTHER CALL?

DON'T GET COLD

BREAKFAST CLUB

MEG RYAN

MAKING ORANGE JUICE

NUCLEAR

WATER FIGHT

280
Congratulations
Mr. Ed.
Jeffrey Barmach
Editor-in-Chief

With Love and
Amazement
from your
family,
Ken and Ellen,
Michael, Steven
and Pepper

Eidolon 1996
how many more days until LBI? can we sleep-over? i'm so depressed - cauliflower, mushed liver - are you as life lessons with Pond's eye gel the picture's upside-down! now make a movie - bartender babes - brownies - baby food - parent trap your turn to apologize - another what he meant - summer nights girl talk here, bandanas there, toothpaste everywhere - supermarket splurges - the cousin thing - ESP - why are you putting our stuff in a plant? - mama van adventures - floor vitamins - save the worms! - age is just a number, not a definition - shh! the walls have ears... & mice - miss missouri should've won! - sojourn stings - virgin strawberry daiquiris - are is sparkling white grape juice? - free to - bootleg what? - three's a crowd when that? - i want to know why - Jack's hold always good - fitness gurus - whatever - she has the chicken pox! - sesame place - where are we? - did you see "Days"? - traumatic halloween experiences - talk radio shows - new years - anna & aquaman, ali & robin (or was it batman) - i'd marry him - separation anxiety - sisterly love - we go together - remember me - 14+ years of friendship Anna & Alli BFF!

Risa & Wendy... Did I do everything right? It Could Happen!
Fondue & Analogy Chica; Quintet-The Letter; Olga's-yuck; Homeroom; Everthing's $1-Domestic Goddesses; Sopranos 1s; Repugnance in Pink Tights; Revelations; Too True Horoscopes; Plaid Ribbons; L,2,Mr.X; Alien Story; Adam x2; 5/8/95-Hooray; Front Row Bus Seats; Les Mis in Va.; Wicked Raccoon; Diane's; J&H; Fudd's-Whack the Crocodiles; Corduroy Planner; Booty Show; Friendly's Intrusion; Not going to London; Culture at Risa's; 2nd Act Horror-Confusion; Small Parts for Small Actors; Habitat? Rendell Rudeness; Peters; A,B,C-Nada; O.J Run; Giving Blessings; Tom & Kevin; Candyman; Spirals & Meat Sauce; MUST SEE TV!; Wedding Choir; Carriesell!!
"Cars are like friends, if you have a few good ones in your life, you're lucky."
My little honey-bunny,
my little wamby-pamby,
HI, GARY
GO-GO or Bo-Bo, they all mean
Joseph Alviso Ignazio DiMedio
to us, and they are all loved.
We are so proud of you, Joe.

Love, Mom, Liza (1991)
and Melanie (1994)

what a long, strange trip
it's been

CONGRATULATIONS
POOPSY!
love & hugs-
Mom, Dad, & Laura

"Yesterday marks the beginning and tomorrow marks the end
and somewhere in the middle we became the best of friends."
always remember..... nice boys, paintworks, Janet Jackson, up 'til 5:30, bye bye Cougar, LBI! something at the window.
Leetee. Spices. Greasies, Maverick. REM, Rhode Island. you girls are gonna get fat, talk and walk. Claude, pit. Al's kitchen
socks. Did you develop the film yet? Junior lunch. we need new friends, petunia and porky, dazed and confused. Phillies. Alf
and Mel--our maps. Graham the pencil man. chicken coesar salad. Alf's 17th. Are you for real? Melissa--do you want to slow
dance? Jamie--have you made it through a day of school yet? Drives to Ocean City, Mr. Paul, Mel--is your closet door open?
Jimmy Hendrix, whatever happened to that third hole. shoestring. Rocco's. night swims. I didn't push you in purpose.
parallel parking. Bob Marley. Mel run. summer '95. slurpees. mel--you're right. diners--OLCAS. Diane's. Sand's basement
rules, yo man let's get out of here! South Street Grill. Jamie--I'm just tired. bed time 8:30. Al--are you really going to Israel--I
didn't love it. CVS. Steve Miller. work, work... Friendly's--cheese on bread grilled. It's inevitable, there's a time and place for
everything, my so called life, you're babysitting, hi, hi, and mel, just go with it. did you dye your hair, Wings gone.
shrinklines. insecurity--$10 word. mel vs. jamie in pool. soccer girls. chick flicks. ouija, len & quasy. mel up before 10?
Rutgers. TCBY-Dennis and Mike. Mel cuts Hebrew. senior English, mathminds. wreckless driving. July 4th M&A. rollerblading,
members. Ben and Jerry's. chocolate doughnuts. RFD. skiing. bad boys. plans. Motola. FOP. cabin fever. Kuhl. Les--there
were allot of people in your house! Mel's 18th surprise. are we ready for college yet?

Melanie

Jamie

Allison

Lesley
Bruce with a knife  AJ’S PARANOIA Soul Mates Cutting Edge
Untamed Heart at 3am  WOMAN IN THE WALL Paul Simon lunch on the curb
“The ride was the best part of the day” Hide-and-Go-Seek we thought
It was funny sneaking to a phone. we will get to SAT class anywhere but the
Limited Saturday morning breakfasts night in the cast room Silence of the
Lambs marathon Smoke-out Shuffle Since they didn’t play it inside we’ll play it outside “Did you guys plan that?!”

Trips to Athens
Late night bathroom calls, quality family time “Don’t touch my CD player” cutting
track … so good we don’t need practice
Kammy is laughing at us! All we need is food
Party prepping We went alone
Friday night tuna

Sibling rivalry “one day we will be found in a pillowed room”
Talent Shows/spatter paint outfits one day your rubberband will break COLONIAL FUTURES “Did they forget about us?”
late starts Woodward boys Bette in the centerfield midnight horse-side
fly-tape in Anitra’s sleeping bag “what were we thinking?” PBCookie disaster…AJ’s a good cook we used to care “I’m never getting married, or having children” We are each other talking to ourselves
MOM’S FAMOUS PICTURE “GET OFF OF ME!” “Pierre go get Lizzie”
Freshman loves, just the four of us Hot Tub Experience Speedos/OJ spill “Who me hungry?” bad boys/good girls.
Pretzels with cinnamon and sugar!? Cotillions every year “What are the cops doing outside our house?” Jack son Street
“I choose to have no friends”
Friendly’s Pie under 10 min. “It’s not safe to have a toothpick in your mouth driving 105mph” It was cool when we did it Flirting—even
at an early age dancing in the rain midnight chases

The only person who I can talk about nothing with Fortune
Tellers (we were so good) Funny Faces
I can’t help but growl, just look! Ben’s “party”
The only girls at the VCBP party, reason enough to be scared
Contrary to popular belief… Untoppable Best friends
Massage competition. I win
I ENJOY DOING NOTHING Stove top and Macaroni & Cheese Everything tastes better at Sue’s STALKERS
ON-LINE String things

AJ’s a cat again for Halloween this year My card’s better Cookie fight lunch in the principal’s office
again and again… 5 books at a time saving Lizz from trouble WALKS TO RITE-AID,…THE BEGINNING OF IT
ALL I can’t believe you asked him! Tape worm invasion When we get bored we’ll switch…ceiling
patterns Speed-bump heave “I thought you guys were two” Roller-blades and pink helmets SOMETHING
DIFFERENT… ALL IN CAPS?! “BO, not my blanket!” …Lizz, how old are you? EpiC Buffet Indigo
Girls…Get out of the car! Sky-Diver… Just one more time “I know you stole my hair scrunchies”
Boys are stupid our parents are getting married pickles anyone?
We always have something to fall back on Half-way between PITT and UCONN GOES BARJANT EVAPORIZED MILK?

Connipations in the mall We didn’t risk our lives for B-bol summers at
Woodstream… the princesses are here Summer
of 84’ can’t be topped the only one who’d be so proud “What are you on?”… Sugar highs OUR
OWN APARTMENT whipped boys
Susan should be a comedian food poisoning
Ice-skating pictures Sojourn followers
Ignorance is Bliss cooking stories Lizz, future hairstylist? “I’m drowning” 4am pillow fights
differences in opinion hysterics and insanity at movie theaters tears in Harlem Girl’s just wanna have fun
Summer of Concerts Why yes, yes I am
“It’s all Good” no taste in music Lafayette & Swarthmore = real men
We shocked everyone! Future husbands… dreams better than reality 11 days together
straight-Blizzard 93’ ULCERS THURSDAY

BEFORE PROM “we are going to Custards!” “I tell you I hate her, I really do” Cat Fights just a hello
Alison,
Congratulations
on graduating.
These past years
your singing &
Marching
Have brought us
much enjoying
we always have
& always will
Love being your
Spectator
Love to you our alligator.

Mark Edward Mann
As you are about to embark on a most
exciting adventure always remember that
no matter what direction you choose,
we are all very proud that you are our
son, brother and master.
Dad, Robin, Mom, Gary, Lori,
Simon, Schuster, Sally
and Pupus

Melissa,
There is no space,
large enough
to express our wishes
for you at graduation.
But the most
important words
need only a small space.
WE LOVE YOU
Love,
MOM, DAD, AND JUSTIN

Lesley
&
Sabrina

Best
Friends

Eighth grade- S & M, May 8, dressing to provoke,
getting rid of absolutely nothing, Lesley has to
dress more provocative, taking out trash cans
with Sabrina's car, sneaking out, rock throwing,
the great prom scheme, "What are all of those cars
doing in front of my house?", Main Street Park-ripped
shorts, "Are we lost-Again?", Ordinary World, the
Jordans, "Who dis?", walking to South Street in 0
degree weather, Sheri Park, summer '93 with
Marina, laughing in the bathroom, stupid guy
obsessions, nothing to do, New Year's Eve, "No
peer pressure", In Your Eyes, Crick Road, Sabrina's
wacky moods, skipping school, out to breakfast,
Psycho girls, wishing for breast reductions, Halloween
'95, rain dancing, complete opposites, your clothes are
too tight/baggy, being bad girls -Twelfth grade-FOREVER!
ADAM        GREGG        PAUL        JAKE

Gregg vs. Paul, cartoon watching, gambling with Landsburg, Hockey, slowest fall ever; biggest hit of all time, Wiltsee's class, Gregg's report card(s), messing up Gregg's report card, bloody head, cheating in Steele's class, Lunch table sophomore year, girl grading, Gregg's broken arm by girl, Paul's broken finger, Jake's broken ankle (and he walked home), Jake common sense?, kindercamp, hell week, license to drive, Schulman's, Israel (Paul had no friends), H.H., Rob's party, Gregg's chocolate chips, "It looks like chocolate", Adam dancing at Hooters, track, pool, bowling, stealing bowling shoes, grading girls, Jake's foot in mouth, shindigs '95-'96, shindigs at Peltzman's, girl grading, "blue 42", coors light night, concerts, buffalo wings, shrimp, SUBWAY, Country Club Diner, gym (lack of), meat pipe pumper nickel, Junior Prom, Jaime's house and "The Couch", Michele's house, girl grading, Rutgers, pong teams, Jake- AJ, Paul- Liz, Gregg-RH, Adam- LH, Jewish Cuban Colony, New Years '96 at Peltzman's, He-Mom is born with a mop, Disney World, Def, Bangin', Castro, He-Mom, Boot hill, Jake and Paul in back seat, gars with guys, SAT class, 1060 Paul, 1130 Gregg, 1140 Adam, 1190 Jake, girl grading, Eagles games, Karaoke, naked sledding, Paul into stop sign "It was red", Paul running over Jake's foot. To all of our friends, "MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU!"
Little snot to hot shot,
My big brother finally grew up.
Remember to hold your head high,
and follow your dreams.
You will always end up on top.
Love your little sister,
Dorothy

Yeah
Burke!

We are proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Dorothy

Jamie,
We are so proud of you.
We hope and pray you have
continued health and happiness,
forever.
Mom & Dad

Jamie,
Congratulations!
We love you!
Jake and Zara
"We make our friends, we make our enemies, but God makes our next-door neighbors."

For the past 17 years our friendship has meant everything to each other. We have stood the test of time:

Dell Drive-Willowdale-playroom-runaway to station wagon- "my father is going to chop your head off with an axe"-walkie-talkies-strut-cleaning elves- "brown is not our color"-marlerajay-crimped hair-cherrybowl outfit-Bret Harte poster contest-Stoppers- "pick 'em up, put 'em down"-twins-Flappers-snow football-siamese punks-flying munchkins-bagels or waffles-swapping boyfriends-lover's walk-Crocodile Rock-Chaverim-bloody mary-BBB-Hanz & Franz-Barney-Pee Wee Herman-GH-state fair-Scouse snacks-screaming on your porch- "That's what friends are for"-Michael Jackson- "don't worry I'll take the bus."-DD Froggy-Rachmuel-lesbians- "first I'd hit him, then I'd kiss him"-diaries-"imaginary kiss"-cotillion-quarter's in Rachel's basement- "Whomp there it is"-four seasons-party at Schneider's-too many zima's-spring fling-purple hair-bedroom talks-"Are you two still bestfriends?"
L & N FOREVER

Nicole

Liz

BECK - The beginning of a beautiful friendship! Living at each other's houses. Bagels. And... Birthdays at Fridays. I know how to do it from school, but... Summers at the shore: Andrew, Martin, Mitchell, Michael, Moonbeam... Land and company. Kucera and Chenger. Suddenly feel the urge to run (after some guy). Random individuals walking into trash cans. Nic running into the parade on the Boardwalk - that duck mowed me down! Eternal card games - oh dam! Penny candy because we were broke. Do you guys charge for the sugar on the bottom of the bag? Run, Run... WELCOME TO OCEAN CITY... retreat! Hey Liz - sit in beach chairs much? Liz always hurting herself. Bill... nuff said. Oh yeah, nice cat. Nic, absolutely sick on the boardwalk! Teaching Nic to play pool. Eating sugar. Donald our ski instructor - "How ya doing?" Nic - "oh just DUCKY" Nic gargling "it's a small world" with Mono when we should have been in Aruba! Late night QPS labs. Late night swims in Mexico - fully clothed. Pool side chats about everything. Liz, estás casada? Yes I'm tired. Oops. Lizards. Nude beaches. Guys in Mexico sure know how to whistle. 40 ft. sailboat. 12 people, free beverages - nice, real nice! That geek! The rib place with crabs walking on the floor. Senior Mr. Pepe's sure knows how to serve 'em up (and charge for 'em)! There's a drinking age in Mexico? Chinese food in Mexico - there's a reason they didn't keep filling up the water! Liz, why are you puiking - he was cute! Bus stop - here's a bag, I'm busy! Showering together, losing water, finishing on the beach. Making friends while showering on the beach. Charades of 'llaves' and being locked out. Liz - "uh... where's the bathroom?" Sleeping thru dinners on the plane. Beef tips, anyone? Sleeping thru everything on the plane. Contemplating leaving Nic in Dallas because of that obnoxious alarm she set off. Liz's incessant belching - what a woman! Cape Cod. Hyannis. Provincetown. Freaks. The Green Paradise (puke green). Sleeping in the car: Liz, you left your teeth on the seat! Sing to the foot. Hey Nic - gum OUT the window, not ON it. Nose pickers in traffic. Do my eyes look SEDUCTIVE? Two Johns - must get confusing in the dark. Trips to the library - the lake at the library, of course! A great collision - afterward at Liz's - one up one down - hey Liz, I get it! Age doesn't matter - they're both immature anyway. Steve Miller concert - need we say more? Family occasions at Nic's house. Holiday dinners at Liz's house. Hey Liz, what's Suck it and Sim it? Uh Nic, that's Sukkot and Simhat Torah. Olive, bet, vet, gimmel, hail, hay - or something. Nicole Cerquistain or perhaps Cerquisteborg. Cerqueia and Trashy. Paloma means dove - and Prostitute! Thank Nic. Car ride to Florida. Harassed by seedy foggies in Florida. Our baby pools. Liz spilling all of that poor stranger's peanuts. Our almost trip to Spain. Summers of corruption where we did everything we said we never would (many more of these to come, together). Sad departures - foreign and otherwise. WE'RE BACK! The football game in the rain. Jamie's party - Hey Nic, sleep on bathroom floors much? Jamie's deck - Hey Liz, good thinkin', goin' outside and stuff. Good aim, Nic. Liz, THAT'S dinner or HE'S dinner? Finally driving. Poor Fred's license plate cover - he feels so violated! Take the wheel out, too. I know it's in here. Always saying we should write our memories down, but never quite getting to it. So many memories, so little... MONEY!! The Best of Friends forever!
Pledge: Milli Vanilli; house cake; too much butter; pig; check my butt; Nintendo driving; shockies; Mtv; pool dance; answering machine code; phone; our biggest fan; Hershey Park; Son-in-Law: "You have chickens, I love chickens!"; Golden Grahams; Oh my!; cartoons; Springfield, apple picking; "the perfect peach"; Halloween; Ocean City summers; "for 9 years?"; six more months; Cinderella; one last cry; Max & Chadley; "It hasn't hit you yet?"; repeat after me Anthony...; spit; do yourself; nails; mouthing it; dee dee; concoctions; sticky stuff; "Did you do it yet?"; first kiss; "Yes, I am an a?"; "I can't hear!" "Can't hear what?"; I gotta pee; not uh, really?; chalkboard messages; "That's not how you spell it!"; Ugh!; Rumey 500-Forever; TCBY; "What's goin' on?"; Boyz II Men concert; 7-11 runs; Blockbuster; in the real world sitting on the floor in Barnes & Noble; "Take off aye!"; punching bag; #69; "I hate everyone"; Do bears defecate in the woods?; "Wanna draw popcorn?" (Gloria); Susan—you're a pee pee head; "If you want to vent, call my machine."; going in circles in the parking lot; Blizzard of '96; "You have what?"; "It's like them, and then it's like US!"; turbo Lucy; "What are you a freak?"; D.B.'s ugly girlfriend; Lucy's sensitive spot; Jerry & Eric; waffles; "We're so cute!..." Best friends are hard to find, hardest to leave, and impossible to forget.

ANNA THE LATE BLOOMER

When Anna entered East she refused to compete. She refused to take Honors courses and she reluctantly completed assignments. Then she met Louis & Tammy & Vic & Josh & lots of caring, nice and bright kids. Then she met Mr. Simon. He changed her ideas about herself. Anna produced scholarly research papers. She created beautiful works of art. Anna was elected V.P. and chaired Adopt-A-Grandparent. She bloomed and she blossomed. Anna has been blooming ever since.

WE COULDN'T BE MORE PROUD OF YOU!

WE ALL LOVE YOU SO VERY MUCH –

Mom, Dad, Julia, Rachel, Bubbie & Pop, Bubbie & Zayda, Susan, Kenneth & Jonathan, Andy, Tom & Max, Larry, Sondra & Sprout, Helene, Bart & Rodney, Kiwi, Athena, Dink, and of course, Lec the Late Bloomer!!!!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Eric, Alisa, & Matthew
Oodles of letters in the 6th grade; Monica comes to Beck, visiting Cathy in the library; Snoring Christmas play; Indiana Jones: 5th grade retreat; rating at Labor Day; sleepovers sobbing; backwards handwave; deshi de ci; Days of our Tribes; Amazing corn; Ponderosa; McDonald's; CHARADES; sexy photos; studying finals at library; Holiday Matrix, Elton Clapton; pepper in teeth: "Who's Bono?"); wedding guy; Brian and Marcus; QPS- almost fighting; When's Christmas?; perms; bad outfit years; yellow teeth; getting bio eggs; orange breath; teeth check; minnie mouse pin; apply guy at the retreat; Kim-Lee family reunion; Pooh and Piglet; two extremes and one moderate; Sue salt shaker; 8th grade semiformal- white suit; summer-watching TV; Cathy's cello; crying at orchestra; Jen's Glamour- purple pants; Jen's party; Monica's burgers; pets with food names- Coco and Kuwi; Disneyworld fish; singing psalms; marriages; Dancing at Sue's; Showdown at Lucerne Court; fudge; I spray, you foam; ketchup joke; Cathy's fist in mouth and ear-touching tricks; the fearful trip down South Street; cappuccino at Cappricio; Cathy's Chicago husband; Friendly's; Lacrosse with SusieQ; Crying at the field; "You are my sunshine, We are an awesome; What TIME is it? WANT one?; Philly Trips: rules of Jen's car; Year of the woman; What's her name?; An ... Ar ... Ahhh!; Cathy and Susan's college talks; Box Ball; Jen's seductive look; bonding; LAX LAX XXX; 5th period lunch; Cathy's Pooh cup; SPEED posters; "I like the bus"; our Hopkins inventions; trying to stay up all night on the last night of lacrosse camp; "Don't worry, if we get in an accident, we won't get hurt."; Cathy's broad shoulders. Susan's chinky eyes- "Sue, open them!! Come on!! hair catastrophe, Killing brain cells- longest snort- 1.7 seconds; passing notes in Keller's class; the spinach experiment ("When did we go wrong?"); the wonderful Microbiology bacteria identifying lab, our new social life at Breakers, bonding with the Cell Phys group, GAS study, groovin' to music blasting in the Altima or the Lee mobile aka. party wagon, Blister in the Sun, orchestra troubles; random visits, good prom ... bad afterstock. Four Seasons hotel, other friends at other places, liberal versus conservative (us versus the world), "Car" problems, cafe mocha and gingersnap, Monica's graceful encounter with the hanging plant, false eyelashes at Camden County library, hanging out at Borders and Barnes & Nobles, Tale of Two Cities project, itchy and scratchy incident, venting to each other, Busch Gardens- "Kimbexes Live Forever" and our rendition of "Respect"- going on every single rollercoaster, The Crush ...
Michele and Robin

Sammaxx, Dirty Dancing Duo, Grease 2, Pink Ladies, Three's Company, Bartender Mich, Saturday Night Live, Chris Farley, David Letterman, Studio One, Get down get funky, E R Key doggy, Bobber Ran, Ahh Mush Mush, Orange Berghais, Rachel's fall, Fashion Show, Matt Foley, MJ19622, Real World, Heather's fall, Popou' Olives, I sha like a slice of bacon, Geenkees, Arnold the SAT tutor, Kermit, "Ya hear that N.Y.? This frog is stayin!!", Ocean City Summers, Hockey picture, Spazing in the car, Dick struck again, The cheap bastard, Dorioku+wa, Napkin, he likes you better, She is not coming is she?, free twixes, The Richmister, Barbie cuts, Germs and Woopies, Family Feud, Oaty and Barney forever, Samantha Fox, The concert that never was, Interpreting Michele's dreams, Sixth Grade talent show, Principals office, Friendly's, talking about Mary, Slip 'n' Slide in slow motion, hell everything in slow motion, Tar Zan, Scooby Doo, Road Rules, Making stuff up, Michele's the best liar, 8th period TCBY, The five minute breakfast at Ponzios, She so cute?, Cruzin in the Eddie, The Count, "You got it dude", The play, In Living Lake View, Rocket, Robino, Aight Ouch, Muppets Take Manhattan, "I....doo", Tommy Boy, "Let the boy shave his grandmother's beard!", Bowling parties, Chorus Line, I'm going to my grandmother's house, Eyelash curler, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Erin's crazy dog, Robin being hit by a car, Snowball, One of the Guys, My best friend abuses me, snots?, Dave and Busters-What does it look like?, Attacked by Anthony, Radio shows, Arsenio Hall, Shake a Paw, Anthony's trivia, Popou's stories, Michele's slip, Rooster and Chicken-their our pet, West daver, putting a billion tapes in order, The Warrior song, The Ultimate Warrior, "The pledge", They are so rude, Ou me na, Erica's make-up, sleep overs, Mashed Potatoes, B-song, Clang Clang girls, Michele's Homy don't play that shirt, the theme song to amen, Hakuna matata, Rudy 1/1t and Rudy 2, I can't stop saying Whoa!, Talking on the phone about nothing, Meet me down by the lake-Love Lance Ito, Eadie McLachlan?, Stanky, Girlie, Surprissssss, Felicshy More, Big Stars........

BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!!!
Melissa, Amy & Brian

Hair-eating shrimp; Papa G's; Pretty Woman; Brit; it was a green dot not a big bunny slope!; "You're only Human"; Fruit slices; Washington D.C.; "duh" stage; One-Way street; shore trips; "American Pie" irony; Car dancing in NY; "This is really cheap-and it doesn't suck!"; Talking French in Olgi's; NY trip & Boys on the Side-girl bonding at it's best; "Untamed Heart"; thumb kissing; midnight swims; movie parking lot; Jr. Prom; Renaissance singers and the 6 ft. banana; dancing in the rain; 5 Pillars of Islam; boxers; mix tapes-do you feel better now?; Angry Woman song; Sarah's surprise party; "Walk Like a Man"; sleepovers; lemon meringue pie & hash browns; "When Harry Met Sally"; Colorado; seasonal dares; Eric's party & the day after; "We didn't see Craig, really mean to be rude or high on myself, doing the same things at the same 11 Trips; the hat game; Tom, Kay I do?"; The Diary of Anne Frank; M&M droppings; "Heathers"; Jimmy; being indecisive; parks; "I love a man with hairy legs!"; Hard to sleep with/Easy to sleep with; cornfields; seances; "Everyone's gonna look up there and say, 'Look at that Mrs. Van Deen'"; midnight society; bugs, drugs & Ferris wheels; "Advice is what we ask for when we know the answer but don't like it"; I Never; Amy's Surprise Party-the best b-day I ever had!; "It's amazing what we can do with camera tricks these days"; The Chicken or the Egg; Eric's roof; "Everything I Do, I Do It For You"; strength necklaces; Telling Craig things he should not know; Kelly's; rosh hole; Bead It; Halloween dance; MacDonald's Playground; Sophomore Cotillion; "They're as big as your head!"; Dangerous Liaisons; "The refrigerator looks like a clown with teeth!"; poker; Trivial Pursuit; Deal!; "Tommy"; "My Dearest Friend"; Ohio; "I don't know-you know?...You know what? I don't know...But that's OK...I'm just kidding"; We're going to the gym-really, we are! Screw 'um! 8th grade exercise class; insomnia; morbid Friday nights at Lauren's; "Um, that Stanford sweatshirt Brit?...I lost it, really I did..."; "Silence is golden-but talking is silver, and I like silver better!"; Sarah's crazy driving; puppy dog eyes; moccachino; ice fight; "It's a wallet Amy-it's a wallet!"; "Say it, say it-p., v., f.l."; E.T.; King of Procrastination & Queens of Indecisiveness; She didn't pass the driver test; "You looked like you were mauled by a wild animal!"; meant to be; Sting concert; Les Mis, tiramisu & "Wow- now those are my kind of legs!"; The George Washington University pen; 5th of July; "Get your head off my pillow!"; Driver's test phone calls; "Um, we lost a $20 bill...well, Melissa was really sick...yeah..."; horseback riding & Mrs. Kauffman's jalapeno peppers; Party of 5; "I just had an operation..."; Mr. Duplicity; thespian-wannabe-well, not anymore!; sit in the 6th row; it's a sign!

Best Friends Forever- I love you guys!
Orin,

Congratulations!

Love,
Mom and Dad

October 14, "I'm having so much fun", wow delivery, our sorority, ZIMA, freshman dance, sophomore cotillion, sleepovers, RFID, Himowitz, shoveling while it's still snowing, Olga's, bad pictures, life skills, Geometry, Bagels And..., Boys On The Side, same schedule, environmental science project, our paranolas, memory search, Joey's wave, making pancakes on the floor, New Years.

"I promise we will get together!" first kiss, yearbook staff,
"I am making fun of you", giving blood, boys are mean, college stress unforgettable memories and many more to come!

WHAT A BETTER WAY TO LET IT END THEN HAND IN HAND WITH A FRIEND.

It's fun doing things with you:
I hate making a fool of myself alone.

It is a rare and special thing
who will remain a friend forever.

Yesterday brought the beginning, Tomorrow brings the end.
Though somewhere in the middle, We became the best of friends.
michele & abby

It all started back in fifth grade when Abby arrived with her big pants. Everyone thought she was a dork as she hid behind the truck. Once Michele got to know the infamous Abby Radbill, their friendship began and so did the memories . . .

Amy’s wedgie ◆ Domino Rally ◆ Mars 929 ◆ Sure Shot ◆ 1-2-3-4-5-6-Aurora ◆ Skids ◆ Cavaricci’s ◆ Whoopies ◆ eraser shreds ◆ Sheshkabob ◆ jailbreak at Cooper ◆ painting the tree with chocolate milk & applesauce ◆ Mrs. Stanley’s Banana Boat ◆ Girl Scouts ◆ 6th grade talent show ◆ Aaron’s bar mitzvah ◆ POCONOS ◆ sleepovers ◆ “AAAAALEX . . . PLEASE!” ◆ Kattis ◆ signal game ◆ Dorney Park & Wildwater Kingdom ◆ Hercules with Mrs. van de Rijn ◆ Amy’s wedgie ◆ Amy dropping the camera ◆ “Oh my G-d!” ◆ Amy’s little accident at Friendly’s ◆ Jason, Rambo, Hairnet, & Jen ◆ Trop World ◆ “The floor smells like cheese.” ◆ Tivoli Pier ◆ the cow girl ◆ Aaron’s pornos ◆ the ball game in the pool ◆ surfing in the pool ◆ sledding at the lake ◆ the hook up at the lake ◆ Fish Sticks ◆ 6th grade Pump Up The Jam Sessions ◆ all our soccer teams ◆ Benny, Sterl, Mickey, Alex, Jackson & DEACON ◆ Jackson & Alex getting it on ◆ the penis game ◆ MEATPIPE PUMPERNICKEL ◆ “There’s a cop and I’m drunk.” ◆ Cooper softball ◆ Coach Tilda ◆ our summer car wash ◆ the dance at the Poconos ◆ Come Baby Come ◆ Turkey Trot ◆ PORKCHOPS & APPLESAUCE ◆ Friendly’s ◆ USA Up-All-Night ◆ Club MTV ◆ Michele being carried into the Phish concert ◆ U2 concert ◆ Malibu ◆ Held Lettuce Morton ◆ Mrs. Gutterball ◆ detention at hebrew school ◆ AfroMan ◆ bellbottoms ◆ the Fart Song ◆ Dalt’s ◆ BE-NI-HA-NAY ◆ Abby’s Sweet 16 at Chuck E. Cheese’s ◆ Kabashi’s ◆ Little Marines ◆ JERK ◆ spitting crackers at Jackson ◆ Esther the bus driver ◆ being chauffeured by the loser ◆ spring break ’95 ◆ Abby’s 17th birthday party ◆ New Years Eve ’95 ◆ “I have a slight buzz.” ◆ RAM In Effect ◆ the CRAM Club ◆ lighting the Hanukkah candles on New Years ◆ Kayce’s jacket ◆ RDF ◆ Spirit Week ’95 ◆ jump rope-kill Kayce ◆ Earwax ◆ our trip to the bathroom at Friendly’s ◆ Summer Shindig at Abby’s- doodle in the pan ◆ “My head hurts.” ◆ Kayce’s best friend problems ◆ FATPIG ◆ Great Adventure ◆ sleeping over on school nights ◆ Supermarket Sweep in the Poconos ◆ Michele’s first ticket ◆ Melanie’s surprise party ◆ Abby’s elementary school license & her Ferrari ◆ Michele’s nose bubble ◆ Beastie Boys ◆ Jock Rock ◆ Domino’s Pizza ◆ crank calls ◆ “Sally, is she there?” ◆ karaoke ◆ Love Shack ◆ uh-oh Michele’s stomach hurts ◆ Boot Hill ◆ Blizzard ’96 at Michele’s ◆ “What am I dying now?” ◆ Wings Games ◆ Gregg- are you naked? ◆ Jake- What up & Funk ◆ Adam= HeMom ◆ CRKC,RW,MP,SAH,GS,AP,JS,AS,DF,JL,JS,AS,DD,MR,AP,TL-guys you’re the best
☆☆☆ FLORIDA STATE . . . . HERE WE COME!! ☆☆☆
Eryn and Bryna
Some friends are forever

LBI, Captain Mike, crabbing, Fantasy Island, Uncle Eng's, Williamsberg, Beth Allen, pickle onion spicy sauce McRib lunch, tennis with Chub, Bob show, Little editions, Bloomies, Calvin ate my sebagos, chicken legs and thunder thighs, Sonomas, whatever Lola wants: Lola gets, Country club at NYC, outings with Uncle Rob, vacations in Boca, trip to Toronto, the mustard yellow house, Washington vacation, night out with Joel, modeling, Joanie, coach wallet, avoiding..... Basam Basam, faces at Virginia Slims, joint Sweet Sixteen, Gypsies, lessons with Mr. Goldkrantz, TBS, murder on the slopes, no confirmation for us, Flyers game, junior year proms, sophomore year lunch, the L's, Riverside, Carmine's, Deb's penthouse, Father of the Bride, Norman, Sabrina, getting down with Travolta and Matzon, G love and special sauce, right curtain, college search, clothes from Uncle Arthur, who's got something for me!!!, you're better off not coming, we have to pick up Fio!, what if we don't want to leave!, 12:30 curfew, Rachel said we could OK?!?!?!, West shows, wedgies from Mr.E, excluded from Aspen, Brit, hayrides, ALIVE in my own backyard, go on without me, and many more. As close as we are today, we will always be. You really are my true bestest friend!
When friends meet in adverse hour.  
'Tis like a sunbeam through a shower.

Sharon, Mr. Cole, Gym Locker? "NOW THAT I KNOW" - MARIAH CAREY; WATERFORD; COUNTRY CLUB DINNER; FOP; JERRY BEAR; FRIENDSHIP ROCK; D2; GUMP; SITTING ON THE LOOP; SUPER G; S. ST.; WONTON AND KIMCHI, LORAC AND EIB Seg EB EN EB E B E D E B E D I (ED); CHICAGO; PARKING TICKET; PASTA BLITZ; SQUEEZE WATERFISH; CENTURY POOL; SAMPLE SHOP BIKIN; NJ STATE FAIR; HALLOWEEN; JONATHAN; 2 MILE RADIUS; DEEP THOUGHTS; X-MAB SHOPPING 'N; ENDLESS RIDE HOME- SKIING; THUNDERCATS; STAND BY ME; TOXIC WHEAT FIELD; TALKING TIL 2; WHITE HONEYSUCKLE; SLEETS; PERIANAL-NEET; SUGARHIGH; HARPOONING 12/1/1413; ROLLER RINK; STEALING CANDY; "RU KIDDING?" YES "CAN WE SIT AT THE BART?"; BILLY "WHY IS THE WATER RED?"; SUNRISE; "WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITHOUT ME?"; 1QX "HOTEL CALIFORNIA", 24/SEVEN; ONE "EVERYBODY NEEDS A FAIRY"; CHIC "1400 PSYCHIC LINES; HADDENFIELD, ONE WORLD; "DURRI"; HIGH BOUNCE BALLS; FORGIVING EVERYTHING; "THERE'S 20 MILES WHEN THE RED LIGHT COMES ON, DON'T WORRY"; LUCKY PSYCHIC HOTLINE; FINZIO'S; STACY'S; CHINATOWN; PROJECT EARTH; HONORARY MEMBER OF 3-D ART; "THROUGH good times and bad times. I'll be on your side forever more. that's what friends are for" - Well, how ever it actually happened doesn't really matter, thanks to all.
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○ CAROL AND DEBBIE FRIENDS FOREVER - IT'S IN THE CARDS ○

May your future be everything you dream it could be.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jessica,
Bobby and 🌼

Abigail,

Take pride in all you have done,
And all that's yet to come!

Congratulations,

We love you
Mom, Dad,
Carrie, and Becky
NORI BROWNSTEIN

May all your dreams come true!

We love you,
Mom, Dad, Heather and Lee

To our wonderful daughter Valerie, the world is yours to grasp and you will always have our love and support to help you reach all that you want.

We love you,
Mom
Dad
Jessica
Alex
Hey, weren’t you in ASJ Orchestra?, “professional” tennis, Cuyoga’s intestines, The “Wendi” Saga, “Shadows from the Past” - what does she know? NOTHING!, Wuthering Heights, 1812 Overture (JELL-O!), standpartners in 8th grade, Nutcracker upside down, Hershey bus-talking for hours, same dress-8th grade semi, best buds with Statmore and the coincidences, “When I was a girl …” (Hyunae’s little identity crisis), Monica-Egomaniac, Hyunae-Druggie, Peer editing- Venting like mad, Rice-A-Roni, Peppermint tea, “These characters have NO depth!”, “orgy” in Johnston’s class, cursing sessions, ice cubes fused together, creaking patio chairs, Circle of Friends, Mad Love (No plot whatsoever!), Clueless (She’s such a Monet!, Whatever! LOSER!), Winona Ryder, Emma Thompson, Daniel Day-Lewis, My So-Reviewed Life, Virginia trip (But they’re such nice guys!), dancing and karaokeing to “I Will Survive”, Hyunae, where were you?, Stop following me!, our rendition of “RESPECT”- Heavy breathing!, Oh we need a good view for the scenic rollercoaster … let’s sit in front!, Big Bad Wolf- Monica “I want my Mommy!””, Hyunae “@*!$$&!” , packing the ciggies, Hyunae’s birthday at UNOs, shirtless dancer, visiting constantly), Philosophy discussions, FEMINISTS- not bitches, Late-night rides and Breakers, Physics and Opre notes, visual imagery, Fashion and intellectual snobs, Monica’s obsession with corsages, Hyunae’s infamous letters, stage venting (Big Mama and Blanche), 80% of neck massages …, flashing in the night or two if by sea, shocking each other, deep thoughts, French madwoman (Baby Jane wanna-be), We don’t believe in Physics!, photogenic memory and “let’s join a monstern!” , Yearbook deadlines (combination and permutation people!), running away from phallic symbols- “Don’t touch his hands!” , Monica forgetting her phone number, Hyunae’s love affair with Banana Republic, Monica’s changing friends, Master Bates, dancing everywhere, the jogger with the short shorts and flabby thighs, hitting on the UPS man with the shaking van, Hyunae scaring Alex, psychoanalyzing the whole world ourselves, “I’m not going to get in anywhere!” , having our own senior cut day, Hyunae’s red hair experience, Barnes Exhibit (Renoir), Alanis Morisette and “Ironic”, Live, TLC, Cranberries, Beastie Boys, always attempting to get together — thank god for the phone!, Hyunae’s obsession and Monica’s disgust for Hugh Grant, love fest for Winnie-the-Pooh, Hyunae’s strong repulsion for her singing partner, sticker obsessions, Hooters, short hair, Indigo Girls, no longer Waiting to Exhale …
Dear Jordan,  
We think you are tops!  
Congratulations!  
Love,  
Mom and Evan

With pride and love we congratulate our son and brother
Matt Gelman and the 1996 CLASS of Cherry Hill East.

Love, Mom, Dad, Bill, Michael, Scott & Marc

You Deserve A Royal Salute for All Your Accomplishments. We Love You, Mitz!
Mommy, Daddy, and Beth

NANCY & KIM

Art of Film - I've been with him for 3 years - DORKS Fridays and a movie? - Jamie and Julie - Joe C. shirt - Girls Just Wanna Have Fun - Earth Science - BBYO - "Our first official night out" - Run the perimeter - 6th period lunch: The Lunch Tray - lying about hookin up - The Billy Joel concert we never got to - Drivers Ed. - Infamous ride home from the mall - the crush of the week - Kimmie - Self defense - wrestling with Jeff - Sophomore year problems (Brian and Greg) - Your clothes are too tight, your a jap and your best friend is lame... - you have a footprint on your bum - Back seat of the jeep - I only had one contact in - Cotillion with John - I don't know - The Party - ordering glass - dog food man - traffic jam - Kim's grounding - taxis - left in the dust after the battle - The Auction - prank calls from Greg's house - Ocean City boardwalk: our plans were in Cherry Hill, Brian and Jim: walk on the beach - JCC Summers - Learning to inhale - Adventures at Greg's - "Who cares - he has a car" - Angelo's II - On and Off Weeks - Indigo Girls, Bon Jovi, Janet Jackson - 8th grade dream come true - Harla's party - I want candy - X-mas vacation: our own party at the park - Forrest Gump - Party with the parents home - Vince's party - leaving Kim on the porch - I never - EGGING - 4-wheeling at the East parking lot.  
BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!
NICK - Penn Hills. Frankie Joey T.O. Rick. whiffle ball
cowboys and
stuck it in the bars
driveway for 50
barber and apple

PITTSBURGH TYPE

bikes. Ponch and John. Little General
indians. Pap Pap ear cut. you got
of the stake truck. shoveling Julia's
cents... Gram Gram's house. grape
trees. Lori Matt. honk if you're ...

Kismers. Alisha don't you wish you had some pizza?
throwing spit. Toby. Buddy. Cookie Cake with Amy. Great Valley bowling. pine wood derby the shoe and italian ice. cultural art awards. student of
the week? Washington Trip stop looking at my food. Delaware. Wilkesburg orchestra. sleeping outside. little league. going to stop and
go. selling garbage. sledding in the cemetery. Neal and Tim the GI Joe guy's in the forest. crack Neal's uncle got married. Elliot Bob's ball park,
annihilators. Legion. Jimmy, Dale, Danny. EA musicals. stomp on their heads. tokon low then. why do you guys tell a joke. laugh. then tell yourselves
chicoannahamy. first day strike. lunch time with Mr. Smiley Dave Thomas and the Freaks. Dave --- Taboo. Push the Button John. I think Nick
cheesesteadd. Brandywine Baby. Bass Boom. Master A Master B. Sick of Dave's life. videos on Columbus and other freaks. Snow Igloo he won't
finish it. tennis. oh baby. I thought I requested the non... Going to Pittsburgh. magic tricks with the Lukacs' hide and seek. Castle Window party. Six
Flags. girls from Florida. Nick gets lost on the boardwalk. Aztec hotel. stolen bathing suits. swimming at Kurt's and the rope game. water fights in
the house. our first hole in the wall. shoveling driveways. Penn and Teller. Young Life. Wave running at LBI. Kicked out of Amanda's pool. but Mike
likes 'em young. Colonials Disney World. Mobbed by hot chicks from Brazil. Hooty Doo. 50's diner waiter. canoeing in the rain. lighting my shirt on
fire. Campaigns is canceled car trip to the boardwalk. hanging up signs. stopped at the playground. what's that pen for? writing. the fat guy at
Wawa. Bong fire and Prep rally. Mike meets Krusty. jumping off the waterfall. garbage throwing. our songs. wear the white. stolen ping pong table.
going to see Dana at the restaurant. Skaters (at LBI) Philly. roller blading at Mainstreet. getting run over. TPing Pat's house. three times. and
counting. four track. cars at Seven Springs. fireworks at Philly. Nick and Tracy's 120th consecutive day at Denny's. playing hockey. Swimming at
Maggie's. when he wasn't there. cheap seats at Steers game. I get to be Gendron. stealing signs. Bob Marley. Tracy. Jerry? Footsteps. Mike G ---
hospital my finger came off. DC mirror. oregano. pipe. doke cups. cool whip. FCS. Ugg. fireworks and B leaves you there. Eric --- fat girl.
moondance, puking on my toilet. catching smacking by mom twice. dad's medical box. Tony --- sup beotch. gum. Tracy's shore house. falling of Beth's trunk
Ashley & Liz

Bret Harte: Softball, Snow Football Cheerleaders, "Bret Harte Babes," Boyfriends started at Harte - Jason Leftkowitz, Mt. Misery. Beck: Jessica's surprise party - What a blur!! East: Freshman Year - The first set of best friends - Mike and Jeff! Freshman Dance - Oui Oui Board - What a bust, that Chinese restaurant, Junior Prom - disappointment, Totally Eighties and neon clock - Come on now! Sophomore Year - The Dark Ages. Junior Year - Renaissance! Gym class with Tanya; Mr. Heister's history class talks; Medford boys - best friend set number 2 - Joe and Justin - religion seating at the movies, Justin's magical kiss, Shawnee Junior Prom, Our Junior Prom - 1 1/2 hrs. late, detour to CCC, Echo's Fifties Pizza, Pictures with Elvis, Greg's house - What a bust! Liz going on a run, while Ashley "relaxed" behind, Back at Rachel's...Nobody will miss a little if it's gone, Joe's annoying toy string, Dogs sure do like Justin, leaving paraphernalia on car tires - Good-bye Shawnee men. Andrew - Study Halls - You, me, and the mystery man, Senior Prom; Summer of '95 - Hotel Party, Norm, Ashley being written on, Going down the shore, Guys on the beach at night - in the sand and water, The same bikinis all summer, corrupting Liz, Slushies at night, All this at Andrew's shore house, Jess' shore house...while we're away, Ashley's friends from Israel from...Everywhere, Andrew's Cherry Hill parties, Park parties - Liz getting sick after, All of Liz's guys, Concerts - Tom Petty - the curly-haired guy, H.O.R.D.E. - Balloons - WaaWaaWaa, rolling on cars, and everything else, Free condoms, Joe Muhlberger - Our dream come true - in one night; Oren's visit; Olga's every night - Wait, were we just Shshed? Almost getting killed and Jessica to the rescue, Sweet 'n Low sex talks; Friday's and striped shirts; Saying good-bye to the summer and college-bound friends and Hello to Senior Year - Our new, international group - We love you Lou and Vic!! Visiting Andrew - We love when people backstab - and kiss - in our ears. Our last set of best friends - We love you Kevin and Dan, our junior experience - The Fart, Jamie's Parties - Liz's sister the supplier...of everything, Thanks Rebecca. The condom in Ashley's bag at Dan's from the HORDE, Dan's party, Thursday Night - Opera Night; TCBY; New Year's Eve - Ashley getting her money's worth and Liz - "I'm not driving!! ...O.K. I'll drive." We should've rented movies; A party at Jamie's without her mom, Infatuations - Everyone will start to look like him. Shawnee basketball game - Seeing Joe. Whoa! So many memories, so little paper. Two last thoughts - Jessica, even though you moved away, you're still a major part of our lives and memories. We love you very much. Love, Ashley and Liz. To our parents - Thanks for everything. We love you very much. Next year we'll miss you immensely. Love Ashley and Liz

Thanks for the memories -
I love you Miss Ash!
I love you Trash!
JOHANNA AND ANDREW
"always together and never apart; maybe in distance but never in heart."

November 27, 1994—one long weekend*Waldo*lip balm*
stupid fights*vanilla*"you'd think that"*Panda/Shnug*
"who'd have thunk it?"*sleeping*VSC's*sleeping*Morgan's*
Raymond's*the Capades*our box*a deer staring into headlights*
circus*good luck coin*"sucky ear"*Ponzio's*my feet*Toonesia*
Blood Drive*Paintworks*zoo keys*Rutgers*picnic*stupid fights*
"Dad, it's time to go home"*12 steps in Andy's basement*100%*
Say Anything*Sharp school*"He wants me!"*Phantom of the Opera*
16 blocks*candlelight dinner w/ Percy*1-2-3-kiss*meanness*
our songs*mute buttons*late night chats*"Smile if you love me!"
Jenny and Forrest."*Forrest, why are you so good to me?", like peas and
 carrots*the secret to success*roses*stress*pinky swears*
1st kiss*Joey's niche*8th period 1995*Baltimore*more stupid fights*
Joey's freshman year*YOU ROCK MY WORLD*

Dear Joey,

Even though I didn't get to see you everyday during your senior
year, I want you to know that you were always with me. I love you a
ton!

Love, Andy

CONGRATULATIONS
LEE RICHARD LEIBOWITZ
and the Class of 1996!
Success and happiness in
all the years to come...

Love, Mom, Jenni,
Pop and Grandma

Keep Smiling AJ!
We love you
The BEST of everything
GOOD LUCK AT PITT!
Love you lots,
Mom, Dad, Kammy and the cats
To Stephanie,

You are a wonderful daughter, a caring sister, a loyal friend, and a kind human being. You have been a source of pride to your family at every step along the way. Our love and support remain with you always.

Congratulations to you, Stephanie, and to the Class of 1996.

We Love You,

Mom, Dad, David

P.S. Good Luck next year at Hofstra!
Christine & Mary Ann
It's not what you know, it's who you know.

Puppy!* I called the bed!!! (Laurel Inn)* Diet Sprite* Cheeseburgers* 7-11 Slurpees 24/7* What flavor?* They want us* Can I help you?* Go!!!!* I know, right?* It's an emergency!!!!!!* Tattoos* Pug & Rottie* My arm is stuck- no regrets* I didn't push the button!* Sucks for you* Can I drive?* We want our chairs back* Lamont's yard* I love you* Just one of dem days* Geeeewww!* Ralphie's shopping list* Staying out and up all night (Camden 3 a.m.)* Is the trunk on lockout?* Hey guys, did you know there's a mac machine in here?* Dan Cortese* Christine- the car is dead, now land the keys over there (and you hung up on him)* Steeve- you want I should write I love heem?* Wouldn't it be funny if that fell?* Ask me about my rice- up to 38 letters* Get off my ghetto porch* Jimmy's Christmas lights* Before, before, it was before* YFW- blocking traffic at 7-11* National Motor Chair Day 12/4/95* Two words- bless you* Ding dong the witch is dead (party over here!)* I have this fabulous picture ... * Dumb and Dumber (Mike and Martin)* Good-bye Chef Boyardee, hello Chef Behind!* Whatever* Sitting at Cherokee* Fingerprints and neon lights* Hak again* Blowin' smoke* Don't cry* Our luck at Marissa's- they got lucky* Mommy* Kings Grant* The bypass* Car mixes* Hak & Gould* Big mouth (M.R.)* Steve & Mike* Her little friend* Crusin' with Greer* Todd's scuffed boots* Oh stop!* Jeff's truck ... in the shade!* Moms & Pops vacation* Koc's Safe Place* Do you consider me a friend?* Drink to your health* Broken stereo door* Page me* RX made us friends* Who would have known after all these years?* I love you forever*
A big smile. A little tear. Together, they could be the symbols of our friendship...
Friendship gets better with time, but ours is already pretty wonderful.
We're so close that somehow it seems we've always been part of each other's lives.
It's fun to look back and remember the good times all over again. It's hard to hold back the tears when we remember all the fun times we've had over the years. We thank whatever good luck brought us together.
And when it comes to friendship...
... it just doesn't get any better than this.
Ice Cream Exchange @ Capitol building; "Summertime," "Action News," "Groovy Band," "Kobee," Mono News (Tommi Rackets as guitarist); Cuppa Flames; Hot Ice; Increasingly Complex World; Times w/ Nuni & Prinda; Well, you're a FER-REAK!; Indigos in the rain w/ Gary—trash bag innovations; Hundreds on the NK's—crappy investment; Dweubus vs. Dorkus; Toast/Cranberries concert; Pizzeria Uno; Not very "friendly" waiter; Birds: Free to be the Runaways that Nobody Knows (except for Snoop); Oz, Fefifer's People, "The Front Line" (formerly "Second Generation" (formerly "Fear Itself")); Aw...Pip-Out!; (long walk off a short stage...); Broadway Excursions: City of Angels w/ Greg Brady, Miss Saigon, Tommy X3 (white pizza controversy), Damn Yankees, Les Mis, My Fair Lady, Blood Brothers (and dating the Cassidy brothers), Beauty & the Beast ("WOLVES"), Falsettos, Kiss of the Spiderwoman, Cats, Evita, Sunset Boulevard, The SLEEPER Garden, Carousel, Friendship Five w/ BT, JTR & MJS; Beatles Anthology; Shells Beach; PKone; Frosh Dance 93 w/ JTR and um...I forget; "Short-short man!"; Sleepovers; Confusing say; You will lose your fender, Freakboy Disaster; Must See TV Disaster; Girls Night?; 101 Kevin K's; Olga's observation; Ponzi's—Bob's treat!; Ria—Rhea Perlman—Pearl—Pearl Jam; "Simpsons," "Friends," "Murphy Brown" ("Look! They're modular!"); "Brady Bunch"; "Kids in the Hall," "Talk Soup"; Diane's Club Honda; Halloween — Beantiks & Housewivenv; Shit Cousin; "Please Sir, I want some more!"; Dollar Store price checks; Positively New Jersey & dramatic key change; Sharpen; "Woah...LOTTO!" w/ RK; Characteristic of Potato Snack; Garise 2; "DOH!"; Kevin Seal; Sporting Fool; "Shine!" & Milli Vanilli curses; Tough break on the Tampoline...; "Pain Cave"; "Vaseline" walk; "Hungry; my name, my name is Peta."; Black & White cookie; "We'll just drive around the block..."; Heb, the moldy basement & spit in the eye; Prinbud the Hindu; "Girl, you'll be a woman soon...soon, you'll be a man..."; "Fl Id Fool Skinny"; "True Lies"—Lisa B.; 100 hrs of the Winter Olympics; J.K.'s slammer—Pass the visors; man; Jonni Love; A. Chu Limited Edition Trading Cards; "Aop! There it is!"; "Mo-boon Mobile!"; Tetris; Pinko; Mama Carole—"I fly to Barbados!"; Simon, Sharpie; Angle Dance; Buffy Key & Buffy Lock; Buff-fellow; "Punky Browster" when Cheri locks herself in the fridge; "Very special"

"Friends will come and go, but your sister will be your sister forever..."
—Our mom, every time we got into a fight

episode of "Different Strokes;" "Dead Poets;" Gary's 100,000 miles banner; Mr. B Natural; Marcia Brady at UP; I went to night school for de blooza!; Banned from Price Outlet; I'm Doug...forget it...I'm outta here..."; "The Scream;" "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?"; Ping-pong—Nuni's ranked behind her own shadow!; Supar G, Oasis; Morrissey; Duke Basketball; Bill & Ken @ Sam Goody; Knockin' over mannequins; Pickin' pennies from the fountain, always causin' trouble...Chavi twitches; "Si quiero destruir mi sueter;" "Oh-sh-de-sherry..."; Recording sessions in bathroom—acoustics, man!; Bombay Bazaar Boycott; "Crazy Dan;" "You're a BABOON!!!"; Snow White ride X7 ("Let's go on one more time to make sure I didn't break it..."); TPAA Conventions; The Worm; Bowling; "The Glory Train;" "Time to make the donuts! Maybe then you'll get a lead..."; Casa Larga Breakfast Sunday brunches; Photo booth pix; Thespian Olympics; "Return to Oz..."; "It's almost over!"; "Four Christmas trees are better than one!"; Reddy balls w/ very cool glasses; Gary's Monkey; "Oh, Papa Smurf!"; B.M.'s waxy nose; "Hoowah! Hoofah!"; Billy, the Blue Ranger; Virginia w/ JTR; BT; TRW; BF; JL; & SV—Germany (risky behavior); Escape from Pompeii; Dream Machines; Forbidden Slip 'n Slide; IT; David Copperfield—"I've never seen a Statue of Liberty disappear like that before!"; P.M.'s; Bob & Lisa; Abbeynana Republic; A.Wesome chats w/ NR; Bobby Diamond Diner; Project Graduation '95; Candy Cane for Christmas Eve; Sean Connery—"Did you kill her?!"; "Bake cookies! She didn't even grease the pans!"; "Paul is dead" & other scary Volvo experiences; Fugly doll that you strap onto your legs; Cotillion '96 w/ the Adams; "Someone's at the door, someone's at the door..." w/ TRW; Put and Take; Lip balm; Craft stores; Booty chats; Date w/ LHH to see "Mr. Holland's Opus;" Tom Hank's & Harrison Ford: Finally getting your lead in 'Carousel'; Talking until we fall asleep...

Reece,

We've been through it all together! What would I do without my lil sis? Thanks for not only being a wonderful sister, but an amazing best friend. And, never forget that I'M NOTHING WITHOUT YOU!!

Love,
Seren
CONGRATULATIONS, MONICA!
We are so proud of you. Now, your new journey has started. Be yourself and happy. And don't forget to keep your great smile too.
We love you very much!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Andy

모가. 이렇게 사랑스럽게 커 주셔서 고마워.
우리 지난번에 시간을 언제나 그래하겠지...

DANA & KATHLEEN

DORK & SNOB, INSEPERABLE. SISTERS/COUSINS. FAMILY FUN NIGHTS. CHINA TOWN. BLIND DATE. WEST BOYS. BOY FIGHTS. FLORIDA. HOT TUBS. CHANGES. EYEBROWS SAGA BEGINS. CRUSHES. CHILLY BILLY. FROSH DANCE DISASTER. SLEEPOVERS. PANCAKES. SALAD. POMS. BACK TO THE HELL HOLE. MERCEDES. LATES. GLINTS. BASEMENT. "CALL THAT 800 NUMBER. I HAVE RAT POISONING". LENNY KRAVITZ. WE GOT GUTS. ETONG. DING GOAT VOICE. ACE OF BASE. "PARTY ANYONE?". WILD NIGHT. COTILLION. BIG SLEEPOVER. PROMS. MARGATE. ISN'T SHE BEAUTIFUL. DANAS' PARTY. LIMBO. FLY COASTER. SUMMER FLINGS. COLLEGE BROTHERS. SWEET SIXTEENS. STEVIE WONDER. BARBIE & KEN. PROMISE RING. PRISCILLA. MARGARITA ISLANDS. WHATTA BLAST!. KATHY'S FALLEN HARD. JUNIOR PROM. JEWISH HOLIDAY PARTIES. NOW AND FOREVER!. GOSSIP QUEEN. RUTGERS HOMECOMING WEEKEND. I HAVE TO MEET THAT BOY. COMMERCE U. FUTURE. PLANNING. I'LL MISS YOU SO MUCH NEXT YEAR AND I LOVE YOU.

"FOR LONG YOU LIVE AND HIGH YOU FLY, AND SMILES YOU'LL GIVE AND TEARS YOU'LL CRY, AND ALL YOU TOUCH AND ALL YOU SEE, IT'S ALL YOUR LIFE WILL EVER BE."
To JONATHAN TODD ROSS

"Our Shining Star"

Words can not express how proud we are
of you and your excellence in academics,
leadership, and activities galore.

These accomplishments have brought a
special kind of joy to our lives and have provided
us with sooo many wonderful memories.

We love you very much and wish you
health, happiness, and success always!

Congratulations!
Mom, Dad, and Family
Dear Jaclyn,

We see the photographs.
But we cannot believe the time has gone by so swiftly.

Have we really celebrated 17 of your birthdays?
Were you just learning to walk yesterday?
When did "guggledoo" become "W"?
Where is that beautiful little girl with the "cute face" and "suspicious look"?
What happened to our Brownie?
What became of dolls and stuffed animals?

Now we look upon you.
In awe.
We see a beautiful, sensitive, intelligent young woman.
When did this happen? Were we not with you each wonderful day of your life?
Couldn't you have taken just a little bit longer to grow?
We are not quite ready yet for you to leave.

But you will never leave.
Not as long as we have the photographs. And the memories.
And as we watch you take your place in the world, we will be unashamedly proud.
That is our joy, our privilege.
You will always have our love, our hope, and our prayers.
And should you ever be unsure of your footing, you will have our help and our support.
That is also our privilege.

From a beautiful little girl to a beautiful woman.
We didn't get any older. When did you?

Love, Mom and Dad
STEPPHANIE AND NICOLE
BEST FRIENDS FOR LIFE

It’s not a tumor!! Crazy People - Hello is mine! Mystery Men i.e. Kevin, Bob, Brian, Bill, Mike! 295 North no SOUTH! Rapid Eye Movement Concert R2D2 underwear Team Mr. Fish Swing set Traffic Light I wonder what would happen if we jumped off backwards? Nic, are you OK? Yeah, are you? Yep Hey Nic, is that blood? Ahhh! Poconos - Zenith isn’t that a TV? Tubing - stop flirting with my brother! WHAT?? Tommy - I don’t get it, but the music was real cool! WAWA, stop for directions Weren’t we already at this WAWA? Bed Thrust Contest BIG sneeze He’s a BITER - I was surprised. Volleyball team flirts TAPPY JUMP! JUMP! HERE COMES THE BUS!! orange juice? Knock Knock - orange you glad? SAY IT!!! no, it’s a bad word! We’re twins, can’t you tell? Dorf on everything (except those damn race cars!) De Boom Boom and De Leonard Sandip we’ll always have ALWAYS (our first double date!) it sounded like there were birds dying! MIGHTY DUCKS or duds! hermit crab races - Steph, I think yours is dead! don’t open the cage, he’s just sleeping! Scraping snow off the car - Nic, you scrape. I’ll warm up the car and DIRECT! Miniature golfing - Nic, stay on the course! Don’t touch my yellow cup - yours is the green one! Sea Princess Buttons in the Basket Steven Segal - ‘nuff said! Calc? better luck next time SHRINKY DINKS! Cheating at Power Pad FRED Blasko, eureka harmful stench! Haddontowne - is it still standing? Nic diving on Tim AGGRESSIVE! Steph - I’m intimidating! Bocce! Bon Jovi! Elton’s behind! we wondered why the shirt was only 10 Tractor Bunny - Are you foreign? Chris, no offense, but why the HELL did you go this way?? 4th of July - oh what a night! Monty Python strikes back! The cows are SITTING Iceberg Lettuce - makes you “poofie” Falcon Crest Fans! Nic’s Sorry Note - that’s what you get for wearing purple corduroy pants! Project X Goofy Lollipop & Stringbean Nic’s zoo We Love Wham! Driving with our heads sticking out the windows like dogs! Pumba Power
We are all born mad. Some remain so. - Samuel Beckett

Girls from Beck/Blink/Clue/Heir! We are Canadians, eh! Watch Miss Universe/Can't say II German cymbals/Stars and Stripes Forever (and ever...)/Them//Gettling high on Swedish fish/the rock at Canada's Wonderland/random laughter/High Rock/Mike the camera/Blitz mamas in black dresses/Look at all the stupid children.../Eddie, we're in the wrong country/the truck stop in Binghamton/Hough movies/Who the hell are you?/ride the date down D-Wine//percussion toilet paper fights/musty feather flats/rep rallies/netline locked in the track/brainwashers on the bus/Covert Cougars Operations/the Cotillion/Ed's omelet/table dancing/Do you really think the school's invariant?/Richard is no Eddie/rubbernecking/Dedham High School/climate control/the aquarium with lots of fish/You dyed your hair!/You went to Australia!

Alison's stalker/D-Wine/Wildwood parade/Watch the tramcar.../Where are the harnesses!/Collards/synthetic percussion section/Cougar Toss/Ya-Hai/Helium balloons/Unauthorized pictures/French exchange students/Playmats Uno/Vanderhoofs, move out!/Maryland House/Happy Ricks/Incantation and Dance with Breakin maracas/marchin in the martini lot/Where's my steth-/Prahl's/sazer shots/the head thine/World Trade Center/In case of incident, do not leave vehicle/ne ducks/fur/It's Zoda's All Night Dinner/portable microwaves/dreams about Bill Clinton/Dr. Shibaz/expodinit toilets/those stupid lawnmobile entire cars/netline soaked on Roman Rapids/What are the forces on this thing?/The masonic show/skull candles for locker decor/Don't ever hurt me!/Blue Bad Wolf at night/netline rolled over/Ed and Alison's theme park/the bus driver and his shirts/The Junior Prom/Hit the hazards!/kidnap Tim/You want it, you got it!/Toyoa/Get off the radic/Olivia's after the band concert/stream rinsed from the streets/Let's drive on the shoulder/It is like a Chinese bamboo tree/H-Mart's Sale on Everything/Poconos/meet Tim at the airport/Where to go?

July 4th/old guys in hats/the cadaver/Not! They're killin' Hootie/The Breakers/Concor/Findlins stuff on the windshield/He's worth his hair/Van Halen, Skid Row, and best of all, Our Lady Peace/Herakin Women at Obla's/food mashinit/I nut...just kiddinit/Yo love/bassannor/the Eastern theme/How many bass drums this week?/Burke/Runway cart/decoratin' (fruitbin bombs) in band lockers/lame Russian men with sons and moles/Tim... Bobb! /the promen show/Jen's Bus Tape/Do not resist Let's have fun!/Satanic Garfield/free jewelry cleanin'/This theater better be immaculate/Raoul and Conchita/All South Jersey Auditions/dinner rolls and German chocolate cake/Philadelphia Orchestra concerts/unauthorized Looie. Looie/ninguin' behind people's heads/snow on Thanksgivin'/Ed's Christmas parties/He said, she said/No, really. Who's it from?/New Year's eve/slow motion expodinit oranges/Parmafat/Abba/Stay reachable!

Jen
Tim
Alison

Greg
Jessica
Ed
Dear Elisabeth,

When your name is in lights or on a marquee, in the audience we'll always be.
We know you'll be great, we know you'll go far
You'll be a success wherever you are.
So off to college - a career to find,
Just remember, to keep in mind,
Whether a writer or superstar,
We'll miss you and love you....

just the way you are.

With Love,
Mom, Dad, Eric, & Chip

Burger King crowns; Carlo; "Nine Months"; Chris Isaak---Oh, no...;
Plaid ribbons; Sleepovers; Must See TV Disaster; "Aw...Pip-OUT!"; New Year's--- '95 (sad), '96 (glad);
12:00a.m. curfew; Blue Subaru;
Quintet; Tape letters; Studio II; Feb. 19th...Oh, wait, it's Aug. 3rd...; Jr.
PROM; "Toy Story"; Dr. Reisman's wedding; "We're so goofy!";
Matthew Sweet; The Fountainhead
---"What the Heck just Happened?!";
Adam & Nikki; Sweeney; We won't mention the Wizard...; Frosh Dance
& Cotillion '95 ---nuff said...; The Letter; Dunbarton St.; "Late
rehearsals" in the driveway;
Carousel; "Wonderwall"; "Head Over Feet"; X-squared always...
Jamie,

Thanks for being such a great big sister. I love you so much, and I’m going to miss you when you go off to Harvard. I will never forget the fun times we have shared throughout the years. I could not ask for a better best friend. I love you!

Love,
Mishy
Lee & Joey

BOO BOO JACKSON ~ OUR 4-YEAR BBYO PLAN ~
MINI GOLF ~ PARTIES @ LEE'S ~ CIT SUMMER ~
HEBREW SCHOOL & CONFIRMATION ~ HIGH HOLIDAY
PLANS ~ SENIOR YEAR (?) ~ SEX-ED W/SCHOOLEY ~
POOL ~ LOCKERS ~ HOMEROOM BUDDIES (+ FRANNY) ~
STICKERS & MEAN JANITORS ~ LEG HAIR TORTURE ~
GUS THE DOG ~ CLTC 1993 ~ MAC AT ZAGARA'S ~
TALK AT BORDER'S ~ DOUBLE DATES ~ GOODNIGHT
MOON ~ BEAU ~ "BEST NEW MEMBER" ~ MOM'S
ICED TEA ~ PHILLIES GAME ~ JOEYBEAR & Lester ~
COUNTRY CLUB DINNER ~ CHAMPPS ~ ANDY'S BIRTHDAY ~
JUNIOR PROM ~ MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ~ BLOOD DRIVE ~
PONZIO'S ~ "WHAT'S YOUR SOUP DU JOUR OF THE DAY?" ~
KINKO'S ~ CIRCUS ~ GREAT TIMES AND MORE TO COME ~
FRIENDS FOREVER!

Jen, Ballerina's &
Hard Boiled Eggs

Lori,
You are the best.
We are always so proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Ira

Saying good-bye, why is it sad?

DZ Freak show- the circus is — > ** D-Eric without the D ** "That guy looks like he has a... * ** Marvin ** Don't forget: just because you're on... ** Taylor P- the lyrical pupper ** Jake and Amanda ** Boyfriends, what? ** Other Side of the World ** Can we say...? ** CHOCOLATE ** Cohen/Eiter- does he really exist? ** That's my dog! ** laser light shows- those guys ** lunch ** I owe you HOW much!! ** PFS ** Red Eye and Spazola ** Halloween ** 'I can't control my legs!! ** Jen- your dad is a slut and your mom is buff!! Jen- don't dis...oops, too late ** Kinko's ** Is that real whipped cream? ** It's lightning out-let's go mini golfing!! ** I have an earring problem!! ** PLENTY!! ** Dan's other side!! ** Tim- do you trust me? ** Toby the Womanizer ** ClueHistoryJohnny ** Your mom did WHAT?!? ** Brownies, Popcorn, Peanut &M&M's ** Worship Jesus ** You saw my blinker ** Oh the place you'll go ** New Year's Eve ** Party in Philly-ya there? ** LATE ** Mad dis me ** WHAT?!? ** Oh, it's Villas. It's ok. ** What's a Villas? ** Munchies ** Michael's SO clueless!! ** Prettles- Psych class- they worked- it's all good ** Did you see a sign that said...? ** Swaps ** "Uh oh! My nose is going!" ** Hannukah Mobile ** I'm 3:3. Hey, I'm only 1:3. (maybe 2:3) ** I REALLY have to read A Farewell to Arms** Kermit Unpigged ** It's called ice, and it gets a little slick ** Is your name Andrea? ** Do you know what that does to your brain? ** Unemployed and loving it ** Dave's got a crush on Josh ** Matt is just cool ** Herb? I hate Herb!! ** Throwin' nickels at the diner ** The never-ending candle/roll of film ** Taylor- you want a kiss? ** Where's Craig?!! ** Horrible drivers ** What do you mean there isn't any around?? ** 'I'm thinking of a word..." ** Just have some more- Cohen, what? ** I want to live in Eiter's basement ** B@$$% of the Month Club **

Makes us remember the good times we had. - KTF

Andrea- You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only one. Ever since those memorable days back at Beck, we've shared that special bond of always being able to find a laugh when times were tough. I think we both agree that we'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints; the sinners are much more fun. From laughing about everything from Your Mama to guys (so he can make you ****, it doesn't make him Jesus), we've managed to be amused by everything under the blue sun in the yellow sky. Although we're going to very different parts of the country, going out into the great unknown like a rolling stone, I want you to know that you'll always be my friend no matter what. I'll always be there for you because we'll keep in close CONTACT! Reading these memories will help us keep forever young.

With love and laughs,

Jenny
JEFF TABNICK

Congratulations to a great son and brother. You’ve made us so proud. We wish you all kinds of success in the future. And we know that someday you’ll find the rainbow connection, or it will find you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Dustin
WHO WOULD HAVE THOUGHT OUR LITTLE BROTHERS COULD HAVE BROUGHT 2 SHY 9 YEAR OLD GIRLS TOGETHER...TO START AN AMAZING FRIENDSHIP?!!

"K" & "K" Sing Along * St. Joe's Prep Prom * Junior Prom Dilemma's * Prep's Battle...Jason Who? * Staircase * Rich * Deliver Bagels! * 15min/3hr Ride To Vetro's...Lost What Is Lost? * "Who" * Lost In Camden "A" We're Not In Kansas Anymore * Married Guys * Last Exit Before Toll * "K" I Lost My Earring...Check Your Bra! * Best Friends...Dane, Ryan, Bryan, Colin * "K" You Did WHAT In My Car?? * Sophomore Buddies * Dianes * Is That O.J.? * Double Surprise Sweet Sixteen * Fire In Delaware * Phish...Fish * Hot Tub...A Little Wet There? * Bathroom Fights * CDUJ * 20min Cotillion * San Phone Calls * So Jump Off A Bridge...Is There Room For One More? * Brian, Brian, Brian. The Note * Four Weddings And A Funeral With Rembrandt * Oica Fita *** "I know He's Got A Girl There... Uh...What...He's Definitely Got A Girl There!" * Sneaking Around Daddy's House * "This Is My Friend Who Is A Girl...Yes, She's My Girl...Friend * He Talks Too Much * Rahoboth * They Are Just Too Old * All Of My In's * The Final Sugar Drink...Never Again * "K" You Killed My Car * Forcham * The Police Station * We Are Always Late (It's Your Fault)! * Philea, Inda, Picture * Lui * Chris * Blue Shirt * Tentin' It In X's Backyard * Giving Blood * Cocoa * Teddy * Our Loves * Models * Make San Ice Cream Run * Everything We Needed To Know Me Learned In Kindergarten..."Boys Are Stupid" * 360 * Chicago * Tanning Salon..."K" I'm Going To Die! * "K" I Can't Sit Like That...I'm Not Wearing Any Underwear * "A" Daddy's Home...I Can't Find The Hole...I Said DADDY IS HOME...Need A Mirror? * Our 7 Pros * "Over And Over" * P.J.'s To The Movies * Ice Cream Fight...So "K" How Far Is Far? I Don't Know "A" You Tell Me * "A" There's A Bat In Your House * The Ronald McDonald Guy * At Kinko's * The Pictures * The Frames * We Will Miss You * Our Necklaces * So What Is Your Bra Size? * I Missed You So I Bought A Fish * 3 Miles Off Shore...Bob Sagott Here We Come * Lemon Tree * Call 5-1-1...It's Busy * Psychic Lady * Crossressing Convention/Moedding * Get Out..."K" I See Fingers..."A" Are You OK? * Male PMK * Retainer Case * Tomato Stains * Making In Kirsh Up * Coffee & Hot Chocolate * Kirsh, We're Getting Married On The Connor O'Brien Show * Our Little Friend * Jillo * Cheers * You Want The Whole Bottle "A" * White Shirt * Overflowed Hashing Machine * Powder Puff(Drag Queen...Cocoa & Teddy) * Chicken Fajita * "The Toast That Burned Delaware" * Changing In The Car * "Men Are From Mars...Women Are From Venus" * "Joseph"...Just Stuff Yourself And You'll Be Fine * College Applications * So Much For Bus Driving School * Leaving Jess At The Movies * Arli B. Role Play...Senior, Sophomore & Junior * Camden Prep Run..."A" There Is No Light This Way...It's A One Way Street! * Money We'll Tell You Everything When Your 52!

"K",
You have always been there for me and I will never forget you! Whether I was laughing or crying you were always there to listen and help me. We have had many memories together, and I know there are many more to come. I'll miss you next year!!

Always,
Amanda Leigh

"A",
You have been more than a best friend to me...you have become part of my family. Our memories are endless and there are so many more to be created! Thankx for always being there. From school to relationships you've pulled me through!! Thankx for everything!

Forever,
Kristen Leigh

Who's always been your closest friend, right from the very start? Who listens to your hopes and dreams, and holds them in their heart? Who always has a friendly smile, and plenty of hugs to share? Who loves you just the way you are? It's your best friend who will care!
Greg, Todd, Shaun, Ryan, and Matt

Todd's 16 and 18 B-day, Latenight Wildwood, scavenger hunt, hide and go seek, Jim Morrow, Greg saving Todd's life, Camp Acquaviva, hot/Suzanne, Lynch & Greg wet intersection, nightswimming, Dave Matthews Concert/both sisters, Kick'em in Greg's car, Audobon in the snow, chair throwing, tetherball, mudslide, open pantry, pregames in Greg's bathroom, Todd/Greg look up, Todd just falls off roofs, Chem class, Freshman hockey, Todd kicking trash cans, isms on Route 70, funnels, 3rd inning dinner, Roxanne's a pig, Shawnee escape, Shaun's favorite feature, Lynch's senior year dilemma, Cotillion 95, haircuts, Joanna, Grandpa Kershaw's truck, busting out of Lynch's house, Shaun throws an all out, 6,12,24,30,1/2 of 23377, Todd's temper, marked baseball bat, TK&RL vs. RB&GA, Shaun-"eyes", Main Street, Jamies coat room, Dead Show, the new flavors of Snapple, speed limit should have been 30, Meredith, Todd's sister, Sherrypark football, 307 Monterey, Tris?, ICE 101 mornings, Greentop, killer boats man, bottle in the pants, the Shack, what's up bro, Greg's rockets, Latenight and afterschool trips to A.C., Prom 95, B.Madison, Eggman, And everything that we couldn't remember the next mourning.
HOT SUNDAY, 13, 14, 18, 12, 32, skinny-dipping, "the game", the new boy from California, Darren's Hot Tub, "the boys", 11:07, Forked River, Jerry and the Ladies, confessions at Robby's, "the girls", sleepovers, Robby's health rider, Olga's, Friendly's, drive-by dancings, getting married, Robby's surprise party, Andrea's end of the year party, Laura's B-day party, tattoo craze, Lia's Halloween costume, garter day, skater's wives, Special Delivery, George from Greek School, spin the bottle, long distance relationships, caution orange, Sunday mornings at IHOP, horse-back riding, Now and Then, WaWa, slurpies, 3 months and 107 hours, Christmas break with Roy, give it to me skate punks, Aqua Luna (our first gig), Amnesty, snuggle bunnies, "Rump Shaker", New Years '96 and presents, movie guard, freshman dance, censorship, the prom, "I Love You!", hugs, girl's night out.........

Andrea, Laura, and Robby
best friends forever!
"We spent a little time on the mountain, We spent a lot of time in the Hill. Things went down we didn't understand, but in time we know we will."

16 oz. talls, purple people eater, Honda, ebag, Qui, Pilaz, Lipface, Sinep, cornbread, Felslilm, Rooms, Dead trips, Pyne grinds Pilaz, Bumpin in the 67, lovely Tina Marie, her brother Lucifer, Grimaces glass, RIP 18 in. with a bubble, Vincen-Zaille out the window, Lipface riots, lunchbox on the hill- the cellular, alding and abeting a fugitive, Lipface ran, court marshal, Iron nurs, fact is, seriously, honestly, my dad's a plumber and I wouldn't lie to you, Palaz yt's 96.95, Army-Navy at Pilaz, Krevollin denies, Soph yrar, Jeff Ass, Scott dillsman, checks for furgus, Michael Jack Pilscner, satchel attachel, 'You got Problems', primitive man, tub, gin. Lee Mels takes a tumble, Pilaz buckling, dropping mads at scabs, Mrk Flow, Nancy ate the cat an booted, derby wiffle, NHL, tecmo, RBI, Madden, Bangs, Pats, Blls, tires, grip gripe, reeks, tillbasa, creo for flo, hokes, the wonder ball, hall of destruction, mailboxes, Ceh, Taf Tam, Helihot and Tony, JOHNNY!, ytraps, Tony Ytrap (the Godfather of yrs), T. Tafferecat, dank nugs. bittles, gib stilt, is this the night we drive off a cliff?, pregames,Audrey's pregames, Audrey at Debbies - all out, and at all times, CHUNK BURGER w/fries, Abe Froman - sausage king of Chicago, Ehrlich lighting Gajdale, Ben Dokison, I don't know dude, saturday night Main event, hey man its Kamil, Cornbread court, Cornmeal curve, Lattenight sessions, Pyne at Lips - the journey through Fox Hollow, all out on Buzz (4 hands), Sillies, Shmeags, lets go Flyers, pounding face, Linda, Gary tripping face, Jeep attachel, TBFY, Savage, Secals, Cheek to Cheek, Taboo two, where da poons, Chris?, Gables Fro, New Jack, CS (most definately), Juice, Boyz, Menace, Smoke yo cousin right infront of your face, Steve Malachs heart of Cold band, Hunter, Lisa Levins yt - Getz go AWOL - 50's in the house, whatcha gonna do, Kickin beastie rhymes, air jam alongs, Malach getting wild, ecaf on the bridge - macaroni and cheese, I'll pay you to bring me home!, Okidata, East hoops 96, Doe's house, Rocky dennis, sign gankage, schlitz at Slips shore house, Brenda and Missies, Daz, Good felias, robo pound, quarters, circle of death, DilMedio's a mess, Lagg at Levin's, Krystals, bellies of holland, NL's, Krump's brothers chucks, T[a[some dude], Shuster nug, Beatrice, chasing Mr. Kuhl, Boomer at the front door, He's chasing usl, plicaf, the lipper, LT, CMNB, show em you lhab, liphead shows, lips booting at Finnigan's and on dip, tommy, Is chris there?, 420 AM/PM, Sheba, Qui picks her up, Boog, Boot, Snoflak, dip, nuptual, Sinep, the brothers Pyne, nupual, sinupual agreement, James, Jimmy Bob Tiller, Hey man, watch the leather, Spicoll, Gwergsky, Ackerman baseline, soap opera, Bumcombe, freshman dance(pls), Qui getting jumped (his picture), CompUSA, green monster, hank gaffling and the dank nugs, wild nights at Palazzo's, Slip and Joe getting searched, giri running through screen door, little lego's, ytraps at kraps, Yuengling summer '95, $40 worth at Adam's, Steve Malach band featuring Hunter, Malbo, Slip's shades, ders, officer Lager - ecaf, Malach at the crib cold ollin the gats (steg dog), Blockbuster riot, trid ball, boomin, trisin in OC, groundhog night, Ehrlich Ubile common Keith, Sinep has one nut, Your names Joe, hey big guy, your pretty good with a pcn, ice box effects, woods 2 on wed, gravities, ytraplabs, garage sesh, all dead shows, Philh X3, New Years '95- Thanks Mrs. D., New Years '96-enough said, pissing in closets, derby, trail of tears, mischief '95- they should have learned, Pilaz gets drilled, steg over fence, Ehrlichs deck - taste the sauce, solid, steg/Wiesman, in terms of this, Lahrhouving it. SEMIS, FLAGARANT - WE'RE ALL STILL STANDING!!
AMY TOBY JAIME

"Yesterday marked the beginning and tomorrow marks the end, and somewhere in the middle, we became the best of friends."

Jess & Steph
Best Friends Forever
"Some people come into our lives, leave footprints on our hearts, and we are never ever the same."

You were not in my section!, Don't forget to call, once again no ride, we lost your car, You're so crazy, Bad Boys, My So-Called Life, Baumkirsch lives for everyone especially Rich, "Beardit, Enough said!", $2.00-a week of silence...He's back someone get the door, THE PIT, 5 minute bathroom mistake-Jess look! Guy, Jessica's teaching skills, troubles crossing the street, we just got disinvited!, dress-up nights, Are clowns people?, Wawa at all hours, BAUMKIRSCH & JES-KA, Broken people, Joe- will you ever see him?, second Amanda, You've seen every movie!, OOOHHH, You Smell!, Amanda's getting married... shh don't tell, R.E.M., scary dancing men...I thought it was Michael Stipe, laughing disease, I'm crying, pasta place, the spit and the burp, Colin Colin!, Jess is your only friend, Not Jess-she's not that innocent!!!, Is this another memory?, leaf wars in the rain, throwing grass, NOBANGS, Random Night, Thursday is league night, 4 hours time to change, T.J. and Mike that about sums it up, He's on first, GUN I need Jessica's radio, Yumm brrr onomatopoeia, gum girls , Mr. Head's class orange room & white room, I'll take you to Jessica's, We aren't friends anymore...again, we have no table...what about second semester?, The return of the Olga's dork...at East?, You can't tell anyone!, Kirschbaum's a follower, hiding by the pay phone-she can't see me!, It's raining in the car, inferring wrong things, I wanna do something fun!, Where are my shorts?, Who are you going to the gym with?, water ice or yogurt, plastic shoes, I DON'T UNDERSTAND, I'm gonna be bored at my own house and we can't go to get hot chocolate, I hate Hootie, is it a good salad?, donut choking, my legs hurt look at my bruises, Jess could work at CVS, Go Mark, Mumble girl, Steph's conversations with Jess's family, Bush vs Indigo Girls, movie list, Non-stop Offspring, missing white sweatpants will they ever be found stay tuned..., hiding in the hallways, talk in home room, I'll meet you on Morris, Glycerine, ANKOBIT, payback time, invitation only?, Nov. 27, 1995, ...but we would be glad to have you at one of our commonwealth campuses, I'm all foggy!, A.D.D., wavy people, car dilemmas no talking, "Jess are you alone?", Why are you paying for her?, Cain and Able, all at once this can't be happening, the favorite sweater, clarification, phone friends, Is it a major?-establish before anger disrupts thinking, If someone asks me one more time I'm going to scream!!, infamous Wellesley friend, two hour walk, asleep at 12:01...And many more memories to come!
STACEY'S CLOTHES
JAIMIE'S CLOTHES
SAME THING!
ADVICE & THE
FRIDGE & THE
GYM... LOVE!
SWEET 16's
OBSESSIONS:
COLLAGE &
OLIVE GIANTO,
CLASS OF '97...
CLASS OF '97
CHEESE & B-BALL
DRUMS & B-FRIENDLY...NAH! &
AND ALL OF THE
MEMORIES THAT
ARE BEST LEFT
IN OUR THOUGHTS
THANKS

"You're come a long
way, baby!"

FOR EVERYTHING...

Silly B BB
FROSH DANCE,
"FRIDAY'S &
THE MOVIES"
PHASE & BIG
BUTT & SKIING;
DOGS & "MY
FRIENDY & GUIN
COOKIE CRISP, 
"DUETWRITER
WAR & RUGER
IN THE SUMMER;
BREATHE
HEAVY ON THE
PHONE & MESSY
LOCKER & TORI SWAP &
ATTITUDE & MAKEUP &
BODY SUIT PHASE... BAGGY
EARTH TONE PHASE & ROSES,
SHARING INTERESTING FACTS,

Michael

Congratulations on your graduation from high school.

Your desire, love of learning, and sweetness have enabled you to successfully reach this milestone.

May you continue to shine as brightly as you do today throughout your life and be a beacon unto others in the years ahead.

All our love,

Mom and Dad
Zachary, Joshua, Benjamin

323
"A BEST FRIEND
knows all your secrets, understands
your fears, and shares your dreams."

Blazers/makeup compact—I hate her!; Summer '93 Teen Tour; I'm
not whipped!; Fly like an eagle; Faithfully; Jessie's Girl;
Hold Me; I Get So Weak; Magic; Plaid man on beach; He noticed
me from the back; Never should of let you go; Worm; West house
'93—I think I have a fever/ Can I take off my pants? Teen tour
Reunion- Whiskey in cabanna; I gun Florida-Marla wanted him;
Cotillion; We dated Gigio—wasabi/dress up in New York, New York;
Jesse goes dutch—Do you want some of my ice cream?
pompous/incoherent; I don't think she's gonna call me; Do you
remember me? No. I'm pregnant! Marla for V.P.; Summer '94 Univ.
of Michigan; Ain't no thang but a chicken wang! Is she a lesbian?
It's 6:00 in the mornin; Bouncing off the walls; Sooo soft;
I'm only normal when I look at my watch; Top of the hill;
Chocolate X; I LOVE him; In Your Eyes; Shore mistakes—"If I
didn't tell you, it didn't really happen!" New York trips;
Limelight-big name on LI; Giavani/Poster we're grounded; That's
so cute, it's your first time—Get out! Red Red Wine; Kitchen
table-murder; Vacation '94—1 week without you, thought I'd
forget, 2 weeks without you and I still haven't gotten over
you yet! Nightmare at Supper Club; We had to get there—Big Mama
G! L.B.I. License...crash; Go Go's; Chillin with my...; Fridays—
B.J.; Hiurricane Alley; Finnigans; Olga's—"That's so high school"
Jr. Prom '95—Mr. Phish and Drew/Who's the G? Ice...Now! Summer
'95; La keri Mar-boot! Maryland excursion; J.C.C; The Lake;
Kids; Clover shopping center; Unneccesary fax; Deb, stop it's
not Justin-boot! Neighbor infatuations; Super Fresh date; Lisa's
B-day-tresspass; Brooklyn; Margate/ Buffalo; Late night in ocean;
Akuna Matada; Deb's parties—Boones; Who is it please? your
boyfriend! Late night Neighbroors; Coconut Bay; Brawl on the
West side; Served at Mainstreet-chased by police; Dining room
chair/soph. boy returns; Marla's midget; Ocean City; Lisa's
party—yellow shirt and tank top; Cruising with the Greek G-d;
Lehigh—Wisconsin; New Years '95—In our glory; Where's Marla?
The next Gigio! Blizzard '96; Who would of thought we'd be Best
Friends Forever?
"If You Got A Picture Of Your Face, Could You Leave It On Your Way Out The Door? I Don’t Care If It’s Color Or Black And White, I Just Need Something To Remember You By."

... back to back lockers, lunch periods together, rhinestone Raider’s hat, NY hat, staying after school, stopping by on your way to Dave’s, Enigma, thrown on bed, nervous hands, thanks for the shower, Society Hill room, running home, freshman dance, my junior year, c-wing 2nd floor, girls locker room, just do it, officially end of September, belly button fiasco, falling in the shower, "Now Maybe", uhh what? behind the stairs, meeting after class, Christmas break cruise, rumors you INSIST on believing, fights, bringing you roses, late nights on the phone, "I wish we could...", waking Laura up in the morning to drive, JANUARY BROTHERS ROOM, it just happened, who will get a car first? NO FEAR, your loving father, sophomore cotillion that never happened, phone call, "I have to leave" crying on my kitchen floor, "When are you coming home" Friend’s hospital, waiting by the phone, pretend mom, box of food and Mt.Dew, visiting you, not alone, missing each other, "When are you coming home?" "Just a little longer" best surprise after school...you, standing out in PINK junior prom, you had to cut your hair, sleeping down the shore, Mark, Wendi, Ryan, Sanders, Laura shore video, stussy shirt, at Jill’s for a few seconds too long, "I AM SORRY", dude, Zallie household, summer Outward Bound, "Has it hit you yet?" phone till 4-ever in Colorado, getting your 23 day letter & tape, crying, you and a dozen roses, roundy is gone, jet skiing, surfing, Dorney park, jeep, cvs trips, behind church, just Nike’s in the snow, movie? yeah right, bruises, cvs 2 trip, basement, car on Old Orchard, FATHERS/PHONES, you changed, Johnny, accident...no car, South Street trips, banned from 1004, close calls, notes in my locker and car, on and off...& many more to come...Thanks!

- Thanks for all the laughter and the tears. You will be in my heart and in my memories forever. In good times and in bad, I will be on your side forever. I LOVE YOU
"Promise me you won't forget me, because if I thought you would, I wouldn't leave."
-Winnie the Pooh

...Ben in gan's ear; cookie dough fight; big-boyfriend; notes — kitchen table, on the roof, under the car; wild weekend on adam's; margate, "guess what I did?"; stinkin' face; freshman dance with our sophomore boys; Abbie's deck; Chinese on Thursdays; Audrey's bet; spaghettini dinner; tuna at wawa; Jen's make-up; savemem; chris' goodnight kiss; Jen — m.i.a. junior year?; unwelcome Audrey; I hate my friends; bridesmaid; it's 9th grade & why are you at my house?; cigars for Ted; teaching Jen; u2 song over & over; maccio suita; buying drinks; Philly trips; driving fiascos; running; table games; Vin; a little soft; butter trips; jean shopping; strip faceball; pixie sticks; Steve's accident; corvette guy; black velvet; late night baking; super g trips; younger guy mistakes; snob's wet carpet; planners; olga's; brawlin' in steve's class; burnt pizza; walking crooked; always cooking; it tastes so bad; Jen's bad habits...
Partyin' w/ Fish, Fred, & Butch · Prom · Edes & (K)Nawgs · Shnot · Rag · Talls of Ox 45 · The Gambler · 256 kb Memo Wizard · Stress Test · Tami, Moe, Janet, Art, Beth, & Jeff · When is a job not a job? · New Years Eve '96 · This is English 4A, Bastard · Myst · The Big "S", "A", "D", & "T" · Swoop!!!!!!! · Mutaba · Summer of '95 · Peggy Sue · Cubans · Raizel, Yoinah, & Shlomo · Go-Go Bubble Maker · Beach Boys · "Hangin' out" w/ Juls · Gluckers · Cynthia & Norm · Car ride w/ Keenan & Suz · The Baumer · Midnight CompUSA run · Chillin' in Ventnor · Baking · Boot Hill · The Moron · Drivin' through a Bus Stop · 4-Wheelin' · Tennis w/ Ari · Jeff & Dean sittin' the bench · The Schnaapster, "ding" · 7th Guest · "Feeling lonely?" · Mom · "Let it Be" · "The thing is not the ghost!" · Willie Loman could not even sell himself · The Godfather · Double sneezes · SUSAN · Jimmy Hoffa = Moe · Dean's sexual attraction for Adele, Janet, Julie · Raizel is guilty · Harmonica · Herds lines · Hot tub · OJ · Domino's · "You got it all wrong" · Mrs. Rogers' health class · Tzicka · Tzacka · Jack the Ripper · EMT · CVS · Huck and Jim · Teeth knocked out · Fire Hydrant · Dr. K · nose · Mufasa · "Life without a friend is death without a witness."
Congratulations Jamie

There are some who
Say, “When you wish
Upon a star,
Your dreams will come true.”

But you now know
As you move from
East’s red and white
To Penn’s red and blue,

That achieving
Tough goals is a
Sure way to bring
Happiness to “Q.”

You always make
Us proud, so our
Hugs and kisses
Go each day to you.

We love you on this special occasion, always and all ways,
Mom, Dad and Michael
Dear Amy,

Congratulations! We are very proud of you and want to thank you for all the memories you have given us over the past 18 years. You are right! Life would be dull without you! We enjoyed every basketball game you played. May your future bring you much happiness and success. We will always be there for you.

Lots of Love,
Mom & Dad

Dear Amers,

Always wishing you the best!
Good luck in college.

Love,
Bob & Karen

Dearest Amy,

We love you and wish you every happiness throughout your life.

Love,
Grandmom & Grandpop
Nana & Pop Pop
Dear Jamie,
We are so very proud of you. Congratulations! We wish you good health, happiness and success in your future.

May all your dreams come true!
We will always love you -
Mom, Dad, and Todd

DAG:
We are very proud of you and love you very much. All the best to the Class of '96.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Sarah, and Taylor.

Ryan Katz is graduating... Yes he is... Yes he is... Hey, Hey... Know what I mean... Know what I mean... Nudge, Nudge... We're very proud of him... Know what I mean... Hey, Hey... Yes we are... Nudge, Nudge... Congratulations... Say no more... Say no more... Love Mom, Dad, Jon, and Popcorn... Say no more... Say no more...

COLOPHON
- Eidolon (Volume XXVII) is printed by Jostens Printing and Publishing Company in Topeka, Kansas, in an edition of 650 copies. Main body copy is printed in 10 point Souvenir 64 of the 340 pages contain processed color photography. All pages are printed on 60lb. double coated gloss enamel.
- The cover Black on Mission grain with red applied color and silver foil, is Cranfill embossed. The endpapers are school designed.
- Senior and underclass portraits were taken by Lorstan Studios 1050 Commerce Avenue, Union, New Jersey, 07083. The full color, 16 page "World Beat" current events add-in was produced by Jostens.
- The 1996 staff wishes to thank Mr. Terry McGovern and Ms. Vicki Brosterman, of Jostens, for their professional expertise and support. Thanks, too, to Mr. Richard Slutsky and all the folks at Lorstan for their patience and flexibility, and to Best Photo (K-Mart Shopping Center / Cherry Hill) for their dependable service. Finally, special thanks, kudos, and deep gratitude to Mr. Bob Yellen, photographer, artist, and gentleman.
- Eidolon consistently wins first place awards from the American Scholastic Press Association. Recent editions have been cited for "Special Merit," and the 1995 edition was named "Best Overall Yearbook" and awarded a perfect score of 1,000 points.
- Address all correspondence to: The Eidolon Yearbook, 1750 Kresson Road, Cherry Hill, New Jersey, 08003. Copyright 1996 Eidolon. All rights reserved.
11:00 PM- The hallways of East are silent, barren, and dark ... but a faint glimmer of light escapes from a tiny cubicle near the student entrance. Traces of a lost civilization? Perhaps. The walls of this room harbor another world, complete with leaders, indentured servants, and its own microwave. The name of this microcosm — the Yearbook Office. Once again, the yearbook staff is working late hours to meet yet another deadline. Fueled with only pizza and Chinese food, these diligent, often insane, workers search for croppers, captions, headlines, and ideas.

These students have a remarkable ability to work in even the most adverse conditions. Every yearbook member can remember the chaos resulting from the relentless snow, countless captions, absent staff members, perky cheerleaders, lost/stolen pictures, and ... who could forget the cacophonous noises emitting from the screeching guitars, thunderous drums, and the harsh feedback of bands practicing in the cafeteria?

Yet, through all of these stressful situations, yearbook members help each other survive one deadline at a time, empowered with candy store sugar highs and solid friendships. Not only do the students bounce ideas off of each other, they also serve as one another’s “venting” partners. Stress is always better when it’s shared.

Despite the pandemonium, the amazing Yearbook staff always pulls together as a team. And the result of hours of frustration, brainstorming, and hell is ... the incredible yearbook you are now holding in your hands.

**TOP 11 THINGS ABOUT YEARBOOK**

1. Writing 10,000 basketball photo captions when you don’t know anything about sports
2. Bossing my staff around
3. Sitting in the brown chair so that you fall backwards
4. You can tell your parents that you’re staying in school late to work on yearbook, but go somewhere else instead
5. You can witness Mr. Carr’s highs from cake frosting, random Scottish accents, and impersonations of Arnold Schwarzenegger
6. Bonding with Mr. Corp
7. Howard Yeh’s obsession with a certain member of the Thespian Society
8. Your enemies’ names get mysteriously misspelled
9. Threatening to commit suicide by stabbing ourselves with pica rulers
10. Stalking is so much easier when you have access to everyone’s home phone numbers
11. Going insane at 11:00 PM on a deadline when 1200 pages are due
"Hopefully, through hard work and teamwork, we will produce a terrific yearbook."
-Monica Kim ('96)